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Public Involvement Summary

Public involvement for the Business 51 project was completed in 4 sections: Project Introduction, Purpose
and Need / Alternatives Considered, Evaluation of Alternatives, and Recommended Alternatives. This
report provides a summary of the participation and feedback associated with each of the sections.

Project Introduction

Introduction of the project to the public and property owners adjacent to Business 51.
Door Hangers Placed at Adjacent Properties
February 2020

Social Media
2 posts

Purpose and Need / Alternatives Considered

Overview of the project’s purpose and need, as well as improvement alternatives that were considered.
Stakeholders consisted of representatives from the community, selected in cooperation with city staff.
Stakeholder Meeting
August 2020
13 participants

Public Q&A Sessions
September 2020
54 participants

Public Survey
September 2020
1,617 responses

Social Media
16 posts

Evaluation of Alternatives

Explanation of the impacts and benefits associated with each of the detailed study alternatives.
Stakeholder Meetings
Nov. 2020 & Feb. 2021
12 & 13 participants

Public Q&A Sessions
March 2021
79 participants

Online Comment Form
March 2021
174 responses

Social Media
18 posts

Recommended Alternatives

Presentation and discussion of the recommended alternatives.
Stakeholder Meeting
June 2021
7 participants

Public Meetings
July 2021
45 participants

Online Comment Form
July 2021
128 responses

Social Media
7 posts
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DOOR HANGERS PLACED AT
ADJACENT PROPERTIES
FEBRUARY 2020
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In 2012...
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The Business 51 project began to
identify alternatives to allow the
roadway to serve as a safe and
efficient link in the city’s
transportation system.
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Three public meetings will be held in 2020 to gain
input on corridor improvement alternatives.
Meeting notifications will be posted on the City’s
Facebook page.
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Stakeholder Group

A small group of stakeholders (residents, business
owners, etc.) will meet several times throughout
the project to advise the consultant team.

Online Survey

In 2020...
The Business 51 project will
resume and evaluate previously
identified alternatives and
explore new options. One
alternative will be selected for
design and construction.

An online survey is planned to offer a feedback
option for those who are unable to attend
in-person meetings.

Website
Google “Business 51” for a link to the project
website. Materials displayed at the public
meetings will be posted here after the meeting.

Questions or Comments?
Scott Beduhn
Director of Public Works
City of Stevens Point
(715) 346-1564
sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com
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History of the Business 51 Project
In 2012 and 2013, improvement alternatives were developed
and preliminarily evaluated. At the end of 2013, the project
was put on hold prior to the selection of a preferred
alternative. The current project, which began in January 2020,
will complete the planning process and select a corridor
improvement alternative to proceed to the design phase.

Project Timeline
Detailed Alternatives

• 4-Lane With Raised Median
• 2-Lane or Two-Way Left Turn Lane
• Additional Alternatives?

Purpose and Need

The purpose and need sets the requirements for
the improvement alternatives. It identifies the
pavement, safety, traffic and multi-modal issues
the project seeks to improve.

After considering the results of the
alternative evaluation and public
input received throughout the study,
a corridor improvement alternative
will be selected.
The list of preliminary alternatives will be
narrowed down to only a few alternatives
for detailed analysis.

2020
Historic
Properties
Bike & Ped

Safety

Neighborhoods

Traffic
Cost

Preliminary alternatives were originally
evaluated in 2012 and 2013. These
alternatives will be reviewed and modified
as needed to reflect the current typical
section needs.

The detailed alternatives will be evaluated
against a variety of criteria to determine
which alternative best meets the purpose
and need for the project. Project cost will
also be considered.

Design Begins

Alternative Evaluation

Late Summer

• No-Build
• One-Way Pairs (Bus. 51 and Michigan St.)
• 4-Lane With Raised Median
• 2-Lane or Two-Way Left Turn Lane
• Additional Alternatives?

Spring

Preliminary Alternatives

2021

2023
Earliest Start for Construction

Bike & Ped

Fall

Winter

Traffic

Early Summer

Safety

Pavement

2012

Identify an Alternative
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SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS
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Post Date: February 20, 2020
Caption:
The Business 51 project is back. Last month, the City
and engineering firm AECOM kicked off a planning
study to determine the best option for
reconstructing the 3-mile Business 51
(Church/Division St.) corridor from the south city
limits to North Point Drive. In 2012 and 2013,
improvement alternatives were developed and
preliminarily evaluated. The project was put on hold
prior to the selection of a preferred alternative. The
current project, which began in January, will
complete the planning process and select a corridor
improvement alternative to proceed to the design
phase.
For more information about the project, and to sign
up to receive project updates, visit the project
website at https://stevenspoint.com/1004/Business51

Post Date: February 20, 2020

Caption:
The City of Stevens Point has begun studying
transportation improvements for the Business 51
(Division/Church Street) corridor from the south city
limits to North Point Drive. We’re looking for
members of the community to participate in a
stakeholder group that will advise the consultant
team throughout the project. Stakeholders will
participate in 3 meetings over the course of the next
10 months. If you interested in joining this group,
contact Scott Beduhn, Director of Public Works at
sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com
For more information about the project, and to sign
up to receive project updates, visit the project
website at stevenspoint.com/1004/Business-51
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STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS
(GENERAL, SOUTH, CENTRAL, & NORTH SESSIONS)
AUGUST 2020
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Summary of Feedback
Meeting name
Business 51 Stakeholder
Meeting (General
Session)

Meeting date
August 11th, 2020

Project name
Business 51

Project Team Attendees
Scott Beduhn
Joel Lemke
Amy Canfield
Ryan Barz
Jeff Sandberg
Logan Dredske

Stakeholder Attendees:
•

Andrew Egan (Fire Marshal, City of Stevens Point)

•

Bruce Barnes (Resident)

•

Cole Racine (Belt’s Soft Serve)

•

David Roloff (Resident)

•

Ginger Keymer (Resident)

•

Kent Gaede (Frosty Pines, Zest Bakery & Coffee House)

•

Neil Prendergast (Resident)

•

Paul Hasler (Facility Services, UW – Stevens Point)

•

Sharon Johnson (YMCA)

•

Todd Kuckkahn (Portage County Business Council)

•

Tom Carroll (Transit, City of Stevens Point)

•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)

•

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)

Questions/Comments Asked During the Meeting:
•

Todd Kuckkahn (Portage County Business Council)
•

•

What will the public survey consist of?
•

Amy (AECOM) – The survey will be online via Survey Monkey.

•

Todd – Expressed concerns regarding bias survey results and the survey not reaching
all users of the corridor.

Paul Hasler (Facility Services, UW – Stevens Point)
•

Is one of the objectives of the project to improve the appearance of the corridor?
•

Amy (AECOM) – Aesthetics is currently not a need, but it can be discussed going
forward if you feel strongly about it.
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Summary of Feedback
Business 51 Stakeholder Meeting (General Session)
August 11th, 2020

•

Cole Racine (Belt’s Soft Serve)
•

The 2017 AADT count near North Point Drive was before Sentry built their new office near the
roundabout.
•

•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

The typical sections suggest that the corridor is more human-scaled than what it actually is.
There should be a parking lot between the buildings and the sidewalk.
•

•

There is a large stretch of Division Street in the Central Segment with no terrace, where the
sidewalk directly meets the curb. How does this compare with similar thoroughfares and
communities in Wisconsin?
•

The City had the opportunity at an intersection between Fourth Avenue and Belts Soft Serve to
do a lane reduction as an experiment during COVID while traffic was down. However, the City
restriped as is. Are there any thoughts of experimenting with lane reductions?
•

If there was a road diet and raised median in the Central Segment, how would it impact access
to residents?
•

How much does it cost to paint a TWLTL (such as in Tomahawk)?
•

Ryan (AECOM) – We do not know at this time.

Todd Kuckkahn (Portage County Business Council)
•

How does this project relate to the City’s strategic plan?
•

AECOM

Amy (AECOM) – A TWLTL could be considered that would allow full access to all
driveways. If there was a raised median, you would likely see misdirection as the
resident would likely have to go around the block to access their driveway. Additionally,
consolidating driveways is an option for commercial areas.

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

•

Scott (City) – It is difficult to simply paint an idea on the roadway. Transitions into the
lane reduction and traffic signal timings need to be completed. We also need to conduct
some public involvement to make such a drastic change to the roadway, which was
difficult to do during COVID. However, the City is interested in exploring these
opportunities moving forward.

David Roloff (Resident)
•

•

Amy/Ryan (AECOM) – This is not common and is not ideal for pedestrians or snow
storage.

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – The Streetmix program is a free online program that will allow people
to come up with their own designs. The project team will consider modifying the typical
sections moving forward.

Ginger Keymer (Resident)
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – The count was before Sentry built their office. However, the AADT
near North Point Drive is one of the few areas were volumes have been increasing.

Scott (City) – It depends on how far along the strategic plan is when decisions are being
made for the Business 51 project. Ideally yes, they would overlap.
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Summary of Feedback
Business 51 Stakeholder Meeting (General Session)
August 11th, 2020

•

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

Will the project conform to the City's Vision Zero Policy and Complete Streets Resolution?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – The project will consider it during the design, but design could change
based on public input.

Will there be any walking/rolling audits for each section for the public to experience
drivers/pedestrian/bicyclists/wheelchair behavior in-person (w/ masks and physical distancing)
to better understand the needs?
•

Amy (AECOM) – These are good options, but they are likely not feasible due to COVID.

•

Trevor – The Franklin Street intersection is very dangerous and twice he has almost
been struck.

Next Steps:
•

AECOM

Consider modifying the adjacent land uses shown in the typical sections to more accurately reflect the
current environment (e.g. in the south segment show parking lots along Business 51 rather than the
businesses being close to the sidewalk).
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Summary of Feedback
Meeting name
Business 51 Stakeholder
Meeting (South Session)

Meeting date
August 13th, 2020

Project name
Business 51

Project Team Attendees
Scott Beduhn
Joel Lemke
Amy Canfield
Ryan Barz
Jeff Sandberg
Logan Dredske
Dave Glodowski (Gremmer &
Associates)

Stakeholder Attendees:
•

Neil Prendergast (Resident)

•

Ryan Kernosky (Community Development, City of Stevens Point)

•

Tom Carroll (Transit, City of Stevens Point)

•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)

•

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)

Questions/Comments Asked During the Meeting:
•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

What is proposed for Business 51 south of Michigan Avenue would look a lot like what was just
built in Plover.
•

•

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

What is the minimum width for a fire truck?
•

•

Ryan (AECOM) – Coordination with the fire department would be necessary, but 16’ is
what we believe it was during the previous study.

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – Yes, this is correct.

What is the AADT’s in the south segment?
•

Amy (AECOM) – 13,600 is the highest volume.

•

Tori – Well below 20,000 which is the justification for four lanes.

•

Jeff (AECOM) – A well-coordinated traffic signal system is the key to traffic flow in the
corridor, so assuming we can get that to work we are confident a two-lane typical
section would work in the south segment.

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

Regarding AADT's, I learned at a conference a few years ago that Toole Design group was
developing a new AADT threshold for road diets with AASHTO's new design guide - closer to
10,000 and less. Has this changed?
•

Jeff (AECOM) – We are not aware of a guide indicating this threshold, but would be
interested if Trevor had documentation to share.
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Summary of Feedback
Business 51 Stakeholder Meeting (South Session)
August 13th, 2020

•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

The project needs to get away from the idea of relocation, it is the thing that will set people off.
Four lanes are not needed.
•

•

Why wasn’t a roundabout considered at Rice Street?
•

•

•

Do we have an alternative that maintains the four lanes south of Michigan Avenue without road
widening? She will fight road widening for a variety of reasons, one being a significant cost to
the City.
•

Amy (AECOM) – Not widening the road would not allow for a raised median which is
needed to solve the safety issues that are occurring in this area. However, lane widths
could be reduced, and off corridor bike lanes could be planned.

•

Tori – Bike facilities are being added to Water Street.

Not having bicycle facilities on Business 51 is saying that an entire population should not be
able to access the businesses on Business 51, unless they ride on the sidewalk which is more
dangerous and confusing. Trevor believes that there are other ways the typicals can be
skimmed down so that there are no relocations.

Neil Prendergast (Resident)
•

Even with bike lanes on a four lane road a lot of people are still going to ride on the sidewalk,
which is legal in Stevens Point, and safety is determined by the number of access points they
have to cross. If not having a bike lane on Business 51 is the preferred option, the next question
should be how many driveways would bikes using the sidewalk have to cross. What is planned
for the number of access point reductions?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – Off the top or our head we are not sure on the exact number of access
points that would be reduced.

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

AECOM

Amy (AECOM) – A roundabout was considered here, but the impacts to a roundabout
were a lot worse.

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – In the area south of Michigan Avenue where four lanes are currently
shown, there are options to reduce impacts by reducing lane widths, removing a bicycle
lane, or modifying the terrace.

How long is the alternative that proposes widening south of Michigan Avenue? Widening should
be taken off the table. It would be a massive cost to widen just to add bike lanes.
•

Amy (AECOM) – South of Michigan Avenue isn’t widening only for bike lanes, it is also
widening for a raised median to improve safety. However, the 12’ lanes could be cut
down.

•

Tori – Would safety issues be improved if a TWLTL was used instead of a raised
median?

•

Jeff (AECOM) – A TWLTL could be a littler narrower than a raised median. A TWLTL in a
four lane typical section is not as good as in a two lane typical section. However, it may
still be better than what is there today.

•

Tori – Is opposed to a four lane and would like to see a two lane alternative in this area.

•

Jeff (AECOM) – We can take a closer look at it. However, there may be challenges with
traffic operations at Nebel Street and Michigan Avenue with a single through lane. There
are also concerns about having a lane drop near the south city limit in the mix of quite a
few access points.
2

Summary of Feedback
Business 51 Stakeholder Meeting (South Session)
August 13th, 2020

•

Tori – Has an alternative that features dropping the four lanes before Michigan Avenue
been drawn out?

•

Amy (AECOM) – It has never been drawn out, but traffic operations have been analyzed
to determine the best spot to drop a lane from a traffic operations perspective, and
Michigan Avenue is a logical place to do so. There are also issues with dropping a lane
on a curve.

•

Tori – There are two options: figure out a way to drop the lane earlier or maintain four
lanes and widen street.

•

Amy (AECOM) – There is also a third option that is the No-Build Alternative, which
would mean reconstructing exactly as it is.

•

Tori – Would be OK with compromising by reconstructing existing typical section.

Ryan Kernosky (Community Development, City of Stevens Point)
•

•

•

•

Does the 14’ raised median improve safety for pedestrians or vehicular traffic?
•

Jeff (AECOM) – The safety benefits are for both. The median improves safety for
vehicles through access management and for pedestrians through the addition of
pedestrian islands.

•

Ryan – If the road was reduced to a two lane, pedestrians would only have to cross two
lanes compared to four lanes. What is the easiest street for a pedestrian to cross?

•

Jeff (AECOM) – A two lane typical section with pedestrian islands would be the safest
as the pedestrians would only need to cross one lane of traffic at a time.

•

Tori – The feeling of the Business 51 corridor starts to change near the bridge over
McDill Pond.

There are many irregular parcels near the curve south of Nebel Street and any remnant parcels
would be difficult to develop. It is also very easy to speed when coming around the curve south
of Nebel Street. The sooner lanes can be reduced the better it will be for slowing traffic.

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

What is the design speed for the south segment?
•

Ryan (AECOM) - The design speed is typically 5 mph over the posted speed. This
would apply to the whole corridor.

Next Steps:
•

Consider an alternative for south of Michigan Avenue that does not include any road widening.

•

Consider an alternative for south of Michigan Avenue that drops the four lane typical section as soon as
possible when entering the south city limits.

AECOM
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Summary of Feedback
Meeting name
Business 51 Stakeholder
Meeting (Central
Session)

Meeting date
August 13th, 2020

Project name
Business 51

Project Team Attendees
Scott Beduhn
Joel Lemke
Amy Canfield
Ryan Barz
Jeff Sandberg
Logan Dredske

Stakeholder Attendees:
•

Andrew Egan (Fire Marshal, City of Stevens Point)

•

Bruce Barnes (Resident)

•

Cole Racine (Belt’s Soft Serve)

•

David Roloff (Resident)

•

Ginger Keymer (Resident)

•

Kent Gaede (Resident)

•

Neil Prendergast (Resident)

•

Pratima Gandhi (Chief Business Officer, UW – Stevens Point)

•

Robert Finn (Fire Chief, City of Stevens Point)

•

Ryan Kernosky (Community Development, City of Stevens Point)

•

Sharon Johnson (YMCA)

•

Talin Scheuermann (Transit, City of Stevens Point)

•

Tom Carroll (Transit, City of Stevens Point)

•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)

•

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)

Questions/Comments Asked During the Meeting:
•

Robert Finn (Fire Chief, City of Stevens Point)
•

•

Robert is going to send Scott the minimum width needed for a City fire truck. For operations, 20’
is required. Robert to send this information over the week of 8/17.

Bruce Barnes (Resident)
•

Building a thoroughfare through a neighborhood is not appealing, but he is in favor of making
improvements within the existing footprint of the roadway. It is a lose-lose situation to condemn
private property that the City would later have to pay to maintain.
•

Amy (AECOM) – Do you have a preference of wider terraces or on street bike lanes?

•

Bruce – Does not believe that Business 51 is a safe location for bicyclists. He personally
does not ride on Business 51 and prefers to ride on adjacent side roads.
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Summary of Feedback
Business 51 Stakeholder Meeting (Central Session)
August 13th, 2020

•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

•

Neil Prendergast (Resident)
•

•

•

Neil – Believes that a bicycle lane could also provide a buffer for pedestrians on the
sidewalk. Is there any difference in the winter with snow removal with a bike lane v. a
wider terrace? Does the bike lane become snow storage? Snow storage is an issue on
Business 51 and makes walking in the winter challenging.

•

Amy (AECOM) – A wider terrace is better for snow storage than a bike lane. The wider
terrace is also better than a bike lane for garbage pick-up.

Is in favor of using the existing width of the roadway. Her main concern is the Jefferson
intersection with the elementary school. The Jefferson Elementary School is primarily a walking
school and even with crossing guards there are often issues when crossing Business 51. Does
not see the central segment as a desirable area for bicyclists. Currently sees bikes on the
sidewalk. Her main concern with this area is pedestrian safety.
Will the presentations be on the City’s webpage?
•

Amy (AECOM) – The presentations won’t be on the City’s website, but we are planning
to set up a YouTube channel with the presentations which the stakeholders would have
access to.

•

Cole – Doesn’t want to change the footprint of the roadway. Removing households
would make the neighborhood less visually attractive. His main concern is with
pedestrian crossings in the central segment and specifically at the Jefferson Street
intersection. Also thinks wider terraces would be better than bike lanes because they
would better aid in snow removal.

Is opposed to widening the roadway. Did the Portage County Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan from
2014 recommend widening the road to include bike facilities in the central segment? Is a
multi-use path a possibility?
•

Amy (AECOM) – Yes, it is a possibility, but one thing to consider would be the number of
access points the path would have to cross.

•

Trevor – There is a greater increase in efficiency of the roadway if there is a bicycle
facility. However, he does not want to make snow removal worse. Have buffered bike
lanes been considered?

•

Amy (AECOM) – There is not room for buffered bike lanes in this area. However, they
are proposed in the north segment.

Ryan Kernosky (Community Development, City of Stevens Point)
•

AECOM

Amy (AECOM) – Yes.

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

•

•

Cole Racine (Belt’s Soft Serve)
•

•

If we maintain the existing width of the corridor, is it a choice between terraces and bike lanes?

Ginger Keymer (Resident)
•

•

Widening the road should be taken off the table. Would prefer to emphasize pedestrians over
bicyclists in areas requiring compromise.

The City's most recent Division Street Targeted Area Master Plan does not recommend bicycle
facilities on Division Street and discourages right-of-way acquisition for roadway expansion.
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Summary of Feedback
Business 51 Stakeholder Meeting (Central Session)
August 13th, 2020

•

Neil Prendergast (Resident)
•

•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

•

The Clark Street and Main Street area is a gateway into the city with historic buildings present
and any demolition needs to be taken off the table.

David Roloff (Resident)
•

•

Between Main Street and Clark Street, pressure would be taken off Business 51 if the
intersections at Ellis Street, College Avenue, and Briggs Street had improvements for bicyclists
and pedestrians. These improvements would likely draw these users away from trying to use the
Main Street and Clark Street intersections.

David lives near the Clark Street and Main Street area and sees a lot of backup at these
intersections during rush hour, even at adjacent intersections. He expressed concerns over
increased traffic congestion with fewer lanes of traffic, with the increased congestion making it
even harder for pedestrians to cross.

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

•

What is the AADT in the Clark Street and Main Street area?
•

Amy (AECOM) - 12,600 just north of Main Street and the trendline for this area is going
down. However, traffic operations are more dependent on intersection turning
movements.

•

Trevor – Was a single lane roundabout considered?

•

Amy (AECOM) – A roundabout was considered, but a two lane roundabout would be
needed.

•

Jeff (AECOM) – A single lane roundabout doesn’t work. Queuing at intersections such
as Clark Street and Main Street can cause queue spillback into each other since they
are so close together.

Is a two lane roadway an option between Clark Street and Main Street?
•

•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

Why would there be widening for a two lane road with turn lanes between Clark Street and Main
Street? Is proper signal timing the most important aspect?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – Widening for a two lane road in this area is needed to improve safety
and pedestrian accommodations via a divided roadway. This is needed because the
crash rate for this area is many times higher than on similar roadways throughout
Wisconsin.

Ryan Kernosky (Community Development, City of Stevens Point)
•

AECOM

Jeff (AECOM) – Alternative 2 for this area is a two lane option, but it also has turn lanes
(just only two thru lanes).

How does a 3’ raised median between Clark Street and Main Street address safety concerns?
Also, the backups that occur here only occur for about 30 minutes each day and the rest of the
time the traffic isn’t backed up.
•

Jeff (AECOM) – The raised median prevents opposing streams of traffic from interacting
with each other. It also restricts access so vehicles aren’t having to cross multiple lanes
of traffic when entering or exiting the roadway.

•

Ryan – Do we have an issue with head on collisions here? He thinks the greater
problem is distracted driving and rear ending.

•

Robert Finn – There are not a lot of head on crashes here and some rear end crashes.
3

Summary of Feedback
Business 51 Stakeholder Meeting (Central Session)
August 13th, 2020

•

David Roloff (Resident)
•

•

Neil Prendergast (Resident)
•

•

Really would like a pedestrian island at the Franklin Street intersection. How feasible is this
design in regard to needs of the fire department?
•

Amy (AECOM) – The design shown was OK with the fire department during the
previous study. One of their larger concerns is with a raised median that is of significant
length.

•

Neil – Why not have a pedestrian island on the south side of the Franklin Street
intersection?

•

Jeff (AECOM) – Because a left turn lane (or TWLTL) is needed for traffic turning onto
Franklin Street to go to the YMCA. If there was no left turn lane here a left turn could still
be prohibited, but traffic operations could become an issue if a vehicle is blocking traffic
waiting to make a left turn.

•

Neil – The YMCA does have an entrance on Business 51. Could that be used for left
turning northbound vehicles heading to the YMCA?

•

Sharon – The YMCA access point on Business 51 is only for traffic leaving the YMCA.

•

Neil – Does it have to remain as an exit only?

Robert Finn (Fire Chief, City of Stevens Point)
•

•

Agrees that there aren’t as many head on crashes in the Clark Street to Main Street area, but
there are rear ends. Another issue is that people think turning vehicles will be turning onto a side
street, but they are in reality turning into a private driveway and a crash occurs. Would like to
see a raised median here that restricts access.

How high is a raised median?
•

Ryan (AECOM) – a 6” curb.

•

Robert – With the current pedestrian crossing signal at Franklin Street, traffic backs up
with UWSP students crossing. Becomes a challenge for the fire department to leave the
station and head north.

Kent Gaede (Resident)
•

Are the relocations at the Fourth Avenue intersection (confirmed)?
•

Amy (AECOM) – No, they are based on the alternatives from the previous study which
are only a starting point for discussion.

•

Kent – Is a roundabout feasible here?

•

Amy (AECOM) – It is still an option but has the same impacts.

Next Steps:
•

Ensure that all alternatives provide for the minimum widths needed for city fire trucks. Robert Finn (Fire
Chief) to share the minimum width needed during the week of 8/17.

•

Consider an alternative for the central segment that does not include any widening. The preference for
improved pedestrian facilities (e.g. a wider terrace) vs. on-street bicycle facilities was stated.

•

Strive to include as many pedestrian islands as possible, especially at Jefferson Street, Ellis Street,
College Avenue, Briggs Street, and Franklin Street.

AECOM
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Summary of Feedback
Meeting name
Business 51 Stakeholder
Meeting (North Session)

Meeting date
August 13th, 2020

Project name
Business 51

Project Team Attendees
Scott Beduhn
Joel Lemke
Amy Canfield
Ryan Barz
Jeff Sandberg
Logan Dredske

Stakeholder Attendees:
•

David Roloff (Resident)

•

Jeff Schuler (Portage County Planning and Zoning Department)

•

Kent Gaede (Resident)

•

Neil Prendergast (Resident)

•

Pratima Gandhi (Chief Business Officer, UW – Stevens Point)

•

Ryan Kernosky (Community Development, City of Stevens Point)

•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)

•

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)

Questions/Comments Asked During the Meeting:
•

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

•

The first alternative at Fourth Avenue looks to be the most dangerous due to wide corners that
could allow for fast turning. It also increases the distance pedestrians would have to cross. Is the
proposed roundabout at Fourth Avenue a single or double lane roundabout?
•

Jeff (AECOM) – It is a single lane roundabout.

•

Trevor – It looks very wide for a single lane roundabout.

•

Jeff (AECOM) – The roundabouts were designed to allow for truck traffic which makes
them a little wider.

•

Trevor – Do all Fourth Avenue intersection alternatives have relocations?

•

Amy (AECOM) – Yes.

Neil Prendergast (Resident)
•

Is a single lane roundabout the safest design for pedestrians crossing a street?
•

Jeff (AECOM) – Yes, typically single lane roundabouts are safer than signalized
intersections.
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Summary of Feedback
Business 51 Stakeholder Meeting (North Session)
August 13th, 2020

•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

•

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

•

•

Amy (AECOM) – This wasn’t part of the design for the previous study, but it could be
looked at moving forward.

•

Trevor – Pedestrian islands on the north and south sides of the Sixth Avenue
intersection would be much safer and allow for the Sixth Avenue to Isadore Street
extension to be phased in.

•

Ryan K. – The Targeted Area Master Plan does have a long term vision to create this
extension.

Could see buffered bike lanes throughout the north segment. He also believes a roundabout at
Fourth Avenue would help to slow traffic. A two lane road all the way up to Maria Drive or even
further out would help to slow things down and make it more usable for pedestrians.

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

•

In the Division Street Targeted Area Master Plan there is a recommendation to connect Sixth
Avenue to Isadore Street. Is this part of the design?

David Roloff (Resident)
•

•

The best way to revitalize the Fourth Avenue intersection is to make it more pedestrian scaled.
There is nothing about the current AADTs that suggest four lanes are needed. The reason for so
many accidents at this intersection is that people are driving northbound and see the road as a
take off ramp similar to an airport. Anything that maintains this as a four lane with a median
baffles her. There should be a lane reduction with a buffered bike lane, on street parking, and
landscaping to create a vision for a human scaled corridor.

A buffered bike lane throughout the north segment on each side makes sense. Only allowing
bicycle lanes on one side would be dangerous and make it more confusing for people to access
businesses on the opposite side.

Neil Prendergast (Resident)
•

What is the potential for a multi-use path on both sides throughout the north segment? His
perception of the community is that many students don’t have experience biking in urban areas
and would be more likely to bike to campus if there was a multi-use path.
•

•

Ryan Kernosky (Community Development, City of Stevens Point)
•

AECOM

Amy (AECOM) – There is a lot of feasibility for this between Maria Drive and North Point
Drive because there are few driveways. Between Maria Drive and Fourth Avenue there
are more driveways and it would be more challenging.

There is right-of-way to play with, but doesn’t think we have to use as much as possible. Also,
do the traffic volumes in this area call for a four lane road? Could buffered bike lanes be a
possibility?
•

Amy (AECOM) – Traffic volumes are 11,100. This is lower than below Fourth Avenue.
However, the count locations north of Maria Drive have been increasing. During the
previous study there was a lot of push back regarding two lane alternatives, so it is
interesting to see the shift in perspectives.

•

Ryan – The Division Street Targeted Area Master Plan looked to create a funnel to slow
traffic starting at the Fourth Avenue/Maria Drive area.
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Summary of Feedback
Business 51 Stakeholder Meeting (North Session)
August 13th, 2020

•

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

•

Just because we have available right-of-way does not mean it has to be used. However, making
the corridor wider cannot be a consideration.

Ryan Kernosky (Community Development, City of Stevens Point)
•

•

The roundabout at North Point Drive is designed to slow traffic to about 15 mph. The design of
Business 51 should be to maintain those slow speeds throughout the corridor. Also, physical
buffering of the sidewalk should be considered (e.g. terrace with trees). This would also provide
for snow storage.

College students biking and walking are the majority of the customer base for business owners
in the north segment. During the Division Street Master Planning these businesses supported
improving bicycle and pedestrian facilities.

Neil Prendergast (Resident)
•

•

What is the possibility of single lane roundabouts at Maria Drive and Academy Avenue?
•

Jeff (AECOM) – We didn’t take a look at this during the previous study, but it is likely a
possibility if it worked at Fourth Avenue. However, roundabouts have a larger footprint
than signalized intersections and would likely have greater impacts.

•

Neil – Would like to see an analysis of what this would look like, based on the need of a
good east-west crossing of north Division Street. If people are looking to signalized
intersections to cross, then Maria Drive is currently too wide and an horrible intersection
to cross.

•

Trevor – Seconds that Maria Drive is currently a very dangerous intersection for
pedestrians.

An off street multi-use path would be a wonderful idea. A multi-use path was recently done with
the Schroeder Connection Trail. He believes that the community feels that bicycles belong in
their own path.
•

•

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

•

The City was considering vacating the Frontage Road by Scholfield Avenue. Is that still in play?
•

Joel (City) – The right-of-way between Business 51 and the Frontage Road is heavily
loaded with utilities and these utilities do not all need to be replaced.

•

Scott (City) – The City not have plans for whether the Frontage Road remains or
becomes part of the right-of-way.

Would love to see trees in the median and terraces.
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – There is always a chance to do this.

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

What are the differences between adding street trees in the median v. in the terrace?
•

AECOM

Trevor – Seconds the idea of a multi-use path.

Amy (AECOM) - Business prefer a TWLTL because it provides for better access so in
that case the trees would be in the terrace. Having them in the terrace provides shade
for pedestrians.
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Summary of Feedback
Business 51 Stakeholder Meeting (North Session)
August 13th, 2020

Next Steps:
•

Consider an alternative for the north segment that does not include any widening.

•

Consider a two lane alternative between Fourth Avenue and Maria Drive.
•

Determine if single lane roundabouts are possible at Maria Drive and Academy Avenue.

•

Strive to include as many pedestrian islands as possible, especially at Fourth Avenue, Sixth Avenue, and
Maria Drive.

•

Consider an alternative for the north segment that features a multi-use path or buffered bicycle lanes on
both sides of Business 51.

AECOM

4

Business 51

Public Involvement Summary Report (DRAFT)

2.1.1 ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

City of Stevens Point

51

August 2021

Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bruce Barnes <brucebarnes1801@gmail.com>
Wednesday, August 12, 2020 4:52 PM
Canfield, Amy
[EXTERNAL] Business 51 meeting on Thursday

Good afternoon, Amy. I attended the meeting earlier this week, and I'll also be attending the Central Section
Stakeholders meeting on Thursday. I'd like to give you my thoughts on the options you presented for the central section
of Division at this point, rather than in the meeting. You'll have something you can refer to later, and writing my ideas
down will give you a clearer picture. I'm aware from your remarks that you and your team "get it," and are aware of the
points I'm raising in this email. My remarks here are simply for the record, and a response to your request for input from
me as a stakeholder. Please don't think I'm coming from the position that you've not considered my words below. With
that in mind, here are my thoughts:
I'm aware that one of the options that's long been on the table has been widening the street. This idea is
problematic before we even begin to consider it seriously, due to the dimensions of the railroad bridge, and the
reluctance of the owners to make any changes. Other problems with this idea include hugely undesirable consequences.
Widening the street will cause traffic to move at a higher speed. An obvious result is in upturn in deaths, especially
involving bikes and pedestrians. That is, of course, precisely what we're trying to avoid.
Additionally, motorists driving faster will be much less able to see retailers. They won't stop in higher speed areas,
resulting in no small amount of economic loss at the local level. Another economic loss would result in the CIty's
condemning tax paying property only to create more infrastructure that would need to be maintained indefinitely. An
investment costing tens of millions of dollars that will also cost millions in tax revenue, plus infuriating thousands of
property owners, many of whom are constituents of the City Council members, is unlikely to pass muster. Bad policy
there, particularly when another option, equally safe but much more cost efficient, is also on the table.
Now, the topic of bike lanes has been on the table, whether or not the street ends up being widened. As a cyclist myself,
I have to urge the powers that be to move bicycle traffic AWAY from Division. I've lived on the SE corner of Division &
Jefferson since moving to Stevens Point in 2013. Whether permitting, I ride my bike 40‐60 miles per week, and I have
NEVER ridden on Division. Given the number of cars traveling along this street, cycling here strikes me as simply too
dangerous. No matter which direction we take with this thoroughfare, the sheer volume of traffic makes traveling here
hazardous, even with bike lanes. As you know, there are a number of streets that run parallel to Division, and these are
much safer.
If it's SAFETY that we're trying to accomplish, the most prudent course would seem to be a road diet that reduces the 4
lanes of traffic on Division to 3, and includes a TWLTL, and/or possibly a median in areas where the road is unusually
wide. This option is vastly less expensive, and certainly achieves the same goal of safety for all concerned.
Again, I know that you're aware of all the above, and these thoughts are a for the record statement from me as a
stakeholder.
Thank you for reading my email, and I'll look forward to the meeting tomorrow.
Yours sincerely,
Bruce Barnes
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Neil Prendergast <neildprendergast@gmail.com>
Wednesday, August 12, 2020 1:51 PM
Canfield, Amy; Scott Beduhn
[EXTERNAL] Business 51 - Comments from General Session of August 11

Dear Ms. Canfield,
Thank you for the informative session yesterday. I'm delighted that the public involvement phase
has begun. Below, I've offered my questions, comments, and suggestions thus far. I cannot imagine
the full complexity of this project, so let me thank you and the rest of your team for not only
listening to so many voices, but also attempting to build a coherent vision from all of them.
I realize that my writing here is extensive. It might be too much to read closely before Thursday’s
meeting about the Central Section—the area of my greatest concern. Thank you, though, for
reading what you can in this short time frame and giving the rest fuller consideration later.
At the outset, let me say that I am strongly in favor of improving the corridor for bicyclists and
pedestrians. They really have been the neglected users of this road for a very long time. I believe
improving conditions for people on foot or on two wheels simply builds a stronger neighborhood.
1) Vision Zero. The city does have a Vision Zero policy. I believe it was adopted before Scott
Beduhn’s time, so if you’re working with him closely, it might not have come up in your
conversations. However, City Council President Meleesa Johnson—who lives on Division Street—
would likely be very willing to help you become familiar with it.
2) Median compatibility with emergency vehicles. In the 2012-2013 discussion, the issue of
compatibility between medians and emergency vehicles was raised. As the fire marshal Egan noted
yesterday, "fire trucks aren't getting any smaller." However, I recall reading in a Federal Highway
Administration publication that indicated that compatibility is possible. I believe clarifying this
issue would greatly aid the public conversation about Division Street. When are they compatible?
When are they not?
3) Occasional Medians. Since medians both calm traffic and improve aesthetics, I do hope they
are considered in the Central section, if even placed occasionally and not as the rule.
4) Arterial Attitudes on Neighborhood Streets. While the attention in this project is on the
corridor, it of course exists in relation to its surroundings. Should traffic be calmed on Division
Street in the Central section, I would expect calmer traffic on neighboring residential streets. This
might be a benefit to highlight. Wisconsin Street, for example, sees cars accelerating as they turn
from Division, although there's no need for them to do so.
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5) Bike Ped Data. I am curious how data about crashes and intersection use was collected and how
we should use that data responsibly. In the 2012-2013 conversation, a common tactic was to cast
doubt on professionally gathered information (of all types). If there could be an explanation on how
bike/ped info was collected and how it should be used, I believe it would advance the public
conversation this time around.
6) Audits. At yesterday's meeting, Trevor Roark raised the possibility of audits, in which a group
of people observed intersections to gain information, rather than relying on their own user
experience. I had never heard this practice's formal name, but I believe it's a great idea and could
advance the public conversation. Of course, Covid makes this difficult, as you pointed out. But I do
wonder if some video could be used for "virtual audits" and recommendations be made for how
citizens might observe in person on their own.
7) Visualizations. I have to agree with Alder Jennings's comment about Streetmix. It unfortunately
created the wrong impression about South Division. Of course, I understand the innocuous intent
behind using it, but I also know that people often respond to images first, develop assumptions, and
only later think about words. (In my own line of work, I have to lecture a lot with PowerPoint and I
know the image simply takes over.)
8) YMCA sidewalk. Would it be possible to work with the YMCA to use the current sidewalk
along Division as space for a buffer and then move the sidewalk westward onto YMCA property?
Given that the YMCA owns the entire block, this change could result in a significant improvement
for pedestrians.
9) Fire Station sidewalk. Would it be possible to move the sidewalk eastward onto fire station
property and place a buffer between this new sidewalk and Division Street? Given the heavy
pedestrian traffic in the area of Franklin Street, this could be a significant improvement.
10) Jefferson/Wisconsin Intersection. I believe the intersection should be strongly improved for
bicyclists and pedestrians, given its use for students at Jefferson Elementary, as well as for
Jefferson/Wisconsin Street's character as a major neighborhood street. It's the only street in the city
that connects the Wisconsin River to the Plover River, and it does so mostly through neighborhood.
It's also especially important for bicyclists and pedestrians crossing Division because it's a rare spot
where streets on either side of Division actually connect with one another. Even further raising its
importance, it is spaced adequately from other controlled intersections, allowing it to be a
reasonable place to stop Division Street traffic, a quality that few other intersections in the Central
zone have. For all of these reasons, I hope the Jefferson intersection receives a great deal of
attention regarding bicycle and pedestrian safety.
While this intersection compares well to others in terms of safety, it still sees a considerable
number of close calls. Mary, the crossing guard there for the last 20+ years, would be happy to
testify to its danger, I believe. We've had numerous conversations over the last four years that I've
been walking my son across that intersection. Common problems include speeding through red
lights, as well as turning through crosswalks when pedestrians are present. I imagine Mary could be
contacted through the Police Department.
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Overall, the intersection does not function very well for bicyclists and pedestrians. The north side
of the intersection, for example, does not have a crosswalk. Another example is the motorist turning
lane into Wisconsin for southbound cars on Division, which encourages faster driving. In yet
another example, bicyclists do not trigger the traffic control lights at the intersection. More subtle
problems could be listed, but rather than pick apart the intersection further, my aim here is to
highlight that it does not function well but should be a premier bicycle and pedestrian crossing. I
hope that it receives that type of attention in the planning.
11) Spruce Street. Spruce of course no longer intersects with Division, but nonetheless there is
opportunity here to improve the corridor. Perhaps a landscape buffer in the space of the current
Division sidewalk could offer serious separation between Division and a new sidewalk several feet
to the west, in the space of Spruce's terminus. This buffered sidewalk could extend down to the
Wisconsin intersection to the south. To the north, perhaps it could also be buffered nearly to the
Lincoln intersection, as the City does own a triangular parcel there. Finally, a landscape buffer
would increase aesthetics, a need already identified by some stakeholders.
12) Pine/Oak intersection. Crossing this intersection on foot makes one feel incredibly vulnerable.
It is a large expanse of asphalt that does not seem warranted, given the low number of cars using it.
When cars do use it, it seems to be as a shortcut for northbound cars on Division using Pine to get
downtown. This use results in drivers carrying an impatient mindset (common to arterial driving)
into the neighborhood. In the morning, such motorists approach Wisconsin Street without the
mentality that they are driving in a neighborhood with schoolchildren. Perhaps some traffic calming
at the Pine and Division intersection is in order. In addition, I wonder if the portion of Pine that
lines up with Oak really needs to be asphalt at all. Landscaping that and the concrete triangle south
of it could result in an easier pedestrian crossing from Pine to Oak, as well as an increase in
aesthetics.
13) Park/Madison Intersection. Although this is the most recently reconstructed section of the
road, I do hope that it receives examination. I am not certain who is served well by the traffic lights
here. Motorists often wait on Division without much traffic coming from the side streets.
Pedestrians are forced to negotiate a very large intersection. Bicyclists have no marked place on the
roadway. I believe it would be useful to see an analysis of how a single-lane roundabout could
enhance the intersection for all users.
14) Center Street intersection. Center Street is a wonderful route for bicyclists and pedestrians
because it runs so far to the east. An enhanced crossing at Division would make it even more
useful. It would be interesting to see an analysis of a HAWK or RRFB here. In addition, I wonder if
it would be appropriate to approach the owners at 1969 Plover Street (who are very reasonable
people) about the possibility of moving the sidewalk westward onto their property to allow for a
buffer between the sidewalk and Division Street. Of course, there might be good reasons the
property owners would not desire this.
15) Church/Dixon intersection. These streets awkwardly align at Division, leaving no clear path
for the pedestrian or bicyclist to cross Division with. Some comprehensive examination of the
intersection that resulted in ideas for a clear, safe line would be most welcome.
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16) Franklin intersection. As you likely know, this intersection has been much discussed over the
last several years. It is a primary pedestrian crossing, particularly for students and others using the
university. Although the RRFB, which was installed only a few years ago, has seemed to have
helped, this traffic control measure works much better on a two lane street than it does on a four
lane, again, as you likely know. For that reason, I think it would be interesting to see an analysis of
a median at Franklin, on both the north and south sides of the intersection. Perhaps a TWLTL could
be placed to the far south of the intersection to align with the YMCA parking lot.
17) Patch intersection and the Railroad Underpass. It would be very interesting to see a TWLTL
at Patch, which is currently an exceptionally difficult intersection to navigate for all road users. If
this should allow a two-lane configuration in the underpass, then it would be interesting to see an
analysis of widened, protected sidewalks there. The underpass is a major pinch point for
pedestrians and bicyclists and quite dangerous, particularly in winter.
18) Engage the Student Government Association at UWSP. Students were curiously absent
from the stakeholder group. In the past, they have been vocal about Division Street, particularly the
Franklin intersection. Of course, they can be difficult to engage, given their temporary residence in
Point and now with the complications presented by Covid. However, they are major users of the
road and are well represented by their student government association.
Finally, thank you for wading through such an extensive email.
Sincerely,
Neil Prendergast
1924 Plover St
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Tori Jennings <aldertori.jennings@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 13, 2020 2:29 PM
Canfield, Amy
Scott Beduhn; Ryan Kernosky
[EXTERNAL] Bus51 lower section

Hello Amy,
Thank you for hosting the steering committee discussions. I would like to add more
comments regarding where the 4 to 3 lane transition might occur in the lower section of
Bus51 at Plover. I agree with Director Kernosky that the 4 to 3 should happen as soon
as possible leaving Plover. The area offers a natural transition zone and those features
should be taken into consideration. For example, leaving Plover, the waterway, bridge,
curve and greenspace should be taken advantage of as a transition zone. The curve
itself offers an intuitive opportunity to move traffic into one lane. Widening the road
must be taken off the table. I look forward to seeing overviews of an earlier 4 to 3
transition.
Regarding the Main and Clark intersections, again, widening the road needs to be taken
off the table. You have mentioned compromise and this is one area where minor
improvements are better than derailing the entire project. Be forewarned that the
project will receive major pushback from the Fire Department if raised medians are
installed here and cars cannot move out of the way. Perhaps you will demonstrate that
cars can clear the intersection during peak flow with a median, but if the Fire
Department pushes back--the public will follow. I think you would agree that if we only
talk roadway typicals and not people, then the project will falter.
Thank you and I look forward to the next session.
Tori
___________________________________
Tori L. Jennings
First District Alder
Phone: 715-344-7377
Email: aldertori.jennings@gmail.com
Website: torijenningsalder.com
Open Records Notice: Email correspondence by a municipal official concerning any municipal business may be subject to the open records law.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Trevor Roark <trevor.roark.bpssc@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 13, 2020 2:35 PM
Canfield, Amy
Scott Beduhn
[EXTERNAL] Re: Re: Re: streetmix typical - Division St. South (majority - 66' ROW)

Thanks, Amy!
After this last meeting, I'll probably re‐look at these streetmix typicals again and offer final typicals for each segment.
Three things:
1) Did you say that you'd be emailing the group pdf versions of your presentation slides (as long as we don't share
them)? These would be greatly useful in looking at the numbers.
2) At what speed limit or design speed (or set of speed limits or average speeds) was the data set from in that crashes vs.
access density graph you've referenced. It would make great sense that this graph would look much different at 45 vs.
25 mph. Can this get overlaid or noted?
3) This might be a solution to resolve the Franklin St. intersection conflicts/disagreeement to increase safety but still
allow propper fire/EMS LOS
‐ Allow vehicles to enter the YMCA lot headed north through the TWLTL before the intersection. Exiting right only from
the YMCA lot may still be desired.
‐ Remove the RRFB and repurpose for another dangerous street such as Clark or Main. This signalized device improves
safety slightly, but is still very dangerous for kids (1 of mine was almost crushed once at 6 years old, the 2nd was almost
crushed twice by 2 different drivers who never saw us). This device gives a false sense of safety/security to the
pedestrian since some cars stop but not all do. With a 2‐lane configuration and 2 pedestrian islands, this intersection will
be much safer to cross and the RRFB may not be necessary. However, the RRFB would be more effective in this case.
‐ Place a pedestrian island on the south leg of the intersection in addition to the north leg. I see just as many people
using the south leg crossing. Actually this might be more frequent than the north leg due to the YMCA. Further, my
guess is that this intersection approaches very high numbers during the school year. Personally, I use it at least 4x per
week.
Thanks for everything and see you online again soon,
Trevor Roark

BPSSC Chair

715-570-1961
City's Bicycling Page
"Our transportation system will offer a balanced environment for cars, transit, cyclists, and pedestrians." -Stevens
Point Comprehensive Plan (adopted by Common Council, Jan. 16, 2006)

On Thu, Aug 13, 2020 at 1:49 PM Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com> wrote:
I am able to access it now – thanks for the input, Trevor.

Amy Canfield, PE
Project Manager, Transportation
1

Planning Department Leader, Central Region
M +1-608-381-1462

From: Trevor Roark <trevor.roark.bpssc@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 10:48 AM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Cc: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Re: streetmix typical ‐ Division St. South (majority ‐ 66' ROW)

Thanks, Amy.
Great meeting on the south segment.
After learning a few more things about this segment, I've updated this proposed typical.
Since most of us are familiar with how dangerous it is to bike on the new post road (high design speed/oversized width
and only 1 strip of paint to protect, we need to shift our focus on buffering cars from bike/ped to meet the project
needs we're focusing on. These buffers also reduce the design speed for the travel lanes as well as allowing for 5'
sidewalks and more vegetation. In the typical below, this can be done without relocation(s), which I'm opposed to as
well:
https://streetmix.net/trevorroark/2/division-st-south-majority

Please let me know if you're able to see this version.

Thanks,

Trevor Roark

BPSSC Chair

715-570-1961
City's Bicycling Page

"Our transportation system will offer a balanced environment for cars, transit, cyclists, and pedestrians." -Stevens
Point Comprehensive Plan (adopted by Common Council, Jan. 16, 2006)
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On Thu, Aug 13, 2020 at 10:27 AM Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com> wrote:
Good morning, Trevor. Thanks for participating in this morning’s discussion about the South Segment. It’s great to
get so much feedback from the group.

I didn’t receive an image with the email below. Can you attach it again? Maybe as a JPG or PDF instead of imbedded
in the email?

Thanks,
Amy Canfield, PE
Project Manager, Transportation
M +1-608-381-1462

From: Trevor Roark <trevor.roark.bpssc@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 8:58 AM
To: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>; Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: streetmix typical ‐ Division St. South (majority ‐ 66' ROW)

Amy & Scott,
Here's a streetmix concept possible for the south segment.

Thanks for possibly sharing this with the group.

See you in a few minutes,

Trevor Roark

BPSSC Chair

715-570-1961
City's Bicycling Page
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"Our transportation system will offer a balanced environment for cars, transit, cyclists, and pedestrians." -Stevens
Point Comprehensive Plan (adopted by Common Council, Jan. 16, 2006)
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Friday, August 21, 2020 8:59 AM
Dredske, Logan
FW: [EXTERNAL] Re: Business 51 - August Stakeholder Meeting Recordings

From: Amy Fairchild <amymccoyfairchild@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2020 4:33 PM
To: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>; Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Business 51 ‐ August Stakeholder Meeting Recordings
Thank you for sending the video of the meeting that I could not attend. I have reviewed the video and will be following
up with a letter. Owning quite a bit of undeveloped Division Street frontage between Fourth Avenue and Maria Drive
(Pointmed Properties), and working at 520 Vincent Street (Waypoint Spine) for years, I certainly have a perspective to
share. The end result of the changes to this roadway will absolutely impact my development plans, so I would like to
share my opinion. Unfortunately, my opinion is not represented by one of the alternatives currently
presented. However, I believe that others who live and work and bike and walk and drive in this area, share my
position. I sincerely hope that we will not only be heard, but that we will be able to have an impact on the City's final
decisions going forward. I will email a letter to both of you as soon as possible.
Thank you for your time and consideration,

Amy Fairchild
Vice President

520 Vincent Street
Stevens Point, WI 54481
Office 715‐544‐1775, ext.202
Fax 715‐544‐1769
Mobile 319‐325‐5047
afairchild@waypointspine.com

On Thu, Aug 20, 2020 at 9:20 AM Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com> wrote:
Business 51 stakeholders,

Thank you for taking the time last week to discuss your visions and ideas for the Business 51 corridor. As a project team
we are glad to have members of the community who are actively involved in shaping the future of the corridor.
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If you were not able to attend the meetings last week, please feel free to watch the recordings of the meetings using
the links below. While we encourage you to discuss the Business 51 project with your friends and neighbors, we ask
that you please do not share these links with others. The information presented at these stakeholder meetings will be
modified for the first public meeting based on the feedback we received from you. All information presented at public
meetings will be made available for public distribution at a later date. Thank you in advance for your cooperation.

General Session Presentation
https://youtu.be/jE2V7HY3MJI

South Segment Presentation (south city limits to Patch Street)
https://youtu.be/v3Wsf6eLsTg

Central Segment Presentation (Patch Street to Fourth Avenue)
https://youtu.be/SEvccYrkp6E

North Segment Presentation (Fourth Avenue to North Point Drive)
https://youtu.be/PkW9S8v‐Qdk

If you have further comments regarding the project, please reach out to myself or Amy Canfield
(amy.canfield@aecom.com) by Wednesday, August 26. This will allow us sufficient time to review your comments and
prepare as needed for our first public involvement meeting this fall.

Thank you for your involvement,

Scott
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Wednesday, August 26, 2020 5:14 PM
Scott Beduhn (sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com)
Joel Lemke (jlemke@stevenspoint.com); Barz, Ryan; Dredske, Logan; Sandberg, Jeff
Bus. 51 - Cole Racine conversation

Scott,
Just got off the phone with stakeholder Cole Racine. He was calling to ask a few questions about Business 51 and give
his input. Here is a summary of what we discussed:
 Cole asked if a multi‐use path could be considered for the area near his business.
o I explained that a multi‐use path would require purchasing right of way and that they are generally not
ideal in areas with many access points.
 We talked about the potential for a pedestrian island at the Dixon St. intersection.
o There isn’t one shown as part of the design from the previous project. I noted we would take another
look at this intersection, but that a pedestrian island can interfere with turning movements so it may not
be possible.
 Cole wondered why we didn’t have more business owners involved in the stakeholders group. He
acknowledged that this is a tough time for business owners given the Covid climate and participation might be
difficult.
o I indicated we had invited a few, but they didn’t participate. He mentioned he knew several business
owners along Bus. 51 and I encouraged him to invite them to reach out to us if they would like to be
involved as stakeholders.
 Cole asked if we knew how much the reconstruction would cost.
o I responded that we had not calculated the cost of any of the improvements yet, but that this would be
coming later in the study.
 We discussed the 4‐lane to 3‐lane conversion. Cole felt that the examples used during the previous study of
successful 4‐lane to 3‐lane conversions (he specifically mentioned River Falls and Minocqua) were not
representative of the size of a city like Stevens Point. He thinks we still need to convince people that the 3‐lane
will work, although he told me that he personally believes us if we say it will work.
 Cole asked if we would be personally contacting property owners whose properties may be relocated. He
mentioned that the 2005 (?) reconstruction project of the intersection by Belt’s was handled well and the
property owners were actively involved.
o I responded that at this time it is too early to know what, if any, properties will be relocated.
 That being said, upon further reflection this is a good idea – we should consider sending a
separate personal letter to any property owners whose property is identified for relocation prior
to the first PIM. Our PIM plan is to show only the potential width of each typical section, not the
roadway design details, but it will be obvious which properties would need to be relocated and
prior notification to those property owners is a good idea.
Thanks,
Amy Canfield, PE
Project Manager, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, Central Region
D +1-608-828-8140
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
1

T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram
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Public Involvement Summary Report (DRAFT)

PUBLIC Q&A SESSIONS
SEPTEMBER 2020

City of Stevens Point

51

August 2021

Summary of Questions/Comments Received
Meeting name
Public Meeting (Q&A
Session #1)

Meeting date
September 29th, 2020
5:00 – 6:00 p.m.
Meeting held via Zoom

Project name
Business 51

Project Team Attendees
Scott Beduhn (City)
Joel Lemke (City)
Ryan Kernosky (City)
Amy Canfield (AECOM)
Ryan Barz (AECOM)
Jeff Sandberg (AECOM)
Logan Dredske (AECOM)

Public Attendees:
•

26

Questions/Comments Asked During the Meeting:
•

Why do forecasts project increased traffic when the corridor has been experiencing a decline in traffic
volumes?
•

•

Why would we have to pick between pedestrian or bicycle accommodations?
•

•

AECOM

Amy (AECOM) – The stakeholders made it clear that they wanted us to focus on alternatives
that stayed within the existing right of way as much as possible. Based on that feedback, we
modified alternatives from the previous study as much as possible to work to stay within the
existing right of way. We will work to limit property acquisition as much as we can.

Public Comment - Signage for Business 51 should be simplified from Division Street, Church Street, and
Post Road to simply Business 51.
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – We don’t have specific plans to connect with high school students, but we are
sharing a lot of content via the city’s social media platforms.

Will property acquisition be needed?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – A two-way left turn lane requires less right of way than a raised median. The
two way left turn lane could be as narrow as 11’. A raised median could be as narrow as 14’.
There may be areas where it could be beneficial to have a narrow raised median (less than 14’)
to create a refuge for pedestrians or bicyclists crossing the road.

How does the project attempt to get feedback from high school students?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – An example of why we would have to pick between the two is in the central
segment. In the central segment there is not enough existing right of way to have an on-street
bicycle lane and an increased terrace width without having impacts.

How do right of way limitations differ between a two-way left turn lane (TWLTL) and a raised median?
•

•

Jeff (AECOM) – Overall, traffic volumes within the corridor has been decreasing over recent
years. However, a slight growth rate is typically used to forecast future traffic so to not plan for
negative growth. This also provides a safety factor for the traffic analysis.

Scott (City) – There are no plans to simplify the nomenclature of the road.

It should also be considered that Business 51 is an alternative route for I-39.
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Summary of Questions/Comments Received
Business 51 Public Meeting (Q&A Session #1)
September 29th, 2020

•

Would a raised median prevent one from turning out of their driveway?
•

•

What is the base of future traffic growth?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – It would in some spots. However, it would be considered in areas where there
are a limited number of driveways (such as the north segment). It could also be considered in
the south segment if driveways are consolidated.
Jeff (AECOM) – The baseline is the most recent traffic volumes, 2017.

If we were to increase the terrace width, how wide would it be?
•

Amy (AECOM) – 6’ would be a minimum such to provide a buffer for pedestrians and a place for
snow storage and utilities. In some areas with more right of way a wider landscaped terrace
could be considered.

•

Public Comment - Meleesa Johnson, council president and district 5 alder, indicated that she will be
making an amendment to the city’s budget to remove money that could be used to acquire property for
the project.

•

Would the alternatives in the south segment require taking private parking in front of the storefronts?
•

•

Would the project improve pedestrian accommodations at the intersections?
•

•

Scott (City) – A 6’ terrace would allow for tree plantings. Anything that is planted in the terrace or
median would be maintained by the city. The grass in the terrace would require mowing by the
adjacent property owner.

Why does a raised median have to be 14’ and not 11’ (like a two-way left turn lane)?
•

AECOM

Amy (AECOM) – There is a possibility, but it would be up to the city. It would also depend on the
width of the median.

Who would be responsible for maintaining the raised median and terrace?
•

•

Scott (AECOM) – That is an idea that resulted from the Downtown Area Targeted Master Plan.
The city does want to look at this more and see what impacts such a change would have.

Would a raised median include trees and other landscaping?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – The vast majority of residential property is in the central segment. The project
is trying to propose alternatives that do not require property acquisition. The most challenging
spots will be the area between Clark and Main Street and near the Fourth Avenue intersection.

What is the potential for Clark and Main Street to each return to a two-way street?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – Intersections that are reconstructed will have ADA compliant curb ramps.

What is the potential for residential property to be taken?
•

•

Jeff (AECOM) – A two-way left turn lane and a raised median would allow for pedestrian islands
at some of the intersections along Business 51. Pedestrian islands have shown a sizeable
improvement in pedestrian safety by creating the opportunity to have two-stage crossings.

Will intersections have American with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant curb ramps?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – The alternatives from the previous study had impacts to private parking. By
researching property lines, we did determine that there is a decent amount of private parking
within the existing right of way. That said, the intent of the project is to keep alternatives that
maintain the back of sidewalk. However, there could be areas where that is not possible.

Jeff (AECOM) – 14’ is required to provide space for a turn lane and space for a small median on
one side of the turn lane.
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Summary of Questions/Comments Received
Business 51 Public Meeting (Q&A Session #1)
September 29th, 2020

•

•

How would traffic operate if Business 51 were to change from a 4-lane to a 2-lane with a two-way left
turn lane?
•

Jeff (AECOM) – A benefit of a 2-lane with a two-way left turn lane is vehicles who are waiting to
make a left turn would not block through traffic. Vehicles dwelling in through lanes create higher
probabilities of rear end and sideswipe crashes. The capacity of a 4-lane undivided road is
similar to that of a 2-lane road with two-way left turn lane. Additionally, signal timings and proper
coordination would be important if a 2-lane road were to be built.

•

Amy (AECOM) – In the central segment the existing paved area between Clark and Main Street
would be fully utilized by turn lanes and through lanes if the road was to be reduced to a 2-lane.
The paved width would not be changing.

If bicycle facilities were not included on Business 51, would the project fund the off corridor facilities?
•

•

Could the project look at zero vehicle households in the city to get an understanding of how many
people are using forms of transportation other than a vehicle?
•

•

•

•

Amy (AECOM) – Safety is the biggest benefit, especially with the high crash rates on Business
51.

•

Jeff (AECOM) – A road diet evaluation was completed and 5 of 11 factors indicated that a road
diet would have significant positive benefits. Safety and operations would be the biggest
improvements associated with a road diet. Traffic calming is also a benefit. The potential for
bicycle and pedestrian accommodations is another benefit.

•

Amy (AECOM) – The existing speed limit on Business 51 is 25 mph. There has been some
feedback that 4 lanes are necessary so that slow drivers can be passed if needed. However,
there are also people who want vehicles passing people on Business 51 to slow down.

What is anticipated for property acquisition between Clark and Main Street?

Amy (AECOM) – During the previous study it was required by WisDOT that roundabouts be
analyzed at every intersection where a traffic signal is. It was clear that at most intersections
roundabouts would be way too impactful. Right now, we are focused on trying to figure out what
the corridor typical section should be. But yes, there are a few intersections where roundabouts
are on the table.

When will it be known if driveways will be consolidated?
•

AECOM

Amy (AECOM) – In the Clark and Main Street area it doesn’t have much impact because we
need dedicated turn lanes in each direction. In other areas of the corridor there is a higher
potential to reduce impacts.

Have roundabouts been considered in the corridor?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – We want input on the alternatives considered in this area. We do not have
impacts to share today. We will have information regarding impacts to share during the next
round of public meetings.

Would reducing the road to a 2-lane with a TWLTL reduce the likelihood of property acquisition?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – This is a good perspective to bring up, because there is often a significant
portion of the population that doesn’t drive and uses other forms of transportation.

What are the benefits of reducing the road from 4-lanes to 2-lanes with a two-way left turn lane?

•

•

Scott (City) – Funding for those facilities is not yet determined. However, bicycle facilities are
usually fundable through most funding sources.

Amy (AECOM) – During the next round of public meetings (January of 2021), there will be
proposals for which properties would benefit from consolidated driveways. Consolidated
driveways would only be considered for commercial properties.
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Summary of Questions/Comments Received
Business 51 Public Meeting (Q&A Session #1)
September 29th, 2020

•

•

AECOM

When will potential impacts to existing signs be known?
•

Amy (AECOM) – This would also be known during the next round of public meetings. If a sign to
be relocated is on private property the city would pay for the relocation. If the sign is within the
right of way then the property owner would be responsible for relocating the sign.

•

Scott (City) – This project will work to achieve 30 percent design after a preferred alternative is
selected. To reconstruct the road the city would have to break the project up into segments. The
earliest possible construction would be in 2023.

Would the project add signalization at intersections to help with bicycle crossings?
•

Amy (AECOM) – We haven’t gotten into that level of detail yet.

•

Scott (City) – The signalization of intersections would be determined after a preferred alternative
is selected.
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Summary of Questions/Comments Received
Meeting name
Public Meeting (Q&A
Session #2)
Project name
Business 51

Meeting date
October 1st, 2020
12:00 – 1:00 p.m.
Meeting held via Zoom

Project Team Attendees
Scott Beduhn (City)
Ryan Kernosky (City)
Amy Canfield (AECOM)
Ryan Barz (AECOM)
Jeff Sandberg (AECOM)
Logan Dredske (AECOM)

Public Attendees:
•

15

Questions/Comments Asked During the Meeting:
•

•

Would reducing the number of lanes lengthen commute times? Why not make the roadway look like
Post Road south of the city limit?
•

Jeff (AECOM) – Reducing from 4-lanes to 2-lanes may increase queue lengths at certain
intersections and may cause a small increase in travel times. However, increases in travel time
would equate to less than a minute of lengthened travel times. The minute of extra travel time
would be for someone who is traveling the length of the entire corridor.

•

Amy (AECOM) – Business 51 in Stevens Point doesn’t have the available right of way that
Plover and Whiting have. The right of way in Stevens Point is a lot more limited.

Will the project carry one typical section throughout the entire corridor?
•

•

Where would road construction end on the south end of the corridor?
•

•

•

Amy (AECOM) – Currently we anticipate that the alternatives would start right at the south city
limit near the railroad track.

Will the project address the frequent flooding underneath the railroad bridge?
•

Amy (AECOM) – The project does not have authority to adjust or rebuild the railroad bridge. All
alternatives must fit within the current width of the bridge.

•

Scott (City) – The structure and the pump that removes the flooding water is controlled by the
railroad company. The design of the new roadway will work to confirm that it isn’t adding to the
collection of water underneath the bridge.

Is the only option for underneath the railroad bridge two lanes, bicycle lanes, and a narrow raised
median?
•

AECOM

Amy (AECOM) – No, there is not a one size fits all for the corridor. The number of thru lanes,
raised medians, and turn lanes will differ throughout the corridor.

Amy (AECOM) – This alternative is the only one proposed right now. However, whether or not
bicycle lanes will be included on the road in the surrounding area will be a determinant on
whether bicycle lanes are included under the bridge.
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Summary of Questions/Comments Received
Business 51 Public Meeting (Q&A Session #2)
October 1st, 2020

•

What is planned to improve the safety for bicyclists and pedestrians who have to cross Business 51 near
UWSP?
•

•

•

If bicycle lanes were not added to Business 51, would bicycles be allowed to ride on the sidewalk?
•

Scott (City) – Bicyclists are allowed to ride on the sidewalk.

•

Amy (AECOM) – There is also an exhibit on the website that details potential bicycle facilities
that could be created adjacent to Business 51. If bicycle lanes weren’t added to Business 51,
pedestrian accommodations such as a wider terrace could be included.

Is there a need for bicycle lanes on Business 51?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – Pylons could be an option if the city is open to them.

What outreach is being conducted with UWSP?
•

AECOM

Amy (AECOM) – A raised median is inherently safer than a two-way left turn lane. This area
proposes a raised median because there are limited driveways and access would not be as
impacted. There would likely be a couple openings to allow vehicles to turn left out of the
driveways.

If a painted buffer for bicycle lanes is not feasible, could a narrow pylon buffer be included?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – Pedestrian islands will be considered wherever possible. Going from 4-lanes
to 2-lanes would allow us to stick small pedestrian islands in various locations.

Between Fourth Avenue and Maria Drive, why is a two-way left turn lane not included here?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – We recognize this concern and want to improve the pedestrian experience in
this area. One way to do this would be to reduce the number of thru lanes so that we have more
space to provide for pedestrians.

Could a mid-block crossing be created between Maria Drive and Fourth Avenue? Could there also be an
expanded connection to UWSP through the parking lot between Business 51 and Isadore Street?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – We do not have a recommended alternative right now. We are looking for
public input to understand which alternatives the public would like to see further analyzed.

Can anything be done underneath the railroad bridge to make it safer for pedestrians?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – We are trying to limit property acquisition, but at this point in the project we do
not have impacts identified. There may be areas where acquisition is necessary.

What alternative does the city recommend for the south segment?
•

•

Scott (City) – We are aware of the need for pedestrian crossings in this area. We will incorporate
pedestrian improvements to this area as we further identify and refine alternatives.

Will property frontage be acquired?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – Often building bicycle facilities encourages more people to utilize the roadway
for biking if they currently don’t feel comfortable.

The intersection with Maria Drive only has a pedestrian crossing of Business 51 on the south side of the
intersection. There is also a new housing development going in in this area. Is anything planned to
improve the crossings at Maria Drive?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – Counts were completed several years ago. The city has also completed recent
counts. This area has a lot of pedestrian crossings, particularly at Fourth Avenue. There is a
focus to make crossings in this area safer. Reducing lanes would be one improvement.

Amy (AECOM) – We do not currently have anyone from UWSP in our stakeholder group,
although we are considering adding someone to represent student interests.
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Summary of Questions/Comments Received
Business 51 Public Meeting (Q&A Session #2)
October 1st, 2020

•

Has there been discussion of a roundabout at Patch Street?
•

•

Will there be a safer crossing light at Franklin Street for pedestrians? With the existing flashing light
pedestrians are not sure if vehicles are going to stop.
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – Adjacent property owners have received invitations and newsletters via mail.
The public is also welcome to contact Scott if they would like to request printed copies of
materials.

When will decisions be made on if roundabouts will be part of the project?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – No.

How are we reaching those who do not use the internet?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – The crossing here could be improved if lanes were to be reduced and a
pedestrian island were to be added. At this location another thing to consider is the needs of the
fire department that is located adjacent.

Is bicycle level of service a consideration for the project?
•

•

Jeff (AECOM) – The previous study did evaluate a roundabout at this location. A roundabout
would be very impactful from a property standpoint. This is one intersection that will receive
attention as we flush out our intersection improvements.

Amy (AECOM) – Improvements such as roundabouts will be shown during the next round of
public involvement. A final alternative is to be determined this spring.

Could EMS be tied to the flashing pedestrian light at Franklin Street?
•

Amy (AECOM) – We have had some discussions with the fire department about their needs.
The fire department would like to be able to interact with traffic signals. They are also concerned
about the number of pedestrians crossing at Franklin Street and potential impedances with
backed up traffic if the fire trucks need to respond to a call.

•

Public Comment - Allison Henke, the campus planner for UWSP, met with the Student Government
Association and admissions and was informed that the two lanes, wider terraces, and bicycle lanes
would be preferred. Raised medians with plantings would also help create a more welcoming
environment for the university.

•

Can bikers be warned, ticketed, or fined for riding on sidewalks when bicycle lanes have been provided?
•

•

Would on-street bicycle lanes serve as a buffer for pedestrians using the sidewalk?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – The bicycle lane does provide separation between the sidewalk and traffic.
However, the issue is that in many areas right of way is limited and a wider terrace and bicycle
lanes can’t both be included. Not having a wider terrace wouldn’t help with snow storage or
garbage pickup.

Who would be accessed financially for the utility installations?
•

AECOM

Amy (AECOM) – No.

Scott (City) – The costs would be included in the project. There would be no assessments to
abutting property owners because everything within the corridor is already existing and would be
paid for by the utility. Abutting property owners only pay for a new utility that is not already
existing.
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Summary of Questions/Comments Received
Meeting name
Public Meeting (Q&A
Session #3)

Meeting date
October 1st, 2020
5:00 – 6:00 p.m.
Meeting held via Zoom

Project name
Business 51

Project Team Attendees
Scott Beduhn (City)
Joel Lemke (City)
Ryan Kernosky (City)
Amy Canfield (AECOM)
Ryan Barz (AECOM)
Jeff Sandberg (AECOM)
Logan Dredske (AECOM)

Public Attendees:
•

13

Questions/Comments Asked During the Meeting:
•

Would safety and traffic flow be improved if there was consistent construction throughout the corridor?
•

•

How does the project fit into the overall plan for the city?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – We have representatives from the city’s transit department in our stakeholders
group. We have identified existing transit routes and stops within the corridor. Further down the
road during design is when we would look into how the alternative accommodates transit stops
along Business 51.

If Business 51 was to become a 2-lane road, what would happen in the future if 4-lanes of traffic were
then needed?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – Part of the overall plan for the city is to reconstruct Business 51. The project
looks to improve pedestrian and bicycle accommodations, which is part of the city’s focus. The
project also works to improve safety as part of Vision Zero plans.

How does transit fit into the project?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – The corridor would have to be constructed in pieces due to its length and
funding. There could be potential short term impacts associated with reconstructing the corridor,
however the goal would be to improve the corridor for the long term.

Jeff (AECOM) – We analyzed traffic volumes dating back to 2003-2004 and found that traffic
volumes are decreasing. We also looked at traffic volumes out to 2045 using an annual traffic
growth rate of 0.5% per year to account for some potential growth in traffic.

Is it possible that Business 51 could feature areas with 4-lanes and areas with 2-lanes?
•

Amy (AECOM) – Yes that is an option, as the corridor has different characteristics throughout.

•

Public Comment - The reconstructed portion of Business 51 south of the city limit does not add to the
livability of the corridor. The road is so wide that it is not a walkable environment for pedestrians.

•

If Business 51 was to become a 2-lane road, would it be possible to convert it to a 4-lane in the future?
•

AECOM

Amy (AECOM) – Nothing is impossible. However, this is a once in a generation project. The
amount of reconstruction that is needed only happens about every 50 years. If a 2-lane road
were to be built, it would be very costly to convert back to a 4-lane road.
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Summary of Questions/Comments Received
Business 51 Public Meeting (Q&A Session #3)
October 1st, 2020

•

Does the project improve the pedestrian crossing with the flashing beacon at Franklin Street? There
have been a lot of near misses at this location.
•

•

•

•

•

Is there anything that can be done to allow pedestrians to see when the flashing beacon at Franklin
Street is actually flashing?
•

Jeff (AECOM) – The existing beacon is mounted to a pole and can be difficult for cars on the
inside lane to see if cars in the outside lane are blocking the beacon. An overhead beacon could
help to solve this. As far as the project is concerned, the different typicals sections will have an
impact on how visible the beacon is.

•

Logan (AECOM) – As a clarification the issue seems to be that pedestrians can’t see when the
beacon is flashing so they do not know when it is safe to cross.

•

Jeff (AECOM) – Some systems do have a confirmation beacon on the side so that pedestrians
can know when they are flashing.

•

Scott (City) – The existing system does have a side panel that shows when the beacon is
flashing, but it can be hard to see. The city has tried to work with the manufacturer to improve
this.

Will the project address flooding that is occurring underneath the railroad bridge?
•

Amy (AECOM) – The railroad bridge will not be replaced or modified as part of the project. All
alternatives must fit underneath what is currently there.

•

Joel (City) – The structure and lift system that moves stormwater is owned by the railroad. The
railroad has made some improvements to the lift system, however we don’t have jurisdiction
over any improvements that can be made to the lift system.

What is the justification for 4-lanes on Business 51?
•

Jeff (AECOM) – The 4-lane alternatives are considered because that is what is there right now.
Traffic volumes indicate that 4-lanes are not needed.

•

Amy (AECOM) – In an urban corridor overall traffic operations are determined by operations at
signalized intersections.

Are cities similar to Stevens Point considering road diets on roads such as Business 51?
•

•

Jeff (AECOM) – The purpose of that is to try not to design facilities based on no traffic growth.
Planning for a slight growth in traffic helps to take a conservative approach. A 0.5% percent
growth rate is considered small for traffic forecasting.

How much could be saved in maintenance if Business 51 was to go from a 4-lane to a 2-lane road?
•

AECOM

Amy (AECOM) – Fifteen years ago there was a bigger is better mentality. Recently there has
been more emphasis on lane reductions because of the benefits it brings as far as safety,
multimodal accommodations, parking, and green space.

Why was a positive growth rate used for the traffic forecast when we have seen declining traffic
volumes?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – There are a lot of pedestrians crossing in that area. If we stay with the existing
4-lane undivided, we would still try to improve this crossing. If we were to go to a 2-lane typical
section, there would be fewer lanes of traffic for pedestrians to cross. A pedestrian island could
also be installed with a 2-lane typical section to allow pedestrians to complete a two-stage
crossing. Once a typical section is identified, we will be able to get more detailed with what we
do at each of the individual intersections. This same thought process would apply for all
pedestrian crossings throughout the corridor.

Amy (AECOM) – We don’t have numbers on maintenance costs, but it is safe to say that 2-lane
roadway would have less maintenance costs.
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Summary of Questions/Comments Received
Business 51 Public Meeting (Q&A Session #3)
October 1st, 2020

•

Would it be possible to do a trial with a 2-lane?
•

•

How would you back out of your driveway with a 2-lane road?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – Yes, we do see this in certain areas, especially the south segment where there
are many access points. The inside lane can often be blocked by left turning vehicles causing
the road to operate as a 2-lane road. Also, the road has a 25 mph speed limit and is supposed
to be a slower road.

Is there any data that suggest property values increase as does the walkability of a neighborhood?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – Assuming they are referring to not enough gaps in traffic, there may be times
when it is difficult to back out of your driveway. The signals should provide gaps for people to
back out. These backups are going to most likely only occur during the peak travel hours. It is
important to remember that we are designing the road for 24 hours a day, not just 2.

Does Business 51 act as a 2-lane road right now since left turning vehicles are blocking the inside
lanes?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – No, we can’t just restripe the existing pavement without figuring out transitions
into and out of the lane drop. It would also require signal retimings.

Amy (AECOM) – Off the top of my head I don’t have anything to share. But that is something we
could research if people are interested.

What is the potential for roundabouts in the corridor?
•

Amy (AECOM) – We do not know if roundabouts would be preferred at this time. As we are
drawing the alternatives, we will begin to look at what the needs of the intersections are. We
may explore roundabouts for some intersections. In general, roundabouts are very impactful.

•

Public Comment - The reconstructed portion of Business 51 south of the city limit is dangerous. If we
were to reconstruct it to a similar typical section we would be ignoring safety and multimodal needs.

•

Any 4-lane alternatives would increase the cost of the project. What would be the cost to taxpayers?
How much more would the project cost if doing a 4-lane v. a 2-lane?
•

•

Could red lights (instead of yellow) be added to the flashing pedestrian beacon at Franklin Street to help
better draw attention of vehicles? Also, it would be beneficial to add additional signage to warn vehicles
that they need to stop when the lights are flashing.
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – Yes, this is an option.

Has the CVB ever shared the number of visitors that arrive off of the Green Circle Trail?
•

AECOM

Jeff (AECOM) – A pedestrian hybrid beacon that flashes and then turns to solid red may be an
option. It also has an indication for the pedestrian. The yellow flashing beacons are a warning
and the solid red is more like a traffic signal where a car needs to stop. There is a pedestrian
volume threshold that needs to be met in order to install the hybrid beacon.

Could trees be planted between the traffic lanes and a bicycle lane?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – At this point in time we don’t have any cost estimates. Cost estimates will be
determined in the future. A 4-lane road would be more expensive than a 2-lane road. How the
project would be funded is to be determined.

Scott (City) – No, we do not have that information.
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Business 51

Public Involvement Summary Report (DRAFT)

2.2.1 ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

City of Stevens Point
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August 2021

Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Tuesday, September 29, 2020 2:16 PM
Canfield, Amy
[EXTERNAL] FW: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

Hi Amy,
Here is the first of 4 emails I have received so far this week in regards to Bus 51.
Scott
From: noreply@civicplus.com [mailto:noreply@civicplus.com]
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2020 11:13 AM
To: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

Contact the Director of Public Works
First and Last Name:

Bonnie DeMeyer

Street Address:

3040 Rice Street

City

Stevens Point (change City, State, and/or Zip as needed)

State:

WI

Zip:

54481

Phone Number:

7154986121

Email Address:

Bondemeyer@gmail.com

Please enter your
questions or comments
below:

I think reducing the lanes on Hwy 51 is not the answer! I hate
taking Michigan to work as I get people every morning that go
under the speed limit, so I take 51. If someone is going under
the speed limit, I can pass them. You take that lane away for
people to pass, you will have a mess and a lot of angry people!
As someone who does a ton of biking with her family, we don't
really use the bike lanes as we don't like being that close to the
traffic and we cannot go as fast as we legally should when
using the bike lanes. Maybe just widen the sidewalks?

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Tuesday, September 29, 2020 2:16 PM
Canfield, Amy
[EXTERNAL] FW: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

Hi Amy,
Here is the second of 4 emails I have received so far this week in regards to Bus 51.
Scott

From: noreply@civicplus.com [mailto:noreply@civicplus.com]
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2020 11:14 AM
To: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

Contact the Director of Public Works
First and Last Name:

Larisa Potts

Street Address:

258 N. Main St.

City

Amherst

State:

WI

Zip:

54406

Phone Number:

7157010745

Email Address:

lpotts9210@gmail.com

Please enter your
questions or comments
below:

Dear Mr. Beduhn,
I encourage you to take into consideration the following when it
comes to the business 51 project:
Decreasing any 4 lane into a 2 lane when a cities population
has been steadily growing for the last 20 years will only result
in traffic jams, minor collisions, and more wear and tear on side
streets to avoid the major arteries that were intended to control
the flow of traffic.
I estimate that within the next 10 years you will either have to
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repave, properly, every side street in the city or completely
redo the project you are already proposing.
There are cities that have sidewalks which mimic highway
traffic, where they are wide enough to accommodate both
walkers and bicyclists without increasing their odds of
becoming injured.
You are living in a crazy utopian society if you believe that
every bicyclist will obey traffic laws and not just dart out in front
of people. My last visit to point I witnessed 3 college age
students dart across main st. without even slowing to look if
traffic was coming.
not to mention we are still dealing with the occasional drunk
driver or teenager texting while driving. It shouldn’t happen, but
it can and it is your job to create a safer environment for
cyclists. I wouldn’t ride my bike in that town, no one should. Its
chaos.
on the wider sidewalks all slower traffic such as walkers would
remain to the right, cyclists to the left and they would need to
remain on the appropriate side of the road when going to and
from their original location.
The goal is to appropriately integrate green forms of
transportation while mitigating the damage that could be
caused by blindly throwing up bicycle lanes everywhere.
Stop wasting money on patchwork when the city already taxes
for concrete. This project will be a complete waste of time and
taxpayer money not to mention completely dangerous and
discouraging to any potential business looking for a space if
people cannot quickly, easily, and most of all safely reach their
destinations.

Sincerely,
Larisa L. Potts
Amherst, WI
Formerly of Stevens point WI,
Works in Stevens Point, Wi

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Tuesday, September 29, 2020 2:17 PM
Canfield, Amy
[EXTERNAL] FW: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

Hi Amy,
Here is the third of 4 emails I have received so far this week in regards to Bus 51.
Scott

From: noreply@civicplus.com [mailto:noreply@civicplus.com]
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2020 12:20 PM
To: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

Contact the Director of Public Works
First and Last Name:

Tim Borchardt

Street Address:

203 Union Street

City

Stevens Point

State:

WI

Zip:

54481

Phone Number:

7153474027

Email Address:

tim@timmind.com

Please enter your
questions or comments
below:

Comments regarding the Bus. 51 project. As noted already, I
concur that the project should remain in the existing roadway.
There is too much valuable property that would be devalued by
widening the road. People's houses would lose the little front
yards they have. Since it is a business highway, I don't think
bike lanes need to be added, but look to other cities our size for
guidance on this. I am in favor of one lane in each direction
with a center turn lane. This would be adequate for 99% of the
time in my opinion. Regardless it is change and that seems to
be profoundly difficult for some of the populous. Can't be
helped I guess.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Monday, October 05, 2020 12:57 PM
asell78; sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com
RE: [EXTERNAL] Division St project opposition

Anne,
Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughts on the Business 51 project with Scott and I. We have
reviewed your comments and will take them in to consideration as we plan for improvements to this corridor.
With regard to your concerns about a potential 2‐lane option being less safe than the existing 4‐lane roadway,
I would encourage you to take a look at the video and handouts provided in the links below. These materials,
produced by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), describe the safety benefits of road diets (common
name for 4‐lane to 2‐lane conversion) and discuss some common misconceptions.


FHWA – Road Diets, A Proven Safety Countermeasure
(video): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_xTUCPWG78



FHWA – Road Diet Common Questions & Answers https://www.littlerock.gov/media/2455/road‐diet‐
common‐questions‐and‐answers‐flyer.pdf



FHWA – Road Diet MythBusters https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/road_diets/resources/fhwasa16074/

Thanks,
Amy Canfield, PE
Project Manager, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, Central Region
D +1-608-828-8140
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram

From: asell78 <asell78@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2020 2:53 PM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>; sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Division St project opposition
I live in the middle Division St segment. I watched the project overview video, and am not convinced of the necessity of
spending so much time, energy, and money on a project that will ultimately decrease safety, and destroy the efficacy of
what is currently a very effective road. Sure, it would be aesthetically pleasing to make these changes, but the cost is too
high (in actual increased dangers, destruction of private property with front yards cut off, & taxpayer dollars). If this was a
totally new neighborhood, I would support your ideas. But in this situation, the preexisting size restraints force us residents
1

to give up actual safety based on your assumptions of possible safety improvements that rely on people deciding to walk
and bike this noisy busy road.
Regarding the STATS that you present in the video:
- You talk about increased accidents from a previous study. Are the Division St increases in line with other similar roads?
Didn't cell phones increase accidents everywhere?
- If the crash rate is higher than other similar roads in WI towns, how much higher is the crash rate here than the high
average for such roads currently? Since there are low fatalities (zero), this number better be huge to justify this sort of
destructive project.
Regarding your PAVEMENT concern: I am on board. Lets do it!
Regarding your SAFETY Concerns: Your plan creates more problems than it solves.
Division St is a low speed road and fatalities are 0. Those accidents are better kept off of quiet side roads, where the cars'
presence would more likely kill pedestrians. The four lanes on Division siphon faster thru-drivers onto one road. If you cut
4 lanes down to 2 or road diet, you would drive traffic to side roads. I have seen it happen EVERY single time there is
road construction cutting even one direction down to one lane. Seeing the danger in action, I wonder why would you want
to PERMANENTLY push that noise, smell and danger onto our quiet and currently safe side roads?
Also those who don't divert to side roads are now trapped behind slow drivers (or in front of faster drivers). This will easily
lead to more road rage, and stressed driving. Considering that drivers outnumber pedestrians and bikers combined,
possibly local drivers' comfort on the road is worth considering.
In my life I have lived in two different homes on Division St. Growing up there, we played, biked and walked along those
small side roads, and easily avoided Division for anything other than crossing. A neighbor's toddler was an escape artist,
occasionally making it to the side road before being noticed missing. I shudder to think that a plan such as yours would
have lead to an early death for that child. Currently I still see many children playing both near and on the side roads. I see
college kids long boarding, biking and throwing around frisbees and balls on the road. With your lane removals, all it will
take is one "Sunday driver" to force dangerous traffic into side roads.
RE 4th Street intersection: I both walk, drive and bike through the fourth street intersection. Decreasing lanes there would
add danger not safety. It would back up traffic greatly. That intersection is already a headache due to the Southbound left
turns. Reducing the northbound traffic to one lane will increase time for northbound traffic to clear the intersection, which
won't give the left turners a chance to turn before the light changes, or force longer light times, backing up traffic even
more. Some times of day, you will be forcing cars to wait multiple light cycles to clear the intersection, which would
incentivize crazy driving, alternate routes and increase danger at the intersection for the pedestrians and bikers
attempting to cross.
RE SNOW: In Winter, we just shovel snow onto our front yard. It's easy. If you make our yards smaller with those large
sidewalks you want, now we have less yard for snow. And even worse, if there was a larger terrace for snow, it would
create a dangerous visual obstruction for cars entering the road from driveways and be far more dangerous. I frequently
see cars almost get hit backing out of Clark and Main - due to the visual barrier of snow in the terrace. If you really want to
help us, leave the road alone, and in addition have the plows collect and remove the snow from Division rather than
pushing it all onto our sidewalk. The current situation is safer than your plan.
Regarding BIKER & PEDESTRIAN Convenience:
It is both easy and far more enjoyable to walk & bike on side roads. Even if there were bike lanes on Division, I would
never use them, nor allow my kids to. The choice is ridiculously easy. Since Division St is currently successful at keeping
fast thru drivers contained, our side roads tend to be safer, quieter, less smelly and therefor are the preference for walkers
and bikers. If you respect walkers and bikers, then provide more guidance for safe use of the peaceful roads that they
already prefer, rather than draw car traffic onto them.
I'm surprised that we even have to explain why it is a waste to spend energy adding pedestrian and biker perks to the
road that they don't want nor need to use. It becomes worse when your plan will actually diminish the current safety that
they enjoy.
About these raised medians : If you desire safe crossing for pedestrians, there are traffic lights and the flashing lights at
Franklin. Those are all great.
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As a walker & biker, I do see both the available space and the need for bike considerations in the North segment only,
and at the train bridge between South and Central segments. Elsewhere, it takes mere seconds for bikers to jaunt over to
a side road, usually to the east in my opinion. If you really have some need to spend money, go ahead and paint little
bikers on that road so that we can all continue doing what we are already doing just fine.
IN CLOSING:
It feels like the city is trying to push this on us by the reference to the "pavement only" option as being there just for
comparison. But you have put forth no viable other option.
It feels like you have already decided that you must make structural changes, regardless of actual want or need by those
who are both paying the bill and will be most harmed by the results (AKA citizens).
You are forcing us to choose between horrible options of either pushing the dangerous traffic into side roads by cutting
lanes, or destroying homes & private property in order to keep all 4 lanes plus your aesthetic measures, possibly both...
I'm not opposed to change, but only to unnecessary and harmful change. I love our new roundabout, and was excited by
plans to improve our riverfront and adjoining area. I love the square fountain and farmers market space, and supported all
of these when they were in planning. Some change is warranted. But here, you are trying to fit solutions that either are not
needed, or cause more harm than the potential good that you assume they would bring.
Anne S
middle segment Division St resident of 30+ years in two different locations.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Tuesday, September 29, 2020 2:17 PM
Canfield, Amy
[EXTERNAL] FW: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

Hi Amy,
Here is the last of 4 emails I have received so far this week in regards to Bus 51.
Scott

From: noreply@civicplus.com [mailto:noreply@civicplus.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2020 12:26 PM
To: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

Contact the Director of Public Works
First and Last Name:

John Lazare

Street Address:

2110 Strongs Avenue

City

Stevens Point (change City, State, and/or Zip as needed)

State:

WI

Zip:

54481

Phone Number:

715-252-4067

Email Address:

Jrlazare@gmail.com

Please enter your
questions or comments
below:

I am emailing in regards to the alternative options for the
business 51 road update. I strongly oppose any reduction in
lanes, I drive division street daily to commute from my house to
Wausau for work. I work shift work so it’s at all different hours
of the day and there is always congested traffic. Reduction to a
2 lane with turn lanes and ridiculous bike lanes is a complete
waste.

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Monday, October 05, 2020 1:42 PM
Bob Fisch; sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com
RE: [EXTERNAL] comments on Division/Church Corridor (Business 51) Project

Bob,

Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughts on the Business 51 project with Scott and I. Your
detailed suggestions show your keen interest in the corridor and we will take these comments in to
consideration as we refine the alternatives.
An avid bicyclist myself, I fall in to the category of “mom with 2 kids on the back of her cargo bike”.
Thanks,
Amy Canfield, PE
Project Manager, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, Central Region
D +1-608-828-8140
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram

From: Bob Fisch <stormribsurvey@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2020 3:08 PM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>; sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com
Subject: [EXTERNAL] comments on Division/Church Corridor (Business 51) Project
Hello Amy and Scott ‐ My name is Bob Fisch. I am a homeowner in Stevens Point on Smith St, just a few blocks from
Division St.
I want to share comments with you both on the Division/Church Corridor (Business 51) Project. I did review the newly
posted video and collection of exhibits on the Stevens Point website project page, and I did submit my responses to the
survey. I am also informed from the previous incarnation of this project 6‐7 years ago, having attended many meetings
and examined many documents about it then.
I am extremely familiar with the many physical constraints you have to deal with throughout the length of the
Division/Church corridor in creating suitable designs that achieve the stated purpose and need while balancing the
desires of the many constituents who voice their opinions to you.
My primary concerns are related to bicycle, walking, and transit issues. A bicycle is my main vehicle. I consider myself a
utilitarian bicycle rider, riding primarily to run errands throughout our urban area. I regularly walk to many destinations,
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and I use our public transit when the weather is poor for bicycling. I do drive but extremely infrequently, averaging less
than one day of driving per month over the past 3 years.
As you move this project forward, keep in mind that the bicycle infrastructure you design has to be suitable for most
bicycle riders, not just for 30‐year‐old males in lycra. You should strive to create bicycle infrastructure that is safe,
comfortable, and convenient for 12‐year‐old children, 60‐year‐old grandmothers, and a vast array of other bicycle users.
With that introduction, allow me to make some implementation suggestions for selected locations along the
Division/Church corridor. Some of these ideas are slightly out‐of‐the‐box, and I hope these get you thinking how a
nonstandard implementation can work in certain constricted spots to improve access for people bicycling and walking.

Crossing Division at Fourth
Fourth Ave is one of the most hazardous crossings of Division by bicycle and by foot, even though it is a signalized
intersection, because Fourth itself attracts a great deal of motor vehicle traffic. The design of Fourth Ave with left‐turn
lanes on a narrow street provides nowhere comfortable for bicycle riders.
Here is a suggestion for the Fourth Ave crossing. Change the traffic signal cadence to separately give traffic from the east
and west their own green light while the other 3 directions have red lights. Something similar is currently implemented
where Clark meets Church. Left turns from Fourth onto Division will no longer need to wait for oncoming vehicles, so the
left turn lanes can be eliminated. This will permit wider lanes providing more comfort for people riding bicycles on the
east and west approaches to this intersection. It will also allow walk phases in the east/west direction that eliminate the
hazard posed by left turns made by oncoming traffic onto Division.

Crossing Division at Maria
For bicycle and foot traffic, Maria Dr is not much better than Fourth Ave for crossing Division. I suggest the same traffic
signal treatment and left‐turn‐lane elimination here that I suggest for Fourth Ave.

Crossing Division at Center/Pine or Center/Shaurette
Making the crossing of Division between Center and either Pine or Shaurette is difficult because of the need to travel
along Division for a half‐block. Division is a dangerous obstacle in otherwise very good routes connecting the
neighborhoods to the east (bounded by Main and the railroad) to downtown and to the railroad crossing on Park St
(enabling safe and comfortable bicycle travel south to Church St businesses).
One idea to improve this crossing is to create a one block long multiuse path ‐ basically a widened sidewalk ‐ along the
west side of Division between Pine and Shaurette, together with a safe way to cross Division at Center, perhaps a HAWK
or RRFB. Together, these would calm these crossings for bicycle and foot traffic considerably while using minimal
additional width (the extra sidewalk width on one side only for the MUP).

Crossing Church at Francis/Patch and at Whiting/Rice
These two crossings are each awkward due to the misalignment of the streets on either side of Church.
One possible approach to improving these two crossings is to consider each a large, complex intersection and to provide
one comprehensive set of traffic signals at each to control traffic flows. It is likely that there would be at least 3 phases
for any such signal ‐ one phase for Church in both directions, one phase for outflow from the west (Francis or Whiting),
and one phase for outflow from the east (Patch or Rice) ‐ and possibly more phases if a left turn phase off of Division is
necessary.
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Another possible approach for each of these crossings is to do something similar to the treatment proposed above for
the crossings at Center/Pine/Shaurette: widen the sidewalk on one side to create a MUP and provide a HAWK or RRFB
for comfortably crossing Division.
The previous incarnation of this project proposed realigning Rice so that it made a direct crossing of Church at Whiting. I
consider this an excellent fix to this awkward crossing. If such a realignment of Rice is possible for the current project, I
heartily recommend it.
The previous incarnation also proposed a realignment of Patch to cross directly to Francis. This certainly would improve
the crossing, but this was a more problematic solution due to having to destroy a significant portion of a commercial
building. This is why I am less enthusiastic about this fix for the Francis/Patch crossing.

Bike lanes in the northern section
North of Academy Ave, Division has enough room 4 standard travel lanes, a median, and ample bike lanes. I suggest such
bike lanes be buffered with at least a 3' no‐drive buffer because traffic is faster in this section due to the 35 mph speed
limit.
Since the Green Circle crosses at NorthPoint Dr, some people traveling the Green Circle by bicycle will divert south to
businesses providing a snack or quick meal. Because such bicycle traffic may then head back north to resume their
Green Circle travel, there should be convenient and comfortable ways for bicycle riders to do so. Providing bicycle‐
friendly crossings of Division in this region is one option. Alternatively, providing MUPs on each side of Division may
work for this.
South of Academy Ave, Division is narrower and needs to provide convenient ways for motor vehicles to turn left into
the driveways of businesses in this section. So this section should probably have 4 standard travel lanes, a TWLTL, and
buffered bike lanes with at least a 2' no‐drive buffer. The bicycle traffic in this section is probably generated mostly from
UWSP rather than Green Circle travelers, and such buffers will help make bicycle access in this region feel much more
comfortable. A 3' buffer would be even better.

Bike lanes in the central section
I am certain you are aware of the challenges posed by this constrained section. I would prefer to see design proposals
you come up with before making comments about this section of the project.

Bike lanes in the southern section
Even with standard bike lanes, the nature of the roadway environment in the southern section of this project would be
very intimidating for bicycle riders due to the closeness of passing cars and (very large) trucks, many of which travel well
over the posted 25 MPH speed limit. Bike lanes would be useful for access to the many businesses in this section, but
they should be either physically separated bicycle lanes or else buffered bicycle lanes with at least a 2‐foot buffer.
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
In closing, let me mention that if you design your transportation system to prioritize moving people, you get more
people. If you design your transportation system to prioritize moving cars, you get more cars. In this millennium,
successful cities get more people while losing cities get more cars. Please remember this as you strive for appropriate
balance between all traffic modes as the Division/Church Corridor Project moves forward.
Bob Fisch
1033 Smith St
Stevens Point
3

stormribsurvey@gmail.com
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Wednesday, October 07, 2020 9:17 AM
Henke, Allison; sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com
Joel Lemke (jlemke@stevenspoint.com)
RE: Business 51 Project - UW Stevens Point Feedback

Allison,

Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughts on the Business 51 project with Scott and I. We have
reviewed your comments and will take them in to consideration as we plan for improvements to this corridor.
With regard to your specific questions, please see my answers below in italics.
‐

‐

Will higher foot‐candle lighting be used in pedestrian crossing areas?
o The current project (planning + design plans that are 30% complete) will not get to that level of
detail. Those details will be worked out during final design, which is outside the scope of the current
project.
When looking at utility replacement there are telecom and fiber lines that run into our Albertson Hall building. I
believe these include the regional node for WisNet local government users and the BadgerNet node for central
WI. Will any of these lines be replaced? If so, we are in the pre‐design process to renovate that building with
anticipated construction starting in 2023, can this utility replacement be done in conjunction with our project?
o According to City utilities director Joel Lemke, the plan is to leave the existing lines unless we come across
a conflict large enough to dictate replacement. The oldest infrastructure in this location is 2009 for the
fiber, so age is not dictating replacement in this location.

We have discussed adding a representative from the University or student body to our stakeholders group for
this project. The stakeholders group is scheduled to meet (virtually) two more times over the next 6
months. The stakeholders group is a sounding board for the project team – they preview alternatives,
provide candid feedback, advocate for the interests of the group they represent, and work to build awareness
for the project. Is there a particular person (or yourself?) you think would be a good member for our
stakeholders group? The next meeting will likely be held in mid‐November prior to Thanksgiving.
Thanks,
Amy Canfield, PE
Project Manager, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, Central Region
D +1-608-828-8140
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram
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From: Henke, Allison <ahenke@uwsp.edu>
Sent: Friday, October 02, 2020 10:08 AM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>; sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Business 51 Project ‐ UW Stevens Point Feedback
Hi Scott & Amy!
I just wanted to provide you with some initial feedback that I have received from some groups on campus.
‐ In the north & central segments it would be ideal to have two lanes of traffic with larger bike lanes with buffers.
‐ Having a raised median with trees and flowers would create a more welcoming environment. The current
“concrete jungle” look does not complement our beautiful town.
‐ Students do not feel safe in the area surrounding the train overpass between Patch & Monroe. This area has
flooding issues which creates difficulty when trying to walk/bike through here.
‐ At the intersection of Maria & 51 there is a pedestrian crossing on the Starbucks side but not the Kwik Trip side.
With the construction of a new housing complex there will be an increase of foot traffic in this area.
‐ More lighted crossing signs would be helpful.
‐ The concept of having a median with a pedestrian “stopping” area would be very beneficial, especially between
Fourth and Maria
I do have some additional questions. These are probably a little premature for this phase of the pre‐design, but I thought
I would throw them at you!
‐ Will higher foot‐candle lighting be used in pedestrian crossing areas?
‐ When looking at utility replacement there are telecom and fiber lines that run into our Albertson Hall building. I
believe these include the regional node for WisNet local government users and the BadgerNet node for central
WI. Will any of these lines be replaced? If so, we are in the pre‐design process to renovate that building with
anticipated construction starting in 2023, can this utility replacement be done in conjunction with our project?
I think it would be great to get more input from our students and faculty and could help facilitate any meetings you may
want to have. The Business 51 project has been put on the agenda for our campus leadership meeting on October 27th, I
am planning on just giving a brief update so that they have an awareness of what is happening. Please let me know if
there is anything specific you would like me to pass along to this group.
If you have any other questions or need any additional information please do not hesitate to reach out to me!
Thanks!

Allison Henke
University of Wisconsin‐Stevens Point
Facility Services – Interim Campus Planner
Maintenance & Materiel Bldg 125A
Phone: 715.346.2552
ahenke@uwsp.edu

Facility Services ‐ Advancing the academic mission through craftsmanship, artistry and exceptional service.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Monday, October 05, 2020 8:35 AM
Dredske, Logan
FW: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

From: noreply@civicplus.com [mailto:noreply@civicplus.com]
Sent: Sunday, October 04, 2020 10:24 AM
To: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

Contact the Director of Public Works
First and Last Name:

Alex Piotrowski

Street Address:

1719 Division St

City

Stevens Point

State:

Wisconsin

Zip:

54481

Phone Number:

7153450334

Email Address:

mail@apiotrowski.net

Please enter your
questions or comments
below:

Hello Scott,
I'm sending this email as there was no field for free form text in
the Business 51 Project online survey.
First, I feel strongly that any argument that 4 lanes are
necessary in the Central Segment is really a defense for being
able to violate the speed limit. The vast majority of this
segment is residential. In practice, the 25 mph speed limit is
virtually ignored. Two lane with center turn lane is more than
sufficient for traffic to flow through within the confines of the
law.
Additionally, wider terraces and bike lanes would make it easier
and safer for home owners to perform the maintenance duties,
such as clearing the sidewalks of snow or maintaining the
terrace (mowing lawn, removing weeds), which the city requires
of us. Many drivers using the corridor show no consideration
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for home owners performing these tasks, and go whizzing by in
the right lane even though the left is completely empty.
Additionally, the heavy compacted snow that the City pushes
onto the Division St sidewalks with industrial grade equipment
is often enough to strain even the best consumer grade snow
throwers. Then, the same thing happens a second time with
the remaining heavy snow that gets pushed back onto the
sidewalks when the city attempts to clear the terraces. With this
in mind it is no surprise that pedestrian accommodations along
much of the corridor are especially poor during the winter
months.
Second, incorporating bicycle infrastructure directly into the
Business 51 route is essential for improving pedestrian
accommodations. As long as bikes are directed to alternative
(and thereby longer) routes, bikes will occupy the sidewalks
causing conflict with pedestrians. Also, it is a mistake to
confuse multi-use paths, especially recreational paths such as
the Green Circle, with transportation infrastructure. People
using bicycles as transportation, just like those using motor
vehicles, are trying to get to their destination on schedule in the
most direct manner possible. Their needs are not the same as
that of recreational traffic which appreciates meandering routes
and slower speeds. I also fear that if an alternate bike route is
implemented, such a route will end up being a route in name
only, like the "bike lane" on Jefferson Street that has parking
permitted signs running much of its length. Keeping the bicycle
accommodations directly on the corridor would ensure the bike
lake is for bikes, and not parking or whatever else.
Thanks,
Alex Piotrowski
Division St homeowner and bike commuter

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Tuesday, October 13, 2020 11:44 AM
Tori Jennings
Scott Beduhn
RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Bus51 survey

Thank you, Tori. We will look in to these suggestions for future social media posts.
Amy Canfield, PE
Project Manager, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, Central Region
M +1-608-381-1462

From: Tori Jennings <aldertori.jennings@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 13, 2020 9:02 AM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Cc: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Bus51 survey
Hello Amy,
Thank you for your response. In terms of graphics and information, I think information about improved property values
and community economic development through safer more attractive streets will be useful.
As you mentioned last night, traffic flow is not an issue, however this is what people are fixated on. The counterintuitive
fact is people can travel from point A to point B by going slower on a well designed and signalized street. The big issue is
safety so I think that message needs to be repeated in various ways. That said, in this community, that simply means
everyone but vehicles should get off the road!
I realize that it’s very difficult to monetize aesthetics and livability, but we know it’s real so there must be ways to
represent it.
Many thanks again,
Tori
Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 12, 2020, at 10:27 AM, Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com> wrote:

Alder Jennings,
Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughts and suggestions – we appreciate your desire to be
actively involved with the Business 51 planning process!
I like your suggestions for the wording of future survey questions to be indirect at times to probe at
what people’s beliefs and values are. I suspect this will also vary greatly depending on whether the
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residents live near the corridor or are just traveling through to get to work. And I definitely agree that
surveys are imperfect and people will always think they are “voting”.
You’re correct – the majority of the survey respondents oppose reducing the number of travel lanes on
Business 51. We figured this would happen too. As of today, we’ve received 1,000+ responses and
about 80% of people either Strongly Agree or Somewhat Agree that reducing the number of through
lanes will have detrimental traffic impacts. We asked these questions because we needed to
understand what the public’s initial opinion was as we suspected it contrasted with what we heard from
the stakeholder group. We also wanted a baseline for public opinion. I don’t know what the numbers
would have been 8 years ago during the previous study, but it sure felt like 95% of people opposed a
lane reduction at that time.
Thanks again – please continue to reach out whenever you have concerns and suggestions. We also
welcome any ideas you may have for specific social media posts/graphics to help educate the public on
the benefits of reducing the number lanes (livability, safety, etc.). You know what will resonate with
your constituents.
Amy Canfield, PE
Project Manager, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, Central Region
D +1-608-828-8140
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram

From: Tori Jennings <aldertori.jennings@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 11, 2020 9:42 PM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Cc: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>; Tori Jennings <aldertori.jennings@gmail.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bus51 survey

Dear Amy,
First let me thank you for a well done public presentation on Bus51.
I just completed the survey and wish to share a couple concerns. First, this
is not a random sample so the survey is limited in its usefulness (sampling
bias). Secondly, the survey asks three questions about traffic flow if the
roadway is reduced to two lanes. I expect the results to overwhelmingly
state that traffic flow will be impeded if lanes are reduced. These are
engineering questions and I hope the roadway is not being designed by the
general public!
A better question (or series of questions) might ask "what do you want the
road to do? Moving people from point A to point B as quickly as possible (i.e.
a 4 lane highway) is a fundamentally different roadway than one that allows
2

safe access to driveways and businesses; or accommodates alternative
modes of transportation; or provides parking; or is aesthetically pleasing.
Given the above line of questioning, fast travel contradicts all other choices.
An indirect line of questioning as indicated above reveals contradictions in
people's belief system. Perhaps more importantly, indirect questioning might
reduce public hostility towards the project. In other words, many
participants will equate this survey with voting. If they "voted" for 4 lanes
and the final design is something different, they will conclude their vote does
not matter and "the City does not listen."
I understand that survey questions about lane reductions and traffic flow
might be intended to simply reveal what people believe. However, lane
reductions (and bike lanes) are a flashpoint in this community. I hope you
will consider my remarks in the spirit of collaboration. Please feel free to
contact me if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Tori
___________________________________
Tori L. Jennings, PhD
First District Alder
Phone: 715-344-7377
Email: aldertori.jennings@gmail.com
Website: torijenningsalder.com
Open Records Notice: Email correspondence by a municipal official concerning any municipal business may be subject to the open records law.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Monday, November 02, 2020 8:45 AM
Trevor Roark
Scott Beduhn
RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: survey & traffic growth modelling

Hi Trevor,
Thanks for your email. We’ve read through your concerns and I left a few notes in red below regarding certain
questions. At this time we are not planning to make any updates to the traffic projections.
Thank you,
Amy Canfield, PE
Project Manager, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, Central Region
M +1-608-381-1462

From: Trevor Roark <trevor.roark.bpssc@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 11:21 PM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Cc: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: survey & traffic growth modelling
Hi, Amy,
I hope all is well and you and the AECOM team are healthy!
Thanks for providing thorough responses to my questions and concerns.
For the use of the world "vehicles", thanks for understanding. I'm wondering, could this switch to "automobiles"? This
would then separate bikes from the classification and not confuse people. Just a suggestion.
For the three reasons listed for choosing the 0.5% traffic growth rate:
1. I'm not sure I understand how 0.5% is modest for historic Biz 51 when this would be 1.4% higher traffic growth than
the ‐0.9% decline the corridor has been experiencing? Think of it like a factor of safety. If we feel comfortable saying
that a 2‐lane option will work even with 0.5% growth, then it will work for anything less than that. There is a significant
portion of the general public arguing that the lane reduction will not work with the traffic we have today and they don’t
believe that traffic is going to decrease. If we told them we were basing our analysis on zero or negative future growth,
we’d have even fewer believers. Using a small growth factor accounts for uncertainty.
2. Since I'm not a traffic engineer, can you please let me know if the hourly traffic volumes AECOM is recording can be
converted to AADT for comparison? If not, are the hourly volumes a separate metric being used and were they recorded
intentionally near peak traffic? Hourly volumes are used to time traffic signals for peak hour traffic volumes. They are
also used to determine how long turn lanes should be to accommodate peak hour traffic. This is standard
practice. Hourly volumes are not easily correlated to AADT as there is variation in all corridors as to which percentage of
traffic occurs in the peak hour. We have both hourly traffic volumes and AADT volumes for Bus. 51. You can view AADT
volumes for state routes here https://wisconsindot.gov/Pages/projects/data‐plan/traf‐counts/default.aspx
3. How much does the upper threshold of uncertainty AECOM is portraying with the forecast using 0.5% negate two of
the 3 primary purposes of the study ‐ improving safety and accommodating bike/ped? I would argue that only portraying
the upper threshold with the two 0.5% traffic growth‐based figures for AADT in 2045 may strengthen the argument
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unnecessarily to keep 4 lanes. Thus, safety and bike/ped accommodations get diminished since LOS and safety/bike/ped
are mutually exclusive.
Even though my fears of nothing changing on Biz 51 continue to get reified with social media commentary and people
sharing their distaste for the new TAP Grant bike facilities, I'm wondering if there's an improvement that can be made to
the Traffic and Safety Overview in order to show the public what is additionally possible
(pdf? https://stevenspoint.com/DocumentCenter/View/7059/Traffic‐and‐Safety‐Overview) if traffic volumes stay the
same or continue to decline?
Instead of listing just the lower and upper forecast as calculated with the 0.5% traffic growth rate, I think it would be
reasonable to list an additional lower and upper forecast using a traffic growth rate that shows a scenario that is very
possible based on historic trend and climate change mitigation/adaptation. Because the historic trend was at about ‐
0.9% annually from 2005‐2017, wouldn't this rate be possible? To play it conservatively, you could add the 0.5% traffic
growth above the historic trend to get a ‐0.4% annual traffic decline as the lower possible forecast. Or, if the 0% is the
lowest 'legal' possibility (because of WisDOT) even though it's still way above the historic trend, could that be used for
the lower forecast listed?
I do think it's very important that AECOM considers displaying this lower forecast since A. it's very possible to occur and
B. AECOM engineers, City Staff, and Public Officials can all point to this during public meetings and/or presentations if
needed.
Also, I wanted to follow up on a statement I made during a stakeholder session regarding my experience during a 2018
WI Bike Summit presentation by Toole Design. The presenter at that time mentioned that Toole Design was
recommending a higher threshold to AASHTO for 4‐3 conversions in their new design guide/FM. I called Toole Design a
month ago and even though I talked with someone, they didn't refer me (or didn't find it a priority). Anyway, I wanted to
let you know that I found that presenter's biz card and sent him an email tonight. Hopefully her responds. :) Anyway, I'll
keep the stakeholder group in the loop.
Thanks for considering the possible forecast addition, for your time, and I look forward to the next stakeholders
meeting,

Trevor Roark

BPSSC Chair

715-570-1961
City's Bicycling Page
"Our transportation system will offer a balanced environment for cars, transit, cyclists, and pedestrians." -Stevens
Point Comprehensive Plan (adopted by Common Council, Jan. 16, 2006)

On Mon, Oct 19, 2020 at 10:39 AM Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com> wrote:
Hello, Trevor. Thanks for reaching out with your questions. Please see my responses below.

1. Public survey
a. Re: bias in questions
i. We appreciate your feedback. Alder Jennings brought this up as well.
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b. Re: educational highlights at the beginning of the survey
i. We tried to keep the survey simple and easy to complete in less than 5
minutes. Therefore, we kept all the educational materials separate (on the website) and asked
in the survey if people had reviewed them.
c. Re: vehicle wording
i. It’s hard to find a one‐size‐fits‐all word. Vehicles was selected with the
hope to encompass semis, delivery trucks, motorcyclists, and buses as well as passenger
cars/trucks I honestly didn’t even think about the bike/vehicle word relationship, but I respect
your mission to educate others, including myself.
2. Traffic forecasting
a. Re: 0.5% growth rate
i. The short answer: Since we knew lane reduction alternatives were
being considered, selection of a modest growth rate increased confidence in the viability of
these alternatives. It’s our factor of safety for any doubters.
ii. The long answer: At the outset of the project, our plan was for WisDOT
to provide a traffic forecast for this project as they did for the previous iteration of this
project. Unfortunately, WisDOT declined to complete the traffic forecast. As a result, AECOM
completed the traffic forecast.

We considered completing a more comprehensive forecast, which would’ve required access to
the state’s Travel Demand Model and other socioeconomic data. However, the effort to
complete this type of comprehensive forecast was not in our scope, so we decided to select a
growth rate based on historical traffic volumes. As you noted, the historical growth rate has
been negative for the period between 2005 and 2017. It’s doubtful a forecast completed using
the travel demand model and other socioeconomic data would have changed this to a scenario
that showed substantial growth in traffic volumes. In the scenario where a negative growth
rate is expected, WisDOT’s practice (which is outlined in the WisDOT Transportation Planning
Manual) would be to apply a 0% annual growth rate.

Given the historical negative traffic growth rate, the 0.5%/year growth rate was selected for
the following reasons:
1. A 0.5%/year growth rate is a modest growth rate and was used as a minimum growth
rate in a previous iteration of the WisDOT Transportation Planning Manual.
2. Since we knew lane reduction alternatives were being considered, selection of a
modest growth rate increased confidence in the viability of these
alternatives. Currently hourly traffic volumes exceed the “consider cautiously”
threshold for one of the twelve Business 51 volume segments, and six additional
segment volumes are at least 85% of that threshold.
3. The selection of a modest growth rate accounts for uncertainty in future traffic growth.
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Thanks,
Amy Canfield, PE
Project Manager, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, Central Region
M +1-608-381-1462

From: Trevor Roark <trevor.roark.bpssc@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, October 17, 2020 12:45 PM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Cc: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] survey & traffic growth modelling

Hi, Amy,
I hope all is well with you and the AECOM team!

I really like the recent educational pdfs that are popping up. Thanks for creating/publishing these!

I wanted to connect with you on two things:

1) The recent public survey; I completed the survey and in going through it realized some important things and have
questions.
‐ The way some of the questions were worded added bias to how people should answer the questions. It's almost as if
AECOM/the City was trying to pin things against each other in a vote/referendum ‐ us vs. them, even if it was
unintentional. For example, the use of the word "detrimental" may backfire because it plants a seed that
converting from 4‐3 can be detrimental to traffic flow whereas we know that this is nearly impossible with the AADT
we're seeing (plus bike & ped LOS aren't even in this study, unfortunately). I do think it would have been useful to have
some educational highlights at the beginning of the survey though. Things such *North of Ellis being more dangerous
than 95% of the rest of WI's similar 4‐lane roadways. *Traffic has been in decline at ‐0.9% annually from 2005‐2017 and
is well below the threshold for a safe and efficient 4‐3 conversion. *Etc.
‐ I know that language and transport words are sometimes tough to define and explain in the general public sphere,
especially with our local historic context, but can you please consider changing the word "vehicles" or "vehicular" to
"automobiles" or "automobile". This is very confusing since a bicycle is a vehicle according to state statute. This use of
the word "vehicle" is in WI bicycling rules of the road too and if we want people to better understand that bikes belong
on the road, have the same rights and responsibilities as drivers on the road, and should be inclusive in planning, then
please shift to using "vehicle" for all vehicles including bikes. Obviously, this is different when it comes to LOS and
analyzing data because of how things are currently set up with traffic models. In those cases, "automobiles" and/or
"automobile traffic" could be used, instead I'm guessing. Use of the word "vehicle" in the survey was very confusing if
we followed the rules of the road and state statute.
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‐ The 2 "right‐of‐way" questions may have been better if broken out into 3 questions 1) ... open to consider acquisition
of ROW that includes buildings ... 2) ... open to consider acquisition of ROW that includes small amounts of property
but no buildings ... 3) ... stay within existing ...
‐ Also, I really like how you included the question about reading the project pdfs prior to completing the survey. This
adds a nice touch of responsibility and ownership to survey participants. Can you do this again (with updated docs of
course) if another survey gets published down the road?

2) The traffic forecast model that AECOM is using ‐ Why is 0.5% annual traffic growth being used in the modeling to
forecast traffic? This rate ignores the historic ‐0.9% annual decline of AADT from 2005‐2017. This rate also ignores
climate change mitigation and adaptation. Also, is post‐pandemic modelling coming into play yet? The vast numbers of
people working from home now, and in the next who knows how many years, will shift habits and thus transport
choices and AADT.
I sometimes bounce things off Dave Meurett from WisDOT and on a phone call told him about the 0.5% rate being used
for traffic modeling, where AECOM's Jeff said (answering one of the questions at a PIM) that AECOM got this rate from
WisDOT. Dave said that WisDOT hasn't used this 0.5% traffic growth rate in forecasting for many years (according to
Kory Dercks at WisDOT) and instead uses a more contextual‐driven model, looked at on a case by case basis based on
historical counts, current and future expected land uses, and socio‐economic data. Can AECOM use another forecasting
model that is more comprehensive? At the very least, I think these two different models for forecasting should be
compared side by side for a more realistic community solution.

Thanks for your time and dedication on this project!

I hope to hear from you soon.

Kind regards,

Trevor Roark

BPSSC Chair

715-570-1961
City's Bicycling Page

"Our transportation system will offer a balanced environment for cars, transit, cyclists, and pedestrians." -Stevens
Point Comprehensive Plan (adopted by Common Council, Jan. 16, 2006)
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From:

Amy Canfield, AECOM

Date:

October 26, 2020

Memorandum
Subject: Business 51 – Public Survey #1
The purpose of this memo is to summarize the results of the Business 51 Public Survey #1. The survey was open to the public
from September 29th to October 16th 2020 and received 1,617 responses. Attachment 1 provides a detailed overview of the
responses received for each question. The following is a comparison of responses based on different user’s relationship or
interactions with the Business 51 corridor. Responses were compared in this manner to identify differences in feedback.
Who took the survey and what do they think?
To analyze feedback based on respondent’s relationship or interactions with the Business 51 corridor, several user groups
were developed to compare differences. These user groups are defined below.
-

Travelers (57 percent of total respondents)
o

o

-

o

Live adjacent to Business 51 or within ½ mile of the corridor.
59 percent of these respondents walk, bike, or use transit as a form of transportation on Business 51.

Business Owners / Employees (7 percent of total respondents)
o

o

-

18 percent of these respondents walk, bike, or use transit as a form of transportation on Business 51.

Live Near (36 percent of total respondents)
o

-

Travel on Business 51 for work/school/entertainment, but do not live within ½ mile of the corridor.

Own a business and/or work adjacent to Business 51.
43 percent of these respondents walk, bike, or use transit as a form of transportation on Business 51.

Walk, Bike, Transit (24 percent of total respondents)
o

Respondents who walk, bike, or use transit on Business 51.

An overview of each group’s feedback on corridor needs, improvements, and impacts are included in the following table.
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Memorandum
Business 51 – Public Survey #1

Travelers

Live Near

Business Owners /
Employees

Walk, Bike, Transit

Improve pavement,
Top Corridor Needs

Improve pavement, traffic flow, and vehicular safety

traffic flow, pedestrian
infrastructure

Are pedestrian
improvements needed?
How do pedestrian
islands or wider terraces
impact your use of the
corridor?

50% agree

60% agree

40% agree

70% agree

10-20% use more

25-30% use more

10% use more

40-45% use more

20% use less

15-20% use less

30% use less

10% use less

60-70% no impact

55% no impact

60% no impact

45-50% no impact

70% agree

70% agree

65% agree

70% agree

10% agree

20% agree

15% agree

40% agree

85-90% agree

75% agree

80-85% agree

55-60% agree

55% support

60% support

40% support

70% support

35% support

35% support

35% support

45% support

Should pedestrian
improvements be
prioritized over bicycle
lanes?
Should bicycle lanes be
added to Business 51?
Would lane reductions
have detrimental traffic
impacts?
Support shared
driveways for businesses
Open to alternatives with
right-of-way impacts

Key Takeaways
-

Feedback is similar between those who travel, live near, and work on Business 51. However, there is a slight increase
in desire for pedestrian and bicycle improvements by those who live near Business 51.

-

Pedestrian improvements are favored, but many believe that pedestrian islands or wider terraces would have no
impact on their use of the corridor.

-

Many believe that bicycle lanes should not be added to Business 51 and that bicycle accommodations are more
appropriate for routes parallel or close to Business 51.

-

There is a need to educate the public on traffic impacts as a result of lane reductions.

-

Shared driveways for businesses are favored by many except by the businesses themselves. The survey received
112 responses from businesses and/or employees who work adjacent to Business 51.

-

18 percent of respondents were under the age of 30. With many school and universities near the corridor, there is a
need to gain more feedback from this population.

-

One-third of the respondents did not review any of the informative materials posted to the project website.
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Business 51 Public Survey #1

Q1 Which statement best describes your relationship to the Business 51
corridor?
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 0

I live
adjacent to...

I own a
business and...

I do not live
on Business ...

I travel on
Business 51 ...

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

I live adjacent to Business 51

7.54%

122

I own a business and/or work adjacent to Business 51

6.93%

112

I do not live on Business 51, but I live within ½ mile of the corridor

28.14%

455

I travel on Business 51 for work/school/entertainment, but do not live within ½ mile of the corridor

57.39%

928

TOTAL

1,617

1 / 28

Business 51 Public Survey #1
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Used to live one block off near Belt's

10/16/2020 6:12 PM

2

Keep it 4 lanes

10/16/2020 2:32 PM

3

Travel daily

10/16/2020 2:28 PM

4

City needs to be reminded that your decisions impact people way beyond your borders. Telling
people to bike more is ridiculous if there's a significant amount of people coming to work in
Point from outside town. We CAN'T bike year-round from 15 miles out. Where are we supposed
to park? How do we navigate your city when streets are continually ripped up and/or have
conflicting stripes in the streets and intersections that make no sense? The poor visitors, who
don't see adequate signage, and have to navigate bizarre markings... not to mention Road
Closed signs everywhere indefinitely. Think how this impacts potential incoming students,
businesses, etc. We should be impressing them, not irritating them.

10/15/2020 8:46 AM

5

I own several properties within a quarter mile of business 51

10/13/2020 8:19 AM

6

Do not put bike lanes on this stretch it’s a waste of tax payer money.

10/9/2020 7:45 PM

7

I live just beyond 0.5 mile

10/9/2020 7:02 PM

8

I've blocks from Division.

10/8/2020 6:05 AM

9

I live one block east of Business 51.

10/7/2020 5:45 PM

10

I live and work adjacent to Business 51

10/7/2020 11:16 AM

11

There should not be ANY BIKE LANES!! vote out tori jennings!!!!

10/6/2020 5:23 PM

12

Live in Plover

10/6/2020 5:15 PM

13

I use 51 for work/school/entertainment also.

10/6/2020 8:12 AM

14

I use this road daily. To say any of these options will improve traffic flow is absurd. Quite the
opposite actually.

10/5/2020 9:11 PM

15

I own the second house off of Business 51

10/4/2020 8:57 AM

16

I live on Division Street.

10/2/2020 4:46 PM

17

Both live near and travel on daily.

10/2/2020 1:47 PM

18

I travel on Business 51 for work/school/entertainment, AND live within ½ mile of the corridor

9/30/2020 11:34 AM

19

I used to live adjacent to Business 51.

9/29/2020 2:27 AM
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Q2 Which part of the Business 51 corridor do you frequent the most?
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 0

South Segment
(south city...

Central
Segment (Pat...

North Segment
(Fourth Aven...
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

South Segment (south city limit to Patch Street)

23.38%

378

Central Segment (Patch Street to Fourth Avenue)

45.21%

731

North Segment (Fourth Avenue to North Point Drive)

31.42%

508

TOTAL

1,617
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Q3 What mode(s) of transportation do you use when traveling on Business
51 (check all that apply)?
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 0

Vehicle

Bicycle

Walk

City Bus

Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Vehicle

99.01%

1,601

Bicycle

16.14%

261

Walk

17.25%

279

City Bus

1.18%

19

Other (please specify)

1.48%

24

Total Respondents: 1,617
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#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Motorcycle

10/16/2020 6:01 PM

2

I avoid walking on the central part because the traffic is too close and fast.

10/13/2020 12:21 PM

3

Semi truck, and motorcycle

10/11/2020 6:39 AM

4

Ji

10/10/2020 8:41 PM

5

School Bus

10/10/2020 5:39 PM

6

Car

10/10/2020 12:59 PM

7

Semi truck

10/10/2020 10:19 AM

8

Semi truck

10/10/2020 8:36 AM

9

Fire truck and ambulance

10/10/2020 4:29 AM

10

Walk with dog

10/9/2020 10:15 PM

11

motorcycle

10/9/2020 9:48 PM

12

School bus

10/9/2020 7:48 PM

13

Do not put bike lanes on business 51 there is no need for them. We have enough useless ones
already.

10/9/2020 7:45 PM

14

Motorcycle

10/9/2020 7:17 PM

15

Motorcycle

10/8/2020 8:34 PM

16

Motorcycle

10/8/2020 3:22 AM

17

.

10/7/2020 9:48 PM

18

No

10/7/2020 8:38 PM

19

Safe route for Semi truck for the Railroad. Michigan is almost impassable for a semi with wide
loads. I take up bike path to turn lanes already. Doing that to another main roadway in my
opinion would cut alot of local business off of a supply chain.

10/6/2020 7:54 PM

20

Concrete truck

10/6/2020 7:17 PM

21

Motorcycle

10/5/2020 1:45 PM

22

Work truck

10/5/2020 12:16 PM

23

Motorcycle

10/2/2020 4:46 PM

24

Bicycles are vehicles…

10/1/2020 11:43 PM
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Q4 How often do you travel the Business 51 corridor?
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 0

Daily

4-5 times per
week

1-3 times per
week

Less than once
per week
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Daily

56.40%

912

4-5 times per week

26.78%

433

1-3 times per week

13.73%

222

Less than once per week

3.09%

50

TOTAL

1,617
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Q5 I reviewed the following documents on the project website prior to
completing this survey (check all that apply):
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 0

Traﬃc &
Safety Overview
Purpose & Need
Overview
Presentation
Potential
Business 51...
Central
Segment...
North Segment
Alternatives
I did not
review any o...
South Segment
Alternatives
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Traffic & Safety Overview

45.21%

731

Purpose & Need Overview

44.77%

724

Presentation

43.54%

704

Potential Business 51 Bicycle Connections

37.04%

599

Central Segment Alternatives

36.12%

584

North Segment Alternatives

35.25%

570

I did not review any of the above materials

33.70%

545

South Segment Alternatives

33.58%

543

Total Respondents: 1,617
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Q6 Select the top three improvement needs for the Business 51 corridor:
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 0

Improve
pavement
Improve
traﬃc ﬂow
Improve
vehicular...
Improve
aesthetics
Improve
pedestrian...
Improve
bicycle...
Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Improve pavement

85.03%

1,375

Improve traffic flow

53.56%

866

Improve vehicular safety

43.78%

708

Improve aesthetics

23.87%

386

Improve pedestrian infrastructure

18.06%

292

Improve bicycle infrastructure

9.46%

153

Other (please specify)

7.54%

122

Total Respondents: 1,617
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#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Just replace the road leave the damn bike lanes off of it

10/16/2020 4:56 PM

2

Wider lanes

10/16/2020 4:36 PM

3

Widen the outer 8ft lanes to 10ft. To not impede traffic flow or business access. To keep 4
lanes while making the road only minimally wider where absolutely necessary. To remove most
of the terraces and use the space to widen the sidewalks.

10/16/2020 4:20 PM

4

Keep it 4 lanes

10/16/2020 2:32 PM

5

Wider for truck traffic

10/16/2020 2:05 PM

6

No lane reduction!

10/16/2020 12:01 PM

7

Just black top the road.

10/16/2020 10:58 AM

8

Do not change what is already there.

10/16/2020 10:15 AM

9

Potholes again. The quality of the road sucks

10/16/2020 8:03 AM

10

Just widen the damn road

10/16/2020 7:43 AM

11

The road works fine as it is.

10/16/2020 7:41 AM

12

Nothing else

10/16/2020 7:15 AM

13

Regular maintenance

10/16/2020 5:06 AM

14

widen the traffic lanes and keep it 4 lanes and keep the bikes off the road. it's for cars only.

10/16/2020 12:54 AM

15

None. Leave it alone!!!

10/15/2020 9:39 PM

16

Fix/align the Church/Rice/Whiting intersection. Fix/align the Church,Francis/Patch intersection.

10/15/2020 9:18 PM

17

lanes are too small

10/15/2020 9:17 PM

18

NO BIKE LANES

10/15/2020 7:21 PM

19

Leave it alone and save some money!

10/15/2020 6:48 PM

20

Not fucking bike lanes

10/15/2020 5:38 PM

21

Increase speed limits.

10/15/2020 4:29 PM

22

No bike lane!!!

10/15/2020 4:26 PM

23

Lanes too narrow for larger vehicles and not well marked. Too close for comfort/ this is a truck
route but with snow it is not.

10/15/2020 2:25 PM

24

Make the North and South business friendly and not reduce traffic count

10/15/2020 2:14 PM

25

Turn arrows on all traffic lights, in both directions

10/15/2020 8:46 AM

26

Widen lanes

10/15/2020 7:34 AM

27

No lane reduction or bike lanes

10/15/2020 6:20 AM

28

I turn left on business 51 from Ellis daily. ( west to east). It is a definite hazard. All this
intersection needs to be fixed. There is hardly ever an opportunity to turn left on the business
51 because of traffic! How would a road diet help this at all? I feel like it would make it much
worse.

10/14/2020 12:18 PM

29

More trees and plants along road. We're known for our "natural resources" programs at the
University and this stretch of road does not reflect that; it's all crumbling parking lots and
concrete.

10/14/2020 9:38 AM

30

Ensure business accessibility & safety

10/14/2020 8:14 AM

31

fix the potholes from the sidewalks to the businesses (ie by kfc..toppers etc...the dips into the
street could ruin cars)

10/13/2020 5:54 PM

32

Make area between road and sidewalks larger, snow removal is horrible for property owners on

10/13/2020 3:42 PM
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Division Street when plows push snow /slush on to walks and we are e pecked to clear it
33

Speed limit increase

10/13/2020 8:35 AM

34

Stop wasting taxpayers money! Question 7 in bullshit; it doesn’t offer a choice for negative
impact on business.

10/13/2020 6:22 AM

35

Leave it 4 lanes!!! It takes forever to traverse as it is and get bumper to bumper several times.
It would asinine to covert to 2 lanes like you idiots did that crappy job on Stanley street. Y’all
obviously live in the boonies and don’t care about those of us who have increasingly longer
drive times because of your stupid decisions.

10/12/2020 7:56 AM

36

Pedestrian crossing lights, like those at the YMCA on the south side, possibly Rice St

10/11/2020 7:47 PM

37

The Franklin at Division intersection is ridiculous. Kids think the button is a free pass to walk
into the street causing so many near misses with vehicles

10/11/2020 12:02 PM

38

widening of lanes

10/11/2020 11:40 AM

39

Just fix the roads. Do not add bike lanes. When I travel on that road I rarely ever see people
walking or riding their bikes. If you reduce the amount of lanes your going to have a harder
time with keeping accidents under control. Think about the fire department how are they going
to respond to fires quickly with only 2 lanes.

10/11/2020 8:57 AM

40

Run bike traffic on different street

10/11/2020 12:03 AM

41

Stop wasting on a perfectly functional corridor and focus on maintaining it.

10/10/2020 10:52 PM

42

No more bike routes!

10/10/2020 6:22 PM

43

No bike lanes. They are seriously stupid. We are stevens Point, not "New Madison". This city
council is junk.

10/10/2020 3:06 PM

44

Left turn signals at key intersections. 4th Ave., Maria Drive, Patch Street when coming from
the North.

10/10/2020 2:10 PM

45

Nothing it is fine how it is

10/10/2020 2:05 PM

46

Foot bridges

10/10/2020 11:55 AM

47

I really don't see any need for improvements.

10/10/2020 11:48 AM

48

Widen lanes

10/10/2020 11:22 AM

49

Better crossings for pedestrians and bicyclists

10/10/2020 10:23 AM

50

Paint better lanes in spring not fall

10/10/2020 10:22 AM

51

No changes. Solutions cannot be worse than a problem. Creating more traffic by reducing
lanes to accompany bike lanes that can barely be used annually is not safe (specifically in
Winter) and a waste of our tax money.

10/10/2020 8:05 AM

52

No bike lanes

10/10/2020 8:00 AM

53

Business Development

10/10/2020 4:08 AM

54

Wider lanes

10/10/2020 3:18 AM

55

Just the 2 I checked

10/9/2020 11:27 PM

56

N/A

10/9/2020 10:14 PM

57

None

10/9/2020 9:25 PM

58

Add turn lights on the stoplights

10/9/2020 9:25 PM

59

We need more lanes, not less.

10/9/2020 8:45 PM

60

Widen lanes

10/9/2020 8:17 PM

61

Do not put bike lanes on it...ever, unless you want to piss off a lot of people. The city council
really needs to figure out that this is not Madison, we do not need more bike lanes.

10/9/2020 7:45 PM

62

So wasting money on bike lanes!

10/9/2020 4:37 PM
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63

Build pedestrian overpass at Franklin street. The current flashing light pedestrian crossing is a
deathtrap.

10/9/2020 4:05 PM

64

These 4 lanes of traffic have served us well over the years. The engineers have failed to
provide statistical data on crashes beyond fender benders. To my knowledge there are no
reports of injuries or fatalities in last 10 years.kre no reports of t

10/9/2020 2:14 PM

65

Speed limit

10/8/2020 8:23 PM

66

I am a hardcore biker, avoid 51 EASILY. Use side walks safely when needed.

10/8/2020 5:29 PM

67

make it safe for pedestrians to cross

10/8/2020 4:04 PM

68

Not a valuable project

10/8/2020 11:44 AM

69

I don’t think there are any other issues with the corridor

10/7/2020 10:02 PM

70

Better sidewalks, wider roads, speed limit set to 30mph

10/7/2020 9:35 PM

71

NO MORE BIKE LANES!!! Especially since you took over our small side streets with bike
lanes. Keep them on the side streets. High school students and people from out of town,
inexperienced driving or being in the area. This will cause accidents and deaths if there are
bike lanes on 51

10/7/2020 9:09 PM

72

Get rid of bicycle lanes. Hardly any bicycles use it . You can't even inforce bicycle licenses its
a jokem0.

10/7/2020 8:38 PM

73

Better painted lines

10/7/2020 8:21 PM

74

No road diet, keep it 4 lanes

10/7/2020 6:24 PM

75

Lane width.

10/7/2020 5:45 PM

76

None

10/7/2020 5:40 PM

77

Widening the road and keeping it a 4 lane (2 north, 2 south) like what was done in Plover would
be awesome.

10/7/2020 5:34 PM

78

Many more street trees needed

10/7/2020 3:30 PM

79

Crowning, signage

10/7/2020 2:55 PM

80

No improvements are necessary

10/7/2020 12:16 PM

81

The flow of traffic is fine, the only restricting factors are pedestrians(college kids) that blindly
walk into the street and bicyclists that dont understand road laws. If you want to improve
something repave the roads and teach bicyclists an alternate route of traffic.

10/7/2020 10:24 AM

82

Don't mess with it

10/7/2020 8:51 AM

83

More businesses in the area

10/7/2020 8:41 AM

84

Although the information/study supporting this project is a concern, I do not feel it is enough to
justify the scope and expense of the project. During the time of a pandemic and economic
downturn, fiscal conservatism is a must for future years of economic sustainability of resident
and businesses with hardship. I feel for every study that may support the redevelopment an
equal case could be made for just improving pavement and infrastructure below the surface.
Note: I feel for years the City of Stevens Point has overly emphasized promoting conditions for
University entities, and have ignored small business within and out of this project area.

10/7/2020 8:26 AM

85

Traffic light timing

10/7/2020 7:37 AM

86

Widen lanes

10/6/2020 9:52 PM

87

North & South sections have enough room for 4 car lanes plus bike & pedestrian lanes. Do
those sections first. Then you have time to think on middle section. I'm not fond of reducing
car lanes to 2.

10/6/2020 9:52 PM

88

Keep 4 lanes!

10/6/2020 9:19 PM

89

Even out driveways

10/6/2020 8:29 PM
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90

Please don’t mess this up like the new 66 by the tracks. Please

10/6/2020 8:20 PM

91

Should be widened like Plover did.

10/6/2020 8:08 PM

92

You can barely fit a semi on a truck route now on this road. After the bike lanes on Michigan I
can't safely travel oversize/overweight or make turns. This is my main means of travel for the
Railroad to get through city.

10/6/2020 7:54 PM

93

Fix the roads! U already runied Clark st by adding bike lanes! Mike wiza is a LIAR!!!

10/6/2020 7:43 PM

94

No Bike Lanes! All they do is ruin buisness and are a liability for the safety of drivers!

10/6/2020 5:15 PM

95

Leave it as a 4 lane road!!

10/6/2020 5:07 PM

96

Sentry Insurance is our first exit into our city and the streets and foliage looks like garbage.
While we waste money on downtown yet a company who employees thousands we do nothing
for

10/6/2020 1:12 PM

97

Leave it alone

10/6/2020 12:36 PM

98

The pavement just needs to be fixed, quit wasting money on stupid additions. Its a busy road,
you need 4 lanes

10/6/2020 12:16 PM

99

Nothing else needed

10/6/2020 11:55 AM

100

Widen the lanes. I drive a normal Ram truck and after the bike lanes were laid on Maria Ave, I
literally cannot even drive between the lines in my lane because they were painted so narrowly.
Again, my truck is a standard size.. can’t imagine how a business’s service van or tow truck
can drive down that road safely.

10/6/2020 11:34 AM

101

Enforce all violations by bicyclists on Bus. 51 and all city streets and avenues. This would be
a batter start to improved bicyclist safety. Bicyclists are the rudest most oft law breaking
people on our streets despite only accounting for less than 5% of traffic.

10/5/2020 9:11 PM

102

Keep 4 lane as is for better traffic flow 2 lanes will not I know by experience.

10/5/2020 6:53 PM

103

Improve traffic lights on division and fourth and division and Maria! We need turn signals!!!!!!!!!

10/5/2020 1:42 PM

104

Wider lanes

10/5/2020 1:01 PM

105

New surface. THATS IT.

10/5/2020 12:16 PM

106

None other than pavement, but it forced me to choose 3.

10/5/2020 10:55 AM

107

Leave it alone!

10/5/2020 10:49 AM

108

Fix the potholes!

10/5/2020 10:06 AM

109

Better speed enforcement

10/4/2020 8:57 AM

110

Keep and widen lanes

10/3/2020 9:43 PM

111

Business 51 is in significantly better shape than many other streets around town and those
should be addressed first.

10/3/2020 5:02 PM

112

Improve bicycle and pedestrian up and down business 51, including commuting through the
railroad barrier.

10/2/2020 9:24 PM

113

For the central section, to make it feel more like a neighborhood and less like a highway. Or
should I say raceway? People are constantly racing and gunning their engines, which makes it
feel like no one respects the fact that it's a neighborhood and people live there. I would like to
change that. It's getting noisier every year.

10/2/2020 4:46 PM

114

Improper bike route

10/2/2020 11:32 AM

115

Make the sidewalk wide enough for bikes and people walking

10/2/2020 11:04 AM

116

Improve pavement. We do not need anymore bike lanes, the city has done an absolute horrible
job with the bike lanes making the roads horribly dangerous for bikers and vehicles with
confusing lanes of traffic and incomplete paint jobs and very narrow roads to drive. There is no
need to be spending over budget on unnecessary bike lanes. Leave the roads as is and give
us back the 4 lanes on 66/Stanley and redo the road to how it was on Clark by the train tracks.

10/1/2020 7:21 PM
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It seems like the people running this town don’t actually live here and are t listening to the
needs of the people who live and commute here. Stop it with the unnecessary bike lanes and
messing with the cities streets. Waste of money and a majority of people are unhappy.
117

Better public transit

10/1/2020 4:55 PM

118

current design should be considered as an option - that is not how it appears to be at present
time

10/1/2020 3:02 PM

119

All of your alternatives add more danger or would require removing homes to achieve both
added safety and aesthetics.

9/29/2020 12:00 PM

120

more enforcement of speed limits people are traveling alot faster then 25mph posted speed
limit

9/29/2020 11:44 AM

121

No bike lanes a total waste of money

9/29/2020 11:34 AM

122

Provide room for snow storage and garbage retrieval

9/29/2020 1:20 AM
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Q7 How would each of the following impact your use of the Business 51
corridor?
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 0

Pedestrian
islands at...

Wider terraces

On-street
bicycle lanes

On-street
bicycle lane...

Multi-use path
adjacent to...
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80%

90% 100%

No impact

Business 51 Public Survey #1
I WOULD USE THE CORRIDOR
MORE
Pedestrian islands at crosswalks

I WOULD USE THE CORRIDOR
LESS

NO
IMPACT

TOTAL

14.72%
238

21.83%
353

63.45%
1,026

1,617

21.58%
349

20.04%
324

58.38%
944

1,617

8.84%
143

70.87%
1,146

20.28%
328

1,617

On-street bicycle lanes with a
buffer

11.75%
190

68.46%
1,107

19.79%
320

1,617

Multi-use path adjacent to
Business 51

29.99%
485

27.15%
439

42.86%
693

1,617

Wider terraces
On-street bicycle lanes
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Q8 I believe a reduction in the number of travel lanes in the South
Segment (south city limits to Patch Street) would have detrimental traffic
impacts.
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 0
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6.49%
105
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7.73%
125

1,617

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE
0.00
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Q9 I believe a reduction in the number of travel lanes in the Central
Segment (Patch Street to Fourth Avenue) would have detrimental traffic
impacts.
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 0

(no label)
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80
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TOTAL
8.10%
131

1,617

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE
0.00
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Q10 I believe a reduction in the number of travel lanes in the North
Segment (Fourth Avenue to North Point Drive) would have detrimental
traffic impacts.
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 0

(no label)
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5.07%
82
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TOTAL
8.10%
131

1,617

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE
0.00
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Q11 I believe improving the pedestrian environment (wider grass terraces,
continuous sidewalks, or safer crossings) is needed.
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 0

(no label)
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Q12 I believe bicycle lanes should be added to Business 51 if they can be
provided without significant property acquisition.
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 0
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Q13 I believe designated bicycle accommodations are more appropriate
for routes parallel/close to Business 51.
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 0
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Q14 I support prioritizing improvements to the pedestrian environment
(wider grass terraces, continuous sidewalks, or safer crossings) over
providing bicycle lanes.
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 0
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Q15 I would support shared driveways for some businesses to reduce the
number of access points on Business 51 to improve safety and traffic flow.
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 0
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Q16 I am open to considering alternatives that may require the acquisition
of right-of-way and/or buildings if those alternatives have significant
benefits.
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 0
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Q17 I will only support alternatives that stay within the existing right-ofway.
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 0
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Q18 What is your preferred method for receiving information about the
Business 51 study? (check all that apply)
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 0
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Q19 Do you follow the City of Stevens Point on Facebook and/or Twitter?
Answered: 1,617

Skipped: 0
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Q20 What is your age?
Answered: 1,601

Skipped: 16
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Post Date: 9/16/2020 (Wednesday)
- Prior to post, update PI summary on project
website
Caption:
Later this month, the Business 51 project team will
be providing several opportunities for the public to
learn more about the purpose and need for the
project and improvement alternatives being
considered. Information will be posted online for
review and there will be live Q&A sessions with the
project team as well as an online survey for you to
provide feedback. Stay tuned over the next few
weeks for more project updates!
StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 9/18/20 (Friday)

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Traffic Volumes
Every three years, the Wisconsin Department of
Transportation collects traffic counts at several
locations on Business 51. Although some locations
on the north end of the corridor have seen small
increases in traffic, overall traffic volumes have been
decreasing since 2005.

Post Date: 9/21/20 (Monday)

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Safety Statistics
Safety is a big problem on Business 51. North of Ellis
Street the crash rate is significantly higher than the
statewide average for roadways with similar
characteristics. South of Nebel Street has also
experienced a high amount of crashes.

Post Date: 9/23/20 (Wednesday)

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Pedestrians & Bicyclists
Business 51 is a transportation corridor for more
than just vehicles. Every day, hundreds of people
walk down the street to get to class, visit local
businesses, or take their dog for a walk. About 650
pedestrians cross through the intersection at Fourth
Avenue each day.
Hundreds more cross Business 51 on bicycles. About
150 bicyclists cross through the intersection at
Jefferson Street each day.

Post Date: 9/25/20 (Friday)

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Pavement Condition
The pavement on Business 51 is old. Really old.
Some of the original pavement dates to the 1960’s.
70% of the corridor’s pavement is rated as needing
extensive rehabilitation based on the Pavement
Surface Evaluation and Rating scale.

Post Date: 9/28/20 (Monday)

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Stakeholder Involvement
In mid-August, the project team held four virtual
meetings with a group of Business 51 stakeholders
(community representatives, business owners, city
officials). The meetings focused on explaining the
purpose and need for the project and gathering
feedback from the stakeholders on potential corridor
improvement alternatives. Key takeaways regarding
alternatives: keep improvements within the existing
right-of-way, reduce the number of lanes from 4 to
2, improve pedestrian accommodations, add bicycle
accommodations where possible.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 9/29/20 (Tuesday)

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Project information available
on website
Visit the project website to watch a presentation and
look over exhibits about the purpose and need for
the project and the alternatives considered. Then
attend the virtual Q&A sessions with the project
team. Links to the virtual Q&A sessions are on the
project website.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 10/1/20 (Thursday)

Caption:
Business 51 Project – More Q&A sessions today
Do you have questions about the Business 51
project? Attend one of the virtual Q&A sessions
today to have conversations with the project team
about the corridor. Be sure to first check out the
presentation and the exhibits on the project website
that provide an overview of the purpose and need
for the project and the alternatives considered. Links
to the virtual Q&A sessions are on the project
website.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 10/2/20 (Friday)

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Online Survey
We want to hear your thoughts on the needs of the
corridor and the alternatives considered! Please take
the brief survey that can be found below or on the
project website under Public Meeting #1.
Survey:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/Business_51_Sur
vey1
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 10/5/20 (Monday)

Caption:
Business 51 Project – 4-lane v. 2-lane?
Some alternatives for the project consider reducing
the road to one through lane in each direction. The
traffic volumes on Business 51 do not necessitate a
4-lane roadway. The main benefits of a 2-lane
roadway include a reduction in the number of
crashes, improved traffic flow, and safer conditions
for pedestrians.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 10/7/20 (Wednesday)

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Have you taken the online
survey?
So far more than 100 people have taken the survey!
If you want to voice your opinion on corridor needs,
alternatives, bicycle lanes, and more – click the link
below to take the survey and let your voice be
heard.
Survey:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/Business_51_Sur
vey1

Post Date: 10/9/20 (Friday)

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Frequently Asked Questions
Do you have questions about property acquisition,
traffic impacts, bicycle lanes, or something else?
Visit the project website to review a list of frequently
asked questions (FAQs). This list reflects questions
we heard at last week’s Q&A sessions.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 10/13/20 (Tuesday)

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Pedestrians and Bicycles
If the number of lanes on Business 51 is reduced
from 4 to 2, it doesn’t mean bike lanes will
automatically be part of the project. The leftover
space could be used to improve the pedestrian
environment by:
- Widening the grass terrace
- Constructing pedestrian refuge islands to
facilitate safer crossings
Take the online survey to share your thoughts.
Survey:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/Business_51_Sur
vey1

Post Date: 10/14/20 (Wednesday)

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Road Diets 101
There are often misconceptions about road diets
and the benefits they have (and the impacts they
don’t have). Check out some road diet resources
that are listed on the project’s website and take the
online survey to share your thoughts.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51
Survey:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/Business_51_Sur
vey1

Post Date: 10/15/20 (Thursday)

Caption:
Business 51 Project – The online survey ends
tomorrow!
If you want to voice your opinion on corridor needs,
alternatives, bicycle lanes, and more – click the link
below to take the survey and let your voice be
heard.
Survey:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/Business_51_Sur
vey1

Post Date: 10/20/20 (Tuesday)

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Thanks for your input!
Thanks to all who shared their feedback over the last
few weeks! The next steps in the project will be to
summarize the survey results and select alternatives
to evaluate in detail. It will take a few months to
create detailed alternatives. We anticipate sharing
potential design options with you in early 2021.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51
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STAKEHOLDER MEETING
NOVEMBER 2020
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Summary of Feedback
Meeting name
Business 51 Stakeholder
Meeting

Meeting date
November 12th, 2020

Project name
Business 51

Project Team Attendees
Scott Beduhn
Joel Lemke
Amy Canfield
Ryan Barz
Jeff Sandberg
Logan Dredske
Dave Glodowski (Gremmer &
Associates)

Stakeholder Attendees:
•

Allison Henke (UWSP, Interim Campus Planner)

•

Cole Racine (Belt’s Soft Serve)

•

David Roloff (Resident)

•

Ginger Keymer (Resident)

•

Jenifer Binder (Resident)

•

Kathy Johnson (Downtown Point)

•

Kent Gaede (Frosty Pines)

•

Neil Prendergast (Resident)

•

Pam Skaleski (Prism Real Estate)

•

Paul Hasler (UWSP, Director of Facility Services)

•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)

•

Trevor Roark ( Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)

Questions/Comments from the Meeting:
Survey Questions
•

•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

When discussing the road diet it should be described as a 4 to 3-lane conversion (or 4 to 3
safety conversion).

•

A group is raising money to construct a billboard with the name of alders and phone numbers
because they are irate about bicycle lanes on Business 51. Tori is also receiving hostility from
some members of the public who are not informed on the project. Some members of the public
believe that the reason for a road diet is to install bicycle lanes, and they are not understanding
that a road diet is to improve safety and livability of the corridor.

Neil Prendergast (Resident)
•

Would a 4 to 3-lane conversion in the central segment result in extra space where a bike lane
would be?
•

Amy (AECOM) – No, there would be no extra space in this area. There would be a two
way left-turn lane (TWLTL), travel lane, terrace, and then sidewalk.
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•

Ginger Keymer (Resident)
•

•

Do you know how many students completed the survey?
•

Amy (AECOM) – There was a question at the end of the survey that asked of the age (in
a range) of the respondent.

•

Logan (AECOM) – 18 to 29 years old accounted for about 20 percent of the
respondents.

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

Tori would have liked to see a question on the survey phrased as “what do you want the road to
do”.

South Segment Alternatives
•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

•

Tori is concerned about presenting a 4-lane typical as then the public will think that 4-lanes are
necessary.

Trevor Roark ( Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

Trevor likes the compromise of the 4’ urban shoulder. The bicycle plan that was adopted by the
City and Portage County recommends bicycle lanes or an urban shoulder on Business 51.

•

Would the urban shoulder allow for parking?
•

•

Is it possible to install retractable bollards that an emergency vehicle could run over if needed?
•

•

Scott (City) – There are no plans for on street parking on Business 51. The urban
shoulder does not provide adequate space for on street parking.
Amy (AECOM) – Retractable bollards usually require about 2’ of space and would not
allow the proposed alternatives to fit within the existing right of way. This may be
possible if areas already require right of way to be purchased.

Cole Racine (Belt’s Soft Serve)
•

Are any 4-lane alternatives a possibility in the south segment (after Michigan Avenue)?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – We are proposing to remove the 4-lane alternatives in this area as
they would require additional real estate.

Cole hears from a lot of people that they don’t believe the road diet would work given current
traffic volumes. He also hears that people think the corridor doesn’t have safety issues.

Central Segment Alternatives
•

Kathy Johnson (Downtown Point)
•

What is causing crashes in the central segment?
•

•

Neil Prendergast (Resident)
•

•

Neil is pleased to see the 6’ terrace throughout the central segment.

David Roloff (Resident)
•

AECOM

Jeff (AECOM) – A lot of rear end crashes due to close spacing of Clark and Main Street
intersections, a lot of left-turning crashes due to dwelling in a through lane, and a lot of
right angle crashes due to red light running.

David appreciates the wider terrace. He also thinks a single lane would reduce crashes due to
preventing weaving. David lives near Clark and Main Street and supports the alternative with the
raised median in this area.
2
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•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

Tori believes the raised median proposed between Clark and Main Street will receive pushback
from the fire department.
•

•

Ginger Keymer (Resident)
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – We did have a meeting with the fire department and we will make sure
any alternative that is proposed would work for them.

There is strong agreement on not widening and impacting adjacent property owners. Ginger
sees an opportunity to present the road diet as a win-win by protecting adjacent property
owners, maintaining flow of traffic, and widening existing lanes.

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

Would a raised median include pedestrian islands?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – The raised median between Clark and Main would not allow for a
pedestrian island. There are options in other areas to place pedestrian islands using the
TWLTL.

Will AECOM do any planning for the Clark and Main Street conversion?
•

Amy (AECOM) – AECOM has done some evaluation but that study is not moving
forward at this time. The needs for this area are different dependent on the conversion.

•

Scott (City) – AECOM has taken a look at this and the impacts can be significant.
However, we need to evaluate this area further. This project will not make assumptions
based on what could happen to Clark and Main Street in the future. The funding is not
available to do a study for this area now.

North Segment Alternatives
•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

•

Paul Hasler (UWSP, Director of Facility Services)
•

•

Tori is concerned about presenting a 4-lane typical as then the public will think that 4-lanes are
necessary. The city has a zero setback vision planned for the future and moving buildings closer
to the street. There is also a possibility of on street parking.
From a university perspective the 2-lane option would offer the greatest benefits. Paul would
really like to see the project soften the hardscape of this area.

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

The roundabout at North Point Drives slows vehicles to 15 mph and then they are allowed to
speed up. This project is a good opportunity to recreate the space for all users.

Social Media
•

Cole Racine (Belt’s Soft Serve)
•

•

Neil Prendergast (Resident)
•

•

AECOM

The Stevens Point City Times is the most well circulated newspaper and reaches every mailbox.
Given the upcoming snow season, Neil would like to see a social media post about the benefits
of snow storage associated with a wider terrace.

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

Trevor would like to see a social media week on the safety issues of Business 51.

•

The UWSP Message of the Day system could also be used to spread project news to the
student population.
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•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

Tori agrees the Stevens Point City Times is the most well circulated newspaper.

Additional Comments
•

Paul Hasler (UWSP, Director of Facility Services)
•

Will an animation be used for displaying alternatives?
•

•

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

AECOM

Amy (AECOM) – If funding can be approved by the City.

Trevor likes the idea of the animations and would like to see the animations include as many
pedestrians as possible.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Todd Ernster <TErnster@stevenspoint.com>
Friday, October 30, 2020 12:41 PM
Scott Beduhn
Canfield, Amy; Dredske, Logan; Barz, Ryan; Joel Lemke; Ryan Kernosky
[EXTERNAL] RE: Business 51 Stakeholder Meeting #2: Thursday, November 12, 2020 from 9:00 am –
10:30 am

Thanks for the reminder Scott.
As I’ve discussed in the past, I was hopeful that the Business 51 section from Dixon St to Fourth ave, an offer would be
made to plant trees on private property where space allows. We did this when Main and Clark were rebuilt and it was
well received.
There may be some grant funding that may be available that I could even apply for. I’d have to know in advance though,
and the funding isn’t a sure thing. I looked at that section of Division when Michael Ostrowski was here and I believe
there is room for approximately 32 trees of various sizes (Right Tree Right Place)
Give me a call if you have any questions. Thank you

Todd Ernster
City of Stevens Point City Forester
2442 Sims Avenue
Stevens Point, WI 54481
715‐346‐1532

From: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2020 12:08 PM
To: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Cc: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>; Dredske, Logan <logan.dredske@aecom.com>; Barz, Ryan
<Ryan.Barz@aecom.com>; Joel Lemke <jlemke@stevenspoint.com>; Ryan Kernosky <rkernosky@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: Business 51 Stakeholder Meeting #2: Thursday, November 12, 2020 from 9:00 am – 10:30 am
Dear Business 51 stakeholders,
Thank you for providing feedback and helping us prepare for the first round of public involvement activities which were
held in late September and early October. We have now moved in to the “Evaluation of Alternatives” part of the
project. We would like to invite you to our next stakeholder meeting, to be held on Thursday, November 12 from 9:00 –
10:30 a.m. At this meeting, we will discuss the following:





Overview of what we heard at the public Q&A sessions and from the online survey
Refinements to the preliminary alternatives and those that are proposed to be carried forward for
evaluation
Plan of action for future social media postings
Your ideas and/or concerns
1

If you were unable to attend the first round of stakeholder meetings in August, you are still welcome and encouraged to
participate in this meeting.
The meeting will be conducted virtually via the platform Microsoft Teams using the link below:
Join on your computer or mobile app
Click here to join the meeting
Or call in (audio only)
(877) 286-5733 United States (Toll-free)
Phone Conference ID: 868 171 210#

If you have any questions about the meeting or are unable to attend and would like to discuss the project, please contact
me at sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com or (715) 346‐1564.
Sincerely,
Scott

2

Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Friday, November 13, 2020 11:10 AM
Tori Jennings
Scott Beduhn
RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Information request

Tori,
This is a difficult one because it is difficult to change people’s values/beliefs. To expand on what I wrote in the original
email after the property damage crashes, here are a few more talking points:
1. Often the only difference between a fatality and a serious injury crash is luck, the age of the driver, and/or a
slightly different set of random circumstances…like sheer luck. It shouldn’t take a child being killed before we do
something. We know there are ways to improve safety for all users on Business 51 and it would be reckless for
us not to consider them.
2. The resources (police, fire) used to respond to crashes have a direct impact on the amount of tax dollars needed
to fund these services. Injuries also require hospital resources.
3. Crashes frequently have additional impacts to road users. Congestion occurs if lanes are closed, secondary
crashes can happen near the original crash site, and potentially on alternate routes where we divert traffic.
Amy

From: Tori Jennings <aldertori.jennings@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 10:19 AM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Cc: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Information request

P.S. How would you respond to someone who believes that deaths are the only relevant
issue in terms of safety? In other words, if people are not being killed, leave the road
alone. Unfortunately, I suspect this view is fairly common.
___________________________________
Tori L. Jennings
First District Alder
Phone: 715-344-7377
Email: aldertori.jennings@gmail.com
Website: torijenningsalder.com
Open Records Notice: Email correspondence by a municipal official concerning any municipal business may be subject to the open records law.

On Fri, Nov 13, 2020 at 10:08 AM Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com> wrote:
Hi Tori,

1

We studied the crash data for the 5‐year period between 2015 – 2019 in detail for the current study. The source of the
data is WisDOT. Key findings include:
 424 total crashes
o 0 fatalities.
 We would expect this number to be near zero given the 25mph posted speed.
o 9 incapacitating injuries.
 These are serious injuries that prevent the injured person from walking or driving away from the

accident.
o 40 non‐incapacitating injuries.
 This is an injury which is evident at the scene, but not as serious as an incapacitating injury.
o 64 possible injuries.
 This is any injury which is not observable or evident at the scene, but is claimed by the individual

or suspected by the police officer.
o 311 property damage only crashes.
 Although no one was injured in these accidents, they still have a cost to society. Police officer

resources are used to write accident reports, there is often traffic delay near the accident
scene, there are monetary costs and inconvenience to vehicle owners, and many property
damage only crashes are only 1‐2 mph or a few feet away from leading to a more severe
injury. A crash that resulted in property damage only for a 30 year old could have resulted in
an injury for a 75 year old.
Other statistics:
 The segment of Business 51 between Ellis Street and Fourth Avenue has a fatal/incapacitating/non‐

incapacitating crash rate higher than 95 percent of similar roads in Wisconsin.

Thanks,
Amy Canfield, PE
Project Manager, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, Central Region
D +1-608-828-8140
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram

From: Tori Jennings <aldertori.jennings@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2020 2:02 PM
2

To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>; Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Information request

Dear Amy,

I just got off the phone after an hour-long discussion with Jean Edens who attended the
steering committee meeting this morning. She opposes bike lanes and changes to
Division Street. However, she is interested in learning more.

Mrs. Edens asked that I find out how many fatalities have occured on Division Street in
the past 10 years and among injury accidents, what kind of injuries did people sustain?
Of course the second part of that question is very difficult to answer. She is under the
impression that AECOM only provided bike/ped crash data and nothing regarding
vehicle crashes. I do not believe this is accurate, however, are you able to provide more
specific information about types of crashes in the past 10 years and any information
about severity? The conversation with Mrs. Edens suggests that "fender-benders" in her
mind are okay and she sees no reason to accommodate non-motorized transportation.

Thank you for your assistance.
Tori
___________________________________

Tori L. Jennings
First District Alder
Phone: 715-344-7377
Email: aldertori.jennings@gmail.com
Website: torijenningsalder.com

Open Records Notice: Email correspondence by a municipal official concerning any municipal business may be subject to the open records law.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Friday, November 20, 2020 12:46 PM
Paula Ellen; Scott Beduhn
RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Business 51 - Link to recording of 11/12/20 stakeholder meeting

Paula,
Thank you for taking the time to watch the Business 51 stakeholder presentation and follow up with Scott and I. We
appreciate you sharing your thoughts.
With regard to your idea to construct tunnels underneath the railroad bridge for bicyclists and pedestrians, this idea is,
as you alluded to, not financially feasible. The tunnels would also likely have flooding problems in the same way the
roadway sometimes does and it would be much more problematic to come up with a pumping system for removing
rainwater that collected in the bottom of the tunnel.
On the plus side, the alternative that is being considered for the area under the railroad bridge (as shown in the
stakeholder presentation) includes a wider sidewalk (7 feet) and more separation from automobile traffic (including a 5‐
foot bike lane) than what is present today. Although we are not showing a barrier at this time, we haven’t completely
ruled out this option either and plan to revisit this decision once we have settled on a final typical section for the
roadway just north and south of the railroad crossing.
Thank you for sharing your perspective as a resident of Division Street as well. It’s good to hear first‐hand accounts of
roadway/resident interaction.
Amy Canfield, PE
Associate Vice President, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, West Region
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram

From: Paula Ellen <ladylovinherlife@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2020 8:33 PM
To: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>; Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Business 51 ‐ Link to recording of 11/12/20 stakeholder meeting
Hi Scott and Amy,
Thanks for posting the video of the recent meeting. It's impossible for me to attend in person, so I appreciate
it.
I had just a couple of ideas as I was watching...
1

This is probably financially impossible, but I did mention this to Andrew Halverson when he was our mayor.
Since the area beneath the train trestle is so tight and not pleasant to traverse as a pedestrian on most days
and even less so on rainy and snowy days, is there any way tunnels could be constructed on either side for
pedestrian and bike traffic? I know the railroad owns this and is unlikely to foot the bill or even entertain
change here, but that would be an awesome answer to the problem.
Otherwise, would there be room to consider some sort of shield or barrier to protect walkers and bikers from
traffic intimidation, and spray from rain and snow? It would have to be cleverly designed to handle the hit
from snow plows passing by with heavy spray, but I think that area has always been poor for this reason and
this would be a great time to address the problem. I would be interested to hear your thoughts on that.
I don't think the traffic count is what the public is concerned about on this corridor. It's SPEED. People simply
are not willing to sacrifice the speed they can achieve and this is what you are up against. This is why there
are so many quick lane changes... no one wants to slow down, at all.
Living on Division, just one house north of the corner of Division and Jefferson (1727 Division), I can't just pull
into my driveway from any direction. Turning north from Jefferson gives people behind me and also those
turning north from Wisconsin zero notice. They are never thinking about driveways on Division or looking for
turn signals. Everyone's on autopilot, and in a huge hurry. I always have to watch for a potential impact.
I also don't turn from the right lane into my driveway when headed north on Division for the same reasons.
People assume my turn signal means I'm turning east on Jefferson, and either a car waiting to turn north from
Jefferson will pull out in front of me, or the car behind me won't be ready when I don't turn where they
expected and may not be able to stop in time.
I don't approach from Wisconsin either, because a quick left and then a right is just asking for trouble.
I mostly come from the north and turn left into my driveway, to give traffic behind me the most time to react.
Still, people are always looking at their phones (I drive for a living and see this all day long) and aren't
expecting a stop in the center of the block. I had a very uncomfortable near-miss just this week, where I
actually braced for impact.
I tell you all this to help illustrate the problem and help you build your case. No one ever seems to think
anyone actually lives on Division - and I can tell you, the noise from traffic has been getting worse and worse
over the years. People love to show off at stoplights - and the engine revs, tire squealing and just the loudness
of cars speeding by gets old and annoying quickly.
Finally, about the snow plows throwing snow back on the sidewalks. It is very troublesome. Many times I have
to clear out the end of my driveway between the street and the sidewalk, not because of snowfall, but
because the snow plow deposits it three times after a single snowfall. And it's not just regular snow. It's
extremely heavy from the sand and salt on the road, and exhausting to clear because you can't use a
snowblower to clear it. It must be done with a shovel. Now I'm 59 and in great shape, but I don't want a heart
attack from overdoing it. Last winter I gave up and hired someone, but that's an expensive option.
The snowplow has to go by at a certain speed to clear the snow properly, and this vaults the snow onto the
sidewalk after it's been shoveled. Having very narrow boulevards makes this even more difficult, since you can
only pile snow so high before it simply falls back down to the sidewalk, and it's illegal to throw it into the
street.
It's certainly a challenge to live on Division, and not for sissies. ;) I hope sharing this information helps your
case with the public. I've lived here all my life, and the public will fight any change tooth and nail. I think you
are on the right track, though, and I like everything I am hearing in the meetings. Keep up the good work!
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Thanks for listening,
Paula Okray
On Tue, Nov 17, 2020 at 7:53 AM Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com> wrote:
Business 51 stakeholders,

Thank you for taking the time last week to join us for the Business 51 stakeholders meeting. If you were not able to
attend the meeting, feel free to watch the recording of the meeting using the link below. While we encourage you to
discuss the Business 51 project with your friends and neighbors, we ask that you please do not share this link with
others as it is intended only for members of the stakeholders group. Information for the public is available on the
project website at https://stevenspoint.com/1004/Business‐51. Thank you in advance for your cooperation.

November 12, 2020 Business 51 Stakeholders Meeting
https://youtu.be/q5S‐iv1dWtg

If you have further comments regarding the project, please reach out to me and/or AECOM Project Manager Amy
Canfield (amy.canfield@aecom.com).

Thank you for your involvement,

Scott
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Sunday, November 29, 2020 9:33 PM
Trevor Roark; Scott Beduhn
RE: [EXTERNAL] education, alternatives & cost ranges

Hi Trevor,
We worked on some safety infographics last week and hope to get them up on Facebook this week. We’re planning
posts in December related to safety, traffic, livability, and economic benefits/impacts as a result of a road diet.
As of now, we’re not planning to show the existing roadway as a legitimate build alternative. It doesn’t meet the
purpose and need for the project and we have other alternatives that do that are feasible. We are calculating impacts
(ROW, etc.) and costs for the 3‐lane and 4‐lane options. This data will be available before the next stakeholders meeting
and the next round of public involvement.
Thank you,
Amy Canfield, PE
Associate Vice President, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, West Region
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram

From: Trevor Roark <trevor.roark.bpssc@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2020 11:56 AM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>; Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] education, alternatives & cost ranges
Hi, Amy & Scott,
I hope all is well with you and your families!
A couple of things:
‐ As noted by at least a couple people at the most recent stakeholders session, are there more
infographics/communications that can go out that educate people on how dangerous Biz 51 actually is? That one person
named Cole pointed out how people he's talked to don't think Biz 51 is dangerous, that there's a large disconnect
between the stakeholders group and the general public.
‐ Also, I really do hope that the current design of Biz 51 doesn't move forward as an alternative in the future graphics the
public will see. However, if it's required by law, ordinance, contract, or council to move forward, can AECOM and/or PW
create very basic price tag ranges for each alternative? When thinking about the difference in costs between
reconstructing a 3‐lane corridor and a 4‐lane corridor, I have a feeling it's very large, especially due to the ROW
1

property acquisition, aggregate volumes, and pavement/concrete volumes. If the public can compare in easy to
understand 'price tags' displaying cost range (like $30‐$40M for 3‐lane vs. $45‐$55M for 4‐lane) it will help regular
people better understand the different impact on city budgets.
Thanks and let me know if you have any questions on the above suggestions.
Have a great Thanksgiving!
Trevor Roark

BPSSC Chair

715-570-1961
City's Bicycling Page
"Our transportation system will offer a balanced environment for cars, transit, cyclists, and pedestrians." -Stevens
Point Comprehensive Plan (adopted by Common Council, Jan. 16, 2006)
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Summary of Feedback
Meeting name
Business 51 Stakeholder
Meeting

Meeting date
February 9th , 2020

Project name
Business 51

Project Team Attendees
Scott Beduhn
Joel Lemke
Amy Canfield
Ryan Barz
Jeff Sandberg
Logan Dredske
Michael Schneider
Dave Glodowski (Gremmer &
Associates)

Stakeholder Attendees:
•

Cole Racine (Belt’s Soft Serve)

•

David Roloff (Resident)

•

Ginger Keymer (Resident)

•

Jean Edens (Resident)

•

Kathy Johnson (Downtown Point)

•

Kent Gaede (Frosty Pines)

•

Michael Zsido (UWSP)

•

Neil Prendergast (Resident)

•

Paul Hasler (UWSP)

•

Sharon Johnson (YMCA)

•

Todd Kuckkahn (Portage County Business Council)

•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)

•

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)

Questions/Comments from the Meeting:
South Segment
•

Ginger Keymer (Resident)
•

How much land acquisition is needed for the 4-lane alternative?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – In the South Segment the 2-lane alternative requires about 0.3 acres
of impacts. The 4-lane alternative requires 1.7 acres of impacts.

What is the cost difference between the 4-lane and the 2-lane alternative?
•

Amy (AECOM) – In the South Segment the 2-lane alternative is cheaper. There are a lot
of variables that go into the cost estimates, but there is approximately a 20 percent cost
difference between the 2-lane and 4-lane alternatives. This cost difference is not
standard throughout all project segments.
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Summary of Feedback
Business 51 Stakeholder Meeting
February 9th, 2021

•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

The 4-lane alternative in the needs to be taken off the table. The community development
director, Ryan Kernosky, has stated the community development problems with the 4-lane in this
segment. The 4-lane alternative ignores the natural transition coming off the bridge south of the
city limit. There is no AADT justification for a 4-lane alternative. Tori is very worried about
presenting 4-lane alternatives to the community. The community will see this project as a vote.
Roadway engineering should not be decided by public vote, it should be decided by the science
of engineering and the strategic vision set forth by the city and grounded in economics. If 4-lane
alternatives are presented, that is what will be opened up. Alder Meleesa Johnson has already
removed funding from the budget for property acquisition.
•

•

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

In the South Segment, does the 2-lane alternative have any opportunity to add tiny pedestrian
islands or medians with trees. The 4-lane alternative looks more beautiful because of the trees.
•

•

In the South Segment with many businesses, David dislikes the 2-lane two-way-left-turn-lane
(TWLTL) alternative, and prefers it be divided. The 4-lane TWLTL on US 10 is a mess. A raised
median also encourages people to drive a more reasonable speed.

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

Trevor understands the TWLTL on US 10 is a mess, but aren’t the traffic counts 8,000 to 10,000
more cars a day?
•

•

If traveling northbound from the south city limit, someone could use the TWLTL to turn left into
Auto Zone. Currently they can’t do this because there is no left-turn lane.
•

Amy (AECOM) – With the existing 4-lane undivided you can actually stop in the through
lane to make a left-turn, this is one of the causes of the safety concerns.

Ginger Keymer (Resident)
•

If the 2-lane alternative uses some of the existing sidewalk that is in place, would the sidewalks
then be narrower?
•

AECOM

Amy (AECOM) – I don’t have specific traffic counts for US 10, but from experience yes,
the volumes are much higher. This is another reason why we are proposing a 4-lane
with a raised median, and not with a TWLTL. A 4-lane with a TWLTL has more
operational issues.

Neil Prendergast (Resident)
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – The 2-lane could incorporate raised medians in some areas that would
allow for aesthetic improvements. The tradeoff is that access would be limited. If the
2-lane is selected as an alternative moving forward, this is something that could be
looked at in areas where driveways are removed. A down-side of this is that these
medians could encourage mid-block crossings. We haven’t looked at medians for a
2-lane alternative in the South Segment because there is so much access and the
places to put them would be few and far between.

David Roloff (Resident)
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – I appreciate the comments. On the flip side, there are several folks
that believe if we don’t present 4-lane alternatives that we are immediately assuming it
will be a 2-lane roadway. Some members of the public do want to see a 4-lane
alternative. We are trying to put options out there that are feasible and help the public
work through the pros and cons of each.

Amy (AECOM) – The sidewalks are the same width with either alternative. The 2-lane
alternative keeps the sidewalk in its existing location, but adds more terrace between
the sidewalk and the road for each alternative.
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•

Kent Gaede (Frosty Pines)
•

Kent is concerned that people will get confused with the transition from a 4-lane road to a 2-lane
road near Michigan Avenue. In the winter you can’t see the pavement markings because of the
snow.
•

•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – There would be overhead signage and pavement markings in this to
help with the transition. With a change, there will likely be some initial confusion as
people get used to how the road operates. However, the local traffic will get used to this.
There may still be some out of town traffic that gets confused once in a while.

Tori recommends we remove the trees from the 4-lane median because the city doesn’t know if
it has funding to do this kind of beautification. It may end up being a concrete median like south
of the city limit. Showing it without the trees is a more apples to apples comparison.

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

Are the design speeds different between the 4-lane and 2-lane alternatives?
•

Amy (AECOM) – No. However, with a 2-lane alternative the speed is dictated by the
slowest person. With a 4-lane alternative some people like the ability to pass people and
forget that the speed limit is 25 mph.

Central Segment
•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

•

Tori is nervous that relocating The Store will cause political issues due to the owners
involvement in the community.

Ginger Keymer (Resident)
•

Ginger really likes the raised medians at Ellis Street, College Avenue, and near Belt’s. The
crossing at Ellis Street is currently very difficult and dangerous. Ginger crosses at this location
up to 2-3 times per day.

•

Is the proposed 1.5’ gutter different from what currently exists?
•

•

Sharon Johnson (YMCA)
•

AECOM

Ryan (AECOM) – This is similar to what currently exists. This is a final design detail that
we will be working out. It also depends on the pavement type in this location.

Is anything considered to account for the significant pedestrian volumes at the Franklin Street
intersection?
•

Amy (AECOM) – The location of the fire department adjacent to this intersection is
another thing to consider. We have spoken with the fire department about the
alternatives and their concerns. One of their concerns is that the existing pedestrian
beacon stops traffic and causes issues for fire department operations. Right now, from a
planning perspective we are trying to nail down the corridor design and what sort of
impacts there might be from a corridor level. The decision at Franklin Street is a difficult
one and we are going to wait and see how technologies and other things play out.

•

Jeff (AECOM) – We recognize that in this area we have a couple needs that are
competing in the pedestrian and the fire department. We did look into some options for
different types of beacons, but what it comes down to is there is no easy answer and
this is something that will probably be determined in final design. This issue shouldn’t
impact the selection of the typical section throughout this area.
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Business 51 Stakeholder Meeting
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•

•

Neil Prendergast (Resident)
•

Neil is glad to see the pedestrian islands throughout the Central Segment.

•

What improvements are being done at the Wisconsin/Jefferson Street intersection? Currently it
can be challenging for pedestrians to cross Business 51, especially with right-turns on red.
•

Amy (AECOM) – The crossing should be improved with the 2-lane alternative since
there are fewer lanes of traffic to cross.

•

Jeff (AECOM) – Right-turns on red is a common issue with pedestrians. The narrowing
of the road should help to open up sight lines. There are also signal options that could
be implemented, such as a leading pedestrian interval that allows the pedestrian to
cross prior to the light turning green for right-turners.

Kent Gaede (Frosty Pines)
•

How does the relocation process work? Kent owns the building at 1717 Fourth Avenue. Does he
have to find a new property?
•

•

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

Is it possible to make the painted buffer north of Main Street a pedestrian island?
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – This is something that we could talk about after the meeting. The
reason the painted buffer exists is for emergency vehicle access. Another thing to
consider is that emergency vehicles currently don’t have any way to control traffic
signals. Emergency Vehicle Preemption would allow the emergency vehicles to clear
traffic out of the intersections. If emergency services had this, they would be much more
confident in their ability to navigate in congested areas.

It seems as if the Fourth Avenue intersection is more dangerous for pedestrians as the
crossings have been widened. The corner radii have also been widened making it easier to go
faster when turning. This design seems not needed given the trendline of traffic.
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – No, he does not need to find a new property. We have a relocation
specialist. He has reached out to the business owners already, but not the residential
owners. If you were to be relocated, there is a special relocation process that finds you
a new facility, pays you, pays your tenants, and pays fair market value for the property.

Amy (AECOM) – In final design we would work with the city to determine what design
vehicle they would like since this intersection would be such a rebuild. In planning, we
tried to lay out the worst case scenario.

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

Why are there two relocations across from the UW-Credit Union?
•

Amy (AECOM) – There are no relocations here.

North Segment
•

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

AECOM

The 2-lane options in the North Segment looks safer for pedestrians. For the 2-lane alternative,
could the buffer on the bicycle lane taper at intersections and allow space for a pedestrian
island?
•

Michael (AECOM) – Adding a pedestrian island would impact where the left-turning
movements are, and make it harder for left-turners to see. This is a tradeoff that we can
look into.

•

Amy (AECOM) – This is another thought that could be looked into during final design.
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•

Ginger Keymer (Resident)
•

What is the difference in right-of-way needed between the 2-lane and the 4-lane alternatives in
the North Segment?
•

•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

The goal of redesigning the North Segment (from a business perspective) is to create zero
setback. Which alternative best assists this? A separated bicycle lane keeps the buildings further
away from the road.
•

•
•

The project team needs to be aware that for anything presented that shows bicycle lanes, the
public will think that the city is doing all of this just to establish bicycle lanes.
The right-in right-out access isn’t a positive for businesses. Where would the traffic end up since
drivers would have to take new routes to get to businesses? Would the traffic end up in the
residential neighborhoods?
•

•

•

Amy (AECOM) – As engineers we try to design the road to help people as much as we
possibly can. When we compare roadways, we are comparing to other roads that are
similar and also have distracted drivers and speeding. We try to make the road as safe
as possible.

Some driveway modifications aren’t accounting for delivery and other needs of the businesses.
Will this be addressed in meetings with the property owners?
•

Amy (AECOM) – Yes.

Neil Prendergast (Resident)
•

Is it possible to make a comparison between the alternatives with regard to safety?
•

Amy (AECOM) – Yes, we are planning to show statistics like this.

•

Jeff (AECOM) – We are preparing a predictive safety analysis, which is a method of
predicting how many crashes would occur in an area based on studies of similar types
of roads. The purpose of this is to give a comparative measure between alternatives.
We are preparing this right now. These models are relatively new, so we are careful not
to give it more credence than deserved, but it is an important thing to consider.

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

AECOM

Amy (AECOM) – There are no fatalities, but the speed limit is also only 25 mph, so we
better not have fatalities.

How many accidents are driver fault? You can’t engineer a perfect road.
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – It depends on the destination, but this is a big part of the balancing
game we are playing between improving safety and limiting access.

Cole has spoken to many people that don’t believe the road is a safety concern. People don’t
feel like it is a death trap.
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – That is a good thing to consider. Another item that we considered is if
vehicles exiting driveways and turning onto Business 51 would block a separated
bicycle lane.

Cole Racine (Belt’s Soft Serve)
•

•

Amy (AECOM) – The 2-lane and the 4-lane both have slivers of right-of-way acquisition
around the signalized intersections. Both alternatives have about 0.2 acres of impacts.

It is a massive importance to this corridor to bring the buildings closer to the street. The
separated bicycle lane options seem not to do this as well. Trevor would prefer the lesser bicycle
options in order to achieve bringing the buildings closer to the road.
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•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

Could there be a session with the Common Council to get buy in? There is no knowledge from
council members about what is going on.
•

•

Jean Edens (Resident)
•

Are there any new grants being opened up for this road construction?
•

AECOM

Amy (AECOM) – This is something we can discuss.

Amy (AECOM) – The Biden administration has had talks of funding, but nothing has
been released. This study needs to be able to say what we are doing and how much it
costs in order to get funding.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Wednesday, February 10, 2021 10:13 AM
Ginger Keymer
Scott Beduhn
RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Public Input on Division Street Corridor

Dave Barbier and Trevor Roark were also involved in the email conversations with UWSP I mentioned, so it looks like
we’ve got the right people in the know.
Amy Canfield, PE
M +1-608-381-1462

From: Ginger Keymer <ginger.renee@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2021 10:10 AM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Cc: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Public Input on Division Street Corridor
That's great news! I'm glad to hear Mike Zsido will be the main point of contact.
Another idea; Dave Barbier and the Office of Sustainability at UW‐Stevens Point have research data examining how
students and staff travel to and from campus.
https://www.uwsp.edu/sustainability/Pages/Transportation.aspx
Dave and his team may have information he can share with Mike Zsido or vice versa. Trevor Roark has worked with Dave
Barbier and I suspect Director Lemke has as well.
Ginger
On Wed, Feb 10, 2021 at 9:52 AM Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com> wrote:
Hello Ginger,

Thank you for your ideas for survey questions – this is the kind of input we appreciate!

We were also pleased to see the University represented at yesterday’s call. We had several emails with representatives
from the University back in late November after the last stakeholder meeting to discuss ways we could disseminate
information to students in the future. Mike Zsido from the University was selected our main point of contact and there
was enthusiasm from the group at the University around sharing information. As we release information to the public
in the next couple of weeks we will be working with the University as well to encourage them to share updates with the
students.
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Thanks,
Amy Canfield, PE
Associate Vice President, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, West Region
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram

From: Ginger Keymer <ginger.renee@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2021 12:14 PM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>; Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Public Input on Division Street Corridor

Director Beduhn & Project Manager Canfield,

I'm not sure what direction you want to go with an additional public survey, but here are some thoughts on questions
that could be included. These are questions I had typed up quite early in this project last fall and forgot to send. I
apologize if this type of feedback is no longer relevant or helpful.

I have some additional comments and questions regarding this last stakeholder meeting that I will send to you before
the end of the week.

Also, I wonder if the University would allow us to post the next survey to their website or distribute via email. My
husband teaches on campus and he can attest to the low response rate of students to email, but having student and
staff input to this project seems highly desirable. I was pleased to see Michael Zsido from Facility Services representing
UW‐Stevens Point on today's call.

Answering along a Strongly agree/strongly disagree continuum:

1. Cars drive too fast along the Division Street corridor.
2

2. There's a comfortable distance between cars and lanes.

3. There's a safe distance between cars and lanes.

4. Pedestrians seem to close to the roadway.

5. What is the speed limit on most of Division Street?

6. I feel comfortable crossing Division on bike and or on foot?

7. I'd feel comfortable walking a dog or small child along Division Street?

Thanks so much for your time, effort, and clarification. I can only imagine how challenging this project must be to
manage and direct and I really appreciate your efforts to handle it in a transparent, informed, and productive way.

Ginger Keymer
1816 Lincoln Avenue
715.869.0443
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Wednesday, February 10, 2021 11:14 AM
Ginger Keymer; Scott Beduhn
RE: [EXTERNAL] Comments on 2/9 Stakeholder Mtg

Hello Ginger,
Please see my comments below in red.
Thank you for sharing your thoughts with us.
Amy Canfield, PE
Associate Vice President, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, West Region
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram

From: Ginger Keymer <ginger.renee@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2021 5:11 PM
To: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>; Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comments on 2/9 Stakeholder Mtg
Project Manager Canfield and Director Beduhn,
Thanks again for this opportunity to participate in discussions and provide feedback on your hard work. One thing I had
not considered until Tuesday's presentation was that buffered bike lanes would allow emergency vehicles to pull to the
side of the road without impeding traffic flow. Have the Police, Fire/EMS shown support for this roadway feature or is
this a feature they encouraged? I think providing allowance for first responders and emergency vehicles is a great
benefit of this roadway design and one that could be emphasized as an improved feature of the new designs.
 The Fire Department’s request was to have 20’ of pavement curb‐to‐curb. This allows them enough room to
utilize the outriggers on their trucks should they need to fight a fire from the road and enough room for vehicles
to pull over to allow an emergency vehicle to pass. In the North Segment, the 2‐lane alternative includes a
raised median, so in order to get 20’ of pavement we have a travel lane and a buffered bike lane.
As Tori mentioned, I am running for the District 3 Council seat this spring. District 3 runs along Division from Ellis Street
north to Franklin Avenue.
The Stevens Point Firefighters and the Portage County Labor Council have asked for my position on a number of City
issues. Below are thoughts I have previously shared on the Division Street project:
Thoughts & Priorities on Business 51 (Division & Church Streets) Reconstruction
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Maintain current roadway width to protect existing homes and businesses from demolition due to roadway
expansion. This will also lower costs. One of the phrases we’ve used with the project team is “Wide nodes,
narrow roads”. This means that in some locations, larger intersections (left/through/right turn lanes) are
needed so that we can efficiently move traffic through them. As we explained at yesterday’s stakeholder
meeting, this does result in spot right‐of‐way acquisition in some areas. This allows us to maintain a narrower
road (and therefore reduce impacts) between major intersections.
Set sidewalks back and incorporate a terrace between roadway and pedestrians.
Benefits of a 4‐3 lane conversion: Wider travel lines, improve traffic flow with a center turning lane, safer for all
forms of transit, and easier for motorists, pedestrians, and bikers to cross.
Consider bike lanes only on the widest portions of the roadway; south of Patch Street and north of 4th Avenue.
o In the central segment of Division Street (between Patch and 4th Avenue), the 58ft of existing roadway
width will not accommodate bike lanes.
o I would prioritize wider terraces and sidewalks over bicycle lanes on Business 51. There are adjacent,
secondary roadways which parallel Business 51 (Wyatt Ave, Phillips St, Rogers St, and Prentice Ave.) that
can better accommodate bicycle traffic and would likely see higher usage by bicyclists.

Overall, bicycling on Division may be a hard sell. Many bicyclists will choose to bike on sidewalks or avoid Division,
regardless of options. A very wide‐multi use path may be more amenable to bikers in the widest stretch of the roadway
but may not be in the best interests of the City's long‐term planning vision for the Corridor.
I truly commend you both for your hard work on this project. I can see on a project of this size and magnitude there is
always someone unhappy with the results. I think you've done a great job at outlining the priorities, and explaining the
options and alternatives.
Thanks again for your time,
Ginger Keymer
1816 Lincoln Avenue, Stevens Point
715.869.0443
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Canfield, Amy
Tuesday, February 16, 2021 1:48 PM
Trevor Roark; Scott Beduhn
RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Business 51 Stakeholder Group: February 9, 2021 Meeting Follow-up
21_Safety Issues_1.png; 22_Crash Reduction_1.png; 19_Safety Comparison_1.png; 20_Injuries_1.png

Hello, Trevor,
We’ve noticed this disconnect as well and it’s one of the reasons we published several Facebook posts with graphics (see
attached) aimed at helping to explain the safety concerns on Business 51. When we create the presentation for this
round of public involvement we will also emphasize the need for safety improvements on this corridor. We also plan to
do more social media posts in the couple weeks following the public Q&A sessions to attempt to clear up
misconceptions we see come up at the Q&A sessions.
Amy Canfield, PE
Associate Vice President, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, West Region
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram

From: Trevor Roark <trevor.roark.bpssc@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, February 15, 2021 3:54 PM
To: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Cc: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Business 51 Stakeholder Group: February 9, 2021 Meeting Follow‐up
Thank you, Amy & Scott!
I'm hoping to review the presentation again as there are some things I'd like to comment on and/or ask about in more
detail.
Before I put together that more comprehensive email, I have a quick question: It seems like there still is a disconnect,
and it's hard to say how wide this is, between how dangerous Biz 51/Division is vs. how the public perceives it to be. This
was on display again from the person who suggested that it wasn't a dangerous corridor according to him and other
businesses he talked to on Division ‐ I think his name was Cole. Will the City/AECOM educate the public further
regarding the safety concerns we all have, including crash data/fatalities and maybe a repeat of the message (which I
thought was a red flag) that it's more dangerous (more crashes?) than 95% of similar undivided roadways in WI?
Thanks for your time and consideration,
Trevor Roark

BPSSC Chair
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715-570-1961
City's Bicycling Page
"Our transportation system will offer a balanced environment for cars, transit, cyclists, and pedestrians." -Stevens
Point Comprehensive Plan (adopted by Common Council, Jan. 16, 2006)

On Mon, Feb 15, 2021 at 1:02 PM Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com> wrote:
Hello Business 51 Stakeholders,
Thank you to everyone who attended the Business 51 stakeholder meeting last week. For those of you who couldn’t
attend or would like to take a second look at the content, a recording of the meeting is now available on the
stakeholder YouTube channel. While we encourage you to discuss the Business 51 project with your friends and
neighbors, we ask that you please do not share this link with others as it is intended only for members of the
stakeholders group. Information for the public is available on the project website at
https://stevenspoint.com/1004/Business‐51. Thank you in advance for your cooperation.
February 9, 2021 Business 51 Stakeholders Meeting

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DJQL63_TUVk&feature=youtu.be

Also note that we are planning to post materials to the project website and host another round of public Q&A sessions
in early March. The materials will be posted to the project website on Tuesday, March 2nd. There will then be one public
Q&A session on March 2nd and two public Q&A sessions on March 4th. We will be notifying the public of these sessions
and the availability of information online via social media and postcards.

If you have further comments regarding the project, please reach out to me and/or AECOM Project Manager Amy
Canfield (amy.canfield@aecom.com).

Thank you for your involvement,

Scott
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Tuesday, February 16, 2021 1:58 PM
Neil Prendergast; Scott Beduhn; Tori Jennings; Ginger Keymer
RE: [EXTERNAL] Business 51 - February Stakeholder Meeting Feedback

Hello, Neil.
Thank you for taking the time to put your thoughts in writing and actively participate in the stakeholder meetings. I
have reviewed the letter you attached and the project team will consider your comments as we roll these alternatives
out to the public in a few weeks.
Thank you,
Amy Canfield, PE
Associate Vice President, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, West Region
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram

From: Neil Prendergast <neildprendergast@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 16, 2021 10:35 AM
To: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>; Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>; Tori Jennings
<aldertori.jennings@gmail.com>; Ginger Keymer <ginger.renee@gmail.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Business 51 ‐ February Stakeholder Meeting Feedback
Dear Director Beduhn, Ms. Canfield, Alder Jennings, and (Future) Alder Keymer,
Please find attached my feedback from the February stakeholder meeting. Thank you, Ms. Canfield, for the informative
presentation. I'm glad to see the planning efforts continue, despite the pandemic, which I'm certain has posed serious
challenges to the project team's work. I appreciate all the behind‐the‐scenes work that has kept the endeavor going.
Sincerely,
Neil Prendergast
1924 Plover Street
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Dear Director Beduhn, Ms. Canfield, Alder Jennings, and (Future) Alder Keymer,
Thank you for the chance to be a sounding board for the Business 51 reconstruction.
Safety remains the established public value at hand. Our law enforcement goals, engineering
principles, and the City's recent Vision Zero and Complete Streets resolutions—among much
else—all point to its primacy.
I am convinced that creating turn lanes and reducing travel lanes will provide the greatest
safety gains, as compared to keeping a four-lane configuration.
Additional considerations—keeping costs down, preserving real estate, improving pavement,
and meeting bicycle and pedestrian safety goals—all work compatibly with the road diet
strategy, quite fortunately.
I am concerned, however, that the reconstruction contains so many details and considerations
that the public conversation will lose sight of the basic decision-making logic: In short, to
reduce injuries, we must create a turning lane, which can only happen by reducing travel
lanes, if we want to preserve real estate.
My hope is that elected officials and engineers will listen closely to the concerns of every
resident, as well as (1) emphasize the primacy of safety as an already agreed upon public value,
(2) explain the dynamics of turning traffic and crashes, and (3) underscore the decision-making
constraint of preserving real estate.
To keep attention on the public value at hand, this straightforward question about design
alternatives could be used: "Would we rather have this many people injured, or that many
people injured?" That question, in essence, is what we’re deciding as a community, so it only
makes sense for all of us to acknowledge it. It’s imperative, of course, that we have reasonable
estimates of expected crashes for each design alternative.
The safety benefits of creating a turn lane should be made clear to everyone, as an essential
part of public meetings. Many reasonable people hear “road diet” and first think of what’s lost:
the travel lane. The term induces that thought. It therefore misdirects us from our shared
public value. So, to keep attention focused, please keep the safety benefits of creating a turn
lane in clear view.
Bike lanes could derail the public conversation as well. Well-intentioned, good-natured people
would look at a new bike lane, notice the reduction in travel lanes, and conclude that space for
bicycles has come at the expense of space for cars.
Although I am a proponent of bicycle infrastructure, I sense that the corridor remains so autocentric, particularly in the South and North segments, that a bicycle lane would not dramatically
change that scenario. Fortunately, we have recent bicycle improvements on parallel roads, such

as Water, Michigan, Isadore, and Prentice. My suggestion, therefore, is to forego the bike
lanes.
The main consideration on Business 51 for bicyclists is in crossing the road. Properly timed
signals, as mentioned in the presentation, would be an excellent improvement. So, too, would
the reduction in the number of car lanes that must be crossed.
What then, to do with the space that otherwise would have been a bike lane? Well, why not
regard it as a shoulder? Simply treat it as the leftover space that it truly is. Or, it could
alternatively be used to widen sidewalks and boulevards, especially on North Division.
While off-street bicycle accommodations are enticing for North Division, they seem to present
several complications at intersections, thus offsetting their benefits. The one exception might
be north of Maria on the east side of Business 51, where a multi-use path could connect to the
Green Circle Trail.
Overall, the presentations suggest to me that to reduce injuries, we must create a turning
lane, which can only happen by reducing travel lanes, if we want to preserve real estate.
The above thinking, I should note, allows the following points:
Safety first. Pavement improvement. Preserve real estate. Same travel times. No bike lanes.
Most affordable cost.
Thank you for your interest in my viewpoint.
Sincerely,
Neil Prendergast

Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Wednesday, February 17, 2021 4:40 PM
Paula Ellen
Scott Beduhn (sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com)
RE: [EXTERNAL] Business 51 Stakeholder Meeting Comments

Hi Paula,
Thank you for taking the time to review the Business 51 stakeholder meeting video and provide your comments. This is
exactly the kind of input we’re looking for from the stakeholders.
Please see my comments below in red to a few of the questions you posed.
Thank you for your continued involvement,
Amy Canfield, PE
Associate Vice President, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, West Region
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram

From: Paula Ellen <ladylovinherlife@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 16, 2021 6:17 PM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Business 51 Stakeholder Meeting Comments
Hi Amy,
I work during the day and can't attend the meetings, so I appreciate the videos. I watched the most recent
video last night, and I have a few comments and observations I would like to share.
South Section
I agree with one of the gentlemen who mentioned that the transition from 4 to 2 lanes (northbound) at
Michigan is going to cause a lot of problems. I'm hoping that this causes people to want to go with the 2 lane
option, which I think is the better one, but unlikely, because of the openness of that roadway, people are not
going to want to have the road "slowed down."
I agree with Tori about showing all the trees in the video. I was very excited to see all the trees until she
commented, and I realized that was not part of the plan and a whole different thing and unlikely to happen. I
would just show existing trees to prevent people from focusing on the wrong thing. That said, I love the wider
boulevards and getting more green space in that corridor. But, is the city likely to maintain those areas or will
1

they simply decide to keep them all concrete? Because that would work against the idea of changing the
corridor to be more pedestrian friendly and slowing traffic.
 The city would like to improve the aesthetics of the Business 51 corridor and does anticipate planting trees as
part of the project. The exact number would be determined during final design and be subject to city funding. A
raised median would provide an opportunity for grass/trees/plantings that a TWLTL would not.
I didn't understand the gentleman who commented negatively about the Hwy. 10 East median. It's wonderful
and a lifesaver, especially since there are no frontage roads out there. It's time this community learned how to
use a median properly, but that's not the fault of the median. I think this kind of median in the Bus. 51
corridor would be a great idea.
Central Section (where I live, 1727 Division)
I'm glad to see no bike lanes here, and that bikers are still considered and alternate routes are provided. I
don't mind bike lanes but I think they have gotten way too much emphasis in the past year and the most
recent attempt at installing many miles of bike lanes without the community being informed about them was a
big mistake, but more about that later.
LOVE the cut-thru islands. I walk my dog on both sides of Division twice daily, and it doesn't have to be a high
traffic time of day for it to be tricky to cross, especially at Ellis. I also am so happy that you fixed the
Brawley/Ellis intersection, as that is very dangerous on foot, since vehicles turn off Division at a high rate of
speed, not expecting to see pedestrians struggling to get to a curb, and in the winter, they cannot stop in
time, making it even more dangerous.
Is there a reason we can't "line up" Dixon with Church at Belt's by slicing through the northwest corner of the
bank parking lot? That seems like a missed opportunity, and I've never seen that parking lot at capacity. Dixon
could curve to the left here and easily line up with the end of Church if it were curved similarly. This area is a
big attraction for kids and families, and I would think it's a no-brainer to make this crossing more safe.
 Pedestrian refuge islands were added to the current proposed crossing to improve safety for people crossing the
street. We have not designed an option which realigns Dixon Street yet, but after looking at this in further detail
I think it could be feasible. We will discuss this idea with the project team.
I don't understand why the southbound turn lane at Division/Wisconsin was eliminated. This is a high-use turn
lane, and would only cause more congestion and back-up in traffic if removed. It's used also quite a bit by
emergency vehicles to get to that area of the city quickly, so I was very surprised at this decision. I see this
from my front window and am very aware of emergency vehicles and the routes they take past my house.
 The southbound yield‐controlled right turn lane at Wisconsin St. was eliminated because this type of design
encourages high‐speed turns which can be dangerous for pedestrians trying to cross the street and it creates
conflicts when vehicles do not yield to cross traffic. “Squaring up” the intersection is a safer configuration for all
modes of transportation. We do not anticipate significant traffic delay as a result of this change.
I'm all for wider boulevards and slower traffic in this section, because the speed of traffic is intimidating no
matter where you are on the sidewalk, and in winter or a rainy day, you cannot escape the splatter as heavy
vehicles pass, as they don't consistently use the inner, wider lane. The first goal of any dog walk is to simply
get off Division as soon as possible. Also in winter, the speed of the snow plow keeps the snow moving out of
the blade, but then redeposits large amounts of it on a just-shoveled sidewalk (or an unfortunate/unlikely
pedestrian). I'm hoping a wider boulevard will eliminate some of that. Clearing driveways in this section is
difficult and frustrating, since traffic rarely moves to the inside lane and vehicles pass dangerously close to the
shoveler. A bigger buffer would really help with this.
North Section
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Tori's comments about treating the Schierl business differently because of all they have done for the city really
bothered me. Is she saying that the profits they make from their business are more important than the safety
of the members of our community? After all, they have many locations and this is only one, and it's on the
most dangerous intersection of the entire Bus. 51 route. I think the Schierls would welcome the opportunity to
do whatever they can to provide the safest intersection options we can design. I don't like the idea of letting
the Schierls (or any business for that matter) off easy simply because they have a lot of money. I think it's a
slippery slope. Let's give them an opportunity to make a non-money based donation to the city... they just
might not be as opposed as Tori thinks they will, if we present it in a positive way.
I realize this is not cost effective, but in the long run just might be worth it - can we consider a tunnel or
covered archway at the Franklin St. crossing? Larger cities like Minneapolis have features like this in place, and
this would eliminate the traffic ignoring the flashing lights.
 This would be cost prohibitive.
Someone referred to "parking on Division St." which really confused me. It was referring to the movement of
emergency vehicles near the Main St. intersection, I think? We have never had parking on Division St. Did I
miss something? Because I can't believe we are going to change that.
 I believe we were discussing “parking” with regard to vehicles pulling over to the side of the road to allow an
emergency vehicle to pass. In the Clark/Main street area, where we expect traffic congestion to be the highest,
we are trying to provide adequate room for emergency vehicles to bypass traffic that may be pulled over to one
side of the road.
The bike lane options north of 4th Ave. are very nice, but what happens when the plows are clearing snow?
Where does the snow go, and will this just cause other problems?
 For the on‐street bike lanes the plows would clear snow from the bike lane as well. Based on the feedback we
received at the stakeholder meeting we have decided to only move forward with the on‐street bike lane options
as shown in the videos for the public meetings.
Planting trees in this section would be a wonderful idea and change the feel of the entire corridor, but be
aware that the trees between Perkins and McDonald's were cut down at one point so that the signage from
the mall behind those businesses could be seen from the road. So being seen is very important to these
businesses, and I'm not sure how you can have both, which makes me sad. We all know money wins over
beautification every time. If you could design options to accommodate both, what a win that would be!
And finally, back to Tori. I was appalled by her poor attitude and negative comments towards the community.
There was a lack of respect there that really bothered me. I understand presentation is very important for the
success of this project, however Tori is seeing things through her own lens and is lacking awareness on her
part.
I drive a shuttle bus for the City of Stevens Point, and my coworkers are the city bus drivers. When there are
any changes to the roads, be it a shut down, detour, accident or construction, Central Transit is typically made
aware. These men and women work eight hour shifts day and night, keeping community members on and off
the bus safe while negotiating traffic, so it's important information. These are long, heavy busses, and cannot
change direction quickly.
This is difficult enough, but the day the new bike lanes showed up all over the city, not only the community
members were surprised and confused, but the city bus drivers had no idea what a lot of those lines even
meant. I find that to be gross neglect, and a move that created a lot of unnecessary danger.
In the rush to get the bike lanes in place, the community was not made aware that they would be done, or
given a time frame to see a map and perhaps get familiar with where these changes would be made, or a date
when they would take place. They were just dropped in! I find that to be quite an aggressive move, and it
pissed off a lot of people.
Tori however, attributes this to their lack of intellect and stubbornness to embrace change, which I find very
unfair and self-serving. So please beware of her "warnings." She may well be creating more problems than she
is resolving with this attitude.
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I am a 'townie' myself, and yes, some of the older folk can be stubborn, but they still deserve respect, and
that will help ease the transition of these changes, if you take the time to present them carefully and with
respect. I think you are doing exactly that, and want to say thank you for the great job I have seen so far. In
my opinion, if you continue to stress that the goal of this project is about increasing pedestrian safety, they
cannot argue that this is "all about bike lanes."
Thanks for allowing us to give input on this project, I do appreciate it.
Cheers,
Paula O'Kray
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Business 51

3.3

Public Involvement Summary Report (DRAFT)

PUBLIC Q&A SESSIONS
MARCH 2021

City of Stevens Point

51

August 2021

Summary of Questions/Comments Received
Meeting name
Public Meeting #2 (Q&A
Session #1)
Project name
Business 51

Meeting date
March 2nd, 2021
5:00 – 6:00 p.m.
Meeting held via Zoom

Project Team Attendees
Scott Beduhn (City)
Joel Lemke (City)
Ryan Kernosky (City)
Amy Canfield (AECOM)
Logan Dredske (AECOM)
Ryan Barz (AECOM)
Jeff Sandberg (AECOM)
Michael Schneider (AECOM)

Public Attendees:
•

36

Questions/Comments Asked During the Meeting (time in meeting recording):
•

What is the timeline for funding construction? (8:35)

•

What opportunities does the public have to be involved after we have a recommended alternative?
(11:13)

•

What is the estimated cost for the three mile if you were to do a 4-lane? (12:57)

•

Comment regarding the city taking ownership of Business 51 and the number of lanes. (14:28)

•

Could you talk about traffic flow if Business 51 was to go from a four lane roadway to a two lane
roadway? (17:27)

•

Could you walk through the pros and cons of the roundabout alternative and the signalized alternative?
(19:59)

•

What is the cost difference between the Fourth Avenue alternatives? (23:38)

•

What are the pros and cons of the options proposed between Ellis Street and College Avenue? (24:20)

•

The sidewalk in option 1 (between Ellis Street and College Avenue) is right up against the back of the
curb, is there anywhere else that this is proposed? (28:40)

•

Can you clarify where the bike lanes would start and end for the Central Segment? (29:20)

•

What is going on between Monroe and Dixon street in the area that was recently reconstructed? (31:26)

•

A concern of residents is difficulties backing out of their driveway. Could you speak to that concern.
(34:03)

•

Could you talk about discussions in coordination with the fire department, and specifically regarding
pedestrian islands and raised medians? (36:00)

•

Could you talk about the coordination and planning that we've done for bus stops? (38:32)

•

What are the benefits of realigning the Patch Street intersection? (39:55)

•

What are the benefits of realigning the Rice Street intersection? (44:02)

•

Would traffic increase on side streets if Business 51 was to be a 2-lane road? (46:35)

•

What are the different options for the south end of the corridor? (49:33)

•

How do the proposed lane widths compare to what is out there today? (54:27)

•

What is the best way for the public to be involved after the Q&A sessions? (56:34)

AECOM
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Summary of Questions/Comments Received
Meeting name
Public Meeting #2 (Q&A
Session #2)
Project name
Business 51

Meeting date
March 4th, 2021
12:00 – 1:00 p.m.
Meeting held via Zoom

Project Team Attendees
Scott Beduhn (City)
Joel Lemke (City)
Amy Canfield (AECOM)
Logan Dredske (AECOM)
Ryan Barz (AECOM)
Jeff Sandberg (AECOM)
Michael Schneider (AECOM)

Public Attendees:
•

25

Questions/Comments Asked During the Meeting (time in meeting recording):
•

Did the traffic analysis account for people working from home last year? (9:48)

•

Are aging utilities another reason why Business 51 would have to be reconstructed? (11:23)

•

Did the traffic analysis account for the new Sentry buildings and employees? (12:33)

•

Where are the most pedestrians crossing Business 51? (13:55)

•

What improvements are the alternatives doing for pedestrians? (16:00)

•

How do bicycle accommodations relate to the other needs of the project? (18:18)

•

Would the road have to be reconstructed regardless of what typical section is selected? (20:48)

•

In the South Segment, why is a raised median only considered south of Michigan Avenue? (23:12)

•

Could you talk about the transition from a 4-lane to a 2-lane near Michigan Avenue? (24:38)

•

What are pros and cons of the Patch Street intersection options? (26:03)

•

How does pedestrian safety differ between the first and second options at Patch Street? (29:51)

•

Have property owners been notified of the potential relocations? (31:23)

•

What is proposed underneath the railroad bridge? (32:14)

•

What would bicyclists do when the Business 51 bicycle accommodation ends near Monroe Street?
(34:24)

•

What is being done for pedestrians near Belts? (36:41)

•

Could you talk about congestion with people backing out of their driveways? (38:41)

•

Why is a pedestrian island included in the center of the Ellis Street and College Avenue intersections?
(40:49)

•

What are the benefits of the raised median alternative between Clark and Main streets? (43:23)

•

Why is a pedestrian island proposed at Portage Street but not at Franklin Street where there is already a
pedestrian beacon? (47:00)

•

Which of the Fourth Avenue intersection options is likely to improve traffic operations the most? (49:35)

•

Does the roundabout option and the signalized option have the same level of impact? (51:51)

•

What is the order of which Business 51 segments would be reconstructed? (53:40)

AECOM
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Summary of Questions/Comments Received
Business 51 Public Meeting #2 (Q&A Session #2)
March 4th, 2021

•

Is there a cost comparison of reconstructing Business 51 to exactly how it is today? (55:45)

•

What is the cost difference between the roundabout and signalized options at Fourth Avenue? (56:38)

•

Operationally, would a roundabout cost less? Specifically thinking of crashes and traffic signal needs.
(58:10)

AECOM
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Summary of Questions/Comments Received
Meeting name
Public Meeting #2 (Q&A
Session #3)
Project name
Business 51

Meeting date
March 4th, 2021
5:00 – 6:00 p.m.
Meeting held via Zoom

Project Team Attendees
Scott Beduhn (City)
Joel Lemke (City)
Amy Canfield (AECOM)
Logan Dredske (AECOM)
Ryan Barz (AECOM)
Jeff Sandberg (AECOM)
Michael Schneider (AECOM)

Public Attendees:
•

18

Questions/Comments Asked During the Meeting (time in meeting recording):
•

Is it possible to have a 2-lane with a raised median south of Michigan Avenue? (9:35)

•

If Business 51 were to be reconstructed, would the surface be concrete? (11:33)

•

Can you talk about the bicycle lane transition near the Michigan Avenue intersection? (12:27)

•

What would be recommended for bicyclists trying to connect between the North and South Segments?
(14:13)

•

Could you give an overview of the different intersection options in the South Segment? (16:06)

•

What was the purpose of the public survey? Was the survey a vote for different alternatives? How was it
planned to be used? (22:43)

•

Are there under street repairs or replacements that have to be done before you actually start the main
project (on the road)? (25:40)

•

Since emergency vehicles need so much room, would it be better to do a 2-lane and center turn lane
rather than doing a boulevard or green space? (25:40)

•

If construction were to cause damage to the homes, specifically the foundation due to drilling, would the
city have insurance to cover those damages? (30:18)

•

Could you give an overview of the cost estimate for the alternatives? (31:38)

•

Could you highlight the pedestrian improvements in the Central Segment? (34:07)

•

Could you talk about the two alternatives considered between Clark Street and Main Street? (38:05)

•

Is reconstruction required regardless of what alternative is selected? (43:21)

•

Does the city have any data that highlights the average speeds in the corridor? (44:28)

•

What would the lots for the two relocations near College Avenue be used for? (45:19)

•

What would happen to the remnant parcel near Pine Street? (46:52)

•

Could you highlight why there is a pedestrian island at Portage Street compared to at Franklin Street?
(48:07)

•

Do the cost estimates include property purchased? (50:34)

•

What will be done with impacts in the Clark-Main Historic District? (50:34)

•

Can you give an overview of what is proposed north of Fourth Avenue? (53:21)

AECOM
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Summary of Questions/Comments Received
Business 51 Public Meeting #2 (Q&A Session #3)
March 4th, 2021

•

Is there a comparison of reconstructing the road as is compared to reconstructing with the alternatives?
(57:07)

•

What will public involvement look like moving forward after these Q&A sessions? (57:54)

AECOM
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Business 51

Public Involvement Summary Report (DRAFT)

3.3.1 ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

City of Stevens Point

51

August 2021

Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Thursday, March 04, 2021 9:46 AM
Dredske, Logan
FW: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

FYI
From: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 04, 2021 9:22 AM
To: charcoalbathroom@outlook.com
Cc: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works
Hi John,
Again, I thank you for the email. I responded to your other email regarding traffic flow and sent some documents that I
hope will help.
Regarding the email below, I thank you for your comments and will share them with the project team and we will
consider them as we move forward.
Thanks again,
Scott

From: noreply@civicplus.com <noreply@civicplus.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 2, 2021 12:22 PM
To: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

Contact the Director of Public Works
First and Last Name:

john masbaum

Street Address:

1708 jefferson st.

1

City

Stevens Point (change City, State, and/or Zip as needed)

State:

WI

Zip:

54481

Phone Number:

7155446240

Email Address:

charcoalbathroom@outlook.com

Please enter your questions
or comments below:

I do not want the business 51 project to reduce the number of
traffic lanes from 4 to 2. The peope who drive pay more taxes
in this city than those who ride bikes, and we should be heard
and listened to. reducing lanes will produce headaches for
drives, danger for bikers and will make crossing business 51
more because it will mean the 2 lanes will be full of traffic,
creating less opportunities to cross. this will aggravate people,
potential for road rage, and will make it more difficult for
deliveries for business. this proposal to put the road on a 'diet'
is absolutely ridiculous!

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Canfield, Amy
Thursday, March 04, 2021 9:48 AM
Dredske, Logan
FW: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works
2020-05-27 Business 51 Road Diet Evaluation Memo.pdf; Detailed Alternatives Comparison.pdf

FYI
From: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 04, 2021 9:19 AM
To: charcoalbathroom@outlook.com
Cc: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works
Hi John,
Thank you for the email.
Please find two documents attached to this email. The first is a memo summarizing the road diet evaluation. This
evaluation follows the Federal Highway Administration’s process, but it does not provide the quantitative information
that I believe you are really looking for. The second document is a summary of alternatives which contains a comparison
of traffic flow. Overall, within the range of traffic we have seen and are projecting, efficiency isn’t lost or gained with the
number of lanes, it is accomplished with efficient intersections.
Please let me know if you have any further questions.
Thank you,
Scott

From: noreply@civicplus.com <noreply@civicplus.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 2, 2021 3:06 PM
To: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

Contact the Director of Public Works
1

First and Last Name:

John Masbaum

Street Address:

1708 Jefferson St.

City

Stevens Point (change City, State, and/or Zip as needed)

State:

WI

Zip:

54481

Phone Number:

7155446240

Email Address:

charcoalbathroom@outlook.com

Please enter your questions
or comments below:

Do you have engineering data, from an engineering firm, that
proves that reducing business 51 from 4 to 2 lanes will improve
traffic flow? if so, how can I obtain copies of this information .
John Masbaum

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Wednesday, March 03, 2021 11:24 AM
Scott Beduhn (sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com)
Joel Lemke (jlemke@stevenspoint.com); Dredske, Logan; Barz, Ryan
Bus. 51 - Alder Tori Jennings & Bill Schierl conversations

Hi Scott,
This morning I had phone conversations with Alder Tori Jennings and Bill Schierl. Details of these phone calls are below.
Alder Jennings
 She is concerned about the proposed SB right turn lane at Main St. and the right of way acquisition needed at
1656 Division St. Bill Schierl just purchased (or is purchasing?) the property and is planning to renovate it. She
thinks the deal might fall through if there is property acquisition here. She asked me to follow up with Bill
Schierl and gave me his phone number.
 She’s also concerned about the small right of way impact to the property across the street due to the corner
radius. Doesn’t want to see any impact here.
 She is concerned about keeping the 4‐lane alternatives on the table for so long. Feels they should be
dismissed. She feels the 2‐lane alternatives are in alignment with the City’s long‐range development plans for
the corridor. I noted that we were providing facts on the various alternatives (cost, impacts, etc.) that should
allow the City/Council to make an educated decision about which alternative they support.
Bill Schierl
 I called Bill Schierl at 715‐572‐3203 at the request of Alder Jennings.
 We discussed the potential impacts to the property at 1656 Division St. I noted that the potential acquisition
was approximately 9.5’ from the existing right of way/back of sidewalk. This left at least 10’ to the house, but I
noted that I couldn’t confirm this dimension very well because of the shadowing present on the aerial photo and
he would be best to take his own measurements.
 We discussed the reasoning behind the design of the roadway in this area and why the SB right turn lane is
needed.
 We discussed the redevelopment opportunities for this block that could exist if the two multifamily properties
south of College Ave. were removed. These two properties are proposed for relocation as a result of the right
turn lane.
Amy Canfield, PE
Associate Vice President, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, West Region
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Thursday, March 04, 2021 9:41 AM
Dredske, Logan
FW: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

FYI
Amy Canfield, PE
M +1-608-381-1462

From: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 04, 2021 9:25 AM
To: weebe54@hotmail.com
Cc: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works
Good Morning Mr. Leppen,
Thank you for the email. I will certainly share your thoughts with the project team, and we will consider them, as we do
all the comments we receive, as we move forward.
Thanks again,
Scott

From: noreply@civicplus.com <noreply@civicplus.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 3, 2021 7:57 AM
To: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

Contact the Director of Public Works
First and Last Name:

Wallter Leppen

Street Address:

2849 Church St

City

Stevens Point (change City, State, and/or Zip as needed)
1

State:

WI

Zip:

54481

Phone Number:

715-341-1020

Email Address:

weebe54@hotmail.com

Please enter your questions
or comments below:

What great meeting last night NOT
Zoom meeting with up to 39 people is not what I call a public
meeting for the city, we had over people in a zoom meeting in
Village of Nelsonville for election Caucus
It's very obvious that your not listening to the people &
business owners of the city.
Both options that were shown last night had bike lanes on most
of the corridor when your last survey showed that at most 1
segment of people only 40% agree to have bike lanes. 80%
said lane reductions would hurt travel flow.
When safety is considered Amy said that this corridor speed
limit is & always been 25mph, but we need raised medians for
to keep car apart when I can drive on 2 lane state highways at
55mph. The lack of enforce of traffic laws & absent of turn
arrows at fourth avenue highly add to the problems. In looking
at 1 diagrams of having safety island for pedestrians in wrong
spot for the college students to cross not were the city now has
flashing lights.
Planning didn't listen in 2013 & not listening now.
Not feeling good about this plan at all.
Walter Leppen

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Thursday, March 04, 2021 2:54 PM
Bill Schierl
Scott Beduhn (sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com); Dredske, Logan; rkernosky@stevenspoint.com; Tori
Jennings; sarena.melotte@outlook.com
RE: Follow-up Clarification

Bill,
The most impactful alternative we have currently, shown as the Raised Median Alternative on the Central Segment map
on the project website, requires an additional 5’ of right of way. So if the least impactful alternative is approximately
9.5’ from the west edge of the sidewalk, the most impactful alternative would be 14.5’ from the edge of the sidewalk.
The measurements will not become more exact until after a recommended alternative is selected and 30% plans are
complete. Right now we have planning level designs. A recommended alternative is anticipated to be selected this June
and 30% plans are anticipated to be complete by the end of 2021.
Thank you,
Amy Canfield, PE
M +1-608-381-1462

From: Bill Schierl <bills@teamschierl.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 04, 2021 10:37 AM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Cc: Scott Beduhn (sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com) <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>; Dredske, Logan
<logan.dredske@aecom.com>; rkernosky@stevenspoint.com; Tori Jennings <aldertori.jennings@gmail.com>;
sarena.melotte@outlook.com
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: Follow‐up Clarification

Thank you Amy,
Can you clarify the second paragraph? Since you are stating a least impactful we need to know the
maximum impact and how can the measurements become accurate? To understand the minimum
and max of measurements, can you provide those measurements from the west side of the sidewalk
including all things to the right of way border.
These are CRITICAL items to my wife and I as to determine whether we invest hundreds of thousands
of dollars in this property or not based on public planning.
Bill Schierl
Co-CEO
Team Schierl Companies
(715) 345-5060 x305

From: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 4, 2021 9:08 AM
To: Bill Schierl <bills@teamschierl.com>
1

Cc: Scott Beduhn (sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com) <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>; Dredske, Logan
<logan.dredske@aecom.com>
Subject: RE: Follow‐up Clarification
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Bill,
Yes, measure from the west side of the existing sidewalk.
Remember that this dimension was scaled off an aerial photo with a 2‐dimensional planning‐level design. At this time it
is our least impactful alternative. The design referenced does not include a grass terrace between the sidewalk and curb
and also does not include a raised median in the middle of the roadway. Exact impacts may be different depending on
which alternative is selected in this area and will not be known until final design is completed.
Thank you,
Amy Canfield, PE
Associate Vice President, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, West Region
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram

From: Bill Schierl <bills@teamschierl.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 04, 2021 7:20 AM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Follow‐up Clarification

Hello Amy,
I forgot to write down where exactly we should be looking to measure the possible additional 9 ½ feet of right
of way from…I believe it would be from the current west side of the existing sidewalk. Are you able to confirm
or provide clarify? Thank you for your help.
Bill Schierl

Co-CEO
Team Schierl Companies
2201 Madison Street | Stevens Point, WI 54481
(715) 345-5060 x305 | Fax: 715-496-2906
Visit us at www.teamschierl.com
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Bill Schierl <bills@teamschierl.com>
Thursday, March 04, 2021 10:42 AM
Scott Beduhn; Canfield, Amy
Dredske, Logan
[EXTERNAL] RE: Follow-up Clarification

Thank you Scott. Appreciate it. Are you also able to mark a maximum impact line?
Bill Schierl
Co-CEO
Team Schierl Companies
(715) 345-5060 x305

From: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 4, 2021 9:36 AM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>; Bill Schierl <bills@teamschierl.com>
Cc: Dredske, Logan <logan.dredske@aecom.com>
Subject: RE: Follow‐up Clarification
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Bill,
I have a survey crew out this morning and will have them swing by a little later today to identify approximately what the
impact will be. That should hopefully make it clearer and you don’t have to worry about doing the measurements.
Thank you,
Scott

From: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 4, 2021 9:08 AM
To: Bill Schierl <bills@teamschierl.com>
Cc: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>; Dredske, Logan <logan.dredske@aecom.com>
Subject: RE: Follow‐up Clarification
Hi Bill,
1

Yes, measure from the west side of the existing sidewalk.
Remember that this dimension was scaled off an aerial photo with a 2‐dimensional planning‐level design. At this time it
is our least impactful alternative. The design referenced does not include a grass terrace between the sidewalk and curb
and also does not include a raised median in the middle of the roadway. Exact impacts may be different depending on
which alternative is selected in this area and will not be known until final design is completed.
Thank you,
Amy Canfield, PE
Associate Vice President, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, West Region
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram

From: Bill Schierl <bills@teamschierl.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 04, 2021 7:20 AM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Follow‐up Clarification

Hello Amy,
I forgot to write down where exactly we should be looking to measure the possible additional 9 ½ feet of right
of way from…I believe it would be from the current west side of the existing sidewalk. Are you able to confirm
or provide clarify? Thank you for your help.
Bill Schierl
Co-CEO
Team Schierl Companies
2201 Madison Street | Stevens Point, WI 54481
(715) 345-5060 x305 | Fax: 715-496-2906
Visit us at www.teamschierl.com
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Monday, March 08, 2021 6:29 PM
Dredske, Logan
FW: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Mayor

FYI
From: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Sent: Monday, March 08, 2021 2:05 PM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] FW: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Mayor
Hi Amy,
Not sure if the Mayor Bcc’d you or not but wanted to make sure you received these comments.
Thanks,
Scott

From: Mike Wiza <MWiza@stevenspoint.com>
Sent: Monday, March 8, 2021 1:56 PM
To: rsom71@gmail.com; Sandy Frasch <sfrasch@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: RE: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Mayor
Thank you for the comments, Renee.
I will pass them along to the Public Works Director and the engineering team to add them to the many others we have
received.
This is likely the biggest project we will tackle in our lifetime regarding the city and we want to make sure we look at all
aspects of it.
Safety is a huge priority. We are using the latest data available to try to make the road as safe as we can while not
adversely affecting the floe for all users.
It is not an easy task and I thank you for being part of the process.
Mayor Mike Wiza
City of Stevens Point, WI
mwiza@stevenspoint.com
715-346-1570
1

www.stevenspoint.com

From: noreply@civicplus.com <noreply@civicplus.com>
Sent: Friday, March 5, 2021 4:23 PM
To: Mike Wiza <MWiza@stevenspoint.com>; Sandy Frasch <sfrasch@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Mayor

Contact the Mayor
First and Last Name:

Renee Somers

Street Address:

1820 MINNESOTA AVE

City

STEVENS POINT

State:

WI

Zip:

54481-4144

Phone Number:

17152522884

Email Address:

rsom71@gmail.com

Please enter your questions
or comments below:

Regarding Bus 51 project. Listened to zoom meeting and
disappointed. The citizens of Stevens Point have next no say in
project. The speaker even said it was their recommendations
that in essence matter. ( paraphasing)I asked at least four
questions and they weren't answered. I asked the number of
respondents to survey and it was ignored. I found the answer
online- est 1640. We have about 26000 people who live here.
VERY few know about this project. its been poorly discussed in
community. Per their statics 9000- 13000 people travel the
north/ south cooridor as of 2012 stats. Cutting it down to two
lanes and adding bike lanes benefits whom? Less than 1-2 %
of the population. Don't make it harder for businesses to attract
people and make it MORE dangerous. I don't agree with their
stats it will decrease accidents. I live and work on this side of
town. I have seen few accidents. We are a growing community
who needs more than two lanes to support the traffic and
growth. In 10 years you will be redoing it because of growth.
you want to attract new busineas to north and south side well
make it traffic friendly. I know for one i will NOT visit these
business. I will not deal with one lane of traffic for that amount
of vehicles. I travel it multiple times a day for work and its busy
at ALL hours. Its the main road to plover, Wisconsin rapids and
wausau. Focus on repair and growing this side of town.
Consider putting this to community vote on the next ballot.
2

Include ALL of the tax payers input as the original survey of
traffic was done in 2012. A lot has changed in 9 years.please
reconsider this project and added expense to a struggle
economy. Thank you

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Friday, March 05, 2021 10:32 AM
Dredske, Logan; Barz, Ryan; Schneider, Michael
Fwd: Business 51 trees and landscaping

FYI
Ryan and Michael there are some design considerations in here.
Amy
From: Todd Ernster <TErnster@stevenspoint.com>
Sent: Friday, March 5, 2021 10:24:38 AM
To: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>; Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Cc: Dan Kremer <dkremer@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Business 51
Hi Scott and Amy,

There are lots of trees in this proposed project, and that’s good! I believe there is also room for trees on private
property adjacent to this project also. A number of years ago I looked at this, and I think there was like 30 planting sites
for large and small trees. I should say that I’m speaking of the “central segment”. We planted trees on private property
when Main and Clark were reconstructed, and it was very well received. I believe in this section especially, the more
trees the better (right tree right place). I believe there are a number of rental properties in this section that would really
benefit, as well as the myriad of other benefits the trees would provide.
If the planting strips would be installed in the middle of the road, would they be irrigated? If lighting is also located in
the middle of the road medians along with trees, avoid running the electrical down the middle of the planting strips to
avoid conflicts with tree planting and stump removal operations.
In regards to tree selection, would the City have input.
A specification within reconstruction projects that lacks all the time, and has a HUGE impact upon a projects finished
product for the entire useful life of the project, is the soil that is allowed for turf and tree growth. If a quality product is
not spec out, plant growth whether it is a tree or grass, will struggle and not thrive. I can’t think of one reconstruction
project where this hasn’t been an issue in some form. Not just the composition of the soil, but the depth of the soil
too. The typical 3‐6 inches of soil above sand doesn’t work.
If you have any questions, please give me a call. Thank you,
Todd Ernster
City of Stevens Point City Forester
2442 Sims Avenue
Stevens Point, WI 54481
715‐346‐1532
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Monday, March 08, 2021 8:23 AM
Bob Fisch; sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com
RE: [EXTERNAL] comments #2 on Division/Church Corridor (Business 51) Project

Hello, Bob.
Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughtful, detailed comments with us. We appreciate your perspective as
someone who primarily uses a bicycle for transportation.
Thank you,
Amy Canfield, PE
Associate Vice President, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, West Region
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram

From: Bob Fisch <stormribsurvey@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, March 07, 2021 2:56 PM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>; sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com
Subject: [EXTERNAL] comments #2 on Division/Church Corridor (Business 51) Project

Hello Amy and Scott ‐ My name is Bob Fisch. I am a homeowner in Stevens Point on Smith St, just a few blocks from
Division St.

I want to share a second set of comments with you both on the Division/Church Corridor (Business 51) Project. My first
set was based on the Public Meeting #1 materials you made available.

Over the past few days, I reviewed the Public Meeting #2 video and the several PDFs available on the Public Meeting #2
page. In particular, I spent a great deal of time looking at the 3 maps ‐ south, central and north ‐ examining the proposed
features all along the redesigned corridor for each of the alternatives you provided.

My primary concerns are related to bicycle, walking, and transit issues. A bicycle is my main vehicle. I consider myself a
utilitarian bicycle rider, riding primarily to run errands throughout our urban area. I regularly walk to many destinations,
1

and I use our public transit when the weather is poor for bicycling. I do drive but extremely infrequently, averaging less
than one day of driving per month over the past 3 years.

With that introduction, I want to express my preferences among the options you provided all along the Division/Church
corridor. For each, I'll include some explanation on why I feel my prefered option is better than the others offered. I'll
generally go in order from south to north.

South city limits to Michigan

South of Michigan, I prefer the 4‐lane option. The 4‐lane option allows 5' bike lanes, whereas the 2‐lane option only
offers a 4' urban shoulder. The 4‐lane not only allows an extra foot of width for bicycling, but trucks and other traffic in
the outer lane will often have an option to shift slightly left or even change to the inner lane to create more separation
from someone bicycling. With only 4" of paint separating bicycles from big trucks, the improved ability for car/truck
traffic to move left outweighs the slowing of traffic that the 2‐lane offers.
The 4‐lane option also more closely matches the alignment south of the city limits through Whiting and Plover, once that
project is completed. I travel by bicycle to the southwestern part of Plover occasionally. Okray used to be a good route
for this a decade ago, but traffic has increased and Okray is a narrow 2‐lane road, making it uncomfortable when cars
are approaching both from the rear and front. When the entire Post Rd reconstruction is completed, I plan to use the
Post Rd bike lane for these trips to Plover. Having a similar alignment for Church St south of Michigan will be helpful for
continuity.
It is good enough for the 4‐lane option to go only as far north as Michigan. North of there, Michigan is a good choice for
bicycling between Church and Dixon (just north of the railroad underpass). Michigan is a fairly comfortable street for
bicycling between Church and Patch. It is the recently restriped excellent‐for‐bicycles underpass route at the railroad
that makes Michigan a good option for bicycling to the center of Stevens Point. North of Dixon, Michigan becomes a bit
less comfortable, but one can use Dixon to dive into side streets for travel to/from points north.
Michigan to Patch
No 4‐lane option is offered between Michigan and Patch. But the 2‐lane option with a 4' urban shoulder is good enough
for this section. By thinking of Michigan as the main bicycle thoroughfare between Church and Dixon, then Church
between Michigan and Patch only needs to have a bicycle facility good enough for traveling the last block or two to a
destination. A 4' urban shoulder meets this need.
The other options offered in this section involve the alignments at Rice/Whiting and at Patch/Francis. I would be happy
to see both realignments that provide direct crossings of Church at each.
If only one is possible, I would prioritize the Rice/Whiting direct crossing. I cross Church often at this location, a few
times a week in good weather. Currently, I use a parking lot to make a direct crossing between Rice and Henrietta. Not
only would I appreciate a direct crossing that doesn't go through a parking lot, but having a signalized crossing of Church
would make this even better.
On the topic of signals, please make all traffic signals along the entire corridor that only change from red to green upon
detecting a vehicle be sensitive to bicycle traffic. As an example of the problem, the westbound crossing of Division at
Jefferson/Wisconsin did not detect bicycles. I have sat there for several signal cycles numerous times waiting for a car to
2

arrive from the east or west. (I stopped using this crossing several years ago for this reason. If that signal was updated in
the past year or two to address this issue, I am unaware of this.)
If Patch/Francis was a direct crossing, I might use it more often. The new bike lanes on Patch between Church and
Michigan make this stretch quite a bit more comfortable than before.
Patch to Fourth
I like the 2‐lane TWLTL between Dixon and Ellis and between College and Fourth. This should help calm traffic on
Division.
I am glad the urban shoulder is available for the railroad underpass between Patch and Monroe. I wish it could be
extended further north, but I understand your constraints.
I am happy to see a collection of islands for people walking across Division. These will certainly improve foot travel
across this busy street.
I appreciate the several intersection simplifications, notably at Pine, at Wisconsin (removing the slip lane), at Ellis
(routing Brawley away from Division). These improvements will make it more comfortable to walk and bike across
Division and to walk the sidewalk along Division at these locations.
From the tiny bicycle symbols, it looks like the medians at Ellis and College provide access to allow bicycles to ride across
them. If this access involves ramps up onto the median and down, great. If this access involves a cut into the median so
that travel remains at pavement level, then the width of this cut has to be wide enough for adult tricycles as well as
trailers. I often use a hauling trailer on my bicycle (from a company called Bikes@Work) that can carry 250 lbs of stuff.
(Yes, I sometimes haul that much stuff from Lowe's back home.) The trailer wheels span 37 3/4 inches. So a 3' cut would
not be wide enough, and 3 1/2' would be tight. A 4' cut should be OK.
I don't really have an opinion between the two options for the stretch from Ellis to College. A grass buffer between the
sidewalk and traffic would be nice for walking, but I'm not sure whether the impacts to the front yards of the properties
along this stretch create a greater detriment.

Fourth St intersection

In short, roundabout yes.

This intersection has always been a mess for walking across because Fourth carries a lot of traffic. Stopped cars are
looking to see if they can turn right on red. Left turning cars are peering around the oncoming queue of left turners to
see if they can turn. Too many cars are not looking to see if someone is walking in the crosswalks they are about to
cross.

I always feel uncomfortable walking across this intersection with the green light and WALK signal as I'm constantly
looking at what traffic is doing in all four directions. Furthermore, I have volunteered to do two or three 2‐hour traffic
counts at this intersection over the past decade. I haven't seen an actual collision during these counts, but I have
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witnessed several car‐car and car‐person near misses. This is way too many near misses over such a short observation
period.

Slightly expanding the intersection, as one of your options does, is unlikely to help people walking there. The walk
crossings will be longer, expanding the interval of peril. I see that the crosswalks are set back from the main portion of
the intersection ‐ I'm guessing from the map that the distance of setback is 10‐15'. That may help give cars more time to
see someone crossing, but people walking still won't feel particularly comfortable. Furthermore, those trying to turn
right on red will cheat across the crosswalk to see if they can go, so cars stopped at the stop bar cannot be trusted to
stay there.

Vehicle‐vehicle interactions are also an issue at this intersection. I won't belabor this point except to say that people in
crosswalks can become collateral damage in the event of a crash.

The main problem with this intersection is the high traffic volumes from all four directions and the abundant left and
right turn movements from any direction. A slight expansion of the intersection cannot address this.

A well‐designed one‐lane roundabout that can handle the expected traffic volumes solves all issues with this
intersection. I won't explain how it does this because you already know how it does this.

In response to a comment on the maps, let me add that if large numbers of people walking are a concern for the
roundabout, then expand the roundabout crosswalk widths to allow a larger number of people walking to cross during a
short interval. Having more people walking is a sign to shift the balance towards being more walk‐friendly, not less.

Fix the intersection of Fourth and Division. Build the roundabout.

Fourth to Academy

I prefer the 2‐lane option in the section from Fourth to Academy over the 4‐lane option. The primary reason for my
preference is that the 2‐lane provides a buffered bike lane all the way down to Fourth. The 4‐lane only provides an
unbuffered bike between Fourth and Maria. Car and truck traffic in this stretch will frequently be heavy. The buffer will
not only make the bike lane safer, but it will make it feel safer, which in turn will attract more people on bicycles.

I also prefer the 2‐lane option in this section because it shortens the crossing distance ‐ and makes the distance crossing
standard travel lanes even shorter ‐ for those walking across Division at Sixth, Maria, and Academy. With campus close
4

by, and with the imminent opening and (hopefully) future expansion of the apartments on the K‐Mart site, there will be
many people walking across Division to access businesses in this stretch. Trigs will be one of the prime destinations,
which is why I extend this section of Division beyond Maria to Academy.

The 2‐lane option will also calm this car and truck traffic simply due to not having a passing lane available. This will
improve the walk crossing at Sixth.

Let me add that the situation here is different from that of the stretch from the south city limits to Michigan where I
prefer a 4‐lane option. Proximity to UWSP is the main reason. There are likely to be more people walking and bicycling
to destinations in the section from Fourth to Academy so that traffic calming and bike/walk comfort are more key. South
of Michigan, the bike lane will probably be used more for extended access to Whiting and Plover, and since no buffer is
available down there, allowing traffic to move to the inner lanes in order to give those on bicycles more space is more
helpful.

I see that you widened Maria on the east side of Division. Bicycling westward at this intersection has always been a bit
uncomfortable due to the narrow lanes. Your widening probably won't make an enormous difference, but it is
appreciated just the same.

Academy to NorthPoint

I prefer the 2‐lane option in the section from Academy to NorthPoint. My preference in this section is not particularly
strong as the differences from the 4‐lane option are few. Southbound car/truck traffic coming off the interstate will have
2 lanes past Scolfield in both options, which seems reasonable. Northbound car/truck traffic in the 2‐lane option will
have only 1 lane until beyond Scholfield, thereby creating calmer traffic up to that point, which is the main reason for my
preference.

The bike lane difference is that the 4‐lane option provides buffers further to the north in each direction. This is
preferable, but the shorter buffered bike lanes in the 2‐lane option is mitigated by the opportunities to use the sidewalk.
Northbound bicycles can access the east sidewalk using the ramp just opposite the SPAVCB and ride it to the
roundabout. Southbound bicycles coming off the roundabout can stay on the west sidewalk until Scholfield or even
Academy. These sidewalk routes seem safe as the sight lines are good and there are limited driveway crossings. For
those on bicycles who don't want to use a bike lane without a buffer in this area, these sidewalk routes allow one to skip
the unbuffered bike lane pieces.

Nevertheless, if you have the ability to extend either or both buffered bike lanes further north in the 2‐lane option, I
would be happy to see that implemented.
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‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Thank you for reading this far and considering my comments. I hope my preferences and rationales are useful as you
assess how to strike a proper balance among all road users ‐ whether walking, bicycling, or driving ‐ along the
Division/Church corridor.

Bob Fisch
1033 Smith St
Stevens Point

stormribsurvey@gmail.com
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Canfield, Amy
Tuesday, March 09, 2021 11:20 AM
Glennwills1982@gmail.com
Scott Beduhn
RE: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works
2020-05-27 Business 51 Road Diet Evaluation Memo.pdf

Hello, Glenn.
Director Beduhn requested that I reply to your request on his behalf.
The short answer to your question is “Yes – we have several reports you can review.”
The long answer is that several of these reports are very technical in nature – especially the ones that discuss traffic
modeling – and it may be difficult to obtain the specific information you are looking for without help decoding the report. If
you have questions about traffic operations at a particular intersection - like “What is the existing average delay at
Jefferson St. and what is it predicted to be in the future?” – I can help you track down those answers without digging
through hundreds of pages of modeling output.

I did attach a copy of the Road Diet Evaluation Memo that was prepared for the corridor. This memo is fairly concise and
describes the outcome of our evaluation of the feasibility of a Business 51 road diet based on the Federal Highway
Administration’s (FHWA) Road Diet Informational Guide (2014). In addition to this, traffic modeling was done at the signalized
intersections throughout the corridor.
Thank you for reaching out for more information.
Amy Canfield, PE
Associate Vice President, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, West Region
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram

From: noreply@civicplus.com <noreply@civicplus.com>
Sent: Sunday, March 7, 2021 12:44 AM
To: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

Contact the Director of Public Works
First and Last Name:

Glenn Wills
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Street Address:

1735 Division St. Apt. A

City

Stevens Point

State:

Wisconsin

Zip:

54481

Phone Number:

6189789587

Email Address:

Glennwills1982@gmail.com

Please enter your questions
or comments below:

Hi Scott.
Can you help me get ahold of the modeling data and any
planning related to the Business 51 project?
People I talk to about it have flow and distribution questions on
it. It would be helpful to me in discussing this project, if I could
point to solid data and/or projections about it; for example
feasibility reports, etc etc...
Thank you for your time.
I look forward to hearing from you.
-Glenn Wills

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Monday, March 08, 2021 6:33 PM
Dredske, Logan; Schneider, Michael; Barz, Ryan
FW: [EXTERNAL] addendum on comments #2 on Division/Church Corridor (Business 51) Project

FYI – Something reasonable to consider when we proceed to either 30% plans or final design. Michael, please add it to
your list of things to consider.
Amy Canfield, PE
M +1-608-381-1462

From: Bob Fisch <stormribsurvey@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, March 08, 2021 4:44 PM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>; sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com
Subject: [EXTERNAL] addendum on comments #2 on Division/Church Corridor (Business 51) Project
Hello Amy and Scott ‐ This is Bob Fisch again. I have an addendum to my comments on the Public Meeting #2 materials.
I had a chance today to ride to the intersection of Michigan and Church to see how southbound bicycles on Michigan
would turn onto a southbound bike lane on Church. Southbound Michigan traffic is presented with two lanes as they
approach this intersection: a left turn only lane onto southbound Church, and lane allowing either a forward movement
into the parking lot across the street or a right turn movement onto northbound Church. Your south section map shows
no change to this alignment.
Would it be possible to put a bicycle lane between these two lanes to facilitate those on bicycles to turn into the bike
lane on the far side of southbound Church?
This would be identical to the treatment on eastbound Industrial Park Road where it meets Hoover, where eastbound
bicycles have a dedicated central bike lane between a left turn only lane and a forward movement (into the Delta Dental
parking lot) or right turn lane. I use this dedicated central bike lane regularly to turn into the northbound bike lane on
Hoover.
Replicating this at Michigan to turn onto southbound Church would make this turn convenient without being in the way
of car/truck traffic. Most bicycles making this turn would situate themselves in this central location, either at the right
edge of the left turn lane or the left edge of the forward/right turn lane. Putting in a dedicated central bike lane would
make it more clear exactly where bicycles should be as they approach this intersection, and car/truck traffic would
appreciate the predictability such a lane provides.
Thank you for considering this additional suggestion.
Bob Fisch

On Sun, Mar 7, 2021 at 2:55 PM Bob Fisch <stormribsurvey@gmail.com> wrote:
Hello Amy and Scott ‐ My name is Bob Fisch. I am a homeowner in Stevens Point on Smith St, just a few blocks from
Division St.
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I want to share a second set of comments with you both on the Division/Church Corridor (Business 51) Project. My first
set was based on the Public Meeting #1 materials you made available.

Over the past few days, I reviewed the Public Meeting #2 video and the several PDFs available on the Public Meeting #2
page. In particular, I spent a great deal of time looking at the 3 maps ‐ south, central and north ‐ examining the
proposed features all along the redesigned corridor for each of the alternatives you provided.

My primary concerns are related to bicycle, walking, and transit issues. A bicycle is my main vehicle. I consider myself a
utilitarian bicycle rider, riding primarily to run errands throughout our urban area. I regularly walk to many
destinations, and I use our public transit when the weather is poor for bicycling. I do drive but extremely infrequently,
averaging less than one day of driving per month over the past 3 years.

With that introduction, I want to express my preferences among the options you provided all along the Division/Church
corridor. For each, I'll include some explanation on why I feel my prefered option is better than the others offered. I'll
generally go in order from south to north.

South city limits to Michigan

South of Michigan, I prefer the 4‐lane option. The 4‐lane option allows 5' bike lanes, whereas the 2‐lane option only
offers a 4' urban shoulder. The 4‐lane not only allows an extra foot of width for bicycling, but trucks and other traffic in
the outer lane will often have an option to shift slightly left or even change to the inner lane to create more separation
from someone bicycling. With only 4" of paint separating bicycles from big trucks, the improved ability for car/truck
traffic to move left outweighs the slowing of traffic that the 2‐lane offers.
The 4‐lane option also more closely matches the alignment south of the city limits through Whiting and Plover, once
that project is completed. I travel by bicycle to the southwestern part of Plover occasionally. Okray used to be a good
route for this a decade ago, but traffic has increased and Okray is a narrow 2‐lane road, making it uncomfortable when
cars are approaching both from the rear and front. When the entire Post Rd reconstruction is completed, I plan to use
the Post Rd bike lane for these trips to Plover. Having a similar alignment for Church St south of Michigan will be helpful
for continuity.
It is good enough for the 4‐lane option to go only as far north as Michigan. North of there, Michigan is a good choice for
bicycling between Church and Dixon (just north of the railroad underpass). Michigan is a fairly comfortable street for
bicycling between Church and Patch. It is the recently restriped excellent‐for‐bicycles underpass route at the railroad
that makes Michigan a good option for bicycling to the center of Stevens Point. North of Dixon, Michigan becomes a bit
less comfortable, but one can use Dixon to dive into side streets for travel to/from points north.
Michigan to Patch
No 4‐lane option is offered between Michigan and Patch. But the 2‐lane option with a 4' urban shoulder is good enough
for this section. By thinking of Michigan as the main bicycle thoroughfare between Church and Dixon, then Church
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between Michigan and Patch only needs to have a bicycle facility good enough for traveling the last block or two to a
destination. A 4' urban shoulder meets this need.
The other options offered in this section involve the alignments at Rice/Whiting and at Patch/Francis. I would be happy
to see both realignments that provide direct crossings of Church at each.
If only one is possible, I would prioritize the Rice/Whiting direct crossing. I cross Church often at this location, a few
times a week in good weather. Currently, I use a parking lot to make a direct crossing between Rice and Henrietta. Not
only would I appreciate a direct crossing that doesn't go through a parking lot, but having a signalized crossing of
Church would make this even better.
On the topic of signals, please make all traffic signals along the entire corridor that only change from red to green upon
detecting a vehicle be sensitive to bicycle traffic. As an example of the problem, the westbound crossing of Division at
Jefferson/Wisconsin did not detect bicycles. I have sat there for several signal cycles numerous times waiting for a car
to arrive from the east or west. (I stopped using this crossing several years ago for this reason. If that signal was
updated in the past year or two to address this issue, I am unaware of this.)
If Patch/Francis was a direct crossing, I might use it more often. The new bike lanes on Patch between Church and
Michigan make this stretch quite a bit more comfortable than before.
Patch to Fourth
I like the 2‐lane TWLTL between Dixon and Ellis and between College and Fourth. This should help calm traffic on
Division.
I am glad the urban shoulder is available for the railroad underpass between Patch and Monroe. I wish it could be
extended further north, but I understand your constraints.
I am happy to see a collection of islands for people walking across Division. These will certainly improve foot travel
across this busy street.
I appreciate the several intersection simplifications, notably at Pine, at Wisconsin (removing the slip lane), at Ellis
(routing Brawley away from Division). These improvements will make it more comfortable to walk and bike across
Division and to walk the sidewalk along Division at these locations.
From the tiny bicycle symbols, it looks like the medians at Ellis and College provide access to allow bicycles to ride
across them. If this access involves ramps up onto the median and down, great. If this access involves a cut into the
median so that travel remains at pavement level, then the width of this cut has to be wide enough for adult tricycles as
well as trailers. I often use a hauling trailer on my bicycle (from a company called Bikes@Work) that can carry 250 lbs of
stuff. (Yes, I sometimes haul that much stuff from Lowe's back home.) The trailer wheels span 37 3/4 inches. So a 3' cut
would not be wide enough, and 3 1/2' would be tight. A 4' cut should be OK.
I don't really have an opinion between the two options for the stretch from Ellis to College. A grass buffer between the
sidewalk and traffic would be nice for walking, but I'm not sure whether the impacts to the front yards of the properties
along this stretch create a greater detriment.

Fourth St intersection
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In short, roundabout yes.

This intersection has always been a mess for walking across because Fourth carries a lot of traffic. Stopped cars are
looking to see if they can turn right on red. Left turning cars are peering around the oncoming queue of left turners to
see if they can turn. Too many cars are not looking to see if someone is walking in the crosswalks they are about to
cross.

I always feel uncomfortable walking across this intersection with the green light and WALK signal as I'm constantly
looking at what traffic is doing in all four directions. Furthermore, I have volunteered to do two or three 2‐hour traffic
counts at this intersection over the past decade. I haven't seen an actual collision during these counts, but I have
witnessed several car‐car and car‐person near misses. This is way too many near misses over such a short observation
period.

Slightly expanding the intersection, as one of your options does, is unlikely to help people walking there. The walk
crossings will be longer, expanding the interval of peril. I see that the crosswalks are set back from the main portion of
the intersection ‐ I'm guessing from the map that the distance of setback is 10‐15'. That may help give cars more time
to see someone crossing, but people walking still won't feel particularly comfortable. Furthermore, those trying to turn
right on red will cheat across the crosswalk to see if they can go, so cars stopped at the stop bar cannot be trusted to
stay there.

Vehicle‐vehicle interactions are also an issue at this intersection. I won't belabor this point except to say that people in
crosswalks can become collateral damage in the event of a crash.

The main problem with this intersection is the high traffic volumes from all four directions and the abundant left and
right turn movements from any direction. A slight expansion of the intersection cannot address this.

A well‐designed one‐lane roundabout that can handle the expected traffic volumes solves all issues with this
intersection. I won't explain how it does this because you already know how it does this.

In response to a comment on the maps, let me add that if large numbers of people walking are a concern for the
roundabout, then expand the roundabout crosswalk widths to allow a larger number of people walking to cross during
a short interval. Having more people walking is a sign to shift the balance towards being more walk‐friendly, not less.

Fix the intersection of Fourth and Division. Build the roundabout.
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Fourth to Academy

I prefer the 2‐lane option in the section from Fourth to Academy over the 4‐lane option. The primary reason for my
preference is that the 2‐lane provides a buffered bike lane all the way down to Fourth. The 4‐lane only provides an
unbuffered bike between Fourth and Maria. Car and truck traffic in this stretch will frequently be heavy. The buffer will
not only make the bike lane safer, but it will make it feel safer, which in turn will attract more people on bicycles.

I also prefer the 2‐lane option in this section because it shortens the crossing distance ‐ and makes the distance
crossing standard travel lanes even shorter ‐ for those walking across Division at Sixth, Maria, and Academy. With
campus close by, and with the imminent opening and (hopefully) future expansion of the apartments on the K‐Mart
site, there will be many people walking across Division to access businesses in this stretch. Trigs will be one of the
prime destinations, which is why I extend this section of Division beyond Maria to Academy.

The 2‐lane option will also calm this car and truck traffic simply due to not having a passing lane available. This will
improve the walk crossing at Sixth.

Let me add that the situation here is different from that of the stretch from the south city limits to Michigan where I
prefer a 4‐lane option. Proximity to UWSP is the main reason. There are likely to be more people walking and bicycling
to destinations in the section from Fourth to Academy so that traffic calming and bike/walk comfort are more key.
South of Michigan, the bike lane will probably be used more for extended access to Whiting and Plover, and since no
buffer is available down there, allowing traffic to move to the inner lanes in order to give those on bicycles more space
is more helpful.

I see that you widened Maria on the east side of Division. Bicycling westward at this intersection has always been a bit
uncomfortable due to the narrow lanes. Your widening probably won't make an enormous difference, but it is
appreciated just the same.

Academy to NorthPoint

I prefer the 2‐lane option in the section from Academy to NorthPoint. My preference in this section is not particularly
strong as the differences from the 4‐lane option are few. Southbound car/truck traffic coming off the interstate will
have 2 lanes past Scolfield in both options, which seems reasonable. Northbound car/truck traffic in the 2‐lane option
will have only 1 lane until beyond Scholfield, thereby creating calmer traffic up to that point, which is the main reason
for my preference.
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The bike lane difference is that the 4‐lane option provides buffers further to the north in each direction. This is
preferable, but the shorter buffered bike lanes in the 2‐lane option is mitigated by the opportunities to use the
sidewalk. Northbound bicycles can access the east sidewalk using the ramp just opposite the SPAVCB and ride it to the
roundabout. Southbound bicycles coming off the roundabout can stay on the west sidewalk until Scholfield or even
Academy. These sidewalk routes seem safe as the sight lines are good and there are limited driveway crossings. For
those on bicycles who don't want to use a bike lane without a buffer in this area, these sidewalk routes allow one to
skip the unbuffered bike lane pieces.

Nevertheless, if you have the ability to extend either or both buffered bike lanes further north in the 2‐lane option, I
would be happy to see that implemented.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Thank you for reading this far and considering my comments. I hope my preferences and rationales are useful as you
assess how to strike a proper balance among all road users ‐ whether walking, bicycling, or driving ‐ along the
Division/Church corridor.

Bob Fisch
1033 Smith St
Stevens Point

stormribsurvey@gmail.com
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Monday, March 08, 2021 11:39 AM
Dredske, Logan
FW: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

FYI
From: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Sent: Monday, March 08, 2021 11:12 AM
To: cmolepske@charter.net
Cc: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works
Hi Carol,
Thank you for the email. I’m sorry that your question was not answer. I suspect it was intended to be answered, but
was rephrased and combine with other questions to streamline the hour and the questions as asked did not generate
the answer you were looking for.
I will certainly share your comments with the project team. If you further wish to submit more comments, the comment
form can be found at the bottom of the page here. The comment form will remain active through March 14th so you still
have time.
Thank you again,
Scott

From: noreply@civicplus.com <noreply@civicplus.com>
Sent: Monday, March 8, 2021 10:57 AM
To: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

Contact the Director of Public Works
First and Last Name:

Carol Molepske

Street Address:

2125 Clark St
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City

Stevens Point (change City, State, and/or Zip as needed)

State:

WI

Zip:

54481

Phone Number:

715 498 3959

Email Address:

cmolepske@charter.net

Please enter your questions
or comments below:

I cannot find the comment area on the 51 project. I asked a
question at the public forum on Thursday but it was not
selected to answer. I asked ‘will the footprint be widened?’ I
found out on Friday that it will be at the main/ division st. It
seems to me that somehow within the footprint you could solve
this. Cars turning right onto main st move quickly because it’s
not a left hand turn. You are already accommodating any
stacking by the center barrier on college Avenue. Traffic is
down in the corridor and with perhaps a continuing change in
work place post COVID the decline will continue. Save our
Central City Residences!
You had planned back with the hyway 10 reconstruction that
four lanes were needed at 10 west at that corner, but reason
came in for the resulting 3 lanes.
I wish my question would have been answered at the
appropriate time. Thank you. Carol Molepske

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Tuesday, March 09, 2021 10:34 AM
Tori Jennings
Scott Beduhn; Ryan Kernosky; Mike Wiza; Meleesa Johnson; Dredske, Logan
RE: [EXTERNAL] Central Segment Raised Median Alternative & 1656 Main Street

Hello, Tori.
Thank you for sharing your concerns about the raised median alternative in the Clark/Main Street area.
The alternatives we have presented are feasible alternatives for the corridor that meet the purpose and need of the
project. These alternatives have various degrees of impact and cost and there are pros and cons to each one. By giving
the Council, city staff, and the public information on the impacts and costs, we are providing the information needed to
make informed decisions.
Amy Canfield, PE
M +1-608-381-1462

From: Tori Jennings <aldertori.jennings@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, March 08, 2021 9:18 AM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Cc: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>; Ryan Kernosky <rkernosky@stevenspoint.com>; Mike Wiza
<mwiza@stevenspoint.com>; Meleesa Johnson <aldermeleesajohnson@gmail.com>; Dredske, Logan
<logan.dredske@aecom.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Central Segment Raised Median Alternative & 1656 Main Street

Dear Amy et al.,
I am writing as First District alder to express my significant (and immediate) concerns
about Bus51 planning and the alternatives proposed for the Central Segment, in
particular the Raised Median Alternative.
As you are aware, an important redevelopment proposal for 1656 Main Street has
already received Council support. This project will not only create an important aesthetic
entry point to the downtown area, but like the Claflin House across the street, is largely
a philanthropic endeavor on the part of Bill Schierl and Sarena Melotte. As such, we
cannot hope to see this same opportunity again if this revitalization project falls through.
The Raised Median Alternative is the most impactful alternative for this intersection
taking approximately 14.5 feet from the edge of the sidewalk on the west side of
Division Street. Such an intrusion will be detrimental to 1656 Main Street and
undoubtedly imperils any future renovation/restoration project at this location. In
addition, the raised median will cause concern for the Fire Department and other
emergency services as well as street crews responsible for snow removal.
In short, I wish to be clear that I see AECOM making some of the same errors it made in
2014, i.e., presenting alternatives that will not receive Council approval but meanwhile
1

cause significant political conflict and draw public resistance and resentment. You might
recall that these were the concerns I voiced when AECOM presented itself as an
engineering firm candidate for the Bus51 Improvement Project in 2020.
Engineering and Community Development should work hand-in-glove at every stage of
this project and right now I see AECOM focusing on traffic movement while an important
community redevelopment project is potentially being derailed.
Thank you for considering my concerns.
Sincerely,
Tori Jennings
Alder District 1
___________________________________
Tori L. Jennings
First District Alder
Phone: 715-344-7377
Email: aldertori.jennings@gmail.com
Website: torijenningsalder.com
Open Records Notice: Email correspondence by a municipal official concerning any municipal business may be subject to the open records law.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Friday, March 19, 2021 10:53 AM
Canfield, Amy; Dredske, Logan
[EXTERNAL] FW: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Mayor

Hi Amy,
The Mayor and I did an interview yesterday morning on 92.1 (I believe there is a recording of it on their website) which
sparked at least one individual to submit some comments which are below for your record.
Have a great weekend.
Scott

From: Mike Wiza <MWiza@stevenspoint.com>
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2021 10:47 AM
To: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: FW: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Mayor
Scott,
I’ve talked to him already, but I wanted you to have this as part of the public comment on Business 51.

From: noreply@civicplus.com <noreply@civicplus.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2021 2:31 PM
To: Mike Wiza <MWiza@stevenspoint.com>; Sandy Frasch <sfrasch@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Mayor

Contact the Mayor
First and Last Name:

Jay Wolf

Street Address:

1600 Michigan Ave

City

Stevens Point (change City, State, and/or Zip as needed)
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State:

WI

Zip:

54481

Phone Number:

715-252-8981

Email Address:

jay_wolf@live.com

Please enter your questions
or comments below:

Good afternoon Mr. Mayor,
I am a firm believer that you should never criticize unless you
are willing to put in the effort to change or improve the
situation. As a longtime resident and homeowner in Stevens
Point, I have seen roads and traffic patterns change and both
the successes and challenges that follow them. As I drove to
work this morning, I listened to your interview discussing the
upcoming Business 51 project. It inspired me to write to you to
discuss the current and proposed changes for this corridor.
Living on Michigan Avenue I have seen the impact a simple
change to the traffic pattern has created and the confusion
drivers continue to have. As Business 51 caters to both
business and stretched of residential I am hoping a decision
can be made to keep an easy-flowing, four-lane traffic pattern.
Narrowing down to two lanes as it passes through blocks of
residential-only to expand back down the road does not appear
to be an efficient resolution. This fluctuation of lane changes
would initially make it more dangerous for those who live in
these areas are drivers are attempting to adapt to a new traffic
pattern at the end of their driveways.
In your interview, you made mention that if you were to ride
your bike from one end of the corridor to the other you would
choose to take a side street so you could have the whole street
to yourself. As you can understand, this confused me as a
large installment of bike lanes was implemented over the last
two years. Wouldn’t individuals be able to use that same
philosophy and move to a different road less traveled? In the
interview today, you made a comment that the Business 51
project isn’t in need of bike lanes. Why Stanley Street and
Michigan Avenue and now not this roadway? I hope as a
community when this project is complete we keep it as
welcoming as the city and a design is implemented that will be
more aesthetically pleasing than the concrete runway that has
been built through Whiting and Plover. A great improvement
that was sadly underwhelming with stamped concrete and no
vegetation to offer a welcoming thoroughfare.
Unrelated to the Business 51 project, I also wanted to discuss
2

the current road conditions preceding and under the Michigan
Avenue underpass. It brought me great frustration to see
freshly painted lines painted over an area that is in such poor
condition. The level of unevenness is a road hazard and I
continually see people swerving around the road breaks,
oftentimes using the bike lane to avoid these areas. If a
resident had a section of sidewalk in front of their house with
such an uneven gap, they would be forced to fix the issue or be
fined. As a taxpayer in the community, shouldn't we be able to
expect the city to hold themselves to the standards they require
of their residents?
A possible cause and an area to review might be the number of
times plows race down Michigan Avenue, even after the snow
has been cleared. Time after time I saw plows throwing sparks
moving little to no snow while many side streets remain
unplowed. I understand the need to keep this road clear and
safe as it is a trucking route and highly residential area, but I
think there is some room for better judgment on when a road
NEEDS another pass with the plow. There is no doubt in my
mind the plows are hard on the roads and decreasing
unnecessary passes can only help keep them in better
condition.
I am hoping this came across as a conversational discussion
and not just another person complaining. I am eager to hear
back with well-thought-out responses to these concerns. I am
open to a future discussion with you on any of the topics. I
enjoy discussions that aim to develop solutions to improve our
community. I would also offer my time in a future discussion if
additional opinions of long-time Stevens Point residents are
needed.
I appreciate your time and consideration in the thoughts I've
shared. I look forward to hearing from you.
Be Well,
Jay Wolf

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Monday, April 26, 2021 4:02 PM
Scott Beduhn (sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com)
Joel Lemke (jlemke@stevenspoint.com); Dredske, Logan; Barz, Ryan
Bus. 51 - Conversation w/Paragon Investment Consultants (2600 Church St)

Hi Scott,
I spoke with the owner of Paragon Investment Consultants (2600 Church St, 715‐544‐1701) this afternoon regarding the
Patch St. intersection alternatives. They are considering re‐doing the landscaping in front of their business and wanted
to know if we knew which alternative was the preferred alternative for the Patch/Francis St. intersection.
I noted the following:
‐ No decision has been made. I also stated that we were exploring a 3rd option that would split the difference
between the Francis and Patch St. intersections in an attempt to minimize ROW costs.
‐ Construction is likely to begin with the North Segment. There is no funding for the South Segment, and the area
between the south city limits and Michigan Ave. has a higher pavement/utility need than the area by Patch
St. Given this information, construction of this segment is likely several years in the future.
‐ A recommended alternative is anticipated this summer.
The property owner stated they are interested in buying the property to the south of them if it ever became
available. They would prefer not to have a shared access agreement with that property owner, if possible. They are
committed to operating their business from this location for the long term.
Amy Canfield, PE
Associate Vice President, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, West Region
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram
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From:

Amy Canfield, AECOM

Date:

March 18, 2021

Summary of Results
Subject: Public Meeting #2 Online Comment Form
The following is a summary of the responses received via the online comment form provided during the second round of public
involvement for the Business 51 project. The online comment form was open for comment from March 2nd through
March 14th, 2021 and received 174 comments. To summarize the comments received, key takeaways were developed for the
open-ended questions (questions 2 through 10). The percentages listed for the key takeaways do not total 100 percent as not
all comments were applicable to the key takeaway statements. The actual responses to each question are attached.
Additionally, several comments were received via email. These comments were reviewed and added to the key takeaways
where applicable. The email comments are also attached at the end of this summary.

Question 1
Please indicate which of the following materials on the project website you reviewed (check all that apply):
79% - Presentation
50% - Preliminary Alternatives Carried Forward Exhibit
79% - South Segment Alternatives Map or Video
80% - Central Segment Alternatives Map or Video
79% - North Segment Alternatives Map or Video
51% - Detailed Alternative Comparison Exhibit
3% - I did not review any of the above materials
Question 2
What is your opinion in regard to the 4-lane raised median alternative considered in the South Segment?
60% - Prefer 4-Lanes
25% - Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes
Concerns with Certain Elements of the Alternative (Aside From # of Lanes)
o Concerns regarding raised medians restricting access
o Concerns regarding raised median maintenance
o Concerns with having bicycle accommodations on Business 51
o Concerns regarding property acquisition
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Question 3
What is your opinion in regard to the 2-lane two-way-left-turn-lane alternative considered in the South Segment?
35% - Prefer 2-Lanes
55% - Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes
Concerns with Certain Elements of the Alternative (Aside From # of Lanes)
o Concerns with having bicycle accommodations on Business 51
o Concerns regarding too little consideration for pedestrians
o Concerns regarding two-way-left-turn-lane operations
o Concerns regarding not including a raised median
Question 4
What is your opinion in regard to the Rice Street intersection options (shown on the South Segment map)?
25% - Prefer Option 1 (Keep As Is)
o Primarily prefer because it requires less property acquisition
40% - Prefer Option 2 (Realign)
Question 5
What is your opinion in regard to the Patch Street intersection options (shown on the South Segment map)?
30% - Prefer Option 1 (Keep As Is)
o Primarily prefer because it requires less property acquisition
30% - Prefer Option 2 (Realign)
Question 6
What is your opinion in regard to the 2-lane two-way-left-turn-lane alternative considered in the Central Segment?
40% - Prefer
60% - Do Not Prefer
o Primarily do not prefer because it is not a 4-lane alternative
Suggested Improvements
o Suggest including more pedestrian islands
o Suggest signage at end of bicycle lanes to direct bicyclists to adjacent streets
Question 7
What is your opinion in regard to the alternative that adds a 3’ raised median and grass terrace in the area between
Ellis Street and College Avenue (shown on the Central Segment map)?
45% - Prefer Option 1 (No Raised Median, No Grass Terrace)
o Primarily prefer because it requires less property acquisition
o Primarily prefer because of concerns regarding raised medians restricting access
40% - Prefer Option 2 (Raised Median, Grass Terrace)
o Primarily prefer because better for pedestrians
o Primarily prefer because better for traffic operations and safety
Question 8
What is your opinion in regard to the Fourth Avenue intersection options (shown on the Central Segment map)?
35% - Prefer Option 1 (Signal)
o Primarily prefer because it stops traffic for pedestrians
35% - Prefer Option 2 (Roundabout)
o Primarily prefer because it provides pedestrian islands
o Primarily prefer because it keeps traffic flowing
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Question 9
What is your opinion in regard to the 4-lane raised median alternative considered in the North Segment?
55% - Prefer 4-Lanes
25% - Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes
Concerns with Certain Elements of the Alternative (Aside From # of Lanes)
o Concerns regarding raised medians restricting access
o Concerns regarding raised median maintenance
o Concerns with having bicycle accommodations on Business 51
Question 10
What is your opinion in regard to the 2-lane raised median alternative considered in the North Segment?
30% - Prefer 2-Lanes
55% - Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes
Concerns with Certain Elements of the Alternative (Aside From # of Lanes)
o Concerns regarding raised medians restricting access
o Concerns regarding raised median maintenance
o Concerns with having bicycle accommodations on Business 51
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Q1 Please indicate which of the following materials on the project website
you reviewed (check all that apply):
Answered: 174

Skipped: 0

Presentation
Preliminary
Alternatives...
South Segment
Alternatives...
Central
Segment...
North Segment
Alternatives...
Detailed
Alternative...
I did not
review any o...
0%
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90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Presentation

78.74%

137

Preliminary Alternatives Carried Forward Exhibit

50.00%

87

South Segment Alternatives Map or Video

79.31%

138

Central Segment Alternatives Map or Video

79.89%

139

North Segment Alternatives Map or Video

78.74%

137

Detailed Alternative Comparison Exhibit

50.57%

88

I did not review any of the above materials

2.87%
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Total Respondents: 174
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Q2 What is your opinion in regard to the 4-lane raised median alternative
considered in the South Segment?
Answered: 151

Skipped: 23

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes still a bit of a drag race

3/14/2021 11:52 PM

2

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes It's ok, but I think beginning the two lane here would make sense as
people would drive slower and be slowed down by the time they reach the North end of the
improvements.

3/14/2021 11:46 PM

3

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes 2 Lane is better.

3/14/2021 11:03 PM

4

Prefer 4-Lanes I like it

3/14/2021 10:30 PM

5

Prefer 4-Lanes Looks good to me

3/14/2021 10:05 PM

6

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes I think this area needs to be 4 lanes, but I do
not like the raised median alternative. I think this makes it too hard to get in and out of
businesses along this corridor.

3/14/2021 9:20 PM

7

Concern Aside From #Lanes I like the idea of the raised median, but am concerned about
businesses affected by the right-of-way. It is good that pedestrian safety issues are being
considered. I do think that all plans should be considered with overall safety, pedestrian safety,
and bicycle safety in that order. I enjoy biking, but prefer not to bike on the busiest roads. It is
okay to have a road without a bike lane - I would like overall safety and pedestrian safety
considered first. Also, since this is a major north-south artery, it is a main route for emergency
vehicles, and they should take priority over bike routes.

3/14/2021 8:13 PM

8

I disagree. Downgrading anything from Division St at Northpoint down to Post Road is not
productive and dangerous.

3/14/2021 7:44 PM

9

Prefer 4-Lanes I like the 4 lane idea

3/14/2021 7:10 PM

10

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes I prefer 2 lane

3/14/2021 7:03 PM

11

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes Leave bus 51 as is 4 lanes.bikes can ride on
sidewalk if necessary.we had 2 lanes when point population was 10,000.we went to 4 lanes
because of city growth.we are now at 27,000 population and you people want 2 lanes Use
common sense.

3/14/2021 6:55 PM

12

Prefer 4-Lanes I like it but there is not a 4-Lane alternative being offered from around
Michigan to Patch which is a mistake. This should remain a four - lane with a raised median all
the way to Belts Ice cream, meaning bicycles will need to share the sidewalk underneath the
railroad overpass or, end the four lane around Rice and transition to a two lane before the RR
overpass.

3/14/2021 6:45 PM

13

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes I'm against the four lane alternative.

3/14/2021 5:23 PM

14

Concern Aside From #Lanes Getting the additional width needed here would be expensive
and hard.

3/14/2021 4:44 PM

15

Prefer 4-Lanes Best choice

3/14/2021 4:20 PM

16

Concern Aside From #Lanes Terrible limiting access to businesses, creating more
maintainence mowing grass, bike lanes, no 4 lanes north og Michigan av

3/14/2021 3:01 PM

17

Prefer 4-Lanes Usually I favor road diets to shrink the space given to driving and open more
room for those on foot or bike. But in this case, the raised median looks like it would work
better to make the street more inviting for pedestrians. Also I put a premium on shade trees by
pavement because of the scientific findings about remediating temperature rise caused by
climate change.

3/14/2021 2:00 PM
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18

I think it could be either 2 or 4 depending on which transitions best from Plover into Stevens
Point. Use your expertise to make best transition for traffic flow.

3/14/2021 12:42 PM

19

First I would like to know if you have contacted DDSA (DATA DRIVEN SAFETY ANALISIS )
by the Federal Highway Administration? They offer less expensive alternatives.

3/14/2021 10:38 AM

20

Prefer 4-Lanes I think it is the better solution

3/14/2021 10:28 AM

21

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes No

3/14/2021 9:00 AM

22

Prefer 4-Lanes I support this option.

3/14/2021 9:00 AM

23

Prefer 4-Lanes I'm okay with it.

3/14/2021 8:44 AM

24

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Not preferred

3/14/2021 8:18 AM

25

Prefer 4-Lanes Keep 4 lanes

3/14/2021 7:51 AM

26

Prefer 4-Lanes I like it

3/14/2021 7:50 AM

27

Prefer 4-Lanes I am sorry to say I think this is the better of the two.

3/13/2021 10:49 PM

28

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes I like the 4 lanes but not the raised median.
The median just adds unnecessary cost and makes it more difficult to plow in the winter.

3/13/2021 10:25 PM

29

Concern Aside From #Lanes I think anytime you can have a median, it makes it safer for
everyone and their needs. However, I hate to make businesses re-locate, if this is the option
that did that...

3/13/2021 10:02 PM

30

Prefer 4-Lanes Love this

3/13/2021 9:35 PM

31

Prefer 4-Lanes I think it's great.

3/13/2021 8:53 PM

32

Prefer 4-Lanes Favorable

3/13/2021 8:12 PM

33

Prefer 4-Lanes 4 lane plan is better than 2

3/13/2021 7:59 PM

34

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes More lanes is more dangerous! This segment needs a road diet.

3/13/2021 7:59 PM

35

Prefer 4-Lanes Like it

3/13/2021 7:58 PM

36

Prefer 4-Lanes It’s definitely better traffic is terrible over there and if your trying to turn left
from the bridge you’ll be stuck there forever

3/13/2021 7:44 PM

37

Prefer 4-Lanes yes

3/13/2021 6:38 PM

38

Prefer 4-Lanes I like it and prefer a raised median.

3/13/2021 5:49 PM

39

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes This would probably be the one that most people would approve of. It
is not my favorite

3/13/2021 5:37 PM

40

Prefer 4-Lanes NO LEAVE IT 4 LANES

3/13/2021 5:31 PM

41

Prefer 4-Lanes This is what needs to happen

3/13/2021 5:00 PM

42

Prefer 4-Lanes Leave it 4 lane all the way through

3/13/2021 5:00 PM

43

Prefer 4-Lanes Leave Division as it is!

3/13/2021 4:58 PM

44

Prefer 4-Lanes That is much better.

3/13/2021 4:54 PM

45

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes I am not in favor of the 4-lane option.

3/13/2021 4:49 PM

46

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Not my first choice

3/13/2021 4:39 PM

47

Prefer 4-Lanes Great! Median will be nice for traffic separation

3/13/2021 4:36 PM

48

Prefer 4-Lanes Better than 2 lanes

3/13/2021 3:57 PM

49

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Fucking stupid.

3/13/2021 3:41 PM

50

Concern Aside From #Lanes Keep it NO bike lanes

3/13/2021 3:27 PM

51

Concern Aside From #Lanes Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes The raised medians have a few
concerns for me. One is maintenance cost (grass cutting, tree care, etc.) and the other being

3/13/2021 3:24 PM
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the ability to turn into business driveways without having to make a u-turn. I do prefer this
option to the two lane option though even though my ultimate opinion would be just to
resurface what it there.
52

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Negative

3/13/2021 3:18 PM

53

Prefer 4-Lanes GOOD! LOGICAL !

3/13/2021 2:46 PM

54

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes There is no good answer here. But I do not
want to see just two lanes with a turn lane in the middle....that is a waste of roadway. Bikes
should be on the sidewalk as well as pedestrians.

3/13/2021 2:32 PM

55

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes No

3/13/2021 2:29 PM

56

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes No access to some businesses or limited
access. I prefer to Keep it 4 lanes the way it has always been but give a little more room for
wider vehicles

3/13/2021 2:06 PM

57

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes I prefer the 4 lane option to the two lane
option. I feel there are alternatives available for bicycle and pedestrian traffic without impacting
vehicle traffic on an already busy thoroughfare intended to expedite traffic throughout the city.

3/13/2021 1:48 PM

58

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes No.

3/13/2021 1:46 PM

59

Prefer 4-Lanes Yes

3/13/2021 1:39 PM

60

Prefer 4-Lanes Better than 2 lanes

3/13/2021 1:31 PM

61

Prefer 4-Lanes I like the idea of 4 lanes. With a school so close the alternatives of walking
and biking are useful.

3/13/2021 1:20 PM

62

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes Fix the potholes. Leave the road alone. Adding
useless bike lanes is not necessary. Maybe widen the sidewalk to allow for bike use. On busy
roads bikes do not belong.

3/13/2021 1:13 PM

63

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes The roadway is wide enough in this area that
cars passing in opposite directions are not crowded as they are in the middle section. I don't
understand the need for this change. It will severely crowd the businesses on either side of the
road. I walk down this area regularly and the traffic does not bother me at all.

3/13/2021 1:05 PM

64

Prefer 4-Lanes Keep it 4 lane

3/13/2021 12:54 PM

65

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Improvement over current but 2 lane would be better

3/13/2021 12:47 PM

66

Prefer 4-Lanes Love it

3/13/2021 12:37 PM

67

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes It’s a good idea but wouldn’t be very smart to
throw a median in it due to winter snow weathers for plows to get by if it’s gonna be a 4 lane

3/13/2021 12:30 PM

68

Prefer 4-Lanes Yes

3/13/2021 12:11 PM

69

Prefer 4-Lanes I like the 4 lanes, with the high traffic area 4 lanes are needed

3/13/2021 12:09 PM

70

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes I like the way it looks and added some green
space would look nice as that area is pretty unappealing looking but I do not like the idea of
requiring any business to relocate. When this has happened with other road projects in the area
it has created a lot of anger and hostility. Since this project is already angering some vocal
citizens we should avoid giving them more to be angry about. Also, this may just end up
closing those business’s. Which is not good.

3/13/2021 11:50 AM

71

I really like the bike lanes and green space between the sidewalk and the road

3/13/2021 11:30 AM

72

Prefer 4-Lanes Keep it 4 lanes

3/13/2021 11:17 AM

73

Prefer 4-Lanes acceptable.

3/13/2021 10:42 AM

74

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes This area does not seem to have enough traffic to warrant 4-lanes.

3/13/2021 9:23 AM

75

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Don't want it

3/13/2021 8:41 AM

76

Prefer 4-Lanes Yay.

3/13/2021 8:26 AM
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77

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes I am not in favor of this option, as people tend to view four lanes as a
signal they can drive faster. It is more difficult to cross multiple lanes when turning in to
businesses or homes, and the raised median would exacerbate that.

3/12/2021 7:52 PM

78

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes i view this choice unfavorably as 4 lanes give drivers the idea that
they are driving on a highway and drive fast and reckless

3/12/2021 7:16 PM

79

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes I like the 2-Lane option better!

3/12/2021 6:48 PM

80

Concern Aside From #Lanes Sounds expensive.

3/12/2021 4:35 PM

81

Prefer 4-Lanes I like that the 4 lanes are kept and there is a place for snow storage. I'd rather
each of the three sections be as unified as possible to avoid confusion.

3/12/2021 3:48 PM

82

Concern Aside From #Lanes Hard medians create poor traffic flow conditions for businesses.

3/12/2021 1:58 PM

83

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes This is my second choice. Worried about the land acquisition.

3/12/2021 11:35 AM

84

Prefer 4-Lanes As long as it's 4 lane I don't care what happens to the medians

3/12/2021 9:52 AM

85

Concern Aside From #Lanes Not at all Limiting access to businesses on a business route;
causing plowing problems in winter; adding maintenance on roadway mowing grass & tree
maintenance; bicycles don't belong on major north-south route in city when access is available
from other streets

3/12/2021 8:25 AM

86

Concern Aside From #Lanes No medians

3/12/2021 6:16 AM

87

Concern Aside From #Lanes Not good to force businesses to move.

3/12/2021 12:13 AM

88

Concern Aside From #Lanes No raised medians please

3/11/2021 5:25 PM

89

Concern Aside From #Lanes not as safe for drivers, pedestrians, and bike riders; too much
impermeable surface; harder to cross the street since it's a lot wider; feels faster

3/11/2021 5:25 PM

90

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes Definitely keep the 4 lanes. Medians are an
annoying obstruction to turn option, so minimize those.

3/11/2021 5:20 PM

91

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes I would rather have the whole corridor have a similar cross-section. I
don't believe the additional lanes improve operations enough to merit their being brought
forward.

3/11/2021 8:52 AM

92

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes against it

3/10/2021 3:29 PM

93

Concern Aside From #Lanes No raised medians.

3/10/2021 2:03 PM

94

Prefer 4-Lanes I like the idea of continuing the 4 lanes.

3/10/2021 1:22 PM

95

Prefer 4-Lanes I like this option, but the city better pay ALL expenses to the 2 businesses
that they will FORCE to relocate, including lost income during the move.

3/10/2021 12:34 PM

96

Concern Aside From #Lanes I don't like the raised medians--businesses will suffer

3/10/2021 8:22 AM

97

We the people reject these outrageous plans presented by AECOM based on the fact that their
engineers have failed to establish safety needs using their own statistics provided by Wis Dot.
There are no fatalities on Highway 51/Division Street from 2015-2019.

3/10/2021 6:43 AM

98

Prefer 4-Lanes I believe that the four lane raised median alternative is the good because I
believe that this would tie into the improved sections of business 51 that already exist in the
village of Whiting and the village of Plover. It is imperative that the nomenclature of Business
51 is signed as Business 51 through the City of Stevens Point up to I-39 as Business 51 is
also Division Street, Church Street and at the Village of Whiting border Post Road. Leaving the
Business 51 signs on is less confusing for the general public to get to and from the numerous
businesses located on the route. Traffic signals should be installed at the realignment Patch
Street and Francis Street as this will improve safety as Patch Street is moved from the incline
of the CN Railroad underpass. Also Rice Street and Whiting Avenue should be aligned as well
as traffic signals installed or a roundabout installed if room permits. Traffic signals should be
installed or a roundabout installed at Minnesota Avenue and Business 51 ( Church Street/Post
Road) intersection at the City of Stevens Point and Village of Whiting border. It should be
noted that part of Business 51 already is an alternative route for I-39 should an emergency or
some other event should occur. The Alternate I-39 could potentially occur on the whole route of

3/10/2021 2:29 AM
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Business 51. Otherwise this plan is good the existing signals should remain as there is turning
lanes already existing on most of the intersections.
99

I believe that the four lane raised median alternative is the good because I believe that this
would tie into the improved sections of business 51 that already exist in the village of Whiting
and the village of Plover. It is imperative that the nomenclature of Business 51 is signed as
Business 51 through the City of Stevens Point up to I-39 as Business 51 is also Division
Street, Church Street and at the Village of Whiting border Post Road. Leaving the Business 51
signs on is less confusing for the general public to get to and from the numerous businesses
located on the route. Traffic signals should be installed at the realignment Patch Street and
Francis Street as this will improve safety as Patch Street is moved from the incline of the CN
Railroad underpass. Also Rice Street and Whiting Avenue should be aligned as well as traffic
signals installed or a roundabout installed if room permits. Traffic signals should be installed or
a roundabout installed at Minnesota Avenue and Business 51 ( Church Street/Post Road)
intersection at the City of Stevens Point and Village of Whiting border. It should be noted that
part of Business 51 already is an alternative route for I-39 should an emergency or some other
event should occur. The Alternate I-39 could potentially occur on the whole route of Business
51.

3/10/2021 2:18 AM

100

Concern Aside From #Lanes The south segment needs much more study. I think business
51 should be merged with HH. There is way too much road infrastructure in this part of town. A
five way roundabout or intersection could be created at nebel street that would link riverview,
Michigan ave, water street, church street, and a combined HH/post road. This would distribute
more north bound traffic onto Michigan and water and lessen the traffic on church/division.

3/9/2021 9:47 PM

101

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes No way this will work. It will destroy front yards of many houses and
will make snow removal in the winter impossible. It would pile snow over the sidewalks that
would be moved.

3/9/2021 8:28 PM

102

Prefer 4-Lanes Love it

3/9/2021 7:54 PM

103

Prefer 4-Lanes Should definitely be 4 lanes!!

3/9/2021 7:49 PM

104

Concern Aside From #Lanes
mowed/maintained

3/9/2021 4:34 PM

105

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes Too costly for Stevens Point property owners
and business property tax payers (yes, it matters). Bike lanes are not need along this corridor.
Bikes have and can utilize alternative parallel road-ways. Leave roadway as is; safety is not an
issue in this segment.

3/9/2021 4:23 PM

106

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes It's a fairly large footprint for a road that doesn't have the traffic it
once did. But the median does seem to present some safety benefits.

3/9/2021 3:26 PM

107

Concern Aside From #Lanes
lanes.

3/9/2021 2:34 PM

108

Concern Aside From #Lanes No to raised medians

3/9/2021 1:54 PM

109

Concern Aside From #Lanes I think a raised median would be fine, as long as its the type
you drive over.. if it would have curbs I think it would be a pain to have to turn around to go
back to where I want to go. Or always have to come from a certain direction.

3/9/2021 1:33 PM

110

Prefer 4-Lanes I like the 4 lane with raised median

3/9/2021 1:28 PM

111

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes NO WAY.

3/9/2021 9:49 AM

112

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Too big of a street

3/7/2021 6:02 AM

113

Concern Aside From #Lanes I oppose that as people would not be able to turn left into the
businesses they need to go to.

3/6/2021 4:55 PM

114

Prefer 4-Lanes I would prefer this option. Consider a roundabout at Michigan/Church. It take
forever to turn left off of Michigan onto Church.

3/6/2021 3:30 PM

115

Prefer 4-Lanes I think 4 lanes is a must for division street.

3/6/2021 2:23 PM

116

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes I think the entire roadway from south to north
point should stay as it. 4 lanes,no one lane just for those who are turning. If you are turning

3/5/2021 10:59 AM

Prefer 4-Lanes yes to 4 lane. No to medians that have to

Prefer 4-Lanes Make it 4- lane raised medium with no bike
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you get in the left lane and traffic proceeds around them and or waits. Weve are all adults and
know how to drive. 54 million dollars should not be spent on this project!
117

Prefer 4-Lanes Wonderful

3/5/2021 9:14 AM

118

Concern Aside From #Lanes

119

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Raised medians are excess maintenance costs and unnecessary.
Leave 2 lanes and only add a center turn lane. Don't reduce and bottle neck.

3/5/2021 4:31 AM

120

Concern Aside From #Lanes Raised medians concern me, especially without frontage roads
or another means of getting to mid-block businesses.

3/4/2021 9:00 PM

121

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes think you should go with the 2 lane

3/4/2021 7:41 PM

122

Prefer 4-Lanes I really like the aesthetic of the raised median here (because the retail area is
pretty dismal), and at this point I think four lanes makes sense for traffic movement. I love the
smooth transition to two lane after Michigan Avenue.

3/4/2021 6:42 PM

123

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Prefer 2 lane but think 4 lane could be a transition from the overlywide business 51 south of there.

3/4/2021 6:10 PM

124

Prefer 4-Lanes Fine, but I don't think the design will bring down the speed.

3/4/2021 2:19 PM

125

Prefer 4-Lanes Having a left turn lane configuration appears to be safer.

3/4/2021 1:26 PM

126

Prefer 4-Lanes I think that is fine until Michigan Av.

3/4/2021 1:20 PM

127

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes I like the raised median, especially if planted and not hard-surfaced.
We need greenery in this area. But I don't think we need 4 lanes. I'd like to only see the 20lanes with left-turn areas.

3/4/2021 1:12 PM

128

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes Raised median is a bit much, not really
needed. normal 4 lane would be just fine.

3/4/2021 1:06 PM

129

Prefer 4-Lanes Best/preferred alternative - feel it offers the most safety for all

3/4/2021 11:42 AM

130

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Don't like it.

3/4/2021 11:30 AM

131

Prefer 4-Lanes need to make it 4 lanes all the way not just sections the road is very busy
and you are not looking to the future either

3/4/2021 11:18 AM

132

Prefer 4-Lanes Yes

3/4/2021 9:44 AM

133

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes Leave it as it is and fix the roads instead of
wasting our tax payer money’s on this. No raised median, no two lanes

3/4/2021 9:21 AM

134

Prefer 4-Lanes It's better than the two lane, two way left turn. I think this gives emergency
vehicles, city buses, and school buses more room which is extremely important. I would like to
see you consider walk overs in high foot traffic areas (university area, by the YMCA, and near
school turn offs) to make it safer for pedestrians) This would eliminate the number of
pedestrians dashing out in front of cars.

3/3/2021 10:44 PM

135

Prefer 4-Lanes Yes

3/3/2021 10:37 PM

136

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes The raised medians are fine but why the bike
lanes. We don't need. The public voted they didnt want on street bike lanes. They have water
street and Michigan. The paint on the west side bike lanes is already fading and needs to be
repainted. Why not just widen to match church going into post road so it matches. There is
enough space there. U obviously dont care about putting businesses out of business

3/3/2021 9:55 PM

137

Prefer 4-Lanes The actual 4-lane raised median section from the South City Limits to
Michigan Ave appear to be reasonable except you probably could shift the alignment slightly to
the east to avoid the carwash and hotel without significantly impacting the properties on the
east. Especially since you would already be taking the parking spots parallel to Bus 51 at
Walgreens. Why isn't there a 4 lane option from Michigan to Patch Street? It is stated that the
purchase of ROW is not wanted by the stakeholders yet this is a public involvement meeting,
i.e. stakeholders? Not the just the polictically connected or vocal minority or immediate
landowners. This road is for all the traveling public for the long term and a four lane option
should at least be shown as an option and let the public decide based on the ROW impacts
and cost.

3/3/2021 9:30 PM

Prefer 4-Lanes Keep it 4 lane w/o bike lanes
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138

Concern Aside From #Lanes Not a good idea! Too many homes and businesses cut off by
not allowing left turns.

3/3/2021 9:29 PM

139

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes A raised median will only hinder traffic in a
busy thoroughfare and cause additional u- turns and confusion of drivers. *All that is needed on
Bus 51 is to repair the current road - reducing lanes and adding raised medians will only
worsen the traffic congestion on this corridor! *

3/3/2021 9:27 PM

140

Concern Aside From #Lanes Raised median not necessary and waste of property and
upkeep by city for grass cutting and snow removal damage.

3/3/2021 8:35 PM

141

Prefer 4-Lanes Keep the road 4 lanes.

3/3/2021 7:43 PM

142

Concern Aside From #Lanes
Keep it four lanes.

3/3/2021 7:42 PM

143

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes I don’t think traffic volume in the south segment warrants a four-lane
road. I strongly support the raised median, but do not approve of property acquisition solely to
keep it at four lanes.

3/3/2021 1:49 PM

144

Prefer 4-Lanes This is my preferred option.

3/3/2021 12:57 PM

145

Prefer 4-Lanes I approve of the 4-lane raised median. It contributes dramatically to livability
by adding greenery and safety features. As it is now, I would not walk in this area.

3/3/2021 12:23 PM

146

Prefer 4-Lanes I think this area needs the hard median for pedestrian safety

3/3/2021 12:15 PM

147

Prefer 4-Lanes I like it.

3/3/2021 12:01 PM

148

Prefer 4-Lanes Of the remaining alternatives, this makes the most sense as a daily user of
this roadway. A raised median will always be best to prevent serious accidents, and the ability
to landscape and plant trees will make for a much better feel for the segment.

3/2/2021 9:36 PM

149

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Not in favor of any property acquisition/removal - we don't need
another Plover fiasco. If this involves removing businesses and property - not in favor.

3/2/2021 8:47 PM

150

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes I'm mostly okay with this, although I do feel
like it will increase the number of U-turns for people trying to get into businesses on the
opposite side of the street

3/2/2021 4:14 PM

151

Prefer 4-Lanes I like this better, but like both alternatives

3/2/2021 3:16 PM

Prefer 4-Lanes Cheaper to put in street lights with arrows.
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Q3 What is your opinion in regard to the 2-lane two-way-left-turn-lane
alternative considered in the South Segment?
Answered: 163

Skipped: 11

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

looks auto m one traffic with wide enough lanes

3/14/2021 11:52 PM

2

Prefer 2-Lanes I prefer this option for continuity (2 lanes throughout the corridor)

3/14/2021 11:46 PM

3

Prefer 2-Lanes 2 Lane is better.

3/14/2021 11:03 PM

4

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Prefer 4 lane option

3/14/2021 10:30 PM

5

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Ridiculous!!! Why in the world you would even seriously consider
taking a now VERY busy 4-lane road through the heart of the city and change it into a 2-1/2
lane road?? What a total joke!! And Mayor Wiza and the other common council members,
shame on you for not listening to the taxpayers!!

3/14/2021 10:05 PM

6

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I believe traffic warrants 4 lanes. I don't like the 2 lane alternative.
The benefit of this option is better for business access.

3/14/2021 9:20 PM

7

Prefer 2-Lanes I also like the left-turn only proposed with this plan. It would affect fewer
businesses and would provide a safer alternative.

3/14/2021 8:13 PM

8

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Disagree. Not appropriate.

3/14/2021 7:44 PM

9

Prefer 2-Lanes We feel this is the better option.

3/14/2021 7:26 PM

10

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes This is a horrible idea its a mess on stanley.

3/14/2021 7:10 PM

11

Prefer 2-Lanes This is my preferred option

3/14/2021 7:03 PM

12

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes NO NO NO .LEAVE IT A 44444 Lanes.

3/14/2021 6:55 PM

13

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Not a fan. It seemingly fails to consider the growth in Plover and the
projected growth in Stevens Point. I am a big fan of bike lanes along the south section but not
at the expense of a four- lane roadway.

3/14/2021 6:45 PM

14

Prefer 2-Lanes I'd prefer the 2-lane alternative.

3/14/2021 5:23 PM

15

Prefer 2-Lanes Best alternative.

3/14/2021 4:44 PM

16

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Nice improvement, like the 4 lanes better.

3/14/2021 4:20 PM

17

Prefer 2-Lanes I like the 2 lane options best

3/14/2021 3:28 PM

18

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes NO

3/14/2021 3:11 PM

19

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Throw it out

3/14/2021 3:01 PM

20

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes See above.

3/14/2021 2:00 PM

21

I think it could be either 2 or 4 depending on which transitions best from Plover into Stevens
Point. Use your expertise to make best transition for traffic flow.

3/14/2021 12:42 PM

22

Concern Aside From #Lanes I think you need to keep it all 4 lane or all 2 lane and not
bounce back and forth. No bike lanes on the busy streets, they can bike on alternate routes
less with traffic. Safer for all.

3/14/2021 10:38 AM

23

Concern Aside From #Lanes I don't think it provides much for what is given up.

3/14/2021 10:28 AM

24

Prefer 2-Lanes Yes

3/14/2021 9:00 AM

25

Prefer 2-Lanes Okay.

3/14/2021 8:44 AM

26

Prefer 2-Lanes This is my preferred option for the South segment.

3/14/2021 8:18 AM
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27

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes No

3/14/2021 7:51 AM

28

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Too small

3/14/2021 7:50 AM

29

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Taking it down to 2 lanes would be detrimental to this community

3/14/2021 7:41 AM

30

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I am not sure the assumption that a right turn can be executed
without blocking trailing traffic is accurate.

3/13/2021 10:49 PM

31

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes The 2 lane is a horrible idea. It will only cause congestion and slow
traffic.

3/13/2021 10:25 PM

32

Prefer 2-Lanes A nice alternative as long as there are bike lanes--this would give easy
access to all businesses, too.

3/13/2021 10:02 PM

33

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Needs to be 4 lane

3/13/2021 9:37 PM

34

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Don’t like it

3/13/2021 9:35 PM

35

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Seems less safe and more hectic for drivers.

3/13/2021 8:53 PM

36

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Unfavorable

3/13/2021 8:12 PM

37

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes 4 lane plan is better than 2

3/13/2021 7:59 PM

38

Prefer 2-Lanes This layout is much safer and better for the community.

3/13/2021 7:59 PM

39

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes NO WAY

3/13/2021 7:58 PM

40

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes It’s stupid and it’s gonna cause accidents and traffic

3/13/2021 7:44 PM

41

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes no

3/13/2021 6:38 PM

42

Prefer 2-Lanes Prefer this

3/13/2021 6:37 PM

43

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Terrible

3/13/2021 6:35 PM

44

Concern Aside From #Lanes I want a raised median

3/13/2021 5:49 PM

45

Prefer 2-Lanes This would be my preference. One lane each way of through traffic and ample
turn lanes. People may have issues with this because it might slow down the traffic. I prefer
that but I'm probably in the minority.

3/13/2021 5:37 PM

46

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes NO LEAVE IT 4 LANES

3/13/2021 5:31 PM

47

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Horrible idea

3/13/2021 5:00 PM

48

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Leave it 4 lane all the way through

3/13/2021 5:00 PM

49

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Leave Division as it is!

3/13/2021 4:58 PM

50

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Don't! It is a very busy street and would cause road rage and more
accidents!

3/13/2021 4:54 PM

51

Prefer 2-Lanes I prefer this option

3/13/2021 4:49 PM

52

Prefer 2-Lanes I like it.

3/13/2021 4:39 PM

53

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes No thank you. This layout had not been great around town as it is

3/13/2021 4:36 PM

54

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes God awful and would HATE driving it!

3/13/2021 3:57 PM

55

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Fucking stupid.

3/13/2021 3:41 PM

56

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes NO WAY

3/13/2021 3:27 PM

57

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes This is just dumb. I worry about high traffic times when lines of cars
will get quite long with semi and bus traffic.

3/13/2021 3:24 PM

58

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Negative

3/13/2021 3:18 PM

59

Prefer 2-Lanes I think this is the better option. No widening of the roadway required. Two
lanes should be sufficient.

3/13/2021 3:08 PM
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60

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes DON'T LIKE IT, NOT AS SAFE IN MY OPINION !

3/13/2021 2:46 PM

61

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes NO. Then it would be the mess like on Stanley street.

3/13/2021 2:32 PM

62

Prefer 2-Lanes Yes

3/13/2021 2:29 PM

63

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes May cause more crashes if an out of town driver is in the turn only
lanes but shouldn't be and they veer into the right lane suddenly when they realize they
screwed up. And please don't narrow traffic from 2 lanes to 1 lane by the MN Ave RR crossing.
If you've ever waited for a train to clear you'll know why...it's terrible now with 4 lanes when a
train holds up traffic

3/13/2021 2:06 PM

64

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes The reduction to 2 lanes at the railroad tracks concerns me that this
are will become a bottleneck and as a result would impede traffic and my use of this area.

3/13/2021 1:48 PM

65

Prefer 2-Lanes Like this alternative the best.

3/13/2021 1:46 PM

66

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Not a fan

3/13/2021 1:39 PM

67

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes No.

3/13/2021 1:31 PM

68

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I think this is also a good idea, but I think the islands of the 4 lane
would be better

3/13/2021 1:20 PM

69

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Awful. This is going to impede traffic flow. Busy roads should not be
bottled to 2 lanes only. This is going to cause people to take alternate routes through
residential areas to avoid the traffic jams that are going to be caused.

3/13/2021 1:13 PM

70

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes This is ridiculous. I live in this area and already avoid using Michigan
Avenue because of the fact that it is only 2 lanes. Traffic gets backed up and it's sometimes
faster to just use side streets. I drive on 51 daily and frequent businesses on this route
regularly but cutting it down to 2 lanes will deter me from doing so. It is a busy roadway and
drivers prefer the 4 lanes.

3/13/2021 1:05 PM

71

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Not fond of being at the mercy of lead vehicle's speed. And the how
many times I might have to stop for someone making right turn and risk of rearend collision.
As I drive north, I envision many near misses at bluetop/park ridge cafe & walgreens. Plus
stopping behind city bus at each bus stop.

3/13/2021 12:56 PM

72

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Keep it 4 lane

3/13/2021 12:54 PM

73

Prefer 2-Lanes Good, best option

3/13/2021 12:47 PM

74

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes No way...will keep traffic off the road due to slow pace and drive down
business which is bad!

3/13/2021 12:37 PM

75

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes It’s unnecessary. Keep it 4 lanes = less road rage and more space for
cars to be on the road for a good flow of traffic rather better than having a traffic jam due to a
biker if it were to be a 2 lane

3/13/2021 12:30 PM

76

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes No

3/13/2021 12:11 PM

77

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Don’t like it, it will disrupt traffic flow

3/13/2021 12:09 PM

78

Prefer 2-Lanes I think this is the best option. It looks nice and has easy access to
business’s while making it safer. Also no loss of business’s.

3/13/2021 11:50 AM

79

Concern Aside From #Lanes Those center turn lanes give me anxiety.

3/13/2021 11:30 AM

80

Prefer 2-Lanes I prefer this option.

3/13/2021 11:28 AM

81

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes No please do not do this

3/13/2021 11:17 AM

82

Prefer 2-Lanes acceptable.

3/13/2021 10:42 AM

83

Prefer 2-Lanes I think this gives better business access.

3/13/2021 9:23 AM

84

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Don't want it

3/13/2021 8:41 AM

85

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Nay.

3/13/2021 8:26 AM

86

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes No! Leave it all 4 lanes!

3/13/2021 8:07 AM
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87

Giving as much room for pedestrian safety is key. We live in a city...put the people first.

3/12/2021 11:18 PM

88

Prefer 2-Lanes I prefer this option because it is easier to turn in to businesses and homes. It
also allows for more green space. It also seems like the TWLFT would give emergency
vehicles more space and options to navigate. I like that both options are bicycle friendly.

3/12/2021 7:52 PM

89

Prefer 2-Lanes I like this option as it seems safer and more efficient use of space

3/12/2021 7:16 PM

90

Prefer 2-Lanes Love it!

3/12/2021 6:48 PM

91

Prefer 2-Lanes Looks good to me. There is really not enough vehicle traffic here for 4 lanes
and the speed limit is 25mph anyway, so 2 lanes make sense.

3/12/2021 4:35 PM

92

Prefer 2-Lanes I like this option more. It blends with the center section more. It would be
easier to plow I think. I like that the entry ways into businesses are kept and no extra room
needs to be created on either side of the road.

3/12/2021 3:48 PM

93

Prefer 2-Lanes Would allow area to continue to function as a business district.

3/12/2021 1:58 PM

94

Prefer 2-Lanes First choice.

3/12/2021 11:35 AM

95

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Stupid

3/12/2021 9:52 AM

96

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes STUPID after watching telephone company doing maintenance &
blocking off 1 lane going north for days; took me 90 seconds to turn out of my business
driveway to go north; I was turning right; again this is the major north-south route in this city
businesses need unrestricted access to them; also need trucks to be able to deliver products
to them

3/12/2021 8:25 AM

97

Concern Aside From #Lanes No to bike lanes

3/12/2021 6:16 AM

98

Prefer 2-Lanes I really like this alternative, safe, efficient and nice looking.

3/12/2021 12:13 AM

99

Prefer 2-Lanes safer for everyone; requires less pavement; price tag is way better; feels
slower; easier to cross the street

3/11/2021 5:25 PM

100

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes hate it. keep 4 lanes. But do not destroy area properties, and if you
must, then I defer to the wishes of those property owners in this area.

3/11/2021 5:20 PM

101

Prefer 2-Lanes I prefer this alternative.

3/11/2021 8:52 AM

102

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes against it

3/10/2021 3:29 PM

103

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Prefer to keep as 4 lanes.

3/10/2021 2:03 PM

104

Prefer 2-Lanes Not a fan of going to two lanes as this is a busy travel area, however, I would
hate to see the car wash have to relocate so my option would be B

3/10/2021 1:22 PM

105

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I don't like this at all.

3/10/2021 12:34 PM

106

Prefer 2-Lanes I like this one better

3/10/2021 8:22 AM

107

Concern Aside From #Lanes Bike Issue: Our muscle bikers reject the cement bike lanes
built for them by the taxpayers of Plover and Whiting, Wisconsin and few use the lanes painted
to please them on the streets of Stevens Point, Wisconsin. Why is building more cement bike
lanes a good idea?

3/10/2021 6:43 AM

108

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes The two lane alternative possibly may become outdated and
congested as time goes by. This plan never mentions the potential Alternate I-39 route. Of
course, the four lane option did not mention it either.

3/10/2021 2:29 AM

109

The two lane alternative possibly may become outdated and congested as time goes by. This
plan never mentions the potential Alternate I-39 route. Of course, the four lane option did not
mention it either.

3/10/2021 2:18 AM

110

Concern Aside From #Lanes See above. Also, the animations show utility poles. These
utilities should be buried. Also you don’t need all the trees. Plover doesn’t have trees in the
medians and terraces and they are not missed at all. The trees look ridiculous in front of fast
food restaurant signage.

3/9/2021 9:47 PM

111

Prefer 2-Lanes Good Choice. It will slow down speeders and make crossing safer for
pedestrians.

3/9/2021 8:28 PM
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112

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Hate it

3/9/2021 7:54 PM

113

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes No Road diet. Lane reduction will push traffic to other busy streets
like Water & Michigan

3/9/2021 4:34 PM

114

Concern Aside From #Lanes Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Overly stifles traffic. Bike lanes are
not need along this corridor. Bikes have and can utilize alternative parallel road-ways. Leave
roadway as is; safety is not an issue in this segment.

3/9/2021 4:23 PM

115

Prefer 2-Lanes I like that there is room for a terrace for snow in the winter.

3/9/2021 4:19 PM

116

Prefer 2-Lanes This options seems more the right size for the traffic.

3/9/2021 3:26 PM

117

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Don't support

3/9/2021 2:34 PM

118

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Keep the 4 lanes

3/9/2021 1:54 PM

119

Prefer 2-Lanes This is a viable alternative.

3/9/2021 1:33 PM

120

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Id really like to see if be 4 lanes with raised median

3/9/2021 1:28 PM

121

Prefer 2-Lanes Yes, better direction.

3/9/2021 9:49 AM

122

Prefer 2-Lanes I prefer the 2-lane two-way-left-turn-lane alternative

3/7/2021 6:02 AM

123

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I am opposed to making any part of Business 51 2-lane. I think the
accidents will increase. I don't much care about other cities. The drivers in Stevens Point don't
pay attention. Any accidents are because of human error and we will always have that.

3/6/2021 4:55 PM

124

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I would prefer the 4-lane option.

3/6/2021 3:30 PM

125

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Two lanes are horrible. What will you do when there are busses, fire
trucks, police officers needing to get somewhere? What about all the businesses? What about
all the traffic that will now go to Water and Michigan steer?

3/6/2021 2:23 PM

126

Concern Aside From #Lanes Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I think the entire roadway from south
to north point should stay as it. 4 lanes,no one lane just for those who are turning. If you are
turning you get in the left lane and traffic proceeds around them and or waits. Weve are all
adults and know how to drive. 54 million dollars should not be spent on this project!

3/5/2021 10:59 AM

127

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes no. Bad. Horrible idea.

3/5/2021 9:14 AM

128

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Don't like it

3/5/2021 5:52 AM

129

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Leave 2 lanes and only add a center turn lane. Don't reduce and bottle
neck.

3/5/2021 4:31 AM

130

Prefer 2-Lanes I favor this option because it provides access to businesses on both sides of
the corridor from either direction of travel.

3/4/2021 9:00 PM

131

Prefer 2-Lanes think this is the better option

3/4/2021 7:41 PM

132

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes At first I though I'd like this better, but I like the aesthetic and the
allowance for traffic movement of the four-lane better.

3/4/2021 6:42 PM

133

Prefer 2-Lanes Yes.

3/4/2021 6:10 PM

134

Prefer 2-Lanes I like that better. Less relocation and brings the speed to the level it should
be.

3/4/2021 2:19 PM

135

Prefer 2-Lanes Prefer

3/4/2021 1:26 PM

136

Prefer 2-Lanes Is good in that it doesn't result in loss businesses which leave vacant land

3/4/2021 1:20 PM

137

Concern Aside From #Lanes I don't like the paved TWLTL. I think that a planted raised
median (just as in the 4-lane option) should be substituted for the TWLTL.

3/4/2021 1:12 PM

138

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes 2 lane should not even be an option on such a busy stretch of road!

3/4/2021 1:06 PM

139

Concern Aside From #Lanes doesn't feel as safe as an alternative. traffic would feel more
congested. personally do not like using TWLTL to access business driveways as they feel
unsafe and create confusion with cars coming from the opposite direction wanting to also turn

3/4/2021 11:42 AM
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140

Prefer 2-Lanes I prefer the 2-lane with TWTL--looks calmer and safer.

3/4/2021 11:30 AM

141

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes total stupid look at the future not right now that is the problem you all
look at 51 is very busy street

3/4/2021 11:18 AM

142

Prefer 2-Lanes This one seems the most sensible

3/4/2021 10:53 AM

143

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes No.

3/4/2021 9:44 AM

144

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Do not reduce the amount of lanes. The city of Stevens point is
growing and reducing the roadway is an idiotic idea. Fix the roads abs improve the pedestrian
access with the sidewalks that are already in place

3/4/2021 9:21 AM

145

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I hate the two lane changes already made in Stevens Point. Cross
traffic can't turn, you get stuck behind someone going 10 under the speed limit and there's too
much traffic for only two lanes. You have to zig-zag between stop and go lights and I
babsolutely hate it. Hate it.

3/4/2021 7:19 AM

146

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I'm not impressed. There is a lot of school bus travel on this section
of the road. I would be concerned about the school buses not having enough room and it being
unsafe when picking up and dropping off students.

3/3/2021 10:44 PM

147

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes No

3/3/2021 10:37 PM

148

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Absolutely not. Leave it 4 lane. The bridge was just redone its 4
lanes. Leave it alone

3/3/2021 9:55 PM

149

Concern Aside From #Lanes I would be curious to see the cost estimate comparison data
between the 2 lane (16 million) versus 4 lane (19 million) since it is so short. Is the 3 million
due to ROW purchasing of the hotel and carwash that probably could be avoided and is
inflating the cost?

3/3/2021 9:30 PM

150

Prefer 2-Lanes Good idea

3/3/2021 9:29 PM

151

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes This is not a viable or realistic option. Even my 11- year old is smart
enough to know this won't work. These proposals are all about what looks good and not at all
about functionality.

3/3/2021 9:27 PM

152

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Not a good idea for reducing travel on busier roads.

3/3/2021 8:35 PM

153

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes It's to busy of a road to reduce it to 2 lanes.

3/3/2021 7:43 PM

154

Concern Aside From #Lanes Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Dumb. Keep four lane and no bike
lanes on the busieat street that connects north side to aouth side. Too much money.

3/3/2021 7:42 PM

155

Prefer 2-Lanes In my opinion this makes a lot of sense. It will have traffic calming benefits
and will allow for better pedestrian accommodations. In short, this seems like a big
improvement for safety with negligible impact on traffic. It’s the single easiest call in this whole
project.

3/3/2021 1:49 PM

156

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I do not prefer this option.

3/3/2021 12:57 PM

157

Concern Aside From #Lanes This is too much space for a pedestrian to safely cross. I don't
feel this is an improvement on the existing layout.

3/3/2021 12:23 PM

158

Concern Aside From #Lanes Too little consideration for pedestrians

3/3/2021 12:15 PM

159

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes It would be better than the current layout, but I prefer the 4-lane with
the raised median.

3/3/2021 12:01 PM

160

Concern Aside From #Lanes The center left turn lane option, as striped on Michigan Ave in
2020, has been a disaster. And I say that as someone who lives on the south end of Michigan
Ave and who travels nearly the whole length of the road between home and the UWSP campus
for work on a daily basis. It took some time for people to adjust to the new configuration, but
now a stubborn, and not insignificant, number of drivers simply IGNORE the lines and lanes,
causing additional hazards. For that reason, as well as the lack of a raised median, I feel this
"TWLTL" should be avoided entirely, or at least wherever possible.

3/2/2021 9:36 PM

161

Prefer 2-Lanes Nice - traffic travels too fast currently. Limited police/radar enforcement
allowing people to travel 35 mph as normal speeds up to as much as 40 mph. I am in favor if
no property/business acquisition/removal.

3/2/2021 8:47 PM
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162

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I would not feel comfortable with this option.

3/2/2021 4:14 PM

163

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I like this one, but like the #2 above better

3/2/2021 3:16 PM
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Q4 What is your opinion in regard to the Rice Street intersection options
(shown on the South Segment map)?
Answered: 125

Skipped: 49

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Prefer Option 2 refigure

3/14/2021 11:52 PM

2

Prefer Option 2 I prefer option 2. It's important to keep elementary school routes safe.

3/14/2021 11:46 PM

3

Either works

3/14/2021 10:30 PM

4

Looks fine

3/14/2021 10:05 PM

5

Prefer Option 1 Leave Rice Street intersection the way it currently is.

3/14/2021 9:20 PM

6

Prefer Option 1 I understand the desire to make these intersections line up, however, there is
concern about the effect on businesses.

3/14/2021 8:13 PM

7

Disagree.

3/14/2021 7:44 PM

8

Prefer Option 2 We liked aligning the street with the adjacent cross street.

3/14/2021 7:26 PM

9

We need to cut the lane shifts out

3/14/2021 7:10 PM

10

Prefer Option 1 Leave as is don't mess up our roads

3/14/2021 6:55 PM

11

Prefer Option 2 I like it a lot. It's past time to realign Rice Street. Should make the area a
little less confusing. Good stuff.

3/14/2021 6:45 PM

12

Prefer Option 2 I'd prefer making the intersections line up, Rice Street with Whiting Ave.

3/14/2021 5:23 PM

13

Trouble viewing map.

3/14/2021 4:44 PM

14

Prefer Option 2 good idea but loses business property which is your tax base

3/14/2021 3:01 PM

15

While I'm open to roundabouts, I am concerned about our history with the politics of land
acquisition for right-of-way on Business 51

3/14/2021 2:00 PM

16

Prefer Option 2 It would be easier for pedestrians and bicyclists to cross with Rice Street,
and the next available signaled crossings are rather far away.

3/14/2021 12:42 PM

17

Prefer Option 2 It is a positive. It appears that the curve needed to align comes too close to
the existing Thrift Store. It should be looked at for modification.

3/14/2021 10:28 AM

18

Whatever science says is best

3/14/2021 9:00 AM

19

Prefer Option 2 I support aligning Rice and Whiting.

3/14/2021 9:00 AM

20

Prefer Option 1 I don't think it is necessary.

3/14/2021 8:44 AM

21

Prefer Option 1 I think it would be ideal to move it, but if the cost is high, we should leave it
as-is.

3/14/2021 8:18 AM

22

Prefer Option 1 Leave the same

3/14/2021 7:51 AM

23

Na

3/14/2021 7:50 AM

24

Prefer Option 2 Don't know how important this one is. Some day it should be done, why not
now.

3/13/2021 10:49 PM

25

Prefer Option 2 One intersection is always safer--so reconfiguring would be worth it.

3/13/2021 10:02 PM

26

Like the turn lanes at the intersection

3/13/2021 9:35 PM

27

No opinion

3/13/2021 8:53 PM
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28

Favorable

3/13/2021 8:12 PM

29

4 lane plan is better than 2

3/13/2021 7:59 PM

30

Make it safe!

3/13/2021 7:59 PM

31

Have crossing for school kids

3/13/2021 7:58 PM

32

I like the four lanes

3/13/2021 7:44 PM

33

yes

3/13/2021 6:38 PM

34

No opinion

3/13/2021 6:37 PM

35

Prefer Option 2 Redo the intersection

3/13/2021 5:49 PM

36

No strong opinion on this.

3/13/2021 5:37 PM

37

NO LEAVE IT 4 LANES

3/13/2021 5:31 PM

38

Prefer Option 1 Leave Division as it is!

3/13/2021 4:58 PM

39

No opinion

3/13/2021 4:49 PM

40

Prefer Option 2 Good idea to line up the intersections. And, why not line up HH with
Michigan. Continue Michigan south and then curve into a direct meet with HH. Would eliminate
one traffic signal

3/13/2021 4:39 PM

41

No opinion

3/13/2021 4:36 PM

42

Fucking stupid.

3/13/2021 3:41 PM

43

IT WOULDN'T LET ME SEE THE SOUTH MAP !!!

3/13/2021 2:46 PM

44

Prefer Option 2 It would be good to have the two streets make one intersection.

3/13/2021 2:32 PM

45

Went thru the current video posted but there was no Rice St segment shown. What I saw on a
previous post looked ok

3/13/2021 2:06 PM

46

Prefer Option 1 I do not feel this area needs to be aligned with Whiting Avenue. There are
certainly several ways to get to this area without using Business 51.

3/13/2021 1:48 PM

47

Prefer Option 1 Really don't see the need to change the intersections with a two lane, center
turn lane option.

3/13/2021 1:46 PM

48

Yes

3/13/2021 1:39 PM

49

4 lanes

3/13/2021 1:31 PM

50

Prefer Option 2 I think lining rice street and whiting would make a big difference for the
better.

3/13/2021 1:20 PM

51

Not much difference.

3/13/2021 1:13 PM

52

Prefer Option 1 I live on Rice Street and don't see the point in altering these roadways just to
match up the intersections.

3/13/2021 1:05 PM

53

Keep it 4 lane

3/13/2021 12:54 PM

54

No strong opinion

3/13/2021 12:47 PM

55

Didn’t see map

3/13/2021 12:09 PM

56

Prefer Option 2 I don’t have a much of an opinion on this one. If the safety and flow of option
2 is worth the ‘impact’ on the surrounding properties I say it is then worth it.

3/13/2021 11:50 AM

57

Prefer Option 1 I'm not sure that relocating the roads to connect to each other is worth it.

3/13/2021 11:30 AM

58

Prefer Option 2 I prefer this option over a Patch St. intersection realignment.

3/13/2021 11:28 AM

59

indifferent.

3/13/2021 10:42 AM

60

Prefer Option 1 Don't want it

3/13/2021 8:41 AM

61

Prefer Option 2 They should connect to a 4 way intersection as proposed

3/13/2021 8:26 AM
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62

Prefer Option 2 Reconnecting it with the street across from it is a great idea. Vehicles will not
have to make awkward turns when trying to continue across 51.

3/12/2021 7:52 PM

63

Prefer Option 2 i favor connecting rice street its more efficient and safer

3/12/2021 7:16 PM

64

Prefer Option 1 Option #1, in order to minimize impact to properties and keep cost lower.

3/12/2021 6:48 PM

65

Prefer Option 2 It makes sense here to realign because you do not lose a valuable structure.

3/12/2021 4:35 PM

66

Prefer Option 2 I personally don't use this intersection a lot, but I think making two busy
streets into one intersection is a great idea.

3/12/2021 3:48 PM

67

Prefer Option 2 Has potential to help traffic flow in that area. Is more cost effective than
Patch St. Intersection.

3/12/2021 1:58 PM

68

No strong feelings here. Want whatever is best from an engineering, traffic, and safety
perspective.

3/12/2021 11:35 AM

69

Don't care

3/12/2021 9:52 AM

70

Prefer Option 1 Aligning rice & whiting avenues is good idea but here we are taking business
property away which screws with our tax base Proper traffic lights would increase safety
because it would slow down I-Business 51; lack of traffic enforcement is the biggest problem
with safety on this road

3/12/2021 8:25 AM

71

Prefer Option 2 Lining up intersections makes sense.

3/12/2021 12:13 AM

72

Prefer Option 1 I don't think it's worth the extra expense to do option 2; if the roadway is
better-designed with the 2-way and twltl, this slower design makes crossing safer; too many
drivers blow through lights and/or make mistakes at full speed

3/11/2021 5:25 PM

73

Prefer Option 1 do not add any signal lights to business 51. and keep road where it currently
is.

3/11/2021 5:20 PM

74

Prefer Option 2 I prefer the realignment of Rice Street alternative.

3/11/2021 8:52 AM

75

Prefer Option 1 against it

3/10/2021 3:29 PM

76

Prefer Option 1 Option 1 is my preference. I hate the idea of adding another signal
intersection. there are already WAAAY too many traffic lights in this area. Do not add another.

3/10/2021 12:34 PM

77

Prefer Option 2 It would probably be a good idea to line up the streets for the sake of the
school crossing

3/10/2021 8:22 AM

78

Pavement Issue: We the people reject the city leaders decision to let High Way 51/Division
Street fall into disrepair and demand a strong response by road crews this spring to fix the
annual pot holes and resurfacing needs. This thoroughfare has served us well with generous 4
lanes, a 25 mph speed limit, traffic lights, walker signals, signs, road markings, and crossing
guards. Why is it a good idea to install 15 mph speed limit signs rather than spending millions
on AECOM's plan to slow traffic with more cement?

3/10/2021 6:43 AM

79

Prefer Option 2 See the number two question in the survey as I mentioned the proposal for
Rice Street.

3/10/2021 2:29 AM

80

See the number two question in the survey as I mentioned the proposal for Rice Street.

3/10/2021 2:18 AM

81

Prefer Option 2 Yes to alternate

3/9/2021 9:47 PM

82

Prefer Option 2 Agree this intersection should be realigned with traffic signal

3/9/2021 4:34 PM

83

Prefer Option 1 Leave Rice St. the way it is. If a light is need by pedestrians, Heffron St is
not that far away. Costly land acquisition is not justified.

3/9/2021 4:23 PM

84

Prefer Option 2 Lining up the streets simply makes sense, but it would be unfortunate to
pressure the real estate owners. If they wanted to sell, then lining up the streets makes more
sense.

3/9/2021 3:26 PM

85

Prefer Option 1 Keep the intersections the same.

3/9/2021 2:34 PM

86

Prefer Option 2 I prefer the 2nd option where Rice St and Whiting St meet up at traffic
signals, its very difficult to turn against opposite traffic at both of those streets.

3/9/2021 1:33 PM
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87

Prefer Option 2 An improvement that may be worth the change to businesses.

3/9/2021 9:49 AM

88

Prefer Option 2 I like the safer option 2

3/7/2021 6:02 AM

89

Prefer Option 1 Option 1 in ok, except for the 2-lane version. Option 2 is unacceptable
because you will be forcing businesses to move.

3/6/2021 4:55 PM

90

Prefer Option 2 Option 2 would be best. It's a pain to turn then quickly get into the correct
lane to turn yet again.

3/6/2021 3:30 PM

91

Prefer Option 1 I think the entire roadway from south to north point should stay as it. 4
lanes,no one lane just for those who are turning. If you are turning you get in the left lane and
traffic proceeds around them and or waits. Weve are all adults and know how to drive. 54
million dollars should not be spent on this project!

3/5/2021 10:59 AM

92

Wrong. Bad. Stop.

3/5/2021 9:14 AM

93

It would be ok

3/5/2021 5:52 AM

94

Leave 2 lanes and only add a center turn lane. Don't reduce and bottle neck.

3/5/2021 4:31 AM

95

Prefer Option 2 I favor aligning the intersection. It's simply the more sensible long term
solution.

3/4/2021 9:00 PM

96

Prefer Option 2 I think Rice and Whiting should be aligned.

3/4/2021 7:41 PM

97

Prefer Option 2 I like the idea of Rice Street being aligned with Whiting Avenue.

3/4/2021 6:42 PM

98

Prefer Option 2 I didn’t understand why needed until explanation I. The 5-6 pm zoom. Now I
see the advantages.

3/4/2021 6:10 PM

99

Prefer Option 2 I like Option 2

3/4/2021 2:19 PM

100

Prefer Option 2 I didn't see what a realignment looked like but it should probably be done.

3/4/2021 1:26 PM

101

Prefer Option 2 Good to line up those streets

3/4/2021 1:20 PM

102

Prefer Option 2 Realign the intersection. Long overdue.

3/4/2021 1:12 PM

103

I don't recall seeing Rice street in the video i watched

3/4/2021 1:06 PM

104

Prefer Option 2 realign the intersections, making one intersection

3/4/2021 11:42 AM

105

OK

3/4/2021 11:30 AM

106

you need to make it 4 lanes with turn lanes and turn lights look to the future not right now

3/4/2021 11:18 AM

107

Prefer Option 1 Leave it. Maybe add stop lights but do not change the roadway

3/4/2021 9:21 AM

108

Indifferent

3/3/2021 10:44 PM

109

Prefer Option 1 Option one

3/3/2021 10:37 PM

110

Prefer Option 1 Leave it alone why do u need to take out businesses

3/3/2021 9:55 PM

111

Prefer Option 1 What reduction in accidents is predicted with the realignment? What is the
cost to benefit ratio of accident reduction/mobility versus the 2 million cost? Why would we
buy ROW here with no significant accident history as shown in your video?

3/3/2021 9:30 PM

112

Prefer Option 1 Realignment is unnecessary. This intersection has never created problems of
this sort. The change would drastically reduce parking at one or more businesses, may
negatively affect historic cemetery gateway/access.

3/3/2021 9:29 PM

113

I don't recall this one

3/3/2021 9:27 PM

114

Open space at corners okay.

3/3/2021 8:35 PM

115

Prefer Option 1 No. Don't change. Repair roads leave it alone.

3/3/2021 7:42 PM

116

Prefer Option 2 I don’t know much about this intersection, but it seems to me that realigning
Rice Street will improve safety. I suspect it will also make it easier to design left-turn lane
accommodations for turning onto both Rice and Whiting.

3/3/2021 1:49 PM

117

Prefer Option 1 I do not feel it is necessary to make Rice Street and Whiting Streets meet up

3/3/2021 12:57 PM
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at a single intersection.
118

Prefer Option 2 It is a good idea to align these two streets to decrease the number of turns
needed, increasing safety, regardless of relocations.

3/3/2021 12:23 PM

119

Prefer Option 2 They need to be one intersection.

3/3/2021 12:15 PM

120

I have no opinion.

3/3/2021 12:01 PM

121

Prefer Option 1 Redirecting the roadway as shown in option 2 seems rather extreme and
unnecessary. I do like the idea of a traffic light at that intersection, though. It is one of the
more dangerous intersections in my area of town, and I go out of my way to avoid it during
peak times.

3/2/2021 9:36 PM

122

Prefer Option 2 It makes most sense and should have been done years ago. At one time this
intersection was controlled by stop lights in the 70's with Whiting Avenue. Even better than
alignment are stop lights here again...it's a school crossing - needs lights regardless, else
safety isn't being addressed enough.

3/2/2021 8:47 PM

123

Prefer Option 2 align Rice and Whiting.

3/2/2021 8:36 PM

124

Prefer Option 2 I am fine with the road adjustment I am opposed to the traffic light. If traffic
is as light as the city suggests it would not be needed.

3/2/2021 4:14 PM

125

I have no opinion

3/2/2021 3:16 PM
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Q5 What is your opinion in regard to the Patch Street intersection options
(shown on the South Segment map)?
Answered: 129

Skipped: 45

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Prefer Option 2 refigure

3/14/2021 11:52 PM

2

Prefer Option 2 I prefer option 2 as it makes the area safer and changes the existing angle of
the intersection to be more of a 90 degree angle between the streets. Patch ends shortly after
the change, so I don't think it would be terribly confusing. And there are plenty of empty
buildings around for businesses to relocate, although it isn't terribly convenient for the
business.

3/14/2021 11:46 PM

3

Either works

3/14/2021 10:30 PM

4

Looks okay

3/14/2021 10:05 PM

5

Prefer Option 1 I have the same concerns about businesses in the area.

3/14/2021 8:13 PM

6

Disagree

3/14/2021 7:44 PM

7

Prefer Option 2 We liked aligning the street with the adjacent cross street.

3/14/2021 7:26 PM

8

We need to cut the lane shifts out

3/14/2021 7:10 PM

9

Prefer Option 1 Leave as is don't screw up our roads

3/14/2021 6:55 PM

10

Prefer Option 2 The realignment make sense and will likely result in a safer intersection.

3/14/2021 6:45 PM

11

Prefer Option 2 Patch Street should line up with Francis.

3/14/2021 5:23 PM

12

Can't view map.

3/14/2021 4:44 PM

13

Prefer Option 1 Too much property lost & doesn't show what happens to access to Barber
shop & storage property

3/14/2021 3:01 PM

14

See above.

3/14/2021 2:00 PM

15

Prefer Option 1 Patch Street is currently a dangerous turn for vehicles, and I personally
wouldn't take it as a pedestrian or bicycle. The bike lane there is rather new, but people do
drive into it all the time. It seems like a high priority to fix. It seems like Option 1 is better
because of business in a valuable building, but I can see why you have Option 2. If not
considering the business, that does seem ideal.

3/14/2021 12:42 PM

16

Tried to go back and find the maps and couldn't remember where I found them after searching
the first time. You did not make the website customer friendly.

3/14/2021 10:38 AM

17

Prefer Option 2 I think the realignment is very positive. I don't think enough emphasis has
been placed about the safety factor that south bound traffic will receive having the traffic light
further south at Francis. Having traffic light at the current Patch intersection will add problems
for stopping and starting again due to ice and the upward slope from exiting the railroad
underpass. This condition currently exists at Michigan and Patch for south bound traffic. The
incline and ice conditions are not good no matter how much salt and sand is put down.

3/14/2021 10:28 AM

18

Prefer Option 1 I support keeping Patch as is.

3/14/2021 9:00 AM

19

Prefer Option 1 I also think cost should be considered. If too high, it should be left as-is.

3/14/2021 8:18 AM

20

Prefer Option 1 Leave the same

3/14/2021 7:51 AM

21

Better than current

3/14/2021 7:50 AM

22

Do it.

3/13/2021 10:49 PM

23

Prefer Option 2 Same as the Rice Street intersection--reconfigure to make one intersection in

3/13/2021 10:02 PM
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the area.
24

Ok

3/13/2021 9:35 PM

25

No opinion

3/13/2021 8:53 PM

26

Favorable

3/13/2021 8:12 PM

27

4 lane plan is better than 2

3/13/2021 7:59 PM

28

Make it safe!!!

3/13/2021 7:59 PM

29

Fix the flooding underpass!

3/13/2021 7:58 PM

30

Four labes

3/13/2021 7:44 PM

31

Prefer Option 2 Agree with lining up with Whiting Ave

3/13/2021 6:37 PM

32

No strong opinion. Whatever is safest.

3/13/2021 5:37 PM

33

NO LEAVE IT 4 LANES

3/13/2021 5:31 PM

34

Prefer Option 1 Leave Division as it is!

3/13/2021 4:58 PM

35

No opinion

3/13/2021 4:49 PM

36

Prefer Option 2 Yes, line up intersections wherever possible.

3/13/2021 4:39 PM

37

No opinion

3/13/2021 4:36 PM

38

Fucking stupid.

3/13/2021 3:41 PM

39

IT WOULDN'T LET ME SEE THE SOUTH MAP !!!

3/13/2021 2:46 PM

40

Prefer Option 2 It would be good to have the two streets make one intersection.

3/13/2021 2:32 PM

41

Same as Rice... where was it in the current video? On a prior post this segment looked ok

3/13/2021 2:06 PM

42

Prefer Option 1 I do not feel this area needs to be aligned with Francis Avenue. There are
certainly several ways to get to this area without using Business 51.

3/13/2021 1:48 PM

43

Prefer Option 1 Same as above. Don't see a place to comment on this, but the sidewalk
under the RR bridge should be raised and fenced to protect pedestrians and bikers that use
that route.

3/13/2021 1:46 PM

44

Yes

3/13/2021 1:39 PM

45

4 lanes

3/13/2021 1:31 PM

46

Prefer Option 1 I am not so sure this is necessary.

3/13/2021 1:20 PM

47

I could see potential benefits but i think the intersection at Dixon needs work. Not patch st.

3/13/2021 1:13 PM

48

Prefer Option 1 I don't see the point.

3/13/2021 1:05 PM

49

Prefer Option 2 I like the idea of moving patch to match with rice to create 90 degree
corners. And getting intersection farther from underpass. Yes, it increases costs to purchase
property, but some owners might want to move or retire. Talk to them. There are many empty
buildings that might be a better location or fit where they could move.

3/13/2021 12:56 PM

50

Keep it 4 lanes

3/13/2021 12:54 PM

51

No strong opinion

3/13/2021 12:47 PM

52

Where patch meets up with church/division I’d suggest a 3 way stop or else a round-a-bout due
to rush hour times and how that corner turning left is super sharp sometimes it’s hard to even
cross especially with bike lane and cross walk being there.

3/13/2021 12:30 PM

53

Didn’t see map

3/13/2021 12:09 PM

54

Prefer Option 1 waste of money to align with dead end street

3/13/2021 12:03 PM

55

I do think the impact is with the remodel of the intersection here. As it is a higher traffic
intersection including pedestrians.

3/13/2021 11:50 AM
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56

Prefer Option 1 I'm not sure that relocating the roads to connect to each other is worth it.

3/13/2021 11:30 AM

57

Prefer Option 1 I don’t support this realignment option due to the proximity to the underpass.

3/13/2021 11:28 AM

58

indifferent.

3/13/2021 10:42 AM

59

Don't want it

3/13/2021 8:41 AM

60

Prefer Option 2 They should connect to a 4 way intersection as proposed

3/13/2021 8:26 AM

61

Prefer Option 2 Reconnecting it with the street across from it is a great idea. Vehicles will not
have to make awkward turns when trying to continue across 51.

3/12/2021 7:52 PM

62

Prefer Option 2 I favor connecting patch street with the other street for the same reason
listed above

3/12/2021 7:16 PM

63

Prefer Option 1 Option #1, no raised median. As to limit impact to properties.

3/12/2021 6:48 PM

64

Prefer Option 1 Please, please no more stoplights. I don't think a new alignment is needed
here.

3/12/2021 4:35 PM

65

Prefer Option 2 Francis isn't a very busy street I don't think, so I'm not sure Patch would
need to be lined up. But anything to make the roads safer, I'm all for!

3/12/2021 3:48 PM

66

Prefer Option 1 Dont think we have resources to pay for this.

3/12/2021 1:58 PM

67

No strong feelings here. Want whatever is best from an engineering, traffic, and safety
perspective.

3/12/2021 11:35 AM

68

Don't care

3/12/2021 9:52 AM

69

Prefer Option 1 A bigger can of worms than rice & whiting round about to much property
affecting too much business property & access to them

3/12/2021 8:25 AM

70

Prefer Option 2 Lining up intersections makes sense.

3/12/2021 12:13 AM

71

Prefer Option 1 I don't think it's worth the extra expense to do option 2; if the roadway is
better-designed with the 2-way and twltl, this slower design makes crossing safer; the right turn
onto Patch doesn't need a slip as this is more dangerous for pedestrians - it's better to require
that cars slow down before the turn

3/11/2021 5:25 PM

72

Prefer Option 1 The option that keeps all roads in current location. I go to the park WAY
more than I go that other little road that you want to move the intersection to. And didn't you
just redo this like last year? leave it alone.

3/11/2021 5:20 PM

73

Prefer Option 2 I prefer the realignment alternative.

3/11/2021 8:52 AM

74

Prefer Option 1 against it

3/10/2021 3:29 PM

75

Prefer Option 2 Traveling from Patch onto Division can be difficult in heavy traffic and
moving it to line up with Francis would help.

3/10/2021 1:22 PM

76

Prefer Option 1 Option one, where you do not move the intersection is way better. I use that
one a bunch, and your change would make it very annoying to get to the park under the dam.
But if the locals who use it more think differently, I defer to their wishes.

3/10/2021 12:34 PM

77

Prefer Option 1 If the intersection can be better controlled with lights, I think it would be
much safer without lining up streets This is my businesses intersection and we get LOTS of
semi truck traffic--better radiuses would help the trucks manuever the corner.

3/10/2021 8:22 AM

78

Moral Issue: We the people reject the domination and restriction of our liberties by AECOM
and their current city leaders. This rejection of bullies motivates us to come together, in
solidarity, to take down our oppressors by voting them out of office and firing AECOM. We will
take back our city on Tuesday, 6 April 2021 by voting for conservative Alder persons who will
protect our God given rights to make our own decisions about peace, prosperity, and
happiness. We the people want peace even if we have to fight for it.

3/10/2021 6:43 AM

79

Prefer Option 2 See number two question in the survey as I mentioned the proposal for
Patch Street.

3/10/2021 2:29 AM

80

See number two question in the survey as I mentioned the proposal for Patch Street.

3/10/2021 2:18 AM
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81

Prefer Option 2 Yes to alternate

3/9/2021 9:47 PM

82

Prefer Option 2 Love it

3/9/2021 7:54 PM

83

Prefer Option 1 No additional money should be spent to realign this intersection. No traffic
signal

3/9/2021 4:34 PM

84

Prefer Option 1 Patch St. DOES NOT need a light. Leave Patch the way it is. If a light is
need, Heffron St is not that far away. Costly land acquisition is not justified.

3/9/2021 4:23 PM

85

Prefer Option 2 I think it would make it less dangerous if the intersections were squared up
and there were fewer places for entrance/exit onto the highway.

3/9/2021 4:19 PM

86

Prefer Option 2 Lining up the streets simply makes sense, but it would be unfortunate to
pressure the real estate owners. If they wanted to sell, then lining up the streets makes more
sense.

3/9/2021 3:26 PM

87

Prefer Option 1 Keep the intersections the same.

3/9/2021 2:34 PM

88

Prefer Option 1 No moving roads - too expensive

3/9/2021 1:49 PM

89

I think a traffic signal at this intersection is best.

3/9/2021 1:33 PM

90

Prefer Option 2 A nice improvement; however, if Koerten is opposed to moving not sure it is
worth it. Would be nice to have a more direct access to Water Street.

3/9/2021 9:49 AM

91

Prefer Option 2 I like the safer option 2

3/7/2021 6:02 AM

92

Prefer Option 1 The traffic signals at Patch and Church are ok. However, I am strongly
opposed to alternative 2 as it would been kicking out businesses that have been there a long
time. Businesses that may end up moving to Plover or just close for good.

3/6/2021 4:55 PM

93

Prefer Option 1 No need to reroute Patch St. Keep as is and add a light.

3/6/2021 3:30 PM

94

Prefer Option 1 I think the entire roadway from south to north point should stay as it. 4
lanes,no one lane just for those who are turning. If you are turning you get in the left lane and
traffic proceeds around them and or waits. Weve are all adults and know how to drive. 54
million dollars should not be spent on this project!

3/5/2021 10:59 AM

95

Prefer Option 2 It needs to be opened up and expanded

3/5/2021 9:14 AM

96

It would be ok

3/5/2021 5:52 AM

97

Leave 2 lanes and only add a center turn lane. Don't reduce and bottle neck.

3/5/2021 4:31 AM

98

Prefer Option 2 I also favor aligning this intersection. A signal light at the existing Patch
location strikes me as problematic, especially considering its proximity to the underpass. On
the other hand, having a signal light at an aligned Francis/Patch would be helpful when Water
St is blocked by a train and Francis gets more traffic. If I had to choose only one of the two
intersections to align, it would be this one.

3/4/2021 9:00 PM

99

Prefer Option 2 I think Patch should be moved to align with Francis.

3/4/2021 7:41 PM

100

Prefer Option 2 I like the idea of Patch Street being aligned with Francis Street.

3/4/2021 6:42 PM

101

Prefer Option 2 Ditto. After Jen’s explanation it seems wise. Although I worry about where
Koerten Gallery would go.

3/4/2021 6:10 PM

102

Prefer Option 2 I like Option 2.

3/4/2021 2:19 PM

103

Prefer Option 2 I didn't see what a realignment looked like but it should probably be done.

3/4/2021 1:26 PM

104

Prefer Option 2 Prefer lining up Patch with Franklin

3/4/2021 1:20 PM

105

Prefer Option 2 Realign the intersection.

3/4/2021 1:12 PM

106

I don't recall seeing Patch Street in the video i watched.

3/4/2021 1:06 PM

107

Prefer Option 2 realign the intersections, making one intersection

3/4/2021 11:42 AM

108

Prefer Option 1 Didn't see this as a problem. Can't see the need for a light there. Patch
Street traffic just turns right there. Maybe a left-turn lane for southbound traffic. (Add the light
for pedestrians at Franklin!)

3/4/2021 11:30 AM
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109

you need to make it 4 lanes with turn lanes look to the future not right now

3/4/2021 11:18 AM

110

Prefer Option 1 Wiping out more south side business

3/4/2021 9:44 AM

111

Prefer Option 1 This is a waste of taxpayer money. Just fix the roads and sidewalks

3/4/2021 9:21 AM

112

Indifferent

3/3/2021 10:44 PM

113

Prefer Option 1 Option one

3/3/2021 10:37 PM

114

Prefer Option 1 Leave it alone.

3/3/2021 9:55 PM

115

Prefer Option 1 See above for Rice Street. No significant accident history therefore no need
to make major changes for 2.3 million. The money could be used to purchase ROW were
needed to maintain 4 lane through the whole corridor.

3/3/2021 9:30 PM

116

Prefer Option 1 Not in favor of realignment. Our local businesses need to be helped, not
destroyed by road changes. Of course turning left onto a busy road is difficult. It always has
been, anywhere. Any driver with any sense makes a right turn onto Church from Francis, then
a left turn onto a side street or parking lot to turn around and go north. Have done it many,
many times when avoiding the Water Street train crossing.

3/3/2021 9:29 PM

117

Prefer Option 1 Leave it alone

3/3/2021 9:27 PM

118

Why so cemented based and open when all other plans have median trees. Seems
contradictory.

3/3/2021 8:35 PM

119

Prefer Option 1 No. Leave alone. Repair roads

3/3/2021 7:42 PM

120

Prefer Option 2 I think the current intersection is a big problem, especially because of the
proximity to the railroad underpass. It is a very unsafe place for pedestrians and bicyclists and
a confusing place for drivers not familiar with the neighborhood. I strongly support the proposed
realignment.

3/3/2021 1:49 PM

121

Prefer Option 2 I would prefer it if Patch Street met up with Francis Street at the Francis
Street intersection.

3/3/2021 12:57 PM

122

Prefer Option 2 It is a good idea to align these two streets to decrease the number of turns
needed, increasing safety, regardless of relocations.

3/3/2021 12:23 PM

123

Prefer Option 2 They need to be one intersection.

3/3/2021 12:15 PM

124

I have no opinion.

3/3/2021 12:01 PM

125

Prefer Option 1 Again, redirecting the roadway to make a right angle seems unnecessary
with the addition of a traffic light. Often the problem of craning ones neck to the left when
making a turn, coming to the intersection from the south, is more of an issue of the high speed
of traffic on supposedly 25mph Business 51. A traffic light would eliminate the need to take
risks just to make a turn here.

3/2/2021 9:36 PM

126

Prefer Option 1 Not in favor of removing/acquiring on of the best businesses and buildings
south of the railroad tracks, Koerten Gallery building. Suggest dealing with specific lanes and
issues rather than trying to align this and Francis street. I think a better alternative is to deadend Francis street to Business 51 (like Spruce Street). Matilda is close enough to serve
homes that feed off Francis.

3/2/2021 8:47 PM

127

Prefer Option 2 Align Patch and Francis.

3/2/2021 8:36 PM

128

Prefer Option 2 I am fine with the road adjustment I am opposed to the traffic light. If traffic
is as light as the city suggests it would not be needed.

3/2/2021 4:14 PM

129

Excellent

3/2/2021 3:16 PM
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Q6 What is your opinion in regard to the 2-lane two-way-left-turn-lane
alternative considered in the Central Segment?
Answered: 164

Skipped: 10

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Suggest Improvement more separation street/ terrace/sidewalk

3/14/2021 11:52 PM

2

Prefer I prefer this option as it keeps continuity with the TWLTL that it appears will be used
from College to Fourth.

3/14/2021 11:46 PM

3

Prefer Suggest Improvement This is fine up to Clark Street but after Clark St you will need
a 4 lane to allow rush hour traffic through and not divert traffic to the neighborhoods

3/14/2021 10:30 PM

4

Do Not Prefer Again, a total joke!! See above reply for Question #3.

3/14/2021 10:05 PM

5

Do Not Prefer Living in this area (west of Division on Ellis) I feel this area needs to remain 4
lanes. If 2 lanes are decided upon, the 2 way left turn lane will be necessary.

3/14/2021 9:20 PM

6

Prefer I prefer this option.

3/14/2021 8:13 PM

7

Do Not Prefer Disagree

3/14/2021 7:44 PM

8

Prefer We feel this is the better option.

3/14/2021 7:26 PM

9

Do Not Prefer Keep it 4 lanes

3/14/2021 7:10 PM

10

Prefer This is option I prefer

3/14/2021 7:03 PM

11

Do Not Prefer No No

3/14/2021 6:55 PM

12

Prefer I like it; no complaints. This is my home turf and I rarely walk on the sidewalk her
because of the speed of vehicles and how close the sidewalk is to the road.

3/14/2021 6:45 PM

13

Prefer I think the two lane alternative is the best.

3/14/2021 5:23 PM

14

Prefer Huge improvement over the existing condition. In this part of town, getting across the
RR tracks on a bike requires a big detour to the east or a substantial detour to the west. Or
riding in the traffic lanes or on the sidewalk, both of which are bad alternatives. The narrow
sidewalk right next to 30-35 mph traffic (reality, not the speed limit) is harrowing for
pedestrians.

3/14/2021 4:44 PM

15

Prefer Good improvement. Left turn lane is needed.

3/14/2021 4:20 PM

16

Prefer I like the 2 lane options best

3/14/2021 3:28 PM

17

Do Not Prefer NO

3/14/2021 3:11 PM

18

Do Not Prefer Suggest Improvement throw it out rebuilt the way it is How about a over
head walk way or a tunnel for student crossing

3/14/2021 3:01 PM

19

Prefer It looks fine, but there is no reason for 12' lanes on any streets that -- as you point out
-- have modest speed limits and are not intended for high speed.

3/14/2021 2:00 PM

20

Prefer I live in this area and like the proposed change to 2 lanes. It will make crossing easier.

3/14/2021 12:42 PM

21

Do Not Prefer Fear it will cause back up traffic and inability to cross or merge from the side
streets

3/14/2021 10:44 AM

22

Prefer Suggest Improvement I think this will work. I do feel that where the bike lane ends
on the south at Monroe that signage should be added to alert bicyclists that a safer alternative
exists North-South along Hyatt/Phillips/Isadore streets. Those street should then be
appropriately signed as the alternate bike route.

3/14/2021 10:28 AM

23

Prefer Yes

3/14/2021 9:00 AM
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24

Prefer I support moving to this design. It seems it will slow traffic in what is currently an
unsafe area for the many pedestrians and bicyclists who use it daily.

3/14/2021 9:00 AM

25

Do Not Prefer Not needed.

3/14/2021 8:44 AM

26

Prefer Any improvement is good here, but I prefer a wide terrace.

3/14/2021 8:18 AM

27

Do Not Prefer Keep 4 lanes

3/14/2021 7:51 AM

28

Do Not Prefer Too small

3/14/2021 7:50 AM

29

Do Not Prefer No way. It needs to be 4 lanes

3/14/2021 7:41 AM

30

Do Not Prefer The assumption that a right turn can always be executed without considerable
slowing or stopping takes away the continuous flow theory.

3/13/2021 10:49 PM

31

Do Not Prefer It’s a bad idea and will cause accidents.

3/13/2021 10:25 PM

32

Prefer I think this is the best option for safety, as long as there are transition spaces in the
middle for pedestrians at crosswalks...

3/13/2021 10:02 PM

33

Do Not Prefer 4 lane would be better

3/13/2021 9:37 PM

34

Do Not Prefer Don’t like only two lanes

3/13/2021 9:35 PM

35

Do Not Prefer Seems stressful and hectic for drivers

3/13/2021 8:53 PM

36

Do Not Prefer Unfavorable

3/13/2021 8:12 PM

37

Do Not Prefer 4 lane plan is better than 2

3/13/2021 7:59 PM

38

Prefer Wonderful. Do it!

3/13/2021 7:59 PM

39

Do Not Prefer don't cut it down to 2 lanes

3/13/2021 7:58 PM

40

Do Not Prefer Stupid

3/13/2021 7:44 PM

41

Do Not Prefer Terrible

3/13/2021 6:35 PM

42

Do Not Prefer I hate it

3/13/2021 5:49 PM

43

Prefer I like this option

3/13/2021 5:37 PM

44

Do Not Prefer NO LEAVE IT 4 LANES

3/13/2021 5:31 PM

45

Do Not Prefer No 2 lanes should be used

3/13/2021 5:00 PM

46

Do Not Prefer No

3/13/2021 5:00 PM

47

Do Not Prefer Leave Division as it is!

3/13/2021 4:58 PM

48

Do Not Prefer Don't! It is a very busy street and would cause road rage and more accidents!

3/13/2021 4:54 PM

49

Prefer I prefer this option

3/13/2021 4:49 PM

50

Prefer I like it.

3/13/2021 4:39 PM

51

Do Not Prefer Needs to be 4 lanes

3/13/2021 4:36 PM

52

Do Not Prefer Hate it. Why are 2 lanes even being considered?!

3/13/2021 3:57 PM

53

Do Not Prefer Fucking stupid.

3/13/2021 3:41 PM

54

Do Not Prefer Did not like it keep 4 lane with turn lanes NO bike lanes

3/13/2021 3:27 PM

55

Do Not Prefer Same as above. This is just dumb. I worry about high traffic times when lines
of cars will get quite long with semi and bus traffic.

3/13/2021 3:24 PM

56

Do Not Prefer Negative

3/13/2021 3:18 PM

57

Prefer This alternative is acceptable. It would improve traffic flow and safety without
widening the roadway. Walking along Division would still be unpleasant.

3/13/2021 3:08 PM

58

Do Not Prefer DON'T LIKE IT !

3/13/2021 2:46 PM
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59

Do Not Prefer AGain, good to have four lanes of traffic, but the bikes should be on the
sidewalk, NOT with traffic. We don't have that many bikers that need that space. That would
create too many pedestrian/bike accidents. Enough with the boulevards!

3/13/2021 2:32 PM

60

Prefer OK

3/13/2021 2:29 PM

61

Do Not Prefer No. Keep it the way it is - just make it a little wider for school busses and
trucks. Wider vehicles don't fit well today

3/13/2021 2:06 PM

62

Do Not Prefer It concerns me that we would be reducing this section to 2 lanes as it is
heavily trafficked the way it is. With regard to bicycle traffic, there are alternatives to this
heavily trafficked area that is not too incredibly out of the way - our focus should be on vehicle
traffic. In a large portion of this segment there is little need for for this due to the location of the
YMCA property and the fire station.

3/13/2021 1:48 PM

63

Prefer Best option. Keep it the easiest and safest for pedestrians and homeowners along the
corridor.

3/13/2021 1:46 PM

64

Do Not Prefer No

3/13/2021 1:39 PM

65

Do Not Prefer 4 lanes. Make it wider.

3/13/2021 1:31 PM

66

Prefer I knowbthere is a lot of worry about going from 4 lanes to 2, but I would rather have it
safer for pedestrians.

3/13/2021 1:20 PM

67

Do Not Prefer Awful. This is going to impede traffic flow. Busy roads should not be bottled to
2 lanes only. This is going to cause people to take alternate routes through residential areas to
avoid the traffic jams that are going to be caused.

3/13/2021 1:13 PM

68

Do Not Prefer Again, this is ridiculous. People use this route because it is efficient. Slimming
it down to 2 lanes would cause traffic to be severely congested and drivers will avoid wanting
to use the roadway, thus impacting how many people are visiting local businesses on this
route.

3/13/2021 1:05 PM

69

Do Not Prefer Not fond of being at the mercy of lead vehicle's speed. And the how many
times I might have to stop for someone making right turn and risk of rearend collision. As I
drive north, I envision many near misses at jefferson and by the university. Plus stopping
behind city bus at each bus stop. Also wonder if the turn lane can handle the volume of north
& south bound cars. The lane might fill up because the turning cars can't see past each other
to safely complete their turn. Very high volume.

3/13/2021 12:56 PM

70

Do Not Prefer Keep it 4 lanes

3/13/2021 12:54 PM

71

Prefer It’s good!

3/13/2021 12:47 PM

72

Do Not Prefer Do not like it

3/13/2021 12:37 PM

73

Patch has became a very confusing road after the new paint and bike lanes went in. Cars
literally have to squeeze due to bike lanes.

3/13/2021 12:30 PM

74

Do Not Prefer No

3/13/2021 12:11 PM

75

Do Not Prefer It seems like city officials are trying to justify their position and not considering
real life effects, this is a bad idea

3/13/2021 12:09 PM

76

Suggest Improvement ok if you dont close off access driveways.since you dropped the bike
lane here I would like to see a "multi use path" on one side of the road replacing a sidewalk.
the other side could remain pedestrian traffic only. In the winter I ride my bike on Multi Use
Paths in Scottsdale and Tempe Arizona and they work well for necessary stretches ....

3/13/2021 12:03 PM

77

Prefer I think it looks nice. Honestly that is one of my least favorite segments of road in this
town and I avoid it when I can. Especially in winter. There is just no room for 4 lanes. And I
drive a small car.

3/13/2021 11:50 AM

78

Do Not Prefer Suggest Improvement Again, those center turn lanes give me anxiety. I'd
rather separate turn lanes.

3/13/2021 11:30 AM

79

Do Not Prefer No please keep this 4 lanea

3/13/2021 11:17 AM

80

Prefer favor.

3/13/2021 10:42 AM
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81

Do Not Prefer Suggest Improvement This area has so many pedestrian and bicyclist
crossing and without a terrace or pedestrian island, this remains unsafe.

3/13/2021 9:23 AM

82

Do Not Prefer Don't want it

3/13/2021 8:41 AM

83

Do Not Prefer Nay

3/13/2021 8:26 AM

84

Do Not Prefer NO! Keep 4 lanes all the way!

3/13/2021 8:07 AM

85

Do Not Prefer Prefer 4 lanes - keep as is. School buses use this section in the morning and
afternoon. This road is highly traveled. Semis are often on Division Street. Motorists will begin
to use the center lane to pass.

3/13/2021 7:10 AM

86

Prefer I live in this area. Anything to improve pedestrian safety would be deeply appreciated.
Currently, cars go too fast and are too close to the curb. Please please please do what is best
for the safety of those both walking and driving. yes to this proposal!

3/12/2021 11:18 PM

87

Prefer This is definitely safer for pedestrians, which is important because many people like
to walk to the businesses in this area.

3/12/2021 7:52 PM

88

Prefer I like it as it uses the best use for space and is safe

3/12/2021 7:16 PM

89

Prefer Like it!

3/12/2021 6:48 PM

90

Prefer Yes. Much better.

3/12/2021 4:35 PM

91

Prefer Looks nice!

3/12/2021 3:48 PM

92

Prefer Is respectful of resident considerations. Again cost effective.

3/12/2021 1:58 PM

93

Prefer Like the pedestrian islands.

3/12/2021 11:35 AM

94

Do Not Prefer Stupid

3/12/2021 9:52 AM

95

Do Not Prefer Throw it out throw out bike lanes rebuilt it at current dimensions 4-lane

3/12/2021 8:25 AM

96

Do Not Prefer Prefer 4 lanes

3/12/2021 6:16 AM

97

Prefer 2 lane is the way to go!

3/12/2021 12:13 AM

98

Do Not Prefer Keep as is - 4 lanes

3/11/2021 6:31 PM

99

Do Not Prefer No acquisition - prefer 4 lanes

3/11/2021 5:25 PM

100

Prefer it's pretty good; it's much better than the 4-lane because of the terraces; since there
are no bike facilities listed at the very least there should be sharrows to educate bikes and
drivers

3/11/2021 5:25 PM

101

Do Not Prefer I live on DIvision in the central segment and I HATE ALL YOUR OPTIONS!!!!
keep the 4 lanes, and stop pretending that this will make things better. We have WAY TOO
MANY sub speed limit drivers, and they will back this road up regularly causing accidents and
traffic to divert onto side roads where children play and college students too. AND NO
MEDIANS!!!

3/11/2021 5:20 PM

102

Prefer It's a good alternative, however it needs more grass, and pedestrian refuge.

3/11/2021 8:52 AM

103

Do Not Prefer against it

3/10/2021 3:29 PM

104

Do Not Prefer First option: 4 lanes, keep as is.

3/10/2021 2:03 PM

105

Do Not Prefer I am very very pissed that their is no 4 lane options. All of your "options" are
horrible. I hate them all passionately. If forced to be a party to this MAJOR mistake I would
prefer NO MEDIANS at all for the WHOLE stretch.

3/10/2021 12:34 PM

106

Prefer I think this would work well here.

3/10/2021 8:22 AM

107

AECOM Issue: AECOM is a global company with headquarters in Europe, Greater China,
India, etc. Why did AECOM choose Stevens Point as one of their 5 headquarters in
Wisconsin? Are they controlled by a few globalists as George Soros?

3/10/2021 6:43 AM

108

Prefer I believe that this alternative makes the most economical sense and is probably the
safest one for emergency vehicles to navigate. Also the existing signals should remain and left
turn lanes installed.

3/10/2021 2:29 AM
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109

I believe that this alternative makes the most economical sense and is probably the safest one
for emergency vehicles to navigate.

3/10/2021 2:18 AM

110

Prefer Yes

3/9/2021 9:47 PM

111

Prefer Best choice by far

3/9/2021 8:28 PM

112

Do Not Prefer I do not like any option without 4 lanes. We are not a bike or pedestrian city
except maybe around campus. Why would Post Rd need 4 lanes but we only need 2??

3/9/2021 7:49 PM

113

Do Not Prefer I disagree with a road diet in this section. It will discourage people from
wanting to come into the downtown

3/9/2021 4:34 PM

114

Do Not Prefer Overly stifles traffic. Bike lanes are not need along this corridor. Bikes have
and can utilize alternative parallel road-ways.

3/9/2021 4:23 PM

115

Prefer This seems appropriate because it allows for a wider boulevard. Right now the
sidewalk feels dangerous and uncomfortable.

3/9/2021 3:26 PM

116

Do Not Prefer Against two lanes

3/9/2021 2:34 PM

117

Do Not Prefer Keep 4 lanes

3/9/2021 1:54 PM

118

Do Not Prefer Against - 4 lanes needed.

3/9/2021 1:49 PM

119

Do Not Prefer I believe this will make it a lot more congested at these intersections

3/9/2021 1:33 PM

120

Do Not Prefer 2 lane raised median

3/9/2021 1:28 PM

121

Prefer A better option.

3/9/2021 9:49 AM

122

Do Not Prefer My only concern is that going to 2 lanes will encourage more traffic onto
Church st. between belts and the courthouse. I think the best option would be a cul-de-sac
allowing access to belts and the parking lot across Church street from belts', but preventing
downtown and courthouse traffic from taking that route through narrow residential streets. This
would, of course, require Church to become two way. This would not only keep excess traffic
off residential Church St. It would also make the crossing between belts and the parking lot
safer. Currently there is alot of foot traffic there and alot of auto traffic swinging off business
51.

3/9/2021 9:46 AM

123

Prefer I am very happy to see a reduction in lanes with a safe space to turn in the central
segment.

3/7/2021 6:02 AM

124

Do Not Prefer I oppose all reduction in lanes. If elected to Alderperson of District 5, this will
impact a lot of my constituents. Especially the proposed blocking of Ellis street. This isn't
even mentioned on the map. By the way, you are forcing people out of their homes. People
just just might move out of Stevens Point. Lose of taxpayers.

3/6/2021 4:55 PM

125

Prefer Makes sense based on available space.

3/6/2021 3:30 PM

126

Do Not Prefer Two lanes are horrible. What will you do when there are busses, fire trucks,
police officers needing to get somewhere? What about all the businesses? What about all the
traffic that will now go to Water and Michigan steer?

3/6/2021 2:23 PM

127

Do Not Prefer I think the entire roadway from south to north point should stay as it. 4
lanes,no one lane just for those who are turning. If you are turning you get in the left lane and
traffic proceeds around them and or waits. Weve are all adults and know how to drive. 54
million dollars should not be spent on this project!

3/5/2021 10:59 AM

128

Do Not Prefer Never

3/5/2021 9:14 AM

129

Do Not Prefer Stupid. Leave it the way it is

3/5/2021 5:52 AM

130

Do Not Prefer Leave 2 lanes and only add a center turn lane. Don't reduce and bottle neck.

3/5/2021 4:31 AM

131

Prefer It will be an improvement over the 4 lane super highway that's here now. Full
disclosure: I live here. I'm hoping the terraces will make it easier to keep snow off of the
sidewalks. I am skeptical that any grass will stay alive with the amount of road salt that ends
up on the boulevard. The weeds do fine, though.

3/4/2021 9:00 PM

132

Prefer Anything that can be done to make it feel safer to walk along this portion of corridor is

3/4/2021 7:41 PM
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very important. I often have to walk this way because of the train stopped along Water ST. Is
there a bike lane here? there is no way to go North if the train is blocking Water st. It almost
seems pointless to have bike lanes that suddenly disappear. Realistically what do you think
bikers will do?
133

Prefer Definitely the way to go for this segment.

3/4/2021 6:42 PM

134

Prefer I’ve been in support of this for years. The 4 lanes divide the neighborhoods. Walking
across or along the street is unpleasant at best, dangerous at worst. I live 3 blocks from 51, do
a lot of walking. Crossing 51 makes me anxious. There are all those people walking down 51 to
the ice cream places, right next to traffic. 51 is a blot on Point’s quality of life the way it is
now.

3/4/2021 6:10 PM

135

Prefer It is okay. Not super ped friendly.

3/4/2021 2:19 PM

136

Do Not Prefer Need a bike lane.

3/4/2021 1:26 PM

137

Prefer Great

3/4/2021 1:20 PM

138

Do Not Prefer I would prefer a planted raised median, instead of a paved TWLTL. We don't
need to provide driveway access everyplace from both directions. This is common in many
cities and should be done here. It is even proposed in the Clark-Main alternative option. People
can get used to approaching their driveway from one direction. It will also be safer.

3/4/2021 1:12 PM

139

Do Not Prefer 2 lane should not even be an option on such a busy stretch of road!

3/4/2021 1:06 PM

140

Prefer understand its the only alternative due to the adjacent property owners. Having
access to private residence driveways VIA a TWLTL with no bike lanes is OK and the main,
high turn intersections in this area look to be controlled traffic lights

3/4/2021 11:42 AM

141

Prefer Seems like the best choice.

3/4/2021 11:30 AM

142

Do Not Prefer needs to be 4 lanes with turn lanes look to the future not right now

3/4/2021 11:18 AM

143

Prefer Yes, this one

3/4/2021 10:53 AM

144

Do Not Prefer Ridiculous. Its going to be a slow, constant, one line parade that will cause
more accidents.

3/4/2021 9:44 AM

145

Do Not Prefer I think everyone who wants to reduce the roadway is an idiot.

3/4/2021 9:21 AM

146

Do Not Prefer I hate the two lane changes already made in Stevens Point. Cross traffic can't
turn, you get stuck behind someone going 10 under the speed limit and there's too much traffic
for only two lanes. You have to zig-zag between stop and go lights and I babsolutely hate it.
Hate it.

3/4/2021 7:19 AM

147

Do Not Prefer I am concerned about emergency and city vehicles ability to make wide turns
or access

3/3/2021 10:44 PM

148

Do Not Prefer No

3/3/2021 10:37 PM

149

Do Not Prefer Absolutely not traffic will be so congested can u imagine the line to turn left
onto main and clark how are people supposed to get out their drive ways. To be honest you
dont care what our opinion is u r going to do whatever you want.

3/3/2021 9:55 PM

150

Do Not Prefer This segment will not function well as a 2 lane road and will have lower LOS
and increased delay regardless of your presentation charts. The major improvement for this
whole corridor would be the coordination of the traffic signals which haven't been retimed in 20
years and currently pretimed instead of actuated or coordinated between signals.

3/3/2021 9:30 PM

151

Prefer Good idea.

3/3/2021 9:29 PM

152

Do Not Prefer *All that is needed on Bus 51 is to repair the current road - reducing lanes
and/or adding raised medians will only worsen the traffic congestion on this corridor! *

3/3/2021 9:27 PM

153

Do Not Prefer Not good due to people will avoid an already congested area. That will force
concerns on other more narrow roads.

3/3/2021 8:35 PM

154

Do Not Prefer Keep it 4 lanes it's to busy to be reduced.

3/3/2021 7:43 PM

155

Do Not Prefer No too much money leave alone.

3/3/2021 7:42 PM
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156

Prefer I think it’s the only alternative that makes sense. Also, the proposed redesign of the
railway underpass is absolutely necessary. Thank you so much for including that in the design.

3/3/2021 1:49 PM

157

Do Not Prefer I disagree with the decision to not acquire more property resulting in a 4 lane
alternative, however I recognize that decision has already been made.

3/3/2021 12:57 PM

158

Do Not Prefer If you truly care about livability and the pedestrian environment, please include
grass terraces and extend bike lanes as far as possible. I am very unhappy that there are large
stretches where it seems to be impossible to include bike lanes in this corridor. This is a recipe
for bicyclists to be injured when the lanes suddenly disappear. What are bikers supposed to do
in those areas? Use the sidewalk? Continue in the street?

3/3/2021 12:23 PM

159

Do Not Prefer I'm concerned that bike traffic will hold up pedestrian or vehicle traffic there.

3/3/2021 12:15 PM

160

Prefer It's okay.

3/3/2021 12:01 PM

161

Do Not Prefer I'm opposed to the "TWLTL" option wherever possible.

3/2/2021 9:36 PM

162

Prefer Great look and idea. No property acquisition please.

3/2/2021 8:47 PM

163

Do Not Prefer This is a terrible plan. Reducing the road to 2 lanes will lengthen the line of
traffic especially at peak times making it difficult to turn off the side roads, especially across
traffic.

3/2/2021 4:14 PM

164

Prefer This is good. It should help. I am glad the project is giving up on bike lanes - there is
just no room. IF you wanted bike lanes, consider dividing the sidewalk and make bike traffic
one way N/S.

3/2/2021 3:16 PM
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Q7 What is your opinion in regard to the alternative that adds a 3’ raised
median and grass terrace in the area between Ellis Street and College
Avenue (shown on the Central Segment map)?
Answered: 146

Skipped: 28

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Prefer Option 2 yes

3/14/2021 11:52 PM

2

Prefer Option 1 It seems a bit safer, but requires more space and I think it would be strange
for the road to increase and decrease in width so much. Also, it might be inconvenient for
those who live on that street to have access only from one travel direction, as well as
emergency vehicles being limited to that travel direction should they be needed at those
residences.

3/14/2021 11:46 PM

3

Prefer Option 1 I’m not really sure what the point of that is except for it to be a ascetically
pleasing. It’s not that long of a roadway to cross.

3/14/2021 10:30 PM

4

Prefer Option 1 If a raised center grass median includes 2 FULL lanes each way, fine. But if
it includes only the ONE full lane each way, NO!! Once again, see above answer for Question
#3.

3/14/2021 10:05 PM

5

Prefer Option 1 I do not like the median.

3/14/2021 9:20 PM

6

Prefer Option 2 This might be a good idea considering how many students cross in this area.
I would have concerns if I owned a home here, losing space.

3/14/2021 8:13 PM

7

Prefer Option 1 Grass area is NOT needed. Keep it a four way traffic without traffic barriers
and bike lanes.

3/14/2021 7:44 PM

8

Prefer Option 1 Just more for the city to have to maintain

3/14/2021 7:10 PM

9

Prefer Option 2 This looks like an atractivecand safe option

3/14/2021 7:03 PM

10

Prefer Option 1 No. No. No

3/14/2021 6:55 PM

11

On the fence on this one, balancing the benefit of eliminating a left turn vs. an unobstructed
roadway, I don't know. There must be a road engineering safety reason why this is being
proposed but I think we have bigger fish to fry with the overall Biz 51 revamp.

3/14/2021 6:45 PM

12

Prefer Option 2 I think the raised median would be safer and visually appealing.

3/14/2021 5:23 PM

13

Trouble viewing map.

3/14/2021 4:44 PM

14

Prefer Option 1 Median is too high. Especially with winter snow concerns.

3/14/2021 4:20 PM

15

Whatever makes it safer...

3/14/2021 3:28 PM

16

Prefer Option 1 throw it out SUCKs

3/14/2021 3:01 PM

17

Prefer Option 2 Despite my concerns about the politics of land acquisition, terraces as
buffers for pedestrians are my favorite features of the plan so I would love to acquire the land if
possible.

3/14/2021 2:00 PM

18

I live in this area and like the proposed change to 2 lanes. It will make crossing easier. I'm not
sure if the terrace is needed or not.

3/14/2021 12:42 PM

19

Prefer Option 2 Could provide easier pedestrian crossing

3/14/2021 10:44 AM

20

Prefer Option 2 I think this will help a bad situation. I do think that it is time that the city
reconsider the need for one-way traffic on both Main and Clark streets though. Moving Hi-Way
10 north of town removed a significant amount of cross-town traffic. Having 2-way traffic on
both Main and Clark would change the dynamics of the intersections. The design for traffic

3/14/2021 10:28 AM
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signals should at least anticipate that Main and Clark will one day be 2-way again. This will
reduce the need for excavating the intersections for adding new traffic lights.
21

Prefer Option 1 No

3/14/2021 9:00 AM

22

Prefer Option 1 NO

3/14/2021 8:44 AM

23

Prefer Option 2 The terrace is a huge improvement to pedestrian safety in this section.

3/14/2021 8:18 AM

24

Prefer Option 1 No terrace

3/14/2021 7:51 AM

25

Prefer Option 2 It’s not bad

3/14/2021 7:50 AM

26

Your video shows these as grass covered. I doubt that will happen, too expensive to maintain.

3/13/2021 10:49 PM

27

Prefer Option 1 We don’t need a 3 foot median. It will only add cost to the project and take
more land from business.

3/13/2021 10:25 PM

28

Prefer Option 2 I think this is a lovely idea! Would be aesthetically pleasing as well as safer
for pedestrians, which travel the area often on their way to campus.

3/13/2021 10:02 PM

29

Prefer Option 2 Median is good but not just a two lane needed. Really need four lanes

3/13/2021 9:35 PM

30

Prefer Option 2 This feels like the most user-friendly, most livable, and aesthetically pleasing
option

3/13/2021 8:53 PM

31

Prefer Option 1 Unfavorable

3/13/2021 8:12 PM

32

4 lane plan is better than 2

3/13/2021 7:59 PM

33

Prefer Option 2 More greening is great!

3/13/2021 7:59 PM

34

as long as its 4 lane

3/13/2021 7:58 PM

35

Prefer Option 2 Good

3/13/2021 7:44 PM

36

Prefer Option 2 Agree with this

3/13/2021 6:37 PM

37

Prefer Option 2 Like it

3/13/2021 5:49 PM

38

Prefer Option 2 Very much in favor of this. It is attractive and adds safety

3/13/2021 5:37 PM

39

NO LEAVE IT 4 LANES

3/13/2021 5:31 PM

40

Prefer Option 1 Terrible

3/13/2021 5:00 PM

41

Prefer Option 1 No

3/13/2021 5:00 PM

42

Leave Division as it is!

3/13/2021 4:58 PM

43

Prefer Option 2 It would be a nice

3/13/2021 4:54 PM

44

Prefer Option 2 I like it, it gives pedestrians the possibility of crossing safely.

3/13/2021 4:49 PM

45

Prefer Option 2 Median is good

3/13/2021 4:36 PM

46

Prefer Option 1 Fucking stupid.

3/13/2021 3:41 PM

47

Prefer Option 1 No!!

3/13/2021 3:27 PM

48

Prefer Option 1 Horrible idea. Who will maintain and at what cost? Also turning into business
driveways or even personal driveways will be ridiculously more difficult.

3/13/2021 3:24 PM

49

Prefer Option 1 Negative

3/13/2021 3:18 PM

50

Prefer Option 2 I would really like a grass terrace between the road and sidewalk. Especially
important at night or when the road is wet or snowy. I don't care about the raised median. That
seems unnecessary.

3/13/2021 3:08 PM

51

Prefer Option 1 NOT NECESSARY. JUST MORE COSTLY.

3/13/2021 2:46 PM

52

No good options here either. Round-abouts are a pain. Please do not put one in and try to be
like Green Bay/Appleton area, where there is a round about at every intersection..... too
confusing for older drivers who live on the north side anyway.

3/13/2021 2:32 PM
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53

Prefer Option 2 Yes

3/13/2021 2:29 PM

54

Prefer Option 1 No. I don't want to go up the street to do a Uturn to get to a driveway. If you
had a frontage road then your plan(s) make sense but we don't have a frontage road and your
plan(s) do not give access to driveways (private or business) in both directions

3/13/2021 2:06 PM

55

I don’t like the idea of blocking off Ellis street in that manner. Clark street is one block north of
that intersection for a safer crossing alternative for pedestrians. Light times can be better
controlled to accommodate both traffic and pedestrian right of way to give time to cross safely.

3/13/2021 1:48 PM

56

Prefer Option 2 Yes

3/13/2021 1:39 PM

57

4 lanes

3/13/2021 1:31 PM

58

Prefer Option 2 I thinkbfor the amount of pedestrians this is the way to go.

3/13/2021 1:20 PM

59

Prefer Option 1 Wasted money

3/13/2021 1:13 PM

60

Prefer Option 1 I don't think it is necessary. I walk this area frequently and the traffic never
bothers me.

3/13/2021 1:05 PM

61

Prefer Option 1 Grass terrace is silly. Too much maintenance (irrigation, mowing, replacing
sod after salt/winter kill). Pave it or leave as porous, non-growing surface for drainage(bark,
gravel)

3/13/2021 12:56 PM

62

Prefer Option 1 Don’t need keep 4 lanes

3/13/2021 12:54 PM

63

Prefer Option 2 Looks good

3/13/2021 12:47 PM

64

Prefer Option 1 It’s going to impede traffic flow, it may look pretty but is not practical

3/13/2021 12:09 PM

65

Prefer Option 2 I say Yes!

3/13/2021 11:50 AM

66

It doesn't make a difference to me either way.

3/13/2021 11:30 AM

67

Prefer Option 2 I support this option. In the Central Segment I anticipated more raised
median areas much like the North Segment. I believe it would be safer and give an
aesthetically pleasing residential feel.

3/13/2021 11:28 AM

68

Prefer Option 2 That is helpful

3/13/2021 11:17 AM

69

Prefer Option 2 favor.

3/13/2021 10:42 AM

70

Prefer Option 2 This is necessary. It's almost impossible to cross Division at Ellis. I do this
crossing multiple times a day with my six year old and I am in fear everytime. Please install
pedestrian islands to make this safer for families that live in this area. This is not just a street
for commuters driving into work, this is my community, my home, and yet it's not currently
designed for us to feel safe. We need some safety features like the grass terrace area.

3/13/2021 9:23 AM

71

Prefer Option 1 Don't want it

3/13/2021 8:41 AM

72

Prefer Option 2 Yay

3/13/2021 8:26 AM

73

Who pays for maintenance of said grass?

3/13/2021 8:07 AM

74

Prefer Option 1 Not in favor of medians.

3/13/2021 7:10 AM

75

Prefer Option 2 Brilliant. This street is impossible to cross if one is not at a signaled
crosswalk. The median and grass terrace would encourage everybody to be a bit more
cautious.

3/12/2021 11:18 PM

76

Prefer Option 1 I do not find raised medians practical because they restrict where vehicles
can turn.

3/12/2021 7:52 PM

77

Prefer Option 1 Im against it as it will be more difficult to turn into businesses and takes up
more unnecessary space

3/12/2021 7:16 PM

78

Prefer Option 2 I like this option too especially for safety, but do not like how it will impact
the property owners.

3/12/2021 6:48 PM

79

Prefer Option 2 I favor this.

3/12/2021 4:35 PM

80

Prefer Option 2 As a student, I would have really appreciated the pedestrian islands. They

3/12/2021 3:48 PM
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would make crossing the street easier and safer for sure!
81

Being a high traffic flow area it needs to be designed to efficiently move traffic theough.

3/12/2021 1:58 PM

82

Prefer Option 1 Worried about the land acquisition. Like the addition of a terrace.

3/12/2021 11:35 AM

83

Don't care

3/12/2021 9:52 AM

84

Prefer Option 1 throw it out put a tunnel under road for college student traffic at Franklin
street

3/12/2021 8:25 AM

85

Prefer Option 1 No to acquisition and no to medians

3/12/2021 6:16 AM

86

Prefer Option 2 Seems to be safest option.

3/12/2021 12:13 AM

87

Prefer Option 1 Do not want a median

3/11/2021 6:31 PM

88

Prefer Option 1 No raised median

3/11/2021 5:25 PM

89

Prefer Option 2 I prefer more protection for pedestrians and thus the 3' raised median +
terraces is best. However, couldn't the small number of effected properties have the sidewalks
meander around them meeting up with the curb so they're not effected? This sounds like the
best solution to address both concerns.

3/11/2021 5:25 PM

90

Prefer Option 1 NO MEDIANS! I live on that corner and all of your plans obstruct my ability
to left turn from College and from Division. If, as you propose, there is sooo little traffic that we
can go down to 2 lanes, then why would you obstruct the left turn by putting a stupid island of
concrete and grass in the middle? There are like 3 hours of the day when I CHOOSE to not left
turn onto Division to go South, and all other times I can, so why pretend that this median will
do anything??? It is ugly. EIther have full medians the whole way (like where they look quite
nice in the North segment), or none at all. In Milwaukee they put crap like these small ones on
side roads, and cars are hitting them all the time wrecking their cars and making the medians
look even more like crap. DONT DO IT!!!

3/11/2021 5:20 PM

91

Prefer Option 2 I prefer having a raised median. I think it will provide better pedestrian safety
especially for people with disabilities and improve vehicle operations.

3/11/2021 8:52 AM

92

Prefer Option 1 against it

3/10/2021 3:29 PM

93

Prefer Option 1 No acquisitions!

3/10/2021 2:03 PM

94

Prefer Option 1 NOpe, I do not want medians. I live on Division right near here, and I promise
you that I will be driving over whatever median is put in daily at least 4 times since I make left
turns onto Division all the time, and there are 3-4 drivers here who will all do the same. This is
traffic obstruction, and we will happily drive over it and make U turns around it. I foresee a new
game.

3/10/2021 12:34 PM

95

I think that blocking the intersection for a south bound turn from Ellis is a terrible idea. Cars will
find another corner and just move the accident. Put a raised island for pedestrians, but let the
cars at those intersections turn both directions.

3/10/2021 8:22 AM

96

Humbly submitted, Jean C Edens 1700 Lincoln Avenue Stevens Point, Wisconsin 54481

3/10/2021 6:43 AM

97

This is probably the most congested area on the route and would be functional with the turn
lanes for Main Street and Clark Street intersections.

3/10/2021 2:29 AM

98

This is probably the most congested area on the route and would be functional with the turn
lanes for Main Street and Clark Street intersections.

3/10/2021 2:18 AM

99

Prefer Option 2 Yes

3/9/2021 9:47 PM

100

Prefer Option 1 No need for medium and raised grass terrace.

3/9/2021 8:28 PM

101

Prefer Option 2 I understand the reasoning for this but disagree that one block on each side
of these very busy intersections will be enough to handle the traffic. During commute times
traffic already backs up in BOTH lanes without travel restrictions

3/9/2021 4:34 PM

102

Prefer Option 1 Sounds more expensive to maintain and replace. Painted Center turn lanes
is a better consideration for roadway use when snow removal equipment may fatigue raise
median. Raised median may stifle traffic.

3/9/2021 4:23 PM

103

Prefer Option 2 This seems like it would organize the Main and Clark intersections better.

3/9/2021 3:26 PM
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104

Prefer Option 1 No to raised medians

3/9/2021 1:54 PM

105

Prefer Option 1 Against- no raised medians.

3/9/2021 1:49 PM

106

Do not like this idea at all, I use ellis st as a thourough fare all the time to avoid having to go
down to main st with all the traffic signals

3/9/2021 1:33 PM

107

Prefer Option 1 NO WAY. I disagree with raised medians.

3/9/2021 9:49 AM

108

Prefer Option 1 I prefer the option without the raised medium, only because of the impact to
historic properties.

3/9/2021 9:46 AM

109

Prefer Option 2 I like it as it protects pedestrians more and that is an area I walk in a lot

3/7/2021 6:02 AM

110

Prefer Option 1 I oppose this as it will prevent people from turning left into their driveway.

3/6/2021 4:55 PM

111

Prefer Option 1 Don't proceed with the raised median. It would create great difficulty for
properties in the immediate area.

3/6/2021 3:30 PM

112

I think the entire roadway from south to north point should stay as it. 4 lanes,no one lane just
for those who are turning. If you are turning you get in the left lane and traffic proceeds around
them and or waits. Weve are all adults and know how to drive. 54 million dollars should not be
spent on this project!

3/5/2021 10:59 AM

113

Prefer Option 1 Why? No! Stop making things worse.

3/5/2021 9:14 AM

114

Prefer Option 1 Dumb

3/5/2021 5:52 AM

115

Prefer Option 1 Raised medians are excess maintenance costs and unnecessary. Leave 2
lanes and only add a center turn lane. Don't reduce and bottle neck.

3/5/2021 4:31 AM

116

Prefer Option 1 Don't like the raised median, but do like the 6' terraces. Don't exactly
understand why its both or nothing.

3/4/2021 9:00 PM

117

Prefer Option 2 I cross at Ellis almost every morning as a pedestrian. I like the terrace. i am
concerned that there doesn't seem to be much of an improvement in the sidewalk. Its the pits
to walk along Division through that segment.

3/4/2021 7:41 PM

118

Prefer Option 1 I don't like the increased impact this would have on existing properties
compared to the other alternative.

3/4/2021 6:42 PM

119

Prefer Option 2 Good.

3/4/2021 6:10 PM

120

Seems to me that doing away with the turn onto westbound Ellis from Division is going to
increase the number of potentially problematic turns at a couple of other points at the very
least and rerouting of traffic that doesn't really need to be rerouted. The problem is that Ellis is
the best way to access a substantial number of houses, plus offices and institutions
(churches, school/daycare, dentist, etc.). The diagonal streets to the south of Ellis and the
one-way streets to the north -- not to mention the veering of Main, stop sign locations,
inaccessibility past Rogers, etc., in that direction -- make the area west of Division already
difficult to access, and cutting off Ellis will simply reroute traffic into complicated patterns
requiring more turns, stops and potential car-pedestrian, car-bike and car-car interactions on
side streets. We already have pretty strange traffic patterns in this area and this will make
them that much more strange and difficult. I understand the issue with pedestrians crossing
Division at Ellis -- we do that frequently with our dog -- but it seems relatively minor. There is a
traffic light just a very short block north of there that already is the best overall mitigation for
the pedestrian issue. Given the complexity that cutting off Ellis to westbound vehicles would
add, the benefit to pedestrians crossing at Ellis would be offset or even outweighed by new
issues elsewhere. I also suspect most folks who routinely need to go north on Division from
Ellis have already learned to head over to Clark so they can do so from the light. If the idea is
to reduce traffic, period, then we should come up with ways to reduce traffic. But if we are
trying to improve safety and navigability for all, I'm not sure that diverting traffic from Ellis into
other already-busy spots or making new busy spots in quieter neighborhoods is the way to do
it. Ellis seems like a pretty important connector to just cut it off like that.

3/4/2021 5:50 PM

121

Prefer Option 2 From a pedestrian (how I access this area the most) standpoint this is better.

3/4/2021 2:19 PM

122

Need a bike lane.

3/4/2021 1:26 PM

123

Prefer Option 2 Great

3/4/2021 1:20 PM
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124

Prefer Option 2 Best option. The added terraces are needed, as opposed to more paved area
with hashed-out areas.

3/4/2021 1:12 PM

125

Prefer Option 1 Raised median is a bit much, not really needed. normal 4 lane would be just
fine.

3/4/2021 1:06 PM

126

Prefer Option 2 I appreciate the added feeling of safety that the 3' median creates. I drive
this stretch multiple times daily and its definitely a stretch that requires every last ounce of full
attention 360 degrees around your vehicle

3/4/2021 11:42 AM

127

Just to clarify--traffic cannot cross Division at Ellis and west-bound traffic on Ellis cannot turn
left onto Division?

3/4/2021 11:30 AM

128

Prefer Option 1 raised curbs are not needed just more money to take care of things

3/4/2021 11:18 AM

129

Prefer Option 1 Do not add a median

3/4/2021 9:21 AM

130

Prefer Option 1 How will these raised portions affect emergency vehicles? Will they drive
over them thus ruining the grass and landscaping? These raised portions may affect response
time. Consider walk overs in high foot traffic areas.

3/3/2021 10:44 PM

131

Prefer Option 2 Somewhat okay

3/3/2021 10:37 PM

132

Prefer Option 1 Doesnt make crossing the street any easier

3/3/2021 9:55 PM

133

Prefer Option 2 It would help in the high accident section but other more significant changes
need to be included while still maintaining four lanes of traffic. Also, if you are only going to
have two lanes through this section, why don't you have bicycle lanes in the closest section to
the university where they would have the highest probability of being used?

3/3/2021 9:30 PM

134

Prefer Option 1 Don't see the point. I have walked or biked to work through this area for
years, and have found that at these intersections drivers respect the traffic lights and watch for
pedestrians and bicyclists.

3/3/2021 9:29 PM

135

*All that is needed on Bus 51 is to repair the current road - reducing lanes and adding raised
medians will only worsen the traffic congestion on this corridor! *

3/3/2021 9:27 PM

136

Prefer Option 1 What is the true purpose of a median? Waste of space and upkeep for
asthetitcs! Cost savings could go to maintaining other detrriating roads! Damage to occur with
snow removal.

3/3/2021 8:35 PM

137

Again no. Busiest sections of town and decreases traffic lanes. Dumb

3/3/2021 7:42 PM

138

Prefer Option 2 I’ve given this one a lot of thought. As a general rule I want to minimize
acquisition of private property, but in this case (especially from Ellis to Fourth) I now see it as
necessary. The raised median and grass terrace will have lots of safety and livability benefits
in an area where car-pedestrian collisions are currently a big problem. I think those benefits
justify taking the necessary property to expand the right of way.

3/3/2021 1:49 PM

139

Prefer Option 2 I would prefer the alternative that adds a raised median and grass terrace.

3/3/2021 12:57 PM

140

Prefer Option 2 This area desperately needs turn lanes, as well as raised medians and grass
terraces. This improves livability dramatically. It is very important to me to be able to walk
safely in this area. We NEED bike lanes in this area as well. I would prefer to prioritize bike
lanes over a wider terrace.

3/3/2021 12:23 PM

141

Prefer Option 2 I would like to see the median added with the grass terrace

3/3/2021 12:15 PM

142

Prefer Option 2 I like it. I am a walker-- and the problem I experience whenever I have to go
downtown is that there is no safe place to cross between Jefferson and Clark-- which makes
visiting friends difficult. A raised median would be very useful.

3/3/2021 12:01 PM

143

Prefer Option 2 For the same reasons stated above, I'm in favor of a raised median option.

3/2/2021 9:36 PM

144

Prefer Option 2 I am in favor.

3/2/2021 8:47 PM

145

Prefer Option 1 Again, I'm opposed. As a driver I want the option to avoid the bad drivers
that don't know what they are doing. I see it all the time especially at these intersections.

3/2/2021 4:14 PM

146

Prefer Option 1 Not crazy about this. I think 4-lane traffic as it is works better.

3/2/2021 3:16 PM
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Q8 What is your opinion in regard to the Fourth Avenue intersection
options (shown on the Central Segment map)?
Answered: 133

Skipped: 41

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Prefer Option 2 a roundabout might be necessary space street/ terrace/sidewalk

3/14/2021 11:52 PM

2

Prefer Option 2 I prefer the option 2 roundabout. I find that intersection to have very tight
corners and lots of pedestrian traffic when the university is in session. I much prefer the
university students have a safe pedestrian island.

3/14/2021 11:46 PM

3

Keep 4 lane road here o

3/14/2021 10:30 PM

4

Okay

3/14/2021 10:05 PM

5

Prefer Option 1 I would prefer the light system at this intersection, instead of the roundabout.
A roundabout would displace too many businesses, and is not necessary.

3/14/2021 8:13 PM

6

Disagree with it

3/14/2021 7:44 PM

7

Prefer Option 2 Roundabout would be preferred over a traffic light.

3/14/2021 7:26 PM

8

Prefer Option 1 Signal ligjts just fine.put in a left turn signal amd were A ok

3/14/2021 6:55 PM

9

Initially i resisted the roundabout because I am concerned about truck traffic. I want more
information.

3/14/2021 6:45 PM

10

Prefer Option 2 I'd like a round about at Fourth and Division.

3/14/2021 5:23 PM

11

Hard to get the extra width needed. I prefer the alternative without raised median but wider
sidewalks, since most cyclists will ride on the sidewalk here if no bike lanes exist.

3/14/2021 4:44 PM

12

Prefer Option 2 I like the roundabout.

3/14/2021 3:28 PM

13

Prefer Option 1 Taking too much business property that you can do with better signal lighting
approach NO ROUND ABOUT

3/14/2021 3:01 PM

14

Prefer Option 2 See response to #4.

3/14/2021 2:00 PM

15

Prefer Option 2 I prefer a roundabout with a 2-lane roadway.

3/14/2021 12:42 PM

16

Prefer Option 1 Because of the regular foot traffic, a roundabout seems dangerous

3/14/2021 10:44 AM

17

Prefer Option 1 No round about on 4th. This is a busy pedestrian intersection and round
abouts are not pedestrian friendly.

3/14/2021 10:38 AM

18

Prefer Option 1 I wonder if a traffic circle is appropriate at this intersection because of all the
student foot-traffic? While vehicles will flow smoothly from both 4th and Division, pedestrians
will not have a signalized stoppage of traffic. They will always be dependent on traffic yielding
to pedestrians. This does not always happen and driving through the traffic circle will increase
the amount of conflicts drivers will need to keep track of . As with Monroe Street intersection
signage directing south bound bicyclists to alternate routes along Prentice. This is preferable
than just placing a sign saying "bike lane ends."

3/14/2021 10:28 AM

19

Prefer Option 1 I do not support adding a round-about.

3/14/2021 9:00 AM

20

I like roundabouts for cars, but I feel they may be less pedestrian-friendly. I’d like to see some
data on pedestrians crossing at roundabout intersections.

3/14/2021 8:18 AM

21

Prefer Option 1 Leave the sane

3/14/2021 7:51 AM

22

Na

3/14/2021 7:50 AM

23

Prefer Option 2 Round-a-bout

3/13/2021 10:49 PM
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24

Prefer Option 1 I don't think a round about is necessary--I like the other option better.

3/13/2021 10:02 PM

25

Prefer Option 1 Like turn lanes at intersections

3/13/2021 9:35 PM

26

Prefer Option 1 Roundabouts seem difficult for pedestrians to use. I prefer traffic lights at
this intersection due to the high student-foot traffic.

3/13/2021 8:53 PM

27

Favorable

3/13/2021 8:12 PM

28

4 lane plan is better than 2

3/13/2021 7:59 PM

29

Prefer Option 2 Pedestrian islands are amazing!

3/13/2021 7:59 PM

30

Prefer Option 1 no roundabout

3/13/2021 7:58 PM

31

Four lanes

3/13/2021 7:44 PM

32

Prefer Option 2 Very interested in the roundabout option

3/13/2021 6:37 PM

33

Prefer Option 1 I am absolutely opposed to a round about here. I don't see how it could
possibly be done without affecting businesses.

3/13/2021 5:37 PM

34

NO LEAVE IT 4 LANES

3/13/2021 5:31 PM

35

Leave Division as it is!

3/13/2021 4:58 PM

36

I don't like that the bike lane disappears.

3/13/2021 4:49 PM

37

You should give us a reminder of what the options were. Lots to remember

3/13/2021 4:39 PM

38

Prefer Option 2 Roundabout would be nice. This intersection sucks

3/13/2021 4:36 PM

39

Fucking stupid.

3/13/2021 3:41 PM

40

4 lanes with turn lanes NO bike lanes!!

3/13/2021 3:27 PM

41

Prefer Option 1 Please do not replace the traffic signal with a roundabout!! It is hard enough
to cross Division now. That would cause more confusion and make it less safe for the many
pedestrians that use this intersection. I think it would also slow traffic. Constant pedestrian
crossings as seen on campus are a problem.

3/13/2021 3:08 PM

42

Prefer Option 1 NO ROUND ABOUT !

3/13/2021 2:46 PM

43

The northside is dying. This would only appease for the college and High school students.
Please do not block business access to cross the road.... That was the problem for Dr. Lopez
years ago and it was not customer friendly.

3/13/2021 2:32 PM

44

Looks like a mess when 20 busses are lined up in both directions when schools start and end.

3/13/2021 2:06 PM

45

Prefer Option 1 NO ROUNDABOUT!! This area is also heavily trafficked so the preference to
leave this area as four lanes is preferred. This will become more of a bottleneck then it already
is.

3/13/2021 1:48 PM

46

Prefer Option 1 not a rotary. High pedestrian traffic and high distraction level. A rotary would
make it more difficult to cross safely, not easier. Drivers don't think they have to stop on a
rotary.

3/13/2021 1:46 PM

47

Yes

3/13/2021 1:39 PM

48

No bike lanes

3/13/2021 1:31 PM

49

I think all of the options give are good ones. I am not sure it would be a good place for one.

3/13/2021 1:20 PM

50

Could be beneficial.

3/13/2021 1:13 PM

51

Prefer Option 2 Like the round about idea. Saves travel time and gas. Talk to property
owners. They might want to move. There are many empty buildings that might suit their needs
better.

3/13/2021 12:56 PM

52

Prefer Option 1 Leave it as is 4lanes with turn arrow

3/13/2021 12:54 PM

53

Prefer Option 2 Roundabout is fine if there are safe cyclist and pedestrian crossings.

3/13/2021 12:47 PM

54

Prefer Option 1 No roundabout

3/13/2021 12:11 PM
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55

Didn’t see map

3/13/2021 12:09 PM

56

Prefer Option 1 I think option 1 is just fine. I think all the other adjustments of traffic diet will
make the intersection safer to cross so no need to make a bigger impact.

3/13/2021 11:50 AM

57

Prefer Option 2 I really like traffic circles / round-abouts, as long as they are easy for
pedestrians and cyclists.

3/13/2021 11:30 AM

58

I am undecided. I am not against roundabouts, but have never encountered one in a pedestrian
heavy area.

3/13/2021 11:28 AM

59

Prefer Option 2 Roundabout, but with designs that encourage drivers not to take the
roundabout too quickly (as often is done by naive drivers at the north end of Bus. 51).

3/13/2021 10:42 AM

60

Don't want it

3/13/2021 8:41 AM

61

Prefer Option 1 No round about!

3/13/2021 7:10 AM

62

Prefer Option 2 Roundabout! Do it! Having pedestrians only crossing one traffic direction at a
time is a great idea, and roundabouts just work better. Circle are better than squares, and a bit
more natural.

3/12/2021 11:18 PM

63

Prefer Option 2 I like that the roundabout forces vehicles to slow down in an area where
college students need to cross the street.

3/12/2021 7:52 PM

64

Prefer Option 2 I like a round about on 4th as it will keep traffic flowing and is safe

3/12/2021 7:16 PM

65

Prefer Option 2 I like option 2 with the round-a-bout to keep traffic flowing and offer safer
options for pedestrians.

3/12/2021 6:48 PM

66

Prefer Option 2 While the traffic circle makes sense, it looks like that would be very
expensive.

3/12/2021 4:35 PM

67

Prefer Option 1 No roundabout. I think students would have a hard time walking through the
intersection.

3/12/2021 3:48 PM

68

I couldn't access the comparison exhibits. Links to them are not where I remember them being
posted.

3/12/2021 11:35 AM

69

Don't care

3/12/2021 9:52 AM

70

Prefer Option 1 Sucks Put better traffic lights with turn arrows to increase safety without
destroying business property

3/12/2021 8:25 AM

71

Prefer Option 1 Definitely no round about

3/12/2021 6:16 AM

72

Prefer Option 2 Round about seems best

3/12/2021 12:13 AM

73

Prefer Option 1 Absolutely no round about

3/11/2021 6:31 PM

74

Prefer Option 1 No ROUND ABOUT!

3/11/2021 5:25 PM

75

Prefer Option 2 Roundabouts are safer for all users. I like this option 2. This could also be a
large improvement for the gateway to Stevens Point. Further, seeing this obstruction 'in the
way' is an automatic indicator to slow down for all of those Division St. race car drivers.

3/11/2021 5:25 PM

76

Prefer Option 2 I like the roundabout. Those are awesome, and this intersection would be an
excellent place for one.

3/11/2021 5:20 PM

77

Prefer Option 1 I would prefer a signalized intersection because it would be easier for
pedestrians to navigate.

3/11/2021 8:52 AM

78

against it

3/10/2021 3:29 PM

79

Prefer Option 1 No round-about!

3/10/2021 2:03 PM

80

Prefer Option 2 I like the roundabout going to 4 lanes in the north.

3/10/2021 12:34 PM

81

the two lane with turn lanes should be much safer.

3/10/2021 8:22 AM

82

Prefer Option 2 This is a transtional intersection so in my opinion, a signalized intersection
with dedicated left turn lanes would work. However if real estate becomes available, the

3/10/2021 2:29 AM
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roundabout option would probably be best for this intersection.
83

This is a transtional intersection so in my opinion, a signalized intersection with dedicated left
turn lanes would work. However if real estate becomes available, the roundabout option would
probably be best for this intersection.

3/10/2021 2:18 AM

84

Prefer Option 2 Yes to alternate

3/9/2021 9:47 PM

85

Prefer Option 2 Round a bout

3/9/2021 7:49 PM

86

Prefer Option 1 NO roundabout.

3/9/2021 4:34 PM

87

Prefer Option 1 Leave Fourth Ave. as is: traffic light. This seems more cost effective. The
additional pedestrian lighting at Franklin seems to have added significant safety. It is utilized
frequently. I believe this light may have been added after the original study had been
conducted. Conduct a new safety study after the light had been implemented. Maybe the
safety rational for implementing the road improvement could be less emphasized or eliminated.

3/9/2021 4:23 PM

88

Prefer Option 2 Round about to slow traffic and make it easier for pedestrians to cross.

3/9/2021 4:19 PM

89

Prefer Option 2 A roundabout flows better than a traffic signal. I know people might not like
the idea at first, but no one's raised a ruckus over the new one at North Point. A single lane
roundabout is also easier for walking--and there's a lot of walkers at this intersection.

3/9/2021 3:26 PM

90

Prefer Option 1 No round-about!

3/9/2021 1:54 PM

91

Prefer Option 1 No roundabout! Having “slower traffic so accidents won’t be severe” is not an
option! I was appalled when I heard that comment at the Zoom meeting.

3/9/2021 1:49 PM

92

Prefer Option 1 I think a round about would make it more difficult for university students to
get across on foot, there would be no stop of traffic

3/9/2021 1:33 PM

93

Prefer Option 1 Keep using stop lights for this intersection

3/9/2021 1:28 PM

94

Either option is fine.

3/9/2021 9:49 AM

95

Prefer Option 2 Both options seem OK. I lean toward roundabout option. This would be a
great spot for a pedestrian overpass to eliminate all pedestrian traffic on the road.

3/9/2021 9:46 AM

96

Prefer Option 2 I like option 2 the roundabout

3/7/2021 6:02 AM

97

Prefer Option 1 Loss of a business and a home. Not good. Lose of money to the city. And
Roundabouts are just stupid. A lot of people don't know how to use them & I think more
accidents will happen there because of it.

3/6/2021 4:55 PM

98

Prefer Option 2 I prefer roundabouts but question pedestrian safety. Traffic light might be
easier for pedestrians.

3/6/2021 3:30 PM

99

Prefer Option 1 I think the entire roadway from south to north point should stay as it. 4
lanes,no one lane just for those who are turning. If you are turning you get in the left lane and
traffic proceeds around them and or waits. Weve are all adults and know how to drive. 54
million dollars should not be spent on this project!

3/5/2021 10:59 AM

100

Prefer Option 1 It needs to be updated, not changed.

3/5/2021 9:14 AM

101

Prefer Option 1 Round about not necessary. Put a left turn arrow in

3/5/2021 5:52 AM

102

Leave 2 lanes and only add a center turn lane. Don't reduce and bottle neck.

3/5/2021 4:31 AM

103

Prefer Option 2 Roundabouts still work when the power goes out.

3/4/2021 9:00 PM

104

Prefer Option 2 I think the traffic circle works best. People will get used to navigating circles
and accidents will then go down.

3/4/2021 7:41 PM

105

Prefer Option 2 I like the idea of a roundabout. It would be single-lane, right?

3/4/2021 6:42 PM

106

Prefer Option 2 Roundabout please.

3/4/2021 6:10 PM

107

Prefer Option 2 I prefer the roundabout

3/4/2021 2:19 PM

108

Prefer Option 2 I didn't see what it would look like, but a roundabout id probably preferable

3/4/2021 1:26 PM

109

Prefer Option 2 Prefer roundabout

3/4/2021 1:20 PM
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110

Prefer Option 2 Definitely do the roundabout.

3/4/2021 1:12 PM

111

There will be a total backup during the busy hours, due to that turn lane.

3/4/2021 1:06 PM

112

Prefer Option 1 definitely prefer option 1 with the traffic light. feel there is just too much
pedestrian and vehicle action that a roundabout would back up. Option 1 allows for a better and
more controlled driving experience at peak times and the traffic light controls the pedestrian
flow as well

3/4/2021 11:42 AM

113

Prefer Option 2 I think the roundabout is the way to go. However, is there no attention being
paid to the "student pedestrian crossing" at Franklin? You're going to leave this as is? Hoping
that slower traffic and fewer lanes will make it better? Will the flashing beacons stay?

3/4/2021 11:30 AM

114

make it 4 lanes with turn lanes look to the future not right now

3/4/2021 11:18 AM

115

Prefer Option 2 A roundabout on 4th ave, makes on sense what so ever. on one stops on a
roundabout, so how are people suppose the cross Bs. 51

3/4/2021 10:53 AM

116

I live off fourth ave and if this happens I will be selling and moving to the village of plover
where their government makes better decisions

3/4/2021 9:21 AM

117

This is okay,

3/3/2021 10:44 PM

118

Prefer Option 1 Option one. No roundabout

3/3/2021 10:37 PM

119

Prefer Option 2 So a round about so the bank the gas station that house on the corner and
cousins will have to be moved.

3/3/2021 9:55 PM

120

I think the roundabout or a traffic signal could work at this location with minor improvements of
dedicated turn lanes for the traffic signal.

3/3/2021 9:30 PM

121

Prefer Option 1 No roundabout!!! A roundabout would impede pedestrian and bicycle
crossings at an intersection that sees a lot of bicycles and pedestrians. Traffic at this corner
NEEDS to be slowed down for this very reason, not sped up. At present, pedestrians don't
need an island because they have a traffic light. A countdown pedestrian walk signal would be
better.

3/3/2021 9:29 PM

122

*All that is needed on Bus 51 is to repair the current road - reducing lanes and adding raised
medians will only worsen the traffic congestion on this corridor! *

3/3/2021 9:27 PM

123

Stop punishing businesses that are local and trying to keep customers. Reducing their
properties size doesn't help them operate their businesses appropriately.

3/3/2021 8:35 PM

124

Prefer Option 1 Leave alone.

3/3/2021 7:42 PM

125

Prefer Option 2 I like the roundabout option. I think it will improve traffic flow (cars will move
down Division a little more slowly but with fewer stops, which is best for everyone). The current
setup is problematic even during peak pedestrian crossing times, because of the number of
cars trying to make right or left turns through the crowd of students. The roundabout would
make it safer.

3/3/2021 1:49 PM

126

Prefer Option 2 I prefer option 2 including the roundabout.

3/3/2021 12:57 PM

127

Prefer Option 1 We would not benefit from a roundabout here. This should be a signaled
intersection with safety options for pedestrian crossings. There is a sidewalk bump out in front
of Cousin's Subs in the video, which makes no sense. Just make this a clear and full transition
to 4 lanes at the intersection, otherwise people will think they can turn into a right lane that
quickly disappears, only to reappear shortly after.

3/3/2021 12:23 PM

128

Prefer Option 1 I don't think we would benefit from a roundabout here, as roundabouts built in
to existing cross intersections always feel too tight.

3/3/2021 12:15 PM

129

Prefer Option 1 The roundabout would help the traffic flow, but given the amount of traffic in
that sections-- with all the crazy college kids driving like maniacs, I am worried that the
roundabout will present a barrier to pedestrian crossing at the intersection-- especially during
peak traffic times. Having a light at the intersection, which provides a designated time for
pedestrians to cross, is preferable.

3/3/2021 12:01 PM

130

Prefer Option 2 A roundabout makes sense (though it would make more people's heads
explode), if it weren't for the obvious, vast impacts to the properties on, it looks like, all 4

3/2/2021 9:36 PM
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corners of that intersection. As for option one, having dedicated left turn lanes at that
intersection would be a dream come true, as a lifelong pointer....
131

Prefer Option 1 NO ROUNDABOUT! Half the issue we still have with traffic coming off the
interstate is they don't slow down!!! Traffic travels way too fast from Northpoint south to
Clark/Main - w/lane switching to pass slower traffic. The 4th ave lights help slow traffic. Not in
favor of ANY business/land/property acquisition/removal.

3/2/2021 8:47 PM

132

Prefer Option 2 I'm all for the round about if it is a single lane like in Plover or a single lane
with a turn lane. A double lane round about by the university is just asking for accidents.

3/2/2021 4:14 PM

133

Prefer Option 2 I love roundabouts. The alternative proposed is also a good design, and a
roundabout would entail a lot of disruption during construction, but the end result would be
worth it.

3/2/2021 3:16 PM
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Q9 What is your opinion in regard to the 4-lane raised median alternative
considered in the North Segment?
Answered: 143

Skipped: 31

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Prefer 4-Lanes This seems to make the most sense But the 2 lane option might babe more
traffic calming.

3/14/2021 11:52 PM

2

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes It seems excessive to have 4 lanes of traffic here. When I travel on
this portion, there doesn't seem to be much more traffic than the other portions. I think it would
be safer for pedestrians to cross fewer lanes of traffic. People would be speeding up before the
roundabout if it were 4 lanes here.

3/14/2021 11:46 PM

3

Prefer 4-Lanes Yes! This is the way to go.

3/14/2021 10:30 PM

4

Prefer 4-Lanes Okay

3/14/2021 10:05 PM

5

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes 4 lanes are needed. Keep it the way it is. The
raised media will cause to many issues for entering and existing business along the corridor.
There are going to be people trying to do U turns to get to businesses which I think will cause
more accidents.

3/14/2021 9:20 PM

6

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes This may work, although I would be concerned
about businesses on Division.

3/14/2021 8:13 PM

7

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Absolutely not.....

3/14/2021 7:44 PM

8

Prefer 4-Lanes We feel this is the better option.

3/14/2021 7:26 PM

9

Prefer 4-Lanes I like this option the best

3/14/2021 7:10 PM

10

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes No no

3/14/2021 6:55 PM

11

Prefer 4-Lanes Prefer it, with Bike lanes. Projected population increases warrant a four-lane.
As our reliance on fossil fuel fades, we'll transition to driving all-electric vehicles ... GM will be
all electric by 2035 and people will not get rid of their motor vehicles in Central Wisconsin.
Keep four lanes, divide them with grassy medians, and have bike lanes, preferably protected,
when possible.

3/14/2021 6:45 PM

12

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes I oppose the four lane alternative.

3/14/2021 5:23 PM

13

Prefer 4-Lanes OK.

3/14/2021 4:44 PM

14

Prefer 4-Lanes 4 lanes will enhance future commercial and traffic growth in the area.

3/14/2021 4:20 PM

15

Concern Aside From #Lanes Throw out bike lanes; limiting access to businesses How about
center wall & frontage roads for business access

3/14/2021 3:01 PM

16

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes I prefer 2 lanes. I think the intersections are the most important and
the existing roundabout takes some pressure off of this area.

3/14/2021 12:42 PM

17

I am not opposed to 2 lane, but again it needs to stay consistent not back and forth, from 4 to
2 and back to 4 and back to 2.

3/14/2021 10:38 AM

18

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes I think this only encourages higher traffic speeds particularly with
SPASH students.

3/14/2021 10:28 AM

19

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes No

3/14/2021 9:00 AM

20

Prefer 4-Lanes I support this alternative.

3/14/2021 9:00 AM

21

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes No God, please.

3/14/2021 8:44 AM

22

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes I don’t think four lanes are necessary in this section.

3/14/2021 8:18 AM
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23

Concern Aside From #Lanes No raised median

3/14/2021 7:51 AM

24

Prefer 4-Lanes I like the four lanes

3/14/2021 7:50 AM

25

Prefer 4-Lanes I would love a diet, but right hand turns make this the better option

3/13/2021 10:49 PM

26

Concern Aside From #Lanes No raised median.

3/13/2021 10:25 PM

27

Prefer 4-Lanes I always appreciate the raised median with left turn lanes at all major
intersections. Love it.

3/13/2021 10:02 PM

28

Prefer 4-Lanes Yes love it

3/13/2021 9:35 PM

29

Prefer 4-Lanes I like it.

3/13/2021 8:53 PM

30

Prefer 4-Lanes Favorable

3/13/2021 8:12 PM

31

Prefer 4-Lanes 4 lane plan is better than 2

3/13/2021 7:59 PM

32

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Hate it.

3/13/2021 7:59 PM

33

Prefer 4-Lanes yes

3/13/2021 7:58 PM

34

Prefer 4-Lanes Four lanes

3/13/2021 7:44 PM

35

Prefer 4-Lanes Good

3/13/2021 6:35 PM

36

Prefer 4-Lanes Like it a lot

3/13/2021 5:49 PM

37

Prefer 4-Lanes I think this is similar to what is there now. Probably the one most people
would go for.

3/13/2021 5:37 PM

38

Prefer 4-Lanes LEAVE IT 4 LANES

3/13/2021 5:31 PM

39

Prefer 4-Lanes 4 lane only works.

3/13/2021 5:00 PM

40

Prefer 4-Lanes Leave Division as it is!

3/13/2021 4:58 PM

41

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes I am opposed to the 4-lane option.

3/13/2021 4:49 PM

42

Prefer 4-Lanes Yep, like the median like the 4 lanes

3/13/2021 4:36 PM

43

Prefer 4-Lanes Better than 2 lanes

3/13/2021 3:57 PM

44

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Fucking stupid.

3/13/2021 3:41 PM

45

Concern Aside From #Lanes Keep it NO bike lanes

3/13/2021 3:27 PM

46

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes Same as above. Raised medians mean
maintenance and additional costs. Turning into driveways will be a chore. I much prefer the
four lane to the 2 lane though.

3/13/2021 3:24 PM

47

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Negative

3/13/2021 3:18 PM

48

Prefer 4-Lanes It is okay.

3/13/2021 3:08 PM

49

Prefer 4-Lanes OK, LOOKS GOOD.

3/13/2021 2:46 PM

50

Prefer 4-Lanes Please do not limit access for those businesses. That's all they've got over
there! On street bike lanes are dangerous! If we MUST have an option, this would be better
than 2 lane

3/13/2021 2:32 PM

51

Concern Aside From #Lanes Bye bye businesses. Except Taco Bell as they have access
from both directions. I will not go up the street todo a U-turn to come back the other way to
access a driveway. Give me access to ALL driveways when travelling N or S. If I can't turn in
or out in both directions I will NOT go to those businesses.

3/13/2021 2:06 PM

52

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes I prefer the 4 lane option to the 2 lane option the purpose of Business 51 is for expedited traffic to flow through the city - not for pedestrian
and or bicycle traffic - while I appreciate those groups, I feel there are alternatives available to
those groups to continue to get around the city without impacting traffic. Traffic light times can
also be improved to allow for better crossing opportunities for pedestrians.

3/13/2021 1:48 PM

53

Prefer 4-Lanes Yes, need to figure out the intersections by kwik trip. They are too blind with

3/13/2021 1:39 PM
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both directions left turn lane fully aligned. Cannot see around vehicles
54

Prefer 4-Lanes Yes. 4 lanes is good.

3/13/2021 1:31 PM

55

Prefer 4-Lanes I like the options that limits where people can turn in that area.

3/13/2021 1:20 PM

56

Prefer 4-Lanes North section functions just fine as it is.

3/13/2021 1:13 PM

57

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes I don't think it is necessary.

3/13/2021 1:05 PM

58

Prefer 4-Lanes Leave 4 lane

3/13/2021 12:54 PM

59

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes 2 lane is better

3/13/2021 12:47 PM

60

Prefer 4-Lanes Yes love it

3/13/2021 12:37 PM

61

Prefer 4-Lanes Awesome.

3/13/2021 12:30 PM

62

Prefer 4-Lanes Yes

3/13/2021 12:11 PM

63

Would be better if it had 4 lanes

3/13/2021 12:09 PM

64

Prefer 4-Lanes I think I prefer this one but I have no strong opinion either way. As I’m not
sure how high traffic volume is there to require 4 lanes.

3/13/2021 11:50 AM

65

Concern Aside From #Lanes Comparing the two, I don't like that the bike lane is so close to
the road.

3/13/2021 11:30 AM

66

Prefer 4-Lanes I like this option

3/13/2021 11:17 AM

67

Prefer 4-Lanes acceptable.

3/13/2021 10:42 AM

68

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Again, I do not feel that the traffic volume merits this.

3/13/2021 9:23 AM

69

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Don't want it

3/13/2021 8:41 AM

70

Prefer 4-Lanes Yay

3/13/2021 8:26 AM

71

Concern Aside From #Lanes No medians.

3/13/2021 7:10 AM

72

Concern Aside From #Lanes Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes We don't need 4 lanes in this part of
town. I don't support this even with the raised median. It is important for pedestrians and
businesses that traffic slow down a little bit, have better access to turning points.

3/12/2021 11:18 PM

73

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes I am not in favor of this because people tend to drive their vehicles
faster when there are 4 lanes - they "read" the road as a highway.

3/12/2021 7:52 PM

74

Concern Aside From #Lanes Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Dislike this option as 4 lanes
encourage higher speeds and is more difficult to turn into businesses

3/12/2021 7:16 PM

75

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes I'm a fan of 2 lanes for traffic calming.

3/12/2021 6:48 PM

76

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes There is not enough vehicle traffic here to justify 4 lanes.

3/12/2021 4:35 PM

77

Prefer 4-Lanes I prefer this option. I don't mind not having a buffer while biking. I think the
more road we can keep 4 lanes, people will accept the change a little better.

3/12/2021 3:48 PM

78

Concern Aside From #Lanes Again raised medians create traffic flow issues which
negatively affect businesses.

3/12/2021 1:58 PM

79

Prefer 4-Lanes Don't have any problems with this.

3/12/2021 11:35 AM

80

Prefer 4-Lanes 4 lane roads are the only way to go. U already fucked up hwy 66!

3/12/2021 9:52 AM

81

Concern Aside From #Lanes Throw out bike lanes Again major north-south route Business
access Overall we don't want to create Highway 10 East of town at 4:00 - 6:00 pm on
weekdays & weekend traffic backups If you live east of Stevens Point getting out of this city
after work is terrible We have to do a better job planning this road without damaging traffic flow;
business & private property, still increasing safety We can do a lot better than these
alternatives

3/12/2021 8:25 AM

82

Concern Aside From #Lanes No raised medians

3/12/2021 6:16 AM

83

Concern Aside From #Lanes Not a fan.

3/12/2021 12:13 AM
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84

Concern Aside From #Lanes No raised median

3/11/2021 6:31 PM

85

Concern Aside From #Lanes No raised medians

3/11/2021 5:25 PM

86

Concern Aside From #Lanes Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes not as safe for drivers, pedestrians,
and bike riders; too much impermeable surface; harder to cross the street since it's a lot wider;
feels faster;

3/11/2021 5:25 PM

87

Prefer 4-Lanes 4 lane and with median looks great. This is a business area with lots of
concrete so the median actually makes sense here, and they aren't those stupid stubby little
blobs of concrete waiting to wreck cars and get run over (that you propose for the central
segment).

3/11/2021 5:20 PM

88

Prefer 4-Lanes I think it will work well and provide a buffer for traffic coming off of I39.

3/11/2021 8:52 AM

89

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes against it

3/10/2021 3:29 PM

90

Concern Aside From #Lanes No raised medians.

3/10/2021 2:03 PM

91

Prefer 4-Lanes yes to 4 lanes, Since this is a business district the median would add a nice
bit of green space. But this is the only place where medians make sense. South of here they
are ridiculous little lumps of concrete just waiting to wreck cars trying to use the stupid central
"turn lanes" AKA super fast driving pass lanes.

3/10/2021 12:34 PM

92

Concern Aside From #Lanes Not sure, don't love the raised medians because businesses
will suffer. People will avoid going there if they can't turn south out of the business. Seems like
having turning lanes would be a good idea.

3/10/2021 8:22 AM

93

Prefer 4-Lanes This option is probably the most functional for this segment of Business 51
as there is numerous businesses as well as UWSP, Pacelli High School, SPASH, Sentry
Insurance, Sentry World and numerous other businesses on or adjacent to Business 51. Also
the north roundabout intersection is the entrance to I-39, U. S. 10 and U. S 51 freeway and is
also an Alternate I-39 route. So it is imperative that this section of Business 51 remain four
lane. There is also room to expand the bike lanes and sidewalks on almost all of the north
section. The existing signals should remain at the existing intersections

3/10/2021 2:29 AM

94

This option is probably the most functional for this segment of Business 51 as there is
numerous businesses as well as UWSP, Pacelli High School, SPASH, Sentry Insurance,
Sentry World and numerous other businesses on or adjacent to Business 51. Also the north
roundabout intersection is the entrance to I-39, U. S. 10 and U. S 51 freeway and is also an
Alternate I-39 route. So it is imperative that this section of Business 51 remain four lane. There
is also room to expand the bike lanes and sidewalks on almost all of the north section.

3/10/2021 2:18 AM

95

Prefer 4-Lanes Yes

3/9/2021 9:47 PM

96

Prefer 4-Lanes Best option

3/9/2021 7:49 PM

97

Concern Aside From #Lanes Overall I do not oppose the raised median. I am concerned
about added to the city maintenance for mowing if grass.

3/9/2021 4:34 PM

98

Concern Aside From #Lanes Again, bike lanes are simply not needed on B51. Bikes or alt
modes of transportation have been and can utilize other parallel shared road-ways.

3/9/2021 4:23 PM

99

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes It just seems unnecessary. The road is like a runway now and doesn't
need to be.

3/9/2021 3:26 PM

100

Prefer 4-Lanes For 4-lanes

3/9/2021 2:34 PM

101

Concern Aside From #Lanes Not for raised medians

3/9/2021 1:54 PM

102

Concern Aside From #Lanes Against - no raised medians

3/9/2021 1:49 PM

103

Prefer 4-Lanes i say keep it as it is.

3/9/2021 1:33 PM

104

Prefer 4-Lanes Definitely the way to go coming into the city since people from the highway
will use this part the most for food and gas stations.

3/9/2021 1:28 PM

105

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes No WAY.

3/9/2021 9:49 AM

106

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes I'd rather keep it to 2 lanes but feel less strongly

3/7/2021 6:02 AM
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107

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes That would be okay, except that some
driveways are blocked from the opposite lane.

3/6/2021 4:55 PM

108

Prefer 4-Lanes Preferred option

3/6/2021 3:30 PM

109

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes I think the entire roadway from south to north
point should stay as it. 4 lanes,no one lane just for those who are turning. If you are turning
you get in the left lane and traffic proceeds around them and or waits. Weve are all adults and
know how to drive. 54 million dollars should not be spent on this project!

3/5/2021 10:59 AM

110

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Nope. Bad idea.

3/5/2021 9:14 AM

111

Concern Aside From #Lanes No raised median necessary

3/5/2021 5:52 AM

112

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes Raised medians are excess maintenance
costs and unnecessary. Leave 2 lanes and only add a center turn lane. Don't reduce and bottle
neck.

3/5/2021 4:31 AM

113

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes Being a high traffic commercial area, the 4lane option seems make most sense, especially since it doesn't cost much more. It provides a
through lane in addition to a lane for turning into and out of driveways. Don't really care for
raised medians without frontage roads, though. Especially when there's no good way to reverse
direction. Another point in favor of putting a roundabout on 4th.

3/4/2021 9:00 PM

114

eitiher works.

3/4/2021 7:41 PM

115

This one's hard. I like the idea of slowing traffic down and giving a more cozy feel to the UW
campus/Sentry/SPASH area, yet at the same time I'm worried that there could be a glut in the
early morning and mid to late afternoon.

3/4/2021 6:42 PM

116

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Prefer 2 lane but would not hate 4 lane

3/4/2021 6:10 PM

117

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Too wide = people will drive it too fast.

3/4/2021 2:19 PM

118

Prefer 4-Lanes 4 lane is OK since there is more space.

3/4/2021 1:20 PM

119

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes We only need 2 lanes. Drop the extra lanes and provide nicer
medians, pedestrian islands, plantings, etc. This area is barren and needs more greenery.

3/4/2021 1:12 PM

120

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes Raised median is a bit much, not really
needed. normal 4 lane would be just fine.

3/4/2021 1:06 PM

121

Prefer 4-Lanes Best/preferred alternative - feel it offers the most safety for all

3/4/2021 11:42 AM

122

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes Prefer the two-lane

3/4/2021 11:30 AM

123

Concern Aside From #Lanes you dont need raised medians that is money that dose not need
to be spent

3/4/2021 11:18 AM

124

Concern Aside From #Lanes I don't like raised medians

3/4/2021 10:53 AM

125

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes No

3/4/2021 9:21 AM

126

Concern Aside From #Lanes I'm unsure if the raised median is needed.

3/3/2021 10:44 PM

127

Prefer 4-Lanes Yes

3/3/2021 10:37 PM

128

Prefer 4-Lanes Keep it 4 lanes.

3/3/2021 9:55 PM

129

Prefer 4-Lanes It is the only realistic and feasible option for this corridor. It is the major
business avenue and entrance for the City of Stevens Point.

3/3/2021 9:30 PM

130

Prefer 4-Lanes Regarding medians (both alternatives) It would be very attractive and would
visually slow traffic ONLY if planted. Plover's cost cutting move of eliminating all
recommended plantings along the road and in the median makes for a very ugly and oversized
expanse of pavement. I'd hate to see the same in Stevens Point. Also, there need to be
enough cuts in the median that no home or business is cut off from access from either
direction.

3/3/2021 9:29 PM

131

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 4-Lanes *All that is needed on Bus 51 is to repair the
current road - reducing lanes and adding raised medians will only worsen the traffic congestion
on this corridor! *

3/3/2021 9:27 PM
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132

Repeated question responded earlier. Stop sacrificing safety free flowing traffic patterns for
bikes that don't ride on busy streets and making grass a priority. Not good planning with tax
payers money.

3/3/2021 8:35 PM

133

Concern Aside From #Lanes
reduced or have bike lanes.

Prefer 4-Lanes Needs to stay 4 lanes the roads to busy to be

3/3/2021 7:43 PM

134

Concern Aside From #Lanes

Prefer 4-Lanes Leave alone. No roudabouts no bike lanes.

3/3/2021 7:42 PM

135

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes I don’t see much benefit to the two extra lanes. There just isn’t
enough traffic volume. And it doesn’t make sense for cars to exit the North Point roundabout
(at a relatively slow speed) and then enter a four-lane road that encourages more speed, only
to have to slow down again at Maria or Fourth.

3/3/2021 1:49 PM

136

Prefer 4-Lanes This is my preferred option.

3/3/2021 12:57 PM

137

Prefer 4-Lanes This area is so busy and MUST remain a 4-lane. I love the idea of including
trees in the raised medians and terraces as often as possible. As it is now, I avoid walking
here, despite living in the area, because it is dangerous and frankly run down and unpleasant
to look at.

3/3/2021 12:23 PM

138

Prefer 4-Lanes I think this is the one to go with.

3/3/2021 12:15 PM

139

Prefer 4-Lanes I like it.

3/3/2021 12:01 PM

140

Prefer 4-Lanes This would be my preferred option as a daily user of this stretch. All the
benefits of a raised median and dedicated turn lanes, and no lane reduction.

3/2/2021 9:36 PM

141

Do Not Prefer 4-Lanes I prefer the 2 lane to slow traffic (option below).

3/2/2021 8:47 PM

142

Concern Aside From #Lanes I am uncertain on the raise median only because it seems like
it makes it difficult to access businesses on the opposite side of the road, which is often what
those that work at Sentry or attend SPASH would be doing, coming from the north to get to
resturants.

3/2/2021 4:14 PM

143

Concern Aside From #Lanes

3/2/2021 3:16 PM

Prefer 4-Lanes I think the North segment works as is.
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Q10 What is your opinion in regard to the 2-lane raised median alternative
considered in the North Segment?
Answered: 154

Skipped: 20

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Not my first choice but certainly a very good choice alternative.

3/14/2021 11:52 PM

2

Prefer 2-Lanes I prefer this option. It seems safer for pedestrian traffic, which there is quite a
bit of with the university nearby.

3/14/2021 11:46 PM

3

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes It would be disastrous to only have two lanes in this part of Division
St. I’m fine with it moving to two lanes on the center section with fewer businesses on the
street but not the north and south sides as if the road diet impedes traffic flow, businesses
could be harmed.

3/14/2021 10:30 PM

4

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes See above #3. Anything other than 2FULL lanes each way plus turn
lanes is a joke.

3/14/2021 10:05 PM

5

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes This area needs 4 lanes.

3/14/2021 9:20 PM

6

Prefer 2-Lanes I like the idea of left-turn only lanes and the raised median.

3/14/2021 8:13 PM

7

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes No

3/14/2021 7:44 PM

8

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I don't like it.

3/14/2021 7:10 PM

9

Prefer 2-Lanes I like 2 lane roads, road diets ate sound policy

3/14/2021 7:03 PM

10

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes No no

3/14/2021 6:55 PM

11

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I don't like it. The North segment is closes to the highway, sees a fair
amount of travel from SPASH students, School buses, and Sentry workers. And the two lane
option won't be appreciated by the town folk in the south and north segments, for whatever that
matters.

3/14/2021 6:45 PM

12

Prefer 2-Lanes I like the two lane alternative.

3/14/2021 5:23 PM

13

Prefer 2-Lanes I see some advantages compared to the 4-lane alternative, but how will cars
access businesses' driveways? If this issue is fully addressed in some way I don't see, then
this alternative is better because it's more attractive.

3/14/2021 4:44 PM

14

Prefer 2-Lanes Better than nothing.

3/14/2021 4:20 PM

15

Prefer 2-Lanes I like the 2 lane options best

3/14/2021 3:28 PM

16

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes NO

3/14/2021 3:11 PM

17

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes THROW IT OUT NORTH-SOUTH ROUTE THOUGH CITY THESE
PLANS ARE AWFUL CITY TOOK 6 MILLION FROM STATE FOR CONTROL OF THIS ROAD
DON'T TURN IT INTO 60 MILLION DOLLAR MISTAKE

3/14/2021 3:01 PM

18

Prefer 2-Lanes This is my favorite part of the entire plan, and as a councilmember, it would
also be my priority.

3/14/2021 2:00 PM

19

Prefer 2-Lanes I prefer 2 lanes.

3/14/2021 12:42 PM

20

I wish there would have been a spot to give these comments, at the end of the survey. I would
have then filled out the survey question by question.

3/14/2021 10:38 AM

21

Prefer 2-Lanes I think this will work.

3/14/2021 10:28 AM

22

Prefer 2-Lanes Yes

3/14/2021 9:00 AM

23

Concern Aside From #Lanes

Prefer 2-Lanes I just don't lime the raised medians.
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24

Prefer 2-Lanes This is my preferred option for the North segment.

3/14/2021 8:18 AM

25

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Leave the same

3/14/2021 7:51 AM

26

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Too small

3/14/2021 7:50 AM

27

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes See above.

3/13/2021 10:49 PM

28

Concern Aside From #Lanes Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes There is too much traffic for a 2 lane
road there and a median is unnecessary.

3/13/2021 10:25 PM

29

Prefer 2-Lanes I think this would give more space for bike lanes and sidewalks, but I could
not locate the maps to see the detailed comparisons. Always love the raised medians, though!

3/13/2021 10:02 PM

30

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes 4 lane better

3/13/2021 9:37 PM

31

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Do not like two lanes

3/13/2021 9:35 PM

32

Concern Aside From #Lanes Doesn't seem as safe. There are many businesses along this
stretch that would make the middle lane congested.

3/13/2021 8:53 PM

33

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Unfavorable

3/13/2021 8:12 PM

34

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes 4 lane plan is better than 2

3/13/2021 7:59 PM

35

Prefer 2-Lanes Love it!

3/13/2021 7:59 PM

36

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes no

3/13/2021 7:58 PM

37

Prefer 2-Lanes Prefer this

3/13/2021 6:37 PM

38

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Terrible

3/13/2021 6:35 PM

39

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Nope, don't like it.

3/13/2021 5:49 PM

40

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Since this is a "gateway" into and out of town, the four lane option
may be the best for most people. I love the look of trees in the median but just don't let it turn
into the ugly mess that is now the Plover business route. That was supposedly going to be
attractive too and it is ugly and cheap and nothing but a bleak concrete expanse. This route is
a welcome to our city. Just like the Wisconsin River Bridge, it has to have asthetic appeal as
well as functionality. It can be done. Don't be penny wise and pound foolish and make it look
like every penny was cut when possible. That has been done enough with projects in this town.

3/13/2021 5:37 PM

41

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes NO LEAVE IT 4 LANES

3/13/2021 5:31 PM

42

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Terrible idea

3/13/2021 5:00 PM

43

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Leave Division as it is!

3/13/2021 4:58 PM

44

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Don't! It is a very busy street and would cause road rage and more
accidents!

3/13/2021 4:54 PM

45

Prefer 2-Lanes I favor the two lane option. Generally, I favor any measures that calm traffic
by design, improve pedestrian safety and enable safe mode of transit by means other than a
car.

3/13/2021 4:49 PM

46

Prefer 2-Lanes preferred

3/13/2021 4:39 PM

47

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Needs to be 4 lanes

3/13/2021 4:36 PM

48

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Absolutely terrible and everyone who came up with this 2 lane
garbage should lose their jobs and be banished from society

3/13/2021 3:57 PM

49

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Fucking stupid.

3/13/2021 3:41 PM

50

Concern Aside From #Lanes
lanes

3/13/2021 3:27 PM

51

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Same as above

3/13/2021 3:24 PM

52

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Negative

3/13/2021 3:18 PM

53

Prefer 2-Lanes I prefer this one. Safer for bicyclists and the area does not require four lanes

3/13/2021 3:08 PM

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes NO!! Keep it 4 lane lane with no bike
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54

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes THE 4 LANE LOOKS BETTER AND SAFER !

3/13/2021 2:46 PM

55

Prefer 2-Lanes Since the Northside is mainly for the HS students and college, this could
work, but I am sure the Sentry Ins folks won't be too happy. Now look at Hwy 10 by target,
where there is TONS of traffice and NO service road! Can we get that on both sides, please?

3/13/2021 2:32 PM

56

Prefer 2-Lanes Yes

3/13/2021 2:29 PM

57

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Sucks. Just keep it the way it's been with a bit wider lanes for busses
and trucks

3/13/2021 2:06 PM

58

Concern Aside From #Lanes Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I prefer the 4 lane option - the purpose
of Business 51 is for expedited traffic to flow through the city - not for pedestrian and or
bicycle traffic - while I appreciate those groups, I feel there are alternatives available to those
groups to continue to get around the city without impacting vehicle traffic.

3/13/2021 1:48 PM

59

Concern Aside From #Lanes Prefer 2-Lanes 2 lanes keeps it safer for walkers and bikers,
don't know if the raised median is needed, plus it would limit access to blds along the road.

3/13/2021 1:46 PM

60

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes No

3/13/2021 1:39 PM

61

Concern Aside From #Lanes

62

Prefer 2-Lanes I think this is a better choice with how often people are crossing the street.

3/13/2021 1:20 PM

63

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Awful. This is going to impede traffic flow. Busy roads should not be
bottled to 2 lanes only. This is going to cause people to take alternate routes through
residential areas to avoid the traffic jams that are going to be caused.

3/13/2021 1:13 PM

64

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Absolutely terrible idea. Again, traffic needs to move quickly and
smoothly. 2 lanes will deter drivers from using this route.

3/13/2021 1:05 PM

65

For either option, would like a round about at Maria Drive.

3/13/2021 12:56 PM

66

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Leave it 4 lanes

3/13/2021 12:54 PM

67

Prefer 2-Lanes Would be great

3/13/2021 12:47 PM

68

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Hate it

3/13/2021 12:37 PM

69

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Keep it 4 lanes like how it is. If you guys are gonna spend money
then spend on just fixing division street and keep it how it is or expand a median in the middle.

3/13/2021 12:30 PM

70

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes No

3/13/2021 12:11 PM

71

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes It would be an obvious impediment of traffic

3/13/2021 12:09 PM

72

Prefer 2-Lanes See number 9. Love the bike lanes! Especially in this area as it has so many
younger people that get around this way. As a person that likes to bike to get around as well it
would be nice to have safer access to places I want to go instead of avoiding them or going by
car.

3/13/2021 11:50 AM

73

Prefer 2-Lanes I really like the divider between the bike lane and the road, it will make me
feel safer.

3/13/2021 11:30 AM

74

Prefer 2-Lanes I support this option.

3/13/2021 11:28 AM

75

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes No please do not make this 2 lanes

3/13/2021 11:17 AM

76

Prefer 2-Lanes Favored.

3/13/2021 10:42 AM

77

Prefer 2-Lanes This is my preference for the north segment.

3/13/2021 9:23 AM

78

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Don't want it

3/13/2021 8:41 AM

79

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Nay

3/13/2021 8:26 AM

80

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes NO! Keep it 4 lanes all the way!

3/13/2021 8:07 AM

81

Concern Aside From #Lanes No bike lanes.

3/13/2021 7:10 AM

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes 4 lanes. No bike lanes.
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82

Prefer 2-Lanes This is the better of the two ideas. Having 2 lanes will actually improve the
feel/vibe of this part of town and encourage people to frequent businesses here.

3/12/2021 11:18 PM

83

Prefer 2-Lanes This is much safer in an area where high school and college students need to
cross the street to access businesses. It is also safer for vehicles because they have fewer
lanes of traffic to turn across. I like that bike traffic is considered in part of this design, since
the Green Circle is close by.

3/12/2021 7:52 PM

84

Prefer 2-Lanes I favor this method as two lanes encourages safer speeds and allows to enter
businesses easier.

3/12/2021 7:16 PM

85

Prefer 2-Lanes I like this a lot!

3/12/2021 6:48 PM

86

Prefer 2-Lanes I prefer this option. Overall, I think Stevens Point needs a "no net new traffic
light" law; we have traffic lights in town that do not reflect losing HWYs 51 and 10. Each new
light should be accompanied by losing a light somewhere else.

3/12/2021 4:35 PM

87

Prefer 2-Lanes I like the buffer in this option, but it isn't necessary.

3/12/2021 3:48 PM

88

Concern Aside From #Lanes Medians will have a negative impact on businesses

3/12/2021 1:58 PM

89

Prefer 2-Lanes Online downside I see of this is that any pavement saved in this option would
be off set by additional pavement to the right of sidewalks.

3/12/2021 11:35 AM

90

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Nope

3/12/2021 9:52 AM

91

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes SUCKS THROW IT OUT PLEASE CHANGE YOUR APPROACH &
THINKING ON THIS ROAD

3/12/2021 8:25 AM

92

Concern Aside From #Lanes No bike routes

3/12/2021 6:16 AM

93

Prefer 2-Lanes Really like the space provided by a 2 lane.

3/12/2021 12:13 AM

94

Concern Aside From #Lanes No bike route

3/11/2021 6:31 PM

95

Concern Aside From #Lanes No raised median; no bike route

3/11/2021 5:25 PM

96

Prefer 2-Lanes much better than the 4-lane; safer for all users; less impermeable surface;
feels slower; easier to cross the street; makes more sense in connecting to the roundabout at
Northpoint since the driver's speed is 15mph at that point

3/11/2021 5:25 PM

97

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Heck no!!! keep 4 lanes the WHOLE LENGTH. We have a town FULL
OF GREENSPACES. There is NO WAY that people are gonna decide to walk around on the
north side for fun. We also have a gorgeous downtown. This is stupidity. A waste of my tax
dollars. Someone in local government is obviously trying to make their legacy by forcing this
blatant wasteful scam of a project, and they should be fired.

3/11/2021 5:20 PM

98

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I don't see an advantage to this alternative.

3/11/2021 8:52 AM

99

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes against it

3/10/2021 3:29 PM

100

Concern Aside From #Lanes No raised medians. No bike lanes!

3/10/2021 2:03 PM

101

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes i hate it.

3/10/2021 12:34 PM

102

Concern Aside From #Lanes Again--don't love the continuous raised median that is
proposed, but it seems like the plan isn't considering other options than the continuous raised
median.

3/10/2021 8:22 AM

103

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes This alternative would have a negative impact on this section of
Business 51. This probably would be a huge detriment to the businesses located on this
section.

3/10/2021 2:29 AM

104

This alternative would have a negative impact on this section of Business 51. This probably
would be a huge detriment to the businesses located on this section.

3/10/2021 2:18 AM

105

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes No

3/9/2021 9:47 PM

106

Prefer 2-Lanes Better choice than 4 lane raised medium. Keep turn lanes in the middle.

3/9/2021 8:28 PM

107

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Opposed to 2 lane. 2 high schools, UWSP, sentry and multiple gas,
food & other business bring a lot of traffic during commute times. The ADP may allow for a

3/9/2021 4:34 PM
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road diet it does not take into consideration the times most of that traffic occures
108

Concern Aside From #Lanes Raised median have and can limit access to businesses along
the road-way. -Businesses that pay property tax. Expense and maintenance seems over
burdensome to tax payers.

3/9/2021 4:23 PM

109

Prefer 2-Lanes This seems better. It would slow the traffic so people see the businesses.
Also a better introduction to our historic town for people coming off the interstate.

3/9/2021 3:26 PM

110

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Against 2 lanes

3/9/2021 2:34 PM

111

Concern Aside From #Lanes

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Keep 4 lanes and no bike lanes

3/9/2021 1:54 PM

112

Concern Aside From #Lanes

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Against - no bike lanes

3/9/2021 1:49 PM

113

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I believe it is wide enough to stay as is.

3/9/2021 1:33 PM

114

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I do not like the 2 lane alternative for this part of the roadway

3/9/2021 1:28 PM

115

Prefer 2-Lanes A better approach.

3/9/2021 9:49 AM

116

Prefer 2-Lanes This is my preference, I often bike up this way and would prefer less car
lanes

3/7/2021 6:02 AM

117

Concern Aside From #Lanes Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Two lanes will not work. Too much
traffic. Again, raised medians block access to the opposite driveway.

3/6/2021 4:55 PM

118

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Go with the 4-lane approach.

3/6/2021 3:30 PM

119

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Two lanes are horrible. What will you do when there are busses, fire
trucks, police officers needing to get somewhere? What about all the businesses? What about
all the traffic that will now go to Water and Michigan steer?

3/6/2021 2:23 PM

120

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I think the entire roadway from south to north point should stay as it.
4 lanes,no one lane just for those who are turning. If you are turning you get in the left lane and
traffic proceeds around them and or waits. Weve are all adults and know how to drive. 54
million dollars should not be spent on this project!

3/5/2021 10:59 AM

121

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes No. Never! Conversion lanes are the worst!!

3/5/2021 9:14 AM

122

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Stupid

3/5/2021 5:52 AM

123

Concern Aside From #Lanes Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Raised medians are excess
maintenance costs and unnecessary. Leave 2 lanes and only add a center turn lane. Don't
reduce and bottle neck.

3/5/2021 4:31 AM

124

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Doesn't really seem like the 2-lane provides any real advantage here.
Cost savings are minimal.

3/4/2021 9:00 PM

125

This one's hard. I like the idea of slowing traffic down and giving a more cozy feel to the UW
campus/Sentry/SPASH area, yet at the same time I'm worried that there could be a glut in the
early morning and mid to late afternoon.

3/4/2021 6:42 PM

126

Prefer 2-Lanes Prefer.

3/4/2021 6:10 PM

127

Prefer 2-Lanes I prefer this design!

3/4/2021 2:19 PM

128

Prefer 2-Lanes Preferable.

3/4/2021 1:26 PM

129

Prefer 2-Lanes Best option. More greenery, etc. as noted above.

3/4/2021 1:12 PM

130

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes 2 lane should not even be an option on such a busy stretch of road!

3/4/2021 1:06 PM

131

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes not a fan in losing an additional traffic lane for vehicles just for a
buffer for the bike lane that I do not see being utilized in other areas of the city that have
already moved forward with them.

3/4/2021 11:42 AM

132

Prefer 2-Lanes Looks like it preserves all turning access and looks better.

3/4/2021 11:30 AM

133

Concern Aside From #Lanes get rid of the raised medians

3/4/2021 11:18 AM

134

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes You obviously didn't pay attention to the survey results that indicated
that people did not want to 2 lanes, so why even ask our opinion? And then you wonder why

3/4/2021 9:44 AM
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people don't participate when you ask!
135

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes No

3/4/2021 9:21 AM

136

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I hate the two lane changes already made in Stevens Point. Cross
traffic can't turn, you get stuck behind someone going 10 under the speed limit and there's too
much traffic for only two lanes. You have to zig-zag between stop and go lights and I
babsolutely hate it. Hate it.

3/4/2021 7:19 AM

137

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I don't like the two lane version. Bad weather may cause problems for
emergency vehicles as well as cars.

3/3/2021 10:44 PM

138

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes No

3/3/2021 10:37 PM

139

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Absolutely not. It is like we are drunk driving like michigan. O and
again bike lanes where the green cricle is right there and as well as schmeeckle

3/3/2021 9:55 PM

140

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Not feasible and I don't want to spend anymore time having to explain
the major flaws in the design of the 2 lane option for the traffic volumes. I would be curious the
traffic volume levels recommended for a 2 lane versus 4 lane. I would question the business
relocation of the store in either option since they could move their pumps and realign their
store based on the ROW to the south they bought a couple years ago similar to what Motomart
is doing at Bus 51/STH 54/CTH B in Plover.

3/3/2021 9:30 PM

141

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I prefer this to the 4 lane option. I think it makes for a much more
attractive business district, more green space, and to me the only option that safely
accommodates bike traffic because of the buffered lane.

3/3/2021 9:29 PM

142

Concern Aside From #Lanes Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes *All that is needed on Bus 51 is to
repair the current road - reducing lanes and adding raised medians will only worsen the traffic
congestion on this corridor! *

3/3/2021 9:27 PM

143

Even worse than the same question you asked about the first 3 segments. Stop this
hemorrhaging of tax money! Especially in a pandemic where real people problems need
addressing!

3/3/2021 8:35 PM

144

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes It's a dumb idea to reduce one of the busiest roads from 4 to 2 lanes.

3/3/2021 7:43 PM

145

Concern Aside From #Lanes No bike lanes. No roundabout, too much money

3/3/2021 7:42 PM

146

Prefer 2-Lanes It makes a lot of sense. In general, I strongly support raised medians and
wider terraces throughout. I don’t think four lanes are necessary on Division, and for much of
the corridor the four-lane setup is really dangerous. Improved bicycle accommodations are
desirable on the north and south segments where the right-of-way will accommodate them.

3/3/2021 1:49 PM

147

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I do not prefer this option.

3/3/2021 12:57 PM

148

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes Two lanes will cause far too much congestion in this area and it will
be difficult or impossible to correct after the fact. The number of lanes should not be reduced.
The four lanes option offers the same benefits as the two lanes, without negatively impact
traffic.

3/3/2021 12:23 PM

149

Concern Aside From #Lanes I worry about being able to get in to this while taking a left from
Fourth or Maria.

3/3/2021 12:15 PM

150

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I like it less than the 4-lane alternative.

3/3/2021 12:01 PM

151

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes No, no, no...I understand and appreciate the need for buffers next to
bike lanes, but this is not the place for one lane traffic and that much ceded to a bike lane. Not
to mention it's just begging for trouble given the high use and densely commercial nature of
this stretch of roadway.

3/2/2021 9:36 PM

152

Prefer 2-Lanes Better of the ideas, unless a roundabout is being attached - not in favor of a
useless roundabout.

3/2/2021 8:47 PM

153

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes This should not even be considered.

3/2/2021 4:14 PM

154

Concern Aside From #Lanes

3/2/2021 3:16 PM

Do Not Prefer 2-Lanes I think the North segment works as is.
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Prefer 4-Lanes

Concern Aside From #Lanes

Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Thursday, March 04, 2021 9:46 AM
Dredske, Logan
FW: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

FYI

From:ScottBeduhn<sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Sent:Thursday,March04,20219:22AM
To:charcoalbathroom@outlook.com
Cc:Canfield,Amy<amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Subject:[EXTERNAL]RE:OnlineFormSubmittal:ContacttheDirectorofPublicWorks

HiJohn,

Again,Ithankyoufortheemail.IrespondedtoyourotheremailregardingtrafficflowandsentsomedocumentsthatI
hopewillhelp.

Regardingtheemailbelow,Ithankyouforyourcommentsandwillsharethemwiththeprojectteamandwewill
considerthemaswemoveforward.

Thanksagain,

Scott







From:noreply@civicplus.com<noreply@civicplus.com>
Sent:Tuesday,March2,202112:22PM
To:ScottBeduhn<sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject:OnlineFormSubmittal:ContacttheDirectorofPublicWorks


Contact the Director of Public Works


FirstandLastName:

john masbaum

StreetAddress:

1708 jefferson st.

1

City

Stevens Point (change City, State, and/or Zip as needed)

State:

WI

Zip:

54481

PhoneNumber:

7155446240

EmailAddress:

charcoalbathroom@outlook.com

Pleaseenteryourquestions
orcommentsbelow:

I do not want the business 51 project to reduce the number of
traffic lanes from 4 to 2. The peope who drive pay more taxes
in this city than those who ride bikes, and we should be heard
and listened to. reducing lanes will produce headaches for
drives, danger for bikers and will make crossing business 51
more because it will mean the 2 lanes will be full of traffic,
creating less opportunities to cross. this will aggravate people,
potential for road rage, and will make it more difficult for
deliveries for business. this proposal to put the road on a 'diet'
is absolutely ridiculous!





Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Canfield, Amy
Thursday, March 04, 2021 9:48 AM
Dredske, Logan
FW: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works
2020-05-27 Business 51 Road Diet Evaluation Memo.pdf; Detailed Alternatives Comparison.pdf

FYI

From:ScottBeduhn<sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Sent:Thursday,March04,20219:19AM
To:charcoalbathroom@outlook.com
Cc:Canfield,Amy<amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Subject:[EXTERNAL]RE:OnlineFormSubmittal:ContacttheDirectorofPublicWorks

HiJohn,

Thankyoufortheemail.

Pleasefindtwodocumentsattachedtothisemail.Thefirstisamemosummarizingtheroaddietevaluation.This
evaluationfollowstheFederalHighwayAdministration’sprocess,butitdoesnotprovidethequantitativeinformation
thatIbelieveyouarereallylookingfor.Theseconddocumentisasummaryofalternativeswhichcontainsacomparison
oftrafficflow.Overall,withintherangeoftrafficwehaveseenandareprojecting,efficiencyisn’tlostorgainedwiththe
numberoflanes,itisaccomplishedwithefficientintersections.

Pleaseletmeknowifyouhaveanyfurtherquestions.

Thankyou,

Scott







From:noreply@civicplus.com<noreply@civicplus.com>
Sent:Tuesday,March2,20213:06PM
To:ScottBeduhn<sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject:OnlineFormSubmittal:ContacttheDirectorofPublicWorks


Contact the Director of Public Works


1

FirstandLastName:

John Masbaum

StreetAddress:

1708 Jefferson St.

City

Stevens Point (change City, State, and/or Zip as needed)

State:

WI

Zip:

54481

PhoneNumber:

7155446240

EmailAddress:

charcoalbathroom@outlook.com

Pleaseenteryourquestions
orcommentsbelow:

Do you have engineering data, from an engineering firm, that
proves that reducing business 51 from 4 to 2 lanes will improve
traffic flow? if so, how can I obtain copies of this information .
John Masbaum





Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Wednesday, March 03, 2021 11:24 AM
Scott Beduhn (sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com)
Joel Lemke (jlemke@stevenspoint.com); Dredske, Logan; Barz, Ryan
Bus. 51 - Alder Tori Jennings & Bill Schierl conversations

HiScott,

ThismorningIhadphoneconversationswithAlderToriJenningsandBillSchierl.Detailsofthesephonecallsarebelow.

Prefer 2-Lanes
Concern Aside From #Lanes
AlderJennings
x SheisconcernedabouttheproposedSBrightturnlaneatMainSt.andtherightofwayacquisitionneededat
1656DivisionSt.BillSchierljustpurchased(orispurchasing?)thepropertyandisplanningtorenovateit.She
thinksthedealmightfallthroughifthereispropertyacquisitionhere.SheaskedmetofollowupwithBill
Schierlandgavemehisphonenumber.
x She’salsoconcernedaboutthesmallrightofwayimpacttothepropertyacrossthestreetduetothecorner
radius.Doesn’twanttoseeanyimpacthere.
x Sheisconcernedaboutkeepingthe4Ͳlanealternativesonthetableforsolong.Feelstheyshouldbe
dismissed.Shefeelsthe2ͲlanealternativesareinalignmentwiththeCity’slongͲrangedevelopmentplansfor
thecorridor.Inotedthatwewereprovidingfactsonthevariousalternatives(cost,impacts,etc.)thatshould
allowtheCity/Counciltomakeaneducateddecisionaboutwhichalternativetheysupport.

Concern Aside From #Lanes
BillSchierl
x IcalledBillSchierlat715Ͳ572Ͳ3203attherequestofAlderJennings.
x Wediscussedthepotentialimpactstothepropertyat1656DivisionSt.Inotedthatthepotentialacquisition
wasapproximately9.5’fromtheexistingrightofway/backofsidewalk.Thisleftatleast10’tothehouse,butI
notedthatIcouldn’tconfirmthisdimensionverywellbecauseoftheshadowingpresentontheaerialphotoand
hewouldbebesttotakehisownmeasurements.
x WediscussedthereasoningbehindthedesignoftheroadwayinthisareaandwhytheSBrightturnlaneis
needed.
x Wediscussedtheredevelopmentopportunitiesforthisblockthatcouldexistifthetwomultifamilyproperties
southofCollegeAve.wereremoved.Thesetwopropertiesareproposedforrelocationasaresultoftheright
turnlane.

Amy Canfield, PE
Associate Vice President, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, West Region
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram 
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Concern Aside From #Lanes

Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Thursday, March 04, 2021 9:41 AM
Dredske, Logan
FW: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

FYI


Amy Canfield, PE
M +1-608-381-1462


From:ScottBeduhn<sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Sent:Thursday,March04,20219:25AM
To:weebe54@hotmail.com
Cc:Canfield,Amy<amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Subject:[EXTERNAL]RE:OnlineFormSubmittal:ContacttheDirectorofPublicWorks

GoodMorningMr.Leppen,

Thankyoufortheemail.Iwillcertainlyshareyourthoughtswiththeprojectteam,andwewillconsiderthem,aswedo
allthecommentswereceive,aswemoveforward.

Thanksagain,

Scott







From:noreply@civicplus.com<noreply@civicplus.com>
Sent:Wednesday,March3,20217:57AM
To:ScottBeduhn<sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject:OnlineFormSubmittal:ContacttheDirectorofPublicWorks


Contact the Director of Public Works


FirstandLastName:

Wallter Leppen

StreetAddress:

2849 Church St

City

Stevens Point (change City, State, and/or Zip as needed)
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State:

WI

Zip:

54481

PhoneNumber:

715-341-1020

EmailAddress:

weebe54@hotmail.com

Pleaseenteryourquestions
orcommentsbelow:

What great meeting last night NOT
Zoom meeting with up to 39 people is not what I call a public
meeting for the city, we had over people in a zoom meeting in
Village of Nelsonville for election Caucus
It's very obvious that your not listening to the people &
business owners of the city.
Both options that were shown last night had bike lanes on most
of the corridor when your last survey showed that at most 1
segment of people only 40% agree to have bike lanes. 80%
said lane reductions would hurt travel flow.
When safety is considered Amy said that this corridor speed
limit is & always been 25mph, but we need raised medians for
to keep car apart when I can drive on 2 lane state highways at
55mph. The lack of enforce of traffic laws & absent of turn
arrows at fourth avenue highly add to the problems. In looking
at 1 diagrams of having safety island for pedestrians in wrong
spot for the college students to cross not were the city now has
flashing lights.
Planning didn't listen in 2013 & not listening now.
Not feeling good about this plan at all.
Walter Leppen
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Prefer 4-Lanes

Concern Aside From #Lanes

Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Monday, March 08, 2021 6:29 PM
Dredske, Logan
FW: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Mayor

FYI

From:ScottBeduhn<sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Sent:Monday,March08,20212:05PM
To:Canfield,Amy<amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Subject:[EXTERNAL]FW:OnlineFormSubmittal:ContacttheMayor

HiAmy,

NotsureiftheMayorBcc’dyouornotbutwantedtomakesureyoureceivedthesecomments.

Thanks,

Scott






From:MikeWiza<MWiza@stevenspoint.com>
Sent:Monday,March8,20211:56PM
To:rsom71@gmail.com;SandyFrasch<sfrasch@stevenspoint.com>
Subject:RE:OnlineFormSubmittal:ContacttheMayor

Thankyouforthecomments,Renee.
IwillpassthemalongtothePublicWorksDirectorandtheengineeringteamtoaddthemtothemanyotherswehave
received.
Thisislikelythebiggestprojectwewilltackleinourlifetimeregardingthecityandwewanttomakesurewelookatall
aspectsofit.
Safetyisahugepriority.Weareusingthelatestdataavailabletotrytomaketheroadassafeaswecanwhilenot
adverselyaffectingthefloeforallusers.

ItisnotaneasytaskandIthankyouforbeingpartoftheprocess.


Mayor Mike Wiza
City of Stevens Point, WI
mwiza@stevenspoint.com
715-346-1570
1

www.stevenspoint.com



From:noreply@civicplus.com<noreply@civicplus.com>
Sent:Friday,March5,20214:23PM
To:MikeWiza<MWiza@stevenspoint.com>;SandyFrasch<sfrasch@stevenspoint.com>
Subject:OnlineFormSubmittal:ContacttheMayor


Contact the Mayor


FirstandLastName:

Renee Somers

StreetAddress:

1820 MINNESOTA AVE

City

STEVENS POINT

State:

WI

Zip:

54481-4144

PhoneNumber:

17152522884

EmailAddress:

rsom71@gmail.com

Pleaseenteryourquestions
orcommentsbelow:

Regarding Bus 51 project. Listened to zoom meeting and
disappointed. The citizens of Stevens Point have next no say in
project. The speaker even said it was their recommendations
that in essence matter. ( paraphasing)I asked at least four
questions and they weren't answered. I asked the number of
respondents to survey and it was ignored. I found the answer
online- est 1640. We have about 26000 people who live here.
VERY few know about this project. its been poorly discussed in
community. Per their statics 9000- 13000 people travel the
north/ south cooridor as of 2012 stats. Cutting it down to two
lanes and adding bike lanes benefits whom? Less than 1-2 %
of the population. Don't make it harder for businesses to attract
people and make it MORE dangerous. I don't agree with their
stats it will decrease accidents. I live and work on this side of
town. I have seen few accidents. We are a growing community
who needs more than two lanes to support the traffic and
growth. In 10 years you will be redoing it because of growth.
you want to attract new busineas to north and south side well
make it traffic friendly. I know for one i will NOT visit these
business. I will not deal with one lane of traffic for that amount
of vehicles. I travel it multiple times a day for work and its busy
at ALL hours. Its the main road to plover, Wisconsin rapids and
wausau. Focus on repair and growing this side of town.
Consider putting this to community vote on the next ballot.
2

Include ALL of the tax payers input as the original survey of
traffic was done in 2012. A lot has changed in 9 years.please
reconsider this project and added expense to a struggle
economy. Thank you
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Concern Aside From #Lanes

Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Monday, March 08, 2021 8:23 AM
Bob Fisch; sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com
RE: [EXTERNAL] comments #2 on Division/Church Corridor (Business 51) Project

Hello,Bob.

Thankyoufortakingthetimetoshareyourthoughtful,detailedcommentswithus.Weappreciateyourperspectiveas
someonewhoprimarilyusesabicyclefortransportation.

Thankyou,
Amy Canfield, PE
Associate Vice President, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, West Region
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com

AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram 


From:BobFisch<stormribsurvey@gmail.com>
Sent:Sunday,March07,20212:56PM
To:Canfield,Amy<amy.canfield@aecom.com>;sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com
Subject:[EXTERNAL]comments#2onDivision/ChurchCorridor(Business51)Project

HelloAmyandScottͲMynameisBobFisch.IamahomeownerinStevensPointonSmithSt,justafewblocksfrom
DivisionSt.

IwanttoshareasecondsetofcommentswithyoubothontheDivision/ChurchCorridor(Business51)Project.Myfirst
setwasbasedonthePublicMeeting#1materialsyoumadeavailable.

Overthepastfewdays,IreviewedthePublicMeeting#2videoandtheseveralPDFsavailableonthePublicMeeting#2
page.Inparticular,Ispentagreatdealoftimelookingatthe3mapsͲsouth,centralandnorthͲexaminingtheproposed
featuresallalongtheredesignedcorridorforeachofthealternativesyouprovided.

Myprimaryconcernsarerelatedtobicycle,walking,andtransitissues.Abicycleismymainvehicle.Iconsidermyselfa
utilitarianbicyclerider,ridingprimarilytorunerrandsthroughoutoururbanarea.Iregularlywalktomanydestinations,
1

andIuseourpublictransitwhentheweatherispoorforbicycling.Idodrivebutextremelyinfrequently,averagingless
thanonedayofdrivingpermonthoverthepast3years.

Withthatintroduction,IwanttoexpressmypreferencesamongtheoptionsyouprovidedallalongtheDivision/Church
corridor.Foreach,I'llincludesomeexplanationonwhyIfeelmypreferedoptionisbetterthantheothersoffered.I'll
generallygoinorderfromsouthtonorth.

SouthcitylimitstoMichigan

Prefer 4-Lanes


SouthofMichigan,Ipreferthe4Ͳlaneoption.The4Ͳlaneoptionallows5'bikelanes,whereasthe2Ͳlaneoptiononly
offersa4'urbanshoulder.The4Ͳlanenotonlyallowsanextrafootofwidthforbicycling,buttrucksandothertrafficin
theouterlanewilloftenhaveanoptiontoshiftslightlyleftorevenchangetotheinnerlanetocreatemoreseparation
fromsomeonebicycling.Withonly4"ofpaintseparatingbicyclesfrombigtrucks,theimprovedabilityforcar/truck
traffictomoveleftoutweighstheslowingoftrafficthatthe2Ͳlaneoffers.

The4ͲlaneoptionalsomorecloselymatchesthealignmentsouthofthecitylimitsthroughWhitingandPlover,oncethat
projectiscompleted.ItravelbybicycletothesouthwesternpartofPloveroccasionally.Okrayusedtobeagoodroute
forthisadecadeago,buttraffichasincreasedandOkrayisanarrow2Ͳlaneroad,makingituncomfortablewhencars
areapproachingbothfromtherearandfront.WhentheentirePostRdreconstructioniscompleted,Iplantousethe
PostRdbikelaneforthesetripstoPlover.HavingasimilaralignmentforChurchStsouthofMichiganwillbehelpfulfor
continuity.

Itisgoodenoughforthe4ͲlaneoptiontogoonlyasfarnorthasMichigan.Northofthere,Michiganisagoodchoicefor
bicyclingbetweenChurchandDixon(justnorthoftherailroadunderpass).Michiganisafairlycomfortablestreetfor
bicyclingbetweenChurchandPatch.ItistherecentlyrestripedexcellentͲforͲbicyclesunderpassrouteattherailroad
thatmakesMichiganagoodoptionforbicyclingtothecenterofStevensPoint.NorthofDixon,Michiganbecomesabit
lesscomfortable,butonecanuseDixontodiveintosidestreetsfortravelto/frompointsnorth.

MichigantoPatch
Suggest Improvement
Prefer 2-Lanes
Prefer Realignments

No4ͲlaneoptionisofferedbetweenMichiganandPatch.Butthe2Ͳlaneoptionwitha4'urbanshoulderisgoodenough
forthissection.BythinkingofMichiganasthemainbicyclethoroughfarebetweenChurchandDixon,thenChurch
betweenMichiganandPatchonlyneedstohaveabicyclefacilitygoodenoughfortravelingthelastblockortwotoa
destination.A4'urbanshouldermeetsthisneed.

TheotheroptionsofferedinthissectioninvolvethealignmentsatRice/WhitingandatPatch/Francis.Iwouldbehappy
toseebothrealignmentsthatprovidedirectcrossingsofChurchateach.

Ifonlyoneispossible,IwouldprioritizetheRice/Whitingdirectcrossing.IcrossChurchoftenatthislocation,afew
timesaweekingoodweather.Currently,IuseaparkinglottomakeadirectcrossingbetweenRiceandHenrietta.Not
onlywouldIappreciateadirectcrossingthatdoesn'tgothroughaparkinglot,buthavingasignalizedcrossingofChurch
wouldmakethisevenbetter.

Onthetopicofsignals,pleasemakealltrafficsignalsalongtheentirecorridorthatonlychangefromredtogreenupon
detectingavehiclebesensitivetobicycletraffic.Asanexampleoftheproblem,thewestboundcrossingofDivisionat
Jefferson/Wisconsindidnotdetectbicycles.Ihavesatthereforseveralsignalcyclesnumeroustimeswaitingforacarto
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arrivefromtheeastorwest.(Istoppedusingthiscrossingseveralyearsagoforthisreason.Ifthatsignalwasupdatedin
thepastyearortwotoaddressthisissue,Iamunawareofthis.)

IfPatch/Franciswasadirectcrossing,Imightuseitmoreoften.ThenewbikelanesonPatchbetweenChurchand
Michiganmakethisstretchquiteabitmorecomfortablethanbefore.

Prefer 2-Lanes
Suggest Improvement
PatchtoFourth

Ilikethe2ͲlaneTWLTLbetweenDixonandEllisandbetweenCollegeandFourth.Thisshouldhelpcalmtrafficon
Division.

IamgladtheurbanshoulderisavailablefortherailroadunderpassbetweenPatchandMonroe.Iwishitcouldbe
extendedfurthernorth,butIunderstandyourconstraints.

IamhappytoseeacollectionofislandsforpeoplewalkingacrossDivision.Thesewillcertainlyimprovefoottravel
acrossthisbusystreet.

Iappreciatetheseveralintersectionsimplifications,notablyatPine,atWisconsin(removingthesliplane),atEllis
(routingBrawleyawayfromDivision).Theseimprovementswillmakeitmorecomfortabletowalkandbikeacross
DivisionandtowalkthesidewalkalongDivisionattheselocations.

Fromthetinybicyclesymbols,itlookslikethemediansatEllisandCollegeprovideaccesstoallowbicyclestorideacross
them.Ifthisaccessinvolvesrampsupontothemediananddown,great.Ifthisaccessinvolvesacutintothemedianso
thattravelremainsatpavementlevel,thenthewidthofthiscuthastobewideenoughforadulttricyclesaswellas
trailers.Ioftenuseahaulingtraileronmybicycle(fromacompanycalledBikes@Work)thatcancarry250lbsofstuff.
(Yes,IsometimeshaulthatmuchstufffromLowe'sbackhome.)Thetrailerwheelsspan373/4inches.Soa3'cutwould
notbewideenough,and31/2'wouldbetight.A4'cutshouldbeOK.

Idon'treallyhaveanopinionbetweenthetwooptionsforthestretchfromEllistoCollege.Agrassbufferbetweenthe
sidewalkandtrafficwouldbeniceforwalking,butI'mnotsurewhethertheimpactstothefrontyardsoftheproperties
alongthisstretchcreateagreaterdetriment.

FourthStintersection

Prefer Roundabout


Inshort,roundaboutyes.

ThisintersectionhasalwaysbeenamessforwalkingacrossbecauseFourthcarriesalotoftraffic.Stoppedcarsare
lookingtoseeiftheycanturnrightonred.Leftturningcarsarepeeringaroundtheoncomingqueueofleftturnersto
seeiftheycanturn.Toomanycarsarenotlookingtoseeifsomeoneiswalkinginthecrosswalkstheyareaboutto
cross.

IalwaysfeeluncomfortablewalkingacrossthisintersectionwiththegreenlightandWALKsignalasI'mconstantly
lookingatwhattrafficisdoinginallfourdirections.Furthermore,Ihavevolunteeredtodotwoorthree2Ͳhourtraffic
countsatthisintersectionoverthepastdecade.Ihaven'tseenanactualcollisionduringthesecounts,butIhave
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witnessedseveralcarͲcarandcarͲpersonnearmisses.Thisiswaytoomanynearmissesoversuchashortobservation
period.

Slightlyexpandingtheintersection,asoneofyouroptionsdoes,isunlikelytohelppeoplewalkingthere.Thewalk
crossingswillbelonger,expandingtheintervalofperil.Iseethatthecrosswalksaresetbackfromthemainportionof
theintersectionͲI'mguessingfromthemapthatthedistanceofsetbackis10Ͳ15'.Thatmayhelpgivecarsmoretimeto
seesomeonecrossing,butpeoplewalkingstillwon'tfeelparticularlycomfortable.Furthermore,thosetryingtoturn
rightonredwillcheatacrossthecrosswalktoseeiftheycango,socarsstoppedatthestopbarcannotbetrustedto
staythere.

VehicleͲvehicleinteractionsarealsoanissueatthisintersection.Iwon'tbelaborthispointexcepttosaythatpeoplein
crosswalkscanbecomecollateraldamageintheeventofacrash.

Themainproblemwiththisintersectionisthehightrafficvolumesfromallfourdirectionsandtheabundantleftand
rightturnmovementsfromanydirection.Aslightexpansionoftheintersectioncannotaddressthis.

AwellͲdesignedoneͲlaneroundaboutthatcanhandletheexpectedtrafficvolumessolvesallissueswiththis
intersection.Iwon'texplainhowitdoesthisbecauseyoualreadyknowhowitdoesthis.

Inresponsetoacommentonthemaps,letmeaddthatiflargenumbersofpeoplewalkingareaconcernforthe
roundabout,thenexpandtheroundaboutcrosswalkwidthstoallowalargernumberofpeoplewalkingtocrossduringa
shortinterval.HavingmorepeoplewalkingisasigntoshiftthebalancetowardsbeingmorewalkͲfriendly,notless.

FixtheintersectionofFourthandDivision.Buildtheroundabout.

FourthtoAcademy

Prefer 2-Lanes


Ipreferthe2ͲlaneoptioninthesectionfromFourthtoAcademyoverthe4Ͳlaneoption.Theprimaryreasonformy
preferenceisthatthe2ͲlaneprovidesabufferedbikelaneallthewaydowntoFourth.The4Ͳlaneonlyprovidesan
unbufferedbikebetweenFourthandMaria.Carandtrucktrafficinthisstretchwillfrequentlybeheavy.Thebufferwill
notonlymakethebikelanesafer,butitwillmakeitfeelsafer,whichinturnwillattractmorepeopleonbicycles.

Ialsopreferthe2ͲlaneoptioninthissectionbecauseitshortensthecrossingdistanceͲandmakesthedistancecrossing
standardtravellanesevenshorterͲforthosewalkingacrossDivisionatSixth,Maria,andAcademy.Withcampusclose
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by,andwiththeimminentopeningand(hopefully)futureexpansionoftheapartmentsontheKͲMartsite,therewillbe
manypeoplewalkingacrossDivisiontoaccessbusinessesinthisstretch.Trigswillbeoneoftheprimedestinations,
whichiswhyIextendthissectionofDivisionbeyondMariatoAcademy.

The2Ͳlaneoptionwillalsocalmthiscarandtrucktrafficsimplyduetonothavingapassinglaneavailable.Thiswill
improvethewalkcrossingatSixth.

LetmeaddthatthesituationhereisdifferentfromthatofthestretchfromthesouthcitylimitstoMichiganwhereI
prefera4Ͳlaneoption.ProximitytoUWSPisthemainreason.Therearelikelytobemorepeoplewalkingandbicycling
todestinationsinthesectionfromFourthtoAcademysothattrafficcalmingandbike/walkcomfortaremorekey.South
ofMichigan,thebikelanewillprobablybeusedmoreforextendedaccesstoWhitingandPlover,andsincenobufferis
availabledownthere,allowingtraffictomovetotheinnerlanesinordertogivethoseonbicyclesmorespaceismore
helpful.

IseethatyouwidenedMariaontheeastsideofDivision.Bicyclingwestwardatthisintersectionhasalwaysbeenabit
uncomfortableduetothenarrowlanes.Yourwideningprobablywon'tmakeanenormousdifference,butitis
appreciatedjustthesame.

AcademytoNorthPoint

Prefer 2-Lanes

Suggest Improvement


Ipreferthe2ͲlaneoptioninthesectionfromAcademytoNorthPoint.Mypreferenceinthissectionisnotparticularly
strongasthedifferencesfromthe4Ͳlaneoptionarefew.Southboundcar/trucktrafficcomingofftheinterstatewillhave
2lanespastScolfieldinbothoptions,whichseemsreasonable.Northboundcar/trucktrafficinthe2Ͳlaneoptionwill
haveonly1laneuntilbeyondScholfield,therebycreatingcalmertrafficuptothatpoint,whichisthemainreasonformy
preference.

Thebikelanedifferenceisthatthe4Ͳlaneoptionprovidesbuffersfurthertothenorthineachdirection.Thisis
preferable,buttheshorterbufferedbikelanesinthe2Ͳlaneoptionismitigatedbytheopportunitiestousethesidewalk.
NorthboundbicyclescanaccesstheeastsidewalkusingtherampjustoppositetheSPAVCBandrideittothe
roundabout.SouthboundbicyclescomingofftheroundaboutcanstayonthewestsidewalkuntilScholfieldoreven
Academy.Thesesidewalkroutesseemsafeasthesightlinesaregoodandtherearelimiteddrivewaycrossings.For
thoseonbicycleswhodon'twanttouseabikelanewithoutabufferinthisarea,thesesidewalkroutesallowonetoskip
theunbufferedbikelanepieces.

Nevertheless,ifyouhavetheabilitytoextendeitherorbothbufferedbikelanesfurthernorthinthe2Ͳlaneoption,I
wouldbehappytoseethatimplemented.

5
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Thankyouforreadingthisfarandconsideringmycomments.Ihopemypreferencesandrationalesareusefulasyou
assesshowtostrikeaproperbalanceamongallroadusersͲwhetherwalking,bicycling,ordrivingͲalongthe
Division/Churchcorridor.

BobFisch
1033SmithSt
StevensPoint

stormribsurvey@gmail.com
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Canfield, Amy
Tuesday, March 09, 2021 11:20 AM
Glennwills1982@gmail.com
Scott Beduhn
RE: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works
2020-05-27 Business 51 Road Diet Evaluation Memo.pdf

Hello, Glenn.
Director Beduhn requested that I reply to your request on his behalf.
The short answer to your question is “Yes – we have several reports you can review.”
The long answer is that several of these reports are very technical in nature – especially the ones that discuss traffic
modeling – and it may be difficult to obtain the specific information you are looking for without help decoding the report. If
you have questions about traffic operations at a particular intersection - like “What is the existing average delay at
Jefferson St. and what is it predicted to be in the future?” – I can help you track down those answers without digging
through hundreds of pages of modeling output. 


IdidattachacopyoftheRoadDietEvaluationMemothatwaspreparedforthe corridor. This memo is fairly concise and
describes the outcome of our evaluation of the feasibility of a Business 51 road diet based on the Federal Highway
Administration’s (FHWA) Road Diet Informational Guide (2014). In addition to this, traffic modeling was done at the signalized
intersections throughout the corridor.
Thank you for reaching out for more information.
Amy Canfield, PE
Associate Vice President, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, West Region
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram 


From:noreply@civicplus.com<noreply@civicplus.com>
Sent:Sunday,March7,202112:44AM
To:ScottBeduhn<sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject:OnlineFormSubmittal:ContacttheDirectorofPublicWorks


Contact the Director of Public Works


FirstandLastName:

Glenn Wills

1

StreetAddress:

1735 Division St. Apt. A

City

Stevens Point

State:

Wisconsin

Zip:

54481

PhoneNumber:

6189789587

EmailAddress:

Glennwills1982@gmail.com

Pleaseenteryourquestions
orcommentsbelow:

Hi Scott.
Can you help me get ahold of the modeling data and any
planning related to the Business 51 project?
People I talk to about it have flow and distribution questions on
it. It would be helpful to me in discussing this project, if I could
point to solid data and/or projections about it; for example
feasibility reports, etc etc...
Thank you for your time.
I look forward to hearing from you.
-Glenn Wills
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Suggest Improvement

Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Monday, March 08, 2021 6:33 PM
Dredske, Logan; Schneider, Michael; Barz, Ryan
FW: [EXTERNAL] addendum on comments #2 on Division/Church Corridor (Business 51) Project

FYI–Somethingreasonabletoconsiderwhenweproceedtoeither30%plansorfinaldesign.Michael,pleaseadditto
yourlistofthingstoconsider.

Amy Canfield, PE
M +1-608-381-1462


From:BobFisch<stormribsurvey@gmail.com>
Sent:Monday,March08,20214:44PM
To:Canfield,Amy<amy.canfield@aecom.com>;sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com
Subject:[EXTERNAL]addendumoncomments#2onDivision/ChurchCorridor(Business51)Project

HelloAmyandScottͲThisisBobFischagain.IhaveanaddendumtomycommentsonthePublicMeeting#2materials.

IhadachancetodaytoridetotheintersectionofMichiganandChurchtoseehowsouthboundbicyclesonMichigan
wouldturnontoasouthboundbikelaneonChurch.SouthboundMichigantrafficispresentedwithtwolanesasthey
approachthisintersection:aleftturnonlylaneontosouthboundChurch,andlaneallowingeitheraforwardmovement
intotheparkinglotacrossthestreetorarightturnmovementontonorthboundChurch.Yoursouthsectionmapshows
nochangetothisalignment.

Woulditbepossibletoputabicyclelanebetweenthesetwolanestofacilitatethoseonbicyclestoturnintothebike
laneonthefarsideofsouthboundChurch?

ThiswouldbeidenticaltothetreatmentoneastboundIndustrialParkRoadwhereitmeetsHoover,whereeastbound
bicycleshaveadedicatedcentralbikelanebetweenaleftturnonlylaneandaforwardmovement(intotheDeltaDental
parkinglot)orrightturnlane.Iusethisdedicatedcentralbikelaneregularlytoturnintothenorthboundbikelaneon
Hoover.

ReplicatingthisatMichigantoturnontosouthboundChurchwouldmakethisturnconvenientwithoutbeingintheway
ofcar/trucktraffic.Mostbicyclesmakingthisturnwouldsituatethemselvesinthiscentrallocation,eitherattheright
edgeoftheleftturnlaneortheleftedgeoftheforward/rightturnlane.Puttinginadedicatedcentralbikelanewould
makeitmoreclearexactlywherebicyclesshouldbeastheyapproachthisintersection,andcar/trucktrafficwould
appreciatethepredictabilitysuchalaneprovides.

Thankyouforconsideringthisadditionalsuggestion.

BobFisch


OnSun,Mar7,2021at2:55PMBobFisch<stormribsurvey@gmail.com>wrote:
HelloAmyandScottͲMynameisBobFisch.IamahomeownerinStevensPointonSmithSt,justafewblocksfrom
DivisionSt.
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IwanttoshareasecondsetofcommentswithyoubothontheDivision/ChurchCorridor(Business51)Project.Myfirst
setwasbasedonthePublicMeeting#1materialsyoumadeavailable.

Overthepastfewdays,IreviewedthePublicMeeting#2videoandtheseveralPDFsavailableonthePublicMeeting#2
page.Inparticular,Ispentagreatdealoftimelookingatthe3mapsͲsouth,centralandnorthͲexaminingthe
proposedfeaturesallalongtheredesignedcorridorforeachofthealternativesyouprovided.

Myprimaryconcernsarerelatedtobicycle,walking,andtransitissues.Abicycleismymainvehicle.Iconsidermyselfa
utilitarianbicyclerider,ridingprimarilytorunerrandsthroughoutoururbanarea.Iregularlywalktomany
destinations,andIuseourpublictransitwhentheweatherispoorforbicycling.Idodrivebutextremelyinfrequently,
averaginglessthanonedayofdrivingpermonthoverthepast3years.

Withthatintroduction,IwanttoexpressmypreferencesamongtheoptionsyouprovidedallalongtheDivision/Church
corridor.Foreach,I'llincludesomeexplanationonwhyIfeelmypreferedoptionisbetterthantheothersoffered.I'll
generallygoinorderfromsouthtonorth.

SouthcitylimitstoMichigan

SouthofMichigan,Ipreferthe4Ͳlaneoption.The4Ͳlaneoptionallows5'bikelanes,whereasthe2Ͳlaneoptiononly
offersa4'urbanshoulder.The4Ͳlanenotonlyallowsanextrafootofwidthforbicycling,buttrucksandothertrafficin
theouterlanewilloftenhaveanoptiontoshiftslightlyleftorevenchangetotheinnerlanetocreatemoreseparation
fromsomeonebicycling.Withonly4"ofpaintseparatingbicyclesfrombigtrucks,theimprovedabilityforcar/truck
traffictomoveleftoutweighstheslowingoftrafficthatthe2Ͳlaneoffers.

The4ͲlaneoptionalsomorecloselymatchesthealignmentsouthofthecitylimitsthroughWhitingandPlover,once
thatprojectiscompleted.ItravelbybicycletothesouthwesternpartofPloveroccasionally.Okrayusedtobeagood
routeforthisadecadeago,buttraffichasincreasedandOkrayisanarrow2Ͳlaneroad,makingituncomfortablewhen
carsareapproachingbothfromtherearandfront.WhentheentirePostRdreconstructioniscompleted,Iplantouse
thePostRdbikelaneforthesetripstoPlover.HavingasimilaralignmentforChurchStsouthofMichiganwillbehelpful
forcontinuity.

Itisgoodenoughforthe4ͲlaneoptiontogoonlyasfarnorthasMichigan.Northofthere,Michiganisagoodchoicefor
bicyclingbetweenChurchandDixon(justnorthoftherailroadunderpass).Michiganisafairlycomfortablestreetfor
bicyclingbetweenChurchandPatch.ItistherecentlyrestripedexcellentͲforͲbicyclesunderpassrouteattherailroad
thatmakesMichiganagoodoptionforbicyclingtothecenterofStevensPoint.NorthofDixon,Michiganbecomesabit
lesscomfortable,butonecanuseDixontodiveintosidestreetsfortravelto/frompointsnorth.

MichigantoPatch

No4ͲlaneoptionisofferedbetweenMichiganandPatch.Butthe2Ͳlaneoptionwitha4'urbanshoulderisgoodenough
forthissection.BythinkingofMichiganasthemainbicyclethoroughfarebetweenChurchandDixon,thenChurch
2

betweenMichiganandPatchonlyneedstohaveabicyclefacilitygoodenoughfortravelingthelastblockortwotoa
destination.A4'urbanshouldermeetsthisneed.

TheotheroptionsofferedinthissectioninvolvethealignmentsatRice/WhitingandatPatch/Francis.Iwouldbehappy
toseebothrealignmentsthatprovidedirectcrossingsofChurchateach.

Ifonlyoneispossible,IwouldprioritizetheRice/Whitingdirectcrossing.IcrossChurchoftenatthislocation,afew
timesaweekingoodweather.Currently,IuseaparkinglottomakeadirectcrossingbetweenRiceandHenrietta.Not
onlywouldIappreciateadirectcrossingthatdoesn'tgothroughaparkinglot,buthavingasignalizedcrossingof
Churchwouldmakethisevenbetter.

Onthetopicofsignals,pleasemakealltrafficsignalsalongtheentirecorridorthatonlychangefromredtogreenupon
detectingavehiclebesensitivetobicycletraffic.Asanexampleoftheproblem,thewestboundcrossingofDivisionat
Jefferson/Wisconsindidnotdetectbicycles.Ihavesatthereforseveralsignalcyclesnumeroustimeswaitingforacar
toarrivefromtheeastorwest.(Istoppedusingthiscrossingseveralyearsagoforthisreason.Ifthatsignalwas
updatedinthepastyearortwotoaddressthisissue,Iamunawareofthis.)

IfPatch/Franciswasadirectcrossing,Imightuseitmoreoften.ThenewbikelanesonPatchbetweenChurchand
Michiganmakethisstretchquiteabitmorecomfortablethanbefore.

PatchtoFourth

Ilikethe2ͲlaneTWLTLbetweenDixonandEllisandbetweenCollegeandFourth.Thisshouldhelpcalmtrafficon
Division.

IamgladtheurbanshoulderisavailablefortherailroadunderpassbetweenPatchandMonroe.Iwishitcouldbe
extendedfurthernorth,butIunderstandyourconstraints.

IamhappytoseeacollectionofislandsforpeoplewalkingacrossDivision.Thesewillcertainlyimprovefoottravel
acrossthisbusystreet.

Iappreciatetheseveralintersectionsimplifications,notablyatPine,atWisconsin(removingthesliplane),atEllis
(routingBrawleyawayfromDivision).Theseimprovementswillmakeitmorecomfortabletowalkandbikeacross
DivisionandtowalkthesidewalkalongDivisionattheselocations.

Fromthetinybicyclesymbols,itlookslikethemediansatEllisandCollegeprovideaccesstoallowbicyclestoride
acrossthem.Ifthisaccessinvolvesrampsupontothemediananddown,great.Ifthisaccessinvolvesacutintothe
mediansothattravelremainsatpavementlevel,thenthewidthofthiscuthastobewideenoughforadulttricyclesas
wellastrailers.Ioftenuseahaulingtraileronmybicycle(fromacompanycalledBikes@Work)thatcancarry250lbsof
stuff.(Yes,IsometimeshaulthatmuchstufffromLowe'sbackhome.)Thetrailerwheelsspan373/4inches.Soa3'cut
wouldnotbewideenough,and31/2'wouldbetight.A4'cutshouldbeOK.

Idon'treallyhaveanopinionbetweenthetwooptionsforthestretchfromEllistoCollege.Agrassbufferbetweenthe
sidewalkandtrafficwouldbeniceforwalking,butI'mnotsurewhethertheimpactstothefrontyardsoftheproperties
alongthisstretchcreateagreaterdetriment.

FourthStintersection

3

Inshort,roundaboutyes.

ThisintersectionhasalwaysbeenamessforwalkingacrossbecauseFourthcarriesalotoftraffic.Stoppedcarsare
lookingtoseeiftheycanturnrightonred.Leftturningcarsarepeeringaroundtheoncomingqueueofleftturnersto
seeiftheycanturn.Toomanycarsarenotlookingtoseeifsomeoneiswalkinginthecrosswalkstheyareaboutto
cross.

IalwaysfeeluncomfortablewalkingacrossthisintersectionwiththegreenlightandWALKsignalasI'mconstantly
lookingatwhattrafficisdoinginallfourdirections.Furthermore,Ihavevolunteeredtodotwoorthree2Ͳhourtraffic
countsatthisintersectionoverthepastdecade.Ihaven'tseenanactualcollisionduringthesecounts,butIhave
witnessedseveralcarͲcarandcarͲpersonnearmisses.Thisiswaytoomanynearmissesoversuchashortobservation
period.

Slightlyexpandingtheintersection,asoneofyouroptionsdoes,isunlikelytohelppeoplewalkingthere.Thewalk
crossingswillbelonger,expandingtheintervalofperil.Iseethatthecrosswalksaresetbackfromthemainportionof
theintersectionͲI'mguessingfromthemapthatthedistanceofsetbackis10Ͳ15'.Thatmayhelpgivecarsmoretime
toseesomeonecrossing,butpeoplewalkingstillwon'tfeelparticularlycomfortable.Furthermore,thosetryingtoturn
rightonredwillcheatacrossthecrosswalktoseeiftheycango,socarsstoppedatthestopbarcannotbetrustedto
staythere.

VehicleͲvehicleinteractionsarealsoanissueatthisintersection.Iwon'tbelaborthispointexcepttosaythatpeoplein
crosswalkscanbecomecollateraldamageintheeventofacrash.

Themainproblemwiththisintersectionisthehightrafficvolumesfromallfourdirectionsandtheabundantleftand
rightturnmovementsfromanydirection.Aslightexpansionoftheintersectioncannotaddressthis.

AwellͲdesignedoneͲlaneroundaboutthatcanhandletheexpectedtrafficvolumessolvesallissueswiththis
intersection.Iwon'texplainhowitdoesthisbecauseyoualreadyknowhowitdoesthis.

Inresponsetoacommentonthemaps,letmeaddthatiflargenumbersofpeoplewalkingareaconcernforthe
roundabout,thenexpandtheroundaboutcrosswalkwidthstoallowalargernumberofpeoplewalkingtocrossduring
ashortinterval.HavingmorepeoplewalkingisasigntoshiftthebalancetowardsbeingmorewalkͲfriendly,notless.

FixtheintersectionofFourthandDivision.Buildtheroundabout.

4

FourthtoAcademy

Ipreferthe2ͲlaneoptioninthesectionfromFourthtoAcademyoverthe4Ͳlaneoption.Theprimaryreasonformy
preferenceisthatthe2ͲlaneprovidesabufferedbikelaneallthewaydowntoFourth.The4Ͳlaneonlyprovidesan
unbufferedbikebetweenFourthandMaria.Carandtrucktrafficinthisstretchwillfrequentlybeheavy.Thebufferwill
notonlymakethebikelanesafer,butitwillmakeitfeelsafer,whichinturnwillattractmorepeopleonbicycles.

Ialsopreferthe2ͲlaneoptioninthissectionbecauseitshortensthecrossingdistanceͲandmakesthedistance
crossingstandardtravellanesevenshorterͲforthosewalkingacrossDivisionatSixth,Maria,andAcademy.With
campuscloseby,andwiththeimminentopeningand(hopefully)futureexpansionoftheapartmentsontheKͲMart
site,therewillbemanypeoplewalkingacrossDivisiontoaccessbusinessesinthisstretch.Trigswillbeoneofthe
primedestinations,whichiswhyIextendthissectionofDivisionbeyondMariatoAcademy.

The2Ͳlaneoptionwillalsocalmthiscarandtrucktrafficsimplyduetonothavingapassinglaneavailable.Thiswill
improvethewalkcrossingatSixth.

LetmeaddthatthesituationhereisdifferentfromthatofthestretchfromthesouthcitylimitstoMichiganwhereI
prefera4Ͳlaneoption.ProximitytoUWSPisthemainreason.Therearelikelytobemorepeoplewalkingandbicycling
todestinationsinthesectionfromFourthtoAcademysothattrafficcalmingandbike/walkcomfortaremorekey.
SouthofMichigan,thebikelanewillprobablybeusedmoreforextendedaccesstoWhitingandPlover,andsinceno
bufferisavailabledownthere,allowingtraffictomovetotheinnerlanesinordertogivethoseonbicyclesmorespace
ismorehelpful.

IseethatyouwidenedMariaontheeastsideofDivision.Bicyclingwestwardatthisintersectionhasalwaysbeenabit
uncomfortableduetothenarrowlanes.Yourwideningprobablywon'tmakeanenormousdifference,butitis
appreciatedjustthesame.

AcademytoNorthPoint

Ipreferthe2ͲlaneoptioninthesectionfromAcademytoNorthPoint.Mypreferenceinthissectionisnotparticularly
strongasthedifferencesfromthe4Ͳlaneoptionarefew.Southboundcar/trucktrafficcomingofftheinterstatewill
have2lanespastScolfieldinbothoptions,whichseemsreasonable.Northboundcar/trucktrafficinthe2Ͳlaneoption
willhaveonly1laneuntilbeyondScholfield,therebycreatingcalmertrafficuptothatpoint,whichisthemainreason
formypreference.
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Thebikelanedifferenceisthatthe4Ͳlaneoptionprovidesbuffersfurthertothenorthineachdirection.Thisis
preferable,buttheshorterbufferedbikelanesinthe2Ͳlaneoptionismitigatedbytheopportunitiestousethe
sidewalk.NorthboundbicyclescanaccesstheeastsidewalkusingtherampjustoppositetheSPAVCBandrideittothe
roundabout.SouthboundbicyclescomingofftheroundaboutcanstayonthewestsidewalkuntilScholfieldoreven
Academy.Thesesidewalkroutesseemsafeasthesightlinesaregoodandtherearelimiteddrivewaycrossings.For
thoseonbicycleswhodon'twanttouseabikelanewithoutabufferinthisarea,thesesidewalkroutesallowoneto
skiptheunbufferedbikelanepieces.

Nevertheless,ifyouhavetheabilitytoextendeitherorbothbufferedbikelanesfurthernorthinthe2Ͳlaneoption,I
wouldbehappytoseethatimplemented.

ͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲ

Thankyouforreadingthisfarandconsideringmycomments.Ihopemypreferencesandrationalesareusefulasyou
assesshowtostrikeaproperbalanceamongallroadusersͲwhetherwalking,bicycling,ordrivingͲalongthe
Division/Churchcorridor.

BobFisch
1033SmithSt
StevensPoint

stormribsurvey@gmail.com
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Prefer Option 1 between Ellis and College

Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Monday, March 08, 2021 11:39 AM
Dredske, Logan
FW: Online Form Submittal: Contact the Director of Public Works

FYI

From:ScottBeduhn<sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Sent:Monday,March08,202111:12AM
To:cmolepske@charter.net
Cc:Canfield,Amy<amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Subject:[EXTERNAL]RE:OnlineFormSubmittal:ContacttheDirectorofPublicWorks

HiCarol,

Thankyoufortheemail.I’msorrythatyourquestionwasnotanswer.Isuspectitwasintendedtobeanswered,but
wasrephrasedandcombinewithotherquestionstostreamlinethehourandthequestionsasaskeddidnotgenerate
theansweryouwerelookingfor.

Iwillcertainlyshareyourcommentswiththeprojectteam.Ifyoufurtherwishtosubmitmorecomments,thecomment
formcanbefoundatthebottomofthepagehere.ThecommentformwillremainactivethroughMarch14thsoyoustill
havetime.

Thankyouagain,

Scott






From:noreply@civicplus.com<noreply@civicplus.com>
Sent:Monday,March8,202110:57AM
To:ScottBeduhn<sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject:OnlineFormSubmittal:ContacttheDirectorofPublicWorks


Contact the Director of Public Works


FirstandLastName:

Carol Molepske

StreetAddress:

2125 Clark St

1

City

Stevens Point (change City, State, and/or Zip as needed)

State:

WI

Zip:

54481

PhoneNumber:

715 498 3959

EmailAddress:

cmolepske@charter.net

Pleaseenteryourquestions
orcommentsbelow:

I cannot find the comment area on the 51 project. I asked a
question at the public forum on Thursday but it was not
selected to answer. I asked ‘will the footprint be widened?’ I
found out on Friday that it will be at the main/ division st. It
seems to me that somehow within the footprint you could solve
this. Cars turning right onto main st move quickly because it’s
not a left hand turn. You are already accommodating any
stacking by the center barrier on college Avenue. Traffic is
down in the corridor and with perhaps a continuing change in
work place post COVID the decline will continue. Save our
Central City Residences!
You had planned back with the hyway 10 reconstruction that
four lanes were needed at 10 west at that corner, but reason
came in for the resulting 3 lanes.
I wish my question would have been answered at the
appropriate time. Thank you. Carol Molepske





Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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Prefer Option 1 between Ellis and College

Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Tuesday, March 09, 2021 10:34 AM
Tori Jennings
Scott Beduhn; Ryan Kernosky; Mike Wiza; Meleesa Johnson; Dredske, Logan
RE: [EXTERNAL] Central Segment Raised Median Alternative & 1656 Main Street

Hello,Tori.

ThankyouforsharingyourconcernsabouttheraisedmedianalternativeintheClark/MainStreetarea.

Thealternativeswehavepresentedarefeasiblealternativesforthecorridorthatmeetthepurposeandneedofthe
project.Thesealternativeshavevariousdegreesofimpactandcostandthereareprosandconstoeachone.Bygiving
theCouncil,citystaff,andthepublicinformationontheimpactsandcosts,weareprovidingtheinformationneededto
makeinformeddecisions.

Amy Canfield, PE
M +1-608-381-1462


From:ToriJennings<aldertori.jennings@gmail.com>
Sent:Monday,March08,20219:18AM
To:Canfield,Amy<amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Cc:ScottBeduhn<sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>;RyanKernosky<rkernosky@stevenspoint.com>;MikeWiza
<mwiza@stevenspoint.com>;MeleesaJohnson<aldermeleesajohnson@gmail.com>;Dredske,Logan
<logan.dredske@aecom.com>
Subject:[EXTERNAL]CentralSegmentRaisedMedianAlternative&1656MainStreet

Dear Amy et al., 


I am writing as First District alder to express my significant (and immediate) concerns
about Bus51 planning and the alternatives proposed for the Central Segment, in
particular the Raised Median Alternative. 


As you are aware, an important redevelopment proposal for 1656 Main Street has
already received Council support. This project will not only create an important aesthetic
entry point to the downtown area, but like the Claflin House across the street, is largely
a philanthropic endeavor on the part of Bill Schierl and Sarena Melotte. As such, we
cannot hope to see this same opportunity again if this revitalization project falls through.


The Raised Median Alternative is the most impactful alternative for this intersection
taking approximately 14.5 feet from the edge of the sidewalk on the west side of
Division Street. Such an intrusion will be detrimental to 1656 Main Street and
undoubtedly imperils any future renovation/restoration project at this location. In
addition, the raised median will cause concern for the Fire Department and other
emergency services as well as street crews responsible for snow removal. 


In short, I wish to be clear that I see AECOM making some of the same errors it made in
2014, i.e., presenting alternatives that will not receive Council approval but meanwhile
1

cause significant political conflict and draw public resistance and resentment. You might
recall that these were the concerns I voiced when AECOM presented itself as an
engineering firm candidate for the Bus51 Improvement Project in 2020.


Engineering and Community Development should work hand-in-glove at every stage of
this project and right now I see AECOM focusing on traffic movement while an important
community redevelopment project is potentially being derailed. 


Thank you for considering my concerns.


Sincerely,
Tori Jennings
Alder District 1

___________________________________

Tori L. Jennings
First District Alder
Phone: 715-344-7377
Email: aldertori.jennings@gmail.com
Website: torijenningsalder.com


OpenRecordsNotice:Emailcorrespondencebyamunicipalofficialconcerninganymunicipalbusinessmaybesubjecttotheopenrecordslaw.
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Post Date: 12/8/20 (Tuesday afternoon)

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Safety Week: Crash
Comparison
Safety improvements are one of the top needs for
the Business 51 corridor. There were 424 crashes on
Business 51 between 2015 and 2019. The area north
of Ellis Street has a very high crash rate compared to
similar roads in Wisconsin.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 12/9/20 (Wednesday)

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Safety Week: Injury Crashes
Between 2015 and 2019, 142 people were injured as
a result of being in a crash on Business 51. Often the
only difference between a fatality and a serious
injury crash is luck, the age of the driver, and/or a
slightly different set of random circumstances. Every
crash is reason for concern.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 12/10/20 (Thursday)

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Safety Week: Crash Types
Rear-end, left turn, sideswipe, and right angle “Tbone” crashes are most common on Business 51.
Vehicles slowing or stopping to turn off Business 51
are a frequent cause of crashes.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 12/11/20 (Friday)
Caption:
Business 51 Project – Safety Week: Road Diets and
Safety
One reason a road diet (lane reduction) is being
considered for Business 51 is because it would make
the roadway safer. According to the AASHTO
Highway Safety Manual, road diets are statistically
expected to reduce crashes by 29%. For Business 51,
this could mean 25 fewer crashes and 9 fewer
injuries per year.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 12/15/20 (Tuesday)
Caption:
Business 51 Project – Traffic Week: Road Diet
Feasibility
Some of the alternatives being studied for Business
51 propose a lane reduction, or road diet. This week,
we would like to share information about traffic
volumes on Business 51. Many of you indicated in
the online survey that you believe there will be
serious traffic impacts if the number of lanes on
Business 51 is reduced. However, the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) considers roads
with less than 20,000 vehicles per day as good
candidates for a road diet. Traffic volumes on
Business 51 range from 9,000 to 13,700 vehicles per
day and overall traffic volumes have been declining
in recent years.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 12/17/20 (Thursday)

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Traffic Week: Road Diet Myths
Many people are concerned that reducing the
number of lanes on Business 51 will result in
significant traffic problems. On the contrary, road
diets typically result in only minor increases in travel
delay during peak periods, which is barely
perceptible to the average road user. They also
improve traffic flow and safety by removing turning
vehicles from the through lanes.
Visit the project website for additional information
on road diets: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 12/18/20 (Friday)
Caption:
Business 51 Project – Public Survey #1 Summary
Are you interested in how your community
responded to the first public survey from earlier this
fall? Check out the project website for a summary of
your community’s thoughts on the Business 51
corridor.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 1/6/2021

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Livability
What is “livability” and how is it related to Business
51? Livability is the sum of the factors that add up to
a community’s quality of life. Roadways and
transportation choices influence the livability of a
community. Livable communities have safe, reliable,
and economical transportation choices designed to
decrease household transportation costs, improve
air quality, and promote public health.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 1/8/2021

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Livability
Livable communities are places where people want
to live and work. In addition to being safe places
with affordable housing, they offer transportation
choices and are walkable.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 2/24/2021 @ 8:00 a.m.

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Round 2 of Virtual Public
Meetings
The second round of virtual public meetings begins
next week. We will be sharing details on alternatives
that improve the safety, pavement, and multimodal
accommodations of Business 51. Beginning Tuesday,
March 2, information will be available on the project
website for you to review. Live Q&A sessions with
the project team will be held virtually on March 2
from 5-6 PM and on March 4 from 12-1 PM & 5-6
PM. Check the website next week for links to join
the meetings.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 2/25/2021 @ 8:00 a.m.

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Alternatives Considered
Beginning next Tuesday, March 2, detailed design
alternatives for the Business 51 corridor will be
available on the project website. The options being
considered include 4-lanes with a raised median and
2-lane alternatives with either a two-way-left-turnlane (TWLTL) or a raised median. Maps and videos of
each option will be available for you to review.
Q&A sessions with the project team will be held
virtually on March 2 from 5-6 PM and on March 4
from 12-1 PM & 5-6 PM. Check the website next
week for links to join the meetings.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 2/26/2021 @ 8:00 a.m.
Caption:
Business 51 Project – Round 2 of Virtual Public
Meetings
Q: Why can’t we leave the road the way it is?
A: We can do better. The alternatives proposed
improve safety significantly for all roadway users. In
some areas, the proposed alternative is anticipated
to result in up to a 40-50% reduction in crashes.
New information will be available on the project
website beginning March 2. Q&A sessions with the
project team will be held virtually on March 2 from
5-6 PM and on March 4 from 12-1 PM & 5-6 PM.
Check the website next week for links to join the
meetings.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 3/2/2021 @ 8:00 a.m.

Caption:
Business 51 Project – New Information is Available
The second round of public involvement for the
Business 51 project begins today. Visit the Public
Meeting #2 page on the project website to see a
detailed overview and comparison of the
alternatives considered. The website also has links to
join virtual Q&A sessions with the project team and
to provide feedback using an online comment form.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 3/3/2021 @ 8:00 a.m.

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Have you seen the
alternatives?
Maps and videos of the potential alternatives for the
Business 51 corridor are posted on the project
website. The project team wants to hear what you
think of the corridor alternatives, as well as the
specific intersection alternatives for the Rice Street,
Patch Street, and Fourth Avenue intersections.
Review the information available and then complete
the online comment form by March 14 to let us
know your thoughts.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 3/4/2021 @ 8:00 a.m.

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Reminder – Virtual Q&A
Sessions Today
The second round of public involvement for the
Business 51 project is happening. The Public
Meeting #2 page on the project website has lots of
new information about the alternatives considered.
Have questions? Attend one of the Q&A sessions
today and ask the project team. You can also provide
feedback using the online comment form.
Project Website: StevensPoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 3/9/2021 @ 8:00 a.m.

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Online Comment Form
Have you provided comments on the Business 51
alternatives presented at last weeks Q&A sessions?
Watch the presentation, view the exhibits and
videos showing the proposed alternatives and let us
know what you think.
Online Comment Form:
surveymonkey.com/r/Business51PublicMeeting2_On
lineCommentForm
Virtual Public Meeting #2 Information:
stevenspoint.com/1345/Public-Meeting-2-March2021

Post Date: 3/11/2021 @ 8:00 a.m.
Caption:
Business 51 Project – Bicycle Accommodations
Myth: Bicycle accommodations are proposed
everywhere on Business 51.
Fact: The alternatives proposed address the safety,
pavement, and pedestrians needs first. Bicycle
accommodations are being considered after the
other needs are met and only if they can be included
without substantial right-of-way impacts. This means
that no bicycle accommodations are included
between Monroe Street and Fourth Avenue where
right-of-way is limited.
Visit the Public Meeting #2 page to learn more:
stevenspoint.com/1345/Public-Meeting-2-March2021

Post Date: 3/13/2021 @ 8:00 a.m.

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Online Comment Form
The online comment period for the second round of
public involvement ends tomorrow, March 14.
Watch the presentation, view the exhibits and
videos showing the proposed alternatives and let us
know what you think.
Online Comment Form:
surveymonkey.com/r/Business51PublicMeeting2_On
lineCommentForm
Virtual Public Meeting #2 Information:
stevenspoint.com/1345/Public-Meeting-2-March2021
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Meeting Notes
Meeting name
Business 51 Stakeholder
Meeting

Meeting date
June 22nd, 2021

Project name
Business 51

Project Team Attendees
Scott Beduhn (City)
Ryan Kernosky (City)
Greg Schanen (City)
Amy Canfield (AECOM)
Jeff Sandberg (AECOM)
Logan Dredske (AECOM)

Stakeholder Attendees:
•

Mike Zsido (UWSP)

•

Paul Hasler (UWSP)

•

Neil Prendergast (Resident)

•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)

•

Ginger Keymer (Alder, Third District)

•

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)

•

Cole Racine (Belt’s Soft Serve)

Considerations Moving Forward:
•

Consider closing the west leg of Business 51 and providing access to these properties through a new
connection to Francis Street if Option 3 for the Patch Street intersection is selected

•

Discuss pedestrian safety with regard to the potential roundabout at Fourth Avenue

•

Emphasizing the importance of bicycle and pedestrian accommodations near UWSP

•

Examples of successful road diets

•

Emphasizing that the road needs to be reconstructed due to aging utilities and poor pavement

•

Should livability be included in the alternative evaluation criteria?

Comments and Questions from the Meeting:
South Segment
•

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

•

Ginger Keymer (Alder, Third District)
•

•

What kind of residential property would be relocated at Patch Street with Option 3? Will the
property owners be notified prior to the public meeting?

What business would be relocated at Patch Street with Option 3?

Ryan Kernosky (City)
•

Reinvestment potential of properties acquired could be a consideration for the alternative
evaluation criteria. The building at the northwest corner of the Patch Street intersection is often
for sale. Patch Street west of Business 51 could potentially be closed off.
1

Meeting Notes
Business 51 Stakeholder Meeting
June 22nd, 2021

•

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

How do the intersection realignment options improve pedestrian safety?

Central Segment
•

•

Ryan Kernosky (City)
•

How much worse would delay be if right-turn lanes were not included at Main Street and Clark
Street?

•

What is the width of the painted medians near Clark Street and Main Street?

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

•

Cole Racine (Belt’s Soft Serve)
•

•

Could College Avenue be closed off from Business 51?

Ginger Keymer (Alder, Third District)
•

•

If right-turn lanes were not included at Main Street and Clark Street, vehicles could turn right at
College Avenue or Ellis Street to avoid congestion.

How does the raised median in the center of the College Avenue and Ellis Street intersections
work?

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

Could pedestrian islands be included at Clark Street or Main Street?

•

Is the Clark-Main Street Study going to happen?

North Segment
•

•

•

Paul Hasler (UWSP)
•

How is pedestrian and bicycle safety better with a roundabout compared to a signalized
intersection?

•

If a roundabout was built at Fourth Avenue, would mass student crossings impact traffic?

•

UWSP believes the Fourth Avenue intersection is acceptable as-is, but likes the potential for
improved aesthetics that a roundabout would offer.

Cole Racine (Belt’s Soft Serve)
•

Do vehicles in a roundabout need to yield for pedestrians?

•

What impact does the new Sentry office have on traffic in the North Segment?

•

Most of the community should understand that bicycle and pedestrian accommodations near the
university would be a great benefit to the college students.

Ginger Keymer (Alder, Third District)
•

•

•
AECOM

Where would bicycle lanes tie into the roundabout at Fourth Avenue?

Ryan Kernosky (City)
•

A roundabout at Fourth Avenue is not part of the Division Street Targeted Master Plan.

•

The middle of a roundabout could make it difficult for pedestrians crossing Business 51 to see
vehicles coming as they cross through the intersection.

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
2

Meeting Notes
Business 51 Stakeholder Meeting
June 22nd, 2021

•

What is the crash history at the Fourth Avenue intersection?

General
•

•

Trevor Roark (Bicycle & Pedestrian Street Safety Commission)
•

Did traffic analysis account for increased pedestrian trips and decreased vehicle trips?

•

Is there research that shows that livable communities are more profitable?

Neil Prendergast (Resident)
•

•

•

•

•

•

Cole Racine (Belt’s Soft Serve)
•

More information is needed to explain why the 2-lane alternative is better than the 4-lane
alternative.

•

The conversations at the stakeholder meetings have been one-sided and the alternatives are
the same as what was proposed during the previous study.

•

It is difficult to justify that bicycle accommodations are an equitable investment when they can’t
be used during the winter.

•

The Business 51 corridor should look like an hourglass figure – 4-lanes at the north and south
ends and 2-lanes in the middle.

•

Medians that block residential and business access are not favorable.

•

Travel time should be a consideration of livability.

•

Are there examples of where road diets have worked?

Ginger Keymer (Alder, Third District)
•

Has there been a difference in preference between 2-lane and 4-lane alternatives based on
where people live?

•

Could items such as maintenance and snow removal be included in the alternative evaluation
criteria?

Tori Jennings (Alder, First District)
•

The Common Council needs to make decisions based on analysis. The alternative evaluation
documents will help the council members to make these decisions.

•

There should be a stronger focus on aging utilities underneath the road and poor pavement as
the reasons why the road needs to be reconstructed.

•

It is important to let the public know that it will be more out of their pocket to build a 4-lane road
instead of a 2-lane road.

Ryan Kernosky (City)
•

Can a trial road diet be done on Business 51?

•

A road diet has already been shown to work on Stanley Street.

Paul Hasler (UWSP)
•

AECOM

Should acquiring properties with hazardous materials be considered a positive action instead of
a negative action?

Is it possible to create a drive through animation for the entire corridor that shows traffic
operations?
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Summary of Questions/Comments Received
Meeting name
Public Meeting #3
(Virtual Q&A Session)
Project name
Business 51

Meeting date
July 26th, 2021
5:00 – 6:00 p.m.
Meeting held via Zoom

Project Team Attendees
Scott Beduhn (City)
Joel Lemke (City)
Ryan Kernosky (City)
Amy Canfield (AECOM)
Logan Dredske (AECOM)
Bill Schilling (AECOM)
Jeff Sandberg (AECOM)
Michael Schneider (AECOM)
Dave Glodowski (Gremmer)

Public Attendees:
•

9

Questions/Comments Asked During the Meeting (time in meeting recording):
•

Will the Maria Drive intersection be signalized? (13:34)

•

What are the implications of a 2-lane median and a 2-lane roundabout if that were to be an option?
(13:52)

•

How would a 2-lane roadway meet up with the North Point roundabout? (15:58)

•

Why are driveways near intersections being removed? (19:39)

•

Since the city might consider extending Sixth Avenue east into the UWSP campus, do the current design
options include pedestrian islands at Sixth Avenue to allow mid-block crossings by pedestrians? (25:33)

•

Can you clarify which driveways are being considered for removal near intersections? Specifically, the
driveway for the YMCA in front of the fire department? How does this driveway fit reasons why it would
remain? (29:54 question, 33:36 response)

•

Has the Clark-Main study which looks at converting each street to a two-way street been approved by
the City Council? (35:23)

•

Will homes near the Fourth Avenue roundabout have trouble leaving their driveway due to the flow of the
roundabout? (39:33)

•

Will the design drawings be at the in-person meeting for people to see? (46:09)

AECOM

1

Summary of Open House
Meeting name
Public Meeting #3
(Open House)

Meeting date
July 27th, 2021
5:00 – 7:00 p.m.
Pacelli Catholic High
School

Project name
Business 51

Project Team Attendees
Scott Beduhn (City)
Joel Lemke (City)
Ryan Kernosky (City)
Amy Canfield (AECOM)
Logan Dredske (AECOM)
Bill Schilling (AECOM)
Jeff Sandberg (AECOM)
Michael Schneider (AECOM)
Dave Glodowski (Gremmer)

Attachments
Open House Sign-In Sheet

Public Attendees:
•

36

Meeting Overview:
The purpose of the open house was to answer questions regarding the recommend alternatives for the
Business 51 corridor that were recently revealed on July 23, 2021 on the project website. The open house began
at 5:00 p.m. in the FACC room at Pacelli Catholic High School. At 5:15 p.m. a presentation was given by Amy
Canfield. Following the presentation public attendees were encouraged to direct questions to the project team
members who were located at display areas for each the South, Central, and North Segments. Each display area
included a roll plot that provided a detailed overview of the design for the recommended alternatives within that
segment. Each display area also included exhibit boards specific to that segment that detailed the selection
process for and provided a summary of the recommended alternatives. Lastly, a variety of informational handouts
were also made available to the public. The materials displayed at the open house can be found on the project
website: stevenspoint.com/1371/Business-51-Public-Meeting-3.
Public Comments from the Open House:
Public attendees interacting with project staff expressed both support and concerns for the recommended
alternatives. Some of the comments from attendees indicated only general support or opposition to the
alternatives. In an effort to focus on detailed feedback, the following bullets focus on only the detailed concerns
expressed at the open house.
South Segment
•
•

AECOM

The owner of Hardees expressed concerns that one of his driveways is identified for removal and that
vehicles exiting the drive through will not be able to exit immediately to Business 51.
The owners of the business (Advanced Care Center, Inc.) proposed for relocation near the
Patch Street / Francis Street intersection were present and indicated they would like to be kept updated
on the timing of potential construction plans so they can make appropriate business decisions. They
introduced themselves to Scott Beduhn and were told he is the best person to contact at the City for
updates.

1

Open House Summary
Business 51 Public Meeting #3
July 27, 2021

Central Segment
• The owner of Belts likes the pedestrian island proposed near his business. However, he would like to
see it on the north side of the intersection.
• The owner of Belts recommended keeping the Belt’s driveway on Business 51 (proposed for removal)
open as it is how delivery trucks enter the property to park between the building and Division Street to
unload.
• The gas station driveway nearest the northeast quadrant of Dixon Street intersection (proposed for
removal) should remain open as this is the gas station truck preferred access for trucks refilling the
underground tanks.
• The Clark Street and Main Street one way pairs hinder access to downtown, deters residents from going
downtown, and is confusing for non-residents who are visiting the City.
• The Jefferson Street signal is part of a Stevens Point bike network. However, it is too challenging for
bikes traveling westbound through the intersection to reach the existing pedestrian push button.
Additionally, when stopped while traveling westbound through the intersection, bicycles aren’t detected
well by signal detection.
• Cul-de-sac-ing the Pine Street access to Business 51 was proposed by several residents.
North Segment
• An individual expressed concerns in regard to the amount of paint that the buffered bicycle lane
markings would require. It was noted that the City currently repaints pavement markings each year.
• An individual expressed concerns in regard to the parcel in the northeast corner of the Fourth Avenue
intersection being difficult to access due to the proposed access changes and the roundabout.
• An individual expressed concerns in regard to pedestrian safety and right-of-way acquisition as a result
of the Fourth Avenue roundabout.

AECOM
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Thursday, July 29, 2021 2:26 PM
Bob Fisch; Scott Beduhn
RE: [EXTERNAL] comments #3 on Division/Church Corridor (Business 51) Project

Bob,
Thank you for taking the time to share these thoughts with us and for your detailed review of the alternatives.
Amy Canfield, PE
Associate Vice President, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, West Region
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram

From: Bob Fisch <stormribsurvey@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 28, 2021 3:50 PM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>; Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] comments #3 on Division/Church Corridor (Business 51) Project

Hello Amy and Scott ‐ My name is Bob Fisch. I am a homeowner in Stevens Point on Smith St, just a few blocks from
Division St.

I want to share a third set of comments with you both on the Division/Church Corridor (Business 51) Project. My first
two sets were based on the Public Meetings #1 and #2 materials you made available.

I reviewed the Public Meeting #3 video and the many PDFs available on the Public Meeting #3 page. I reviewed your
rubric for evaluating the various alternatives along the corridor as well as the details of the scoring for each. I looked at
the maps showing the details of the various alternatives to refresh my memory of what was presented at Public Meeting
#2.

My primary concerns are related to bicycle, walking, and transit issues. A bicycle is my main vehicle. I consider myself a
utilitarian bicycle rider, riding primarily to run errands throughout our urban area. I regularly walk to many destinations,
and I use our public transit when the weather is poor for bicycling. I do drive but extremely infrequently, averaging less
than one day of driving per month over the past 3 1/2 years.
1

With that introduction, I will comment on the Recommended Alternatives stated in the Public Meeting #3 materials. For
each, I'll include some brief comments on these recommendations. I'll generally go in order from south to north.

South city limits to Michigan
The recommended 2‐lane TWLTL south of Michigan is certainly an excellent option. Car/truck traffic will be slowed and
crossings of Church by bicycle and foot in this stretch will be easier due to the reduction of lanes. This may even improve
the signalized intersection with Nebel.
The main drawback of this option is the 4' urban shoulder rather than a 5' bike lane, coupled with the reduced ability for
standard lane traffic to create more space between themselves and the bike lane as they pass.. For me, this drawback is
why I stated my preference for the 4‐lane option in my comments after Public Meeting #2. The 4‐lane is still my
preference.
This stretch will definitely be greatly improved by the recommended 2‐lane TWLTL. That being said, I am unlikely to ride
my bicycle on this stretch as part of a trip to Plover. The 4' urban shoulder is suitable for riding the last block or two to a
Church St destination, but not so much for through travel on a bicycle.
If your recommended alternative between the south city limits and Michigan is built, I anticipate I will use Minnesota, or
possibly Water, to access the new bike lanes on Post Rd.
Connected with this recommendation, I find it less compelling to alter the westbound approach to Church from
Michigan to include a short bike lane between the curb lane and the left turn lane, a treatment just like that on
Industrial Park Rd as it meets Hoover. I suggested this in an addendum to my comments after Public Meeting #2. Such a
central bike lane was part of my vision for a robust bicycle through route heading south from Dixon on Michigan, turning
left onto Church, and continuing onto the new bike lanes on Post Rd that, once complete, will provide a good direct
route to Plover.
However, your recommendation does not provide a good enough bicycle route between Michigan and the south city
limits to fit into this vision, which makes me less inclined to push for this change to the westbound Michigan approach to
Church.
Rice/Whiting alignment and Patch/Francis alignment
I am thrilled to see you recommend the realignment of Rice to make a direct signalized crossing of Church to Whiting.
I am also thrilled to see you recommend a realignment to make a direct signalized crossing of Church between Patch and
Francis. Not having seen Option 3 before for this realignment, I cannot comment at this time in comparing this to Option
2.
These two new alignments will greatly improve my frequent bicycle crossings of Church in this vicinity.
Patch to Fourth
As I mentioned in my comments after Public Meeting #2, the proposed design for this section is a great improvement
over current conditions.
As for the Recommended Alternative between Ellis and College, I do not have a preference between the options
considered.
2

Fourth St intersection
Hooray for the roundabout. (Repeat about 100 times.)
It is simply a safer and more efficient design for all travel modes to tame the current hideous monster of an intersection.
Fourth to NorthPoint
I am happy to see the 2‐lane option as your Recommended Alternative in this segment. Having buffered bike lanes
between Fourth and Maria will make this stretch safer and more comfortable for bicycle traffic. Foot crossings
throughout this commercial segment will also be safer and more comfortable with this option.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

I look forward to learning how this project proceeds from here. In particular, I eagerly await having your Recommended
Alternative Design come before Common Council for approval.

Bob Fisch
1033 Smith St
Stevens Point

stormribsurvey@gmail.com
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Thursday, July 29, 2021 2:25 PM
joscyran@aol.com
Scott Beduhn; Dredske, Logan; Schilling, Bill
Bus. 51 - Driveway questions from Virtual Q&A session

Hello, Joe.
Thank you for attending the Virtual Q&A session for the Business 51 project on Monday evening. You had several
questions about driveways along the corridor that I attempted to answer in general terms, but I wanted to provide this
email to provide more specifics on the locations you noted. Your questions and my responses are below.





Q: At Bucks and Bulls, the driveway is being eliminated off of division street, correct? What is the reason?
o A: The Buck and Bulls driveway on Division St. is in very close proximity to a signalized
intersection. Driveways in close proximity to intersections can cause safety and traffic operations issues
(Where is the driver going to turn? Is he turning into the driveway, or at the intersection? There’s no
where for NB left turners to pull out of the travel lane.). For this property, we are recommending a
shared, joint driveway with the autos parts store to the north.
Q: Same question for the driveway at Belts off of division street. I believe this too is being eliminated. Why?
o A: The Belts driveway on Business 51 is proposed for removal because this driveway is within an
intersection and there is an alternate access point available on Church Street.
Q: With that reasoning, why is the driveway for the YMCA across from the fire station NOT being removed?
o A: The driveway for the YMCA on Business 51 is an exit only. As such, we did not propose it’s removal
because traffic does not slow/stop/turn on Business 51 to enter this driveway.

I hope this answers your questions. Please let me know if you have any others. If you haven’t already, I also encourage
you to fill out online comment form available here.
Thank you,
Amy Canfield, PE
Associate Vice President, Transportation
Planning Department Leader, West Region
M +1-608-381-1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1-608-828-9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Wednesday, July 28, 2021 1:45 PM
Dredske, Logan
FW: [EXTERNAL] RE: business51

FYI
From: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 28, 2021 1:31 PM
To: Warren Rudy <50incher4u@gmail.com>
Cc: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: business51
Hi Mr. Rudy,
Thank you for participating in the meeting last night and for your email. We appreciate all the comments and questions
we receive.
You are certainly not alone in your concern over the cost. There are no two ways about it, this is a very expensive
project, and it will take careful planning to ensure that the issues you raise do not become reality. Part of our planning
will take into account our financial position and we will be working to ensure that we do not endeavor on any part of the
construction without first identifying and securing the financial resources we need. In lieu of grant dollars or other
funding sources we will have to proceed with smaller, more manageable segments, and I suspect that each of the study
segments would be further subdivided into two or even three construction segments that more align with our current
capital spending. The downside of this approach is it will lengthen the time to fully reconstruct the entirety of the
corridor and would likely reduce the City’s ability to address other streets that may also be in need of repair or
replacement.
With respect to the DOT, the transfer of Business 51 was a mutually agreed upon decision between the City and the
State. I do not wish to wade into political realms, but when the right of way was transferred from the State to the City
the City was also financially compensated by the State at that time. I wish it were not the case, but from the State’s
perspective they have contributed to the future reconstruction of the roadway and have no further obligations. The
only avenues that then remain would be grant opportunities available through the DOT or the direct appropriation of
funds through the legislature.
Thanks again for your email and please do not hesitate to contact us if you should have any more questions or concerns.
Scott

From: Warren Rudy <50incher4u@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 28, 2021 9:38 AM
1

To: 7@stevenspoint.com; Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>; amy.canfield@aecom.com
Subject: [External] business51
I want to thank you for the informational meeting at Pacelli last evening. i completely understand the need for
pavement replacement and realignment of problematic intersections. My reservations are the high cost, i do not
understand why this section of 4 lane road was removed from DOT oversight and placed solely on our community. The
population of Point is 26,000, 8‐9 thousand of which is children and ederly, not part of tax base. I see this as a long term
burden which might put the city in a unfavorable financial position down the road. What if the stock market or economy
slips? What if grant money does'nt cover what was hoped for? Can the DOT be brought back in to help cover costs? I
realize there's quite a bit of discussion and decision making to be made, but I just wanted to share my concerns. Thank
you for your efforts. Warren Rudy

This email has been scanned for spam and viruses by Proofpoint Essentials. Click here to report this email as spam.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Tuesday, August 03, 2021 8:31 AM
Dredske, Logan
FW: Business 51 Project - 325 Division Street

FYI
From: Tim Randall <tim.randall@whgroup.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 03, 2021 8:13 AM
To: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>; Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: Business 51 Project ‐ 325 Division Street
Hi Scott,
Thanks so much for your quick response! I’ll reach out to CDD…quick question though, if you know…if there were to be
an extension of 6th Avenue, is there any chance the intersection would become signalized?
Tim
From: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 3, 2021 6:58 AM
To: Tim Randall <tim.randall@whgroup.com>; amy.canfield@aecom.com
Subject: RE: Business 51 Project ‐ 325 Division Street
Good Morning Mr. Randall,
That property was purchased with the intention of creating a better connection between the Division Street businesses
and the University. The purchase was done outside of the Business 51 project and has no tie with the road
reconstruction project. No formal decision has been made regarding the property as it is an ongoing discussion with the
University. Some thoughts for the property have been an extension of Sixth Avenue, a pedestrian mall or even a food
truck court (with pedestrian connection to the University).
That is unfortunately all that I know about the property. If you would like to know more, I would have to redirect you to
the Community Development Department which I would be more than happy to do if that interests you.
Regarding the intersection of Sixth and Division. There is more information on the City’s website
(www.stevenspoint.com), that I encourage you to look at. The intersection will remain essentially as it is.
Thank you,
Scott

1

From: Tim Randall <tim.randall@whgroup.com>
Sent: Monday, August 2, 2021 6:58 PM
To: amy.canfield@aecom.com
Cc: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: [External] Business 51 Project ‐ 325 Division Street
Hi Ms. Canfield,
I understand that the City of Stevens Point has acquired the above‐referenced Property, presumably in connection with
the Business 51 project. I have tried to find information regarding the intended use of that Property as well as specifics
regarding the project’s plans for the intersection of Division Street & 6th Avenue. Can you assist?
Tim
Timothy J. Randall
The Law Offices of Timothy J. Randall
2060 N. Humboldt Blvd, Suite 225
Milwaukee, WI 53212
414.837.3619 (phone)
414.266.5110 (eFax)
tim.randall@whgroup.com

WARNING: This e-mail message, and any attachment hereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) named herein
and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient(s), or the
employee or agent responsible for delivery of this message to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any
use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail message, and/or any attachment hereto, is strictly prohibited. If
you have received this e-mail in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete the original and any
copy of this message, its attachments, and any printout thereof. Thank you.

This email has been scanned for spam and viruses by Proofpoint Essentials. Click here to report this email as spam.
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Dredske, Logan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Canfield, Amy
Thursday, August 12, 2021 11:42 AM
Jack Leichtfuss
Scott Beduhn
RE: [EXTERNAL] Business 51/Hardee's

Jack,
Thank you for reaching out with your concerns. I remember speaking with you at the public meeting in July.
The recommended alternative presented at the July 2021 public meeting included a first draft of proposed driveway
changes for the Business 51 corridor. These changes are not final as no meetings with property owners like yourself
have occurred to discuss the potential impact to business operations. Initial changes are based on the desire to keep as
many driveways as possible out of influence area for signalized intersections and consolidate most commercial parcels
to one driveway when possible.
The current contract ends with 30% design plans. When construction funding is received and this project moves in to
the final design stage, there will be additional coordination with property owners to discuss the potential impacts of
these changes and/or other design options.
Thank you for reaching out.
Amy Canfield, PE
Associate Vice President, Transportation Planning Department Leader, West Region M +1‐608‐381‐1462
Amy.Canfield@aecom.com
AECOM
1350 Deming Way, Suite 100
Middleton, WI 53562, USA
T +1‐608‐828‐9800
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Jack Leichtfuss <jvldubay@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 10, 2021 9:48 AM
To: Canfield, Amy <amy.canfield@aecom.com>
Cc: Scott Beduhn <sbeduhn@stevenspoint.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Business 51/Hardee's
Amy,
At the recent Business 51 public meeting, I discussed with you the negative effects the proposed plan would
have on the Hardee’s at 3132 Church Street. You asked that I fill out a comment form and send it to you. I hope this e‐
mail works as well.
1

Your proposed plan eliminates one of my entrance and exits. Limiting a high traffic business to one exit is going
to hurt my business.You are going to make it impossible to get out of my drive thru and onto the highway. If it were
possible, you are funneling a lot of vehicles to one spot. Sometimes there is not enough room for vehicles to enter and
exit at the same time at that spot. Vehicles will wait on the highway to get in while a car exits. I need two entrance/exits.
The last proposed plan did allow for two access points. It also allowed for left turns out of my business. I see you
have allowed for two access points at other businesses. I hope you can make it work for my business also. I would like to
meet with someone at the restaurant and discuss this. There has to be an option that will allow my business to survive.
Sincerely,
Jack Leichtfuss
Owner: Hardee’s of Stevens Point
715‐340‐5486
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Online Comment Form Summary

51 Business 51

Open for comment July 23, 2021 to August 7, 2021
128 responses received

North Point Drive

North of Fourth Avenue

47%

37%

of respondents
approved
Roundabout
at Fourth Avenue

2-lane w/
raised median

of respondents
approved

North Segment

Fourth Avenue

Fourth Avenue intersection
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College Avenue
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Ellis Street

Between Clark Street and Main Street
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raised median
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Patch Street
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Patch Street and
Francis Street
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Rice Street
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Whiting Avenue
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Business 51 – Summer 2021 Comment Form

Q1 Which of the following materials or public meetings did you review
and/or attend?
Answered: 128

Skipped: 0

Recorded
Presentation
Virtual Q&A
Session
In-Person Open
House
Exhibits /
Handouts / R...
I did not
review any...
0%
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20%
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Recorded Presentation

52.34%

67

Virtual Q&A Session

17.97%

23

In-Person Open House

6.25%

8

Exhibits / Handouts / Roll Plots

53.91%

69

I did not review any materials or attend any meetings

9.38%

12

Total Respondents: 128
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Business 51 – Summer 2021 Comment Form

Q2 A 2-lane roadway with a two-way-left-turn-lane, on-street bicycle
accommodation, wide grass terrace, and sidewalk is proposed for the
South Segment. What is your opinion in regard to this alternative?
Answered: 124

Skipped: 4

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Approve No problem here

8/7/2021 10:30 PM

2

Approve I like this. The 2 lanes will slow traffic and give bicyclists a safe place to use.

8/7/2021 9:57 PM

3

Disapprove Keep as is with 4 lane road...otherwise to clustered up with traffic.

8/7/2021 7:58 PM

4

Approve Looks good! I always prefer buffered on-street bike lanes, but your proposed
changes are better than what we have now!

8/7/2021 4:21 PM

5

Disapprove This should stay 4 lane

8/7/2021 2:17 PM

6

Disapprove Get rid of the on-street bike lanes. The dumbest and unsafest idea ever. For both
bikers and drivers. Not to mention with all the wasted money, and screwing up the streets
almost all the bikers(which are very few) are still smart, and seen riding on the sidewalk.

8/7/2021 1:36 PM

7

Disapprove Please see studies on the actual global effect to the area that reducing traffic
volume on a major artery causes. Especially ones from our climate. Smaller streets are not set
up for the volume of traffic that will end up using them when you constrict this segment.
California studies are informative at best, look into studies by MNDOT or others more similar
to our reality.

8/7/2021 7:19 AM

8

Disapprove This entire area needs 4 lanes, not 2. It is way too busy for just one lane, not to
mention extremely annoying for drivers.

8/6/2021 10:33 PM

9

Disapprove Leave it how it is and fix highway 10 and other roads that need repair AND FOR
GOD SAKE STOP WITH THE BIKELANES THEY DONE GET USED!!

8/6/2021 10:10 PM

10

Disapprove Please leave it as is. There is far too much traffic (including trucks) that must
use this roadway. I drive for a living in Stevens Point and use this roadway during a 12 hour
shift many times per day. I'm not anti-biking but the Michigan Street changes have gotten very
little biking use. Division Street has too much traffic for this to be a good plan.

8/6/2021 3:59 PM

11

Disapprove Unnecessary, existing road structure does not require any changes.

8/6/2021 3:46 PM

12

Disapprove STOP!. THIS IS EXPENSIVE AND WILL DESTROY BUSINESSES...

8/6/2021 3:00 PM

13

Disapprove Horrible idea. Why would you take a busy road down to 2 lanes when whiting and
plover widened it???????

8/6/2021 1:54 PM

14

Approve I like it. The area is hideous now; adding some trees as shown in the photo here
would help a lot.

8/6/2021 1:20 PM

15

Approve This is the ideal. However, continuing a 4 lane here would be acceptable.

8/6/2021 11:44 AM

16

Disapprove Leave as 4 lanes.

8/6/2021 10:12 AM

17

Disapprove Waste of money. Will clog up traffic.

8/6/2021 9:49 AM

18

Approve I like this plan a lot. The wide grass terrace and sidewalk will be a big improvement
for the neighborhood. I think the TWLTL design is exactly right for this section of the corridor.

8/6/2021 9:48 AM

19

Approve I'm very excited about the accommodations for bikes & pedestrians. And the green
space as well.

8/6/2021 8:53 AM

20

Disapprove No! No! No! Leave it be!

8/6/2021 8:15 AM

21

Disapprove No, this road is too busy to reduce to 2 lanes. Whatever happens, it must stay at

8/6/2021 8:03 AM
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4 lanes!
22

Disapprove No. Too much traffic on that road.

8/6/2021 7:39 AM

23

Disapprove If anything, we need to keep the two lanes in each direction. These roads are
way too busy as it is even with the ability to turn now.. Set the roads up like Plover/Whiting
(Post Road). The bike lane is ridiculous. It’s to unsafe with inattentive drivers. If the bike lanes
were made where the sidewalks were, that would be better. A rotary at that intersection could
be helpful. It’s quite congested and narrow through there and hard to see oncoming traffic. If
bike lanes are a must, making the road like Plover/Whiting which keeps traffic moving and less
congestion. The roads are much wider but I still don’t feel safe in the bike lanes. It needs to be
away from traffic. Great to have bike lanes but safety is biggest concern. I can’t ride with my
kids there. Remember when winter comes snow will be in the way narrowing roads more. The
roadways will eventually pick up more traffic too with University kids, more businesses and
folks returning to work with Covid restrictions hopefully being a thing of the past.

8/6/2021 4:51 AM

24

Approve Aight

8/6/2021 4:26 AM

25

Disapprove Asinine It should be 4 lanes.

8/6/2021 2:14 AM

26

Disapprove I think it’ll cause more traffic/more time spent on the road for anyone traveling
to/from work every day; for the environmentalists- this would cause more greenhouse
emissions as well.

8/6/2021 1:52 AM

27

Disapprove Why are we taking away two lanes!? This is ridiculous.

8/6/2021 12:22 AM

28

Disapprove No bike lanes needed. Too much traffic to reduce to two lanes.

8/5/2021 11:49 PM

29

Disapprove 2 way left turn lane is dangerous, just look at Hwy 10

8/5/2021 10:38 PM

30

Approve Sounds good.

8/5/2021 10:12 PM

31

Disapprove Against. It needs to accommodate the population and consider the amount of
use.

8/5/2021 10:09 PM

32

Disapprove Absolutely ridiculous! It won’t work! Look at the west side, look how that turned
out?!? I am from the west side and taking away the 2 lanes was a horrible idea now when
there’s a train and the trains are always horribly long and cars get back up all the way to the
Clark St bridge. And to be honest! I am lucky to see a hand full of people actually using the
bike lanes. If I do see bikers their usually using the side walk because it’s safer lol.

8/5/2021 10:08 PM

33

Disapprove Pointless waste of money

8/5/2021 9:55 PM

34

Disapprove Don't do it. Too narrow already. And traffic will be backed up

8/5/2021 9:40 PM

35

Disapprove Dumb idea!! Will cause unnecessary congestion. Not safe in the event of
accident.

8/5/2021 9:33 PM

36

Disapprove I love the idea of the wide grassy area, sidewalk, and bike lane. However, I'm
very seriously concerned that this area will not be able to handle the traffic load during core
traffic times, ie: before/ after school, before/ after work.

8/5/2021 9:29 PM

37

Disapprove Definitely do not agree. We do need bike lanes leave it as a 4 way road. How is
plover 12k people their main road is 4 lanes. Stevens point is 26k people and one of our main
roads is 2 lanes. It doesnt make sense

8/5/2021 9:18 PM

38

Disapprove Do you know how fast people drive on Church St? I go 4-5 mph over and am
regularly passed by vehicles going much faster. I feel like going down to one driving lane each
direction will lead to more accidents from people who disregard the speed limit, and I think it
will make it harder for folks to turn out from businesses and side streets.

8/5/2021 8:00 PM

39

Approve Sounds good

8/5/2021 7:03 PM

40

Disapprove This is the absolute worst option hands down. However, I’ll put money down on
the City Council picking this option.

8/5/2021 6:36 PM

41

Disapprove Not a good idea

8/5/2021 6:21 PM

42

Disapprove Worst idea ever. Leave it the way it is. The traffic would be horrendous.

8/5/2021 6:12 PM

43

Disapprove No. Too busy for 2-lane roadway. Bad idea

8/5/2021 6:03 PM
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44

Disapprove I think 2 lanes is a terrible idea. Traffic congestion will be horrendous.

8/5/2021 6:02 PM

45

Disapprove Leave it alone! It's busy enough and you're going to make it worse

8/5/2021 5:44 PM

46

Disapprove Leave it as 4 lanes. Bikes have been traveling this road as is just fine without
needing to congest automobile traffic by reducing to two lanes.

8/5/2021 5:08 PM

47

Disapprove I'm a fan of bike lanes, where they are appropriate, and this section of road is not
it. Please extend and improve the existing sidewalks so there's enough space for both walkers
and bikers, and please do not add bike lanes onto the road. With the amount of traffic on this
main path through the city, there will be many bike/vehicle collisions. Improve the sidewalk and
make it wider to accommodate both walkers and bikers, and plant native WI pollinator friendly
species between the road and sidewalk. Thank you for listening to our feedback.

8/5/2021 4:50 PM

48

Approve This is great; more trees and safer for bikers, walkers and motorists.

8/5/2021 4:15 PM

49

Approve Bike accomodations should be sparse and one lane only

8/5/2021 3:51 PM

50

Approve Wonderful! Note: I am a former college student/resident, voicing support for
Stevens Point developing in eco friendly ways that will encourage biking and walking. If these
changes had been implemented when I lived there, I think I would have started my bicycling
use as transportation sooner than I did, which was after college primarily when I moved to the
twin cities.

8/5/2021 3:46 PM

51

Approve This area won't be so bad for a 2 lane

8/5/2021 3:43 PM

52

Disapprove Do not like have only two lanes will have backed up traffic.

8/5/2021 3:33 PM

53

Disapprove This is a terrible idea. Way too much traffic to go from 4 lanes down to two. How
are side streets supposed to turn left onto business 51? It already can be very difficult. Do not
waste money to make it worse.

8/5/2021 3:13 PM

54

Disapprove STUPID, Move the bike lanes one block over and keep main thoroughfare 2
lanes, way more safer for all

8/5/2021 3:04 PM

55

Disapprove Awful idea

8/5/2021 3:01 PM

56

Disapprove WORST idea ever, there is too much traffic flow on that road for only 1 lane each
way!

8/5/2021 2:28 PM

57

Disapprove Totally unnecessary and just stupid. I had driving on stanley and clark.

8/5/2021 2:00 PM

58

Approve Seems like the best option

8/5/2021 1:50 PM

59

Disapprove I already avoid using Stanley street since this was added there. I will miss likely
stay in plover and not drive to point to avoid the congestion this causes.

8/5/2021 1:38 PM

60

Disapprove Keep everything the same no bike lanes on these streets

8/5/2021 1:33 PM

61

Disapprove Less lanes will make the already congested main road more congested. Keep
the four lanes and repair what we have

8/5/2021 1:27 PM

62

Disapprove No

8/5/2021 1:23 PM

63

Disapprove Keep as a 4 lane road hence the fact that this is one of the main roads and gets
super busy. A 2 lane TWLTL would not be convenient at all as it will cause people to be
backed up in traffic, there will be several cars waiting in the middle lane, increase potential of
accidents.

8/5/2021 1:15 PM

64

Disapprove This is not needed. Spend the money elsewhere

8/5/2021 1:15 PM

65

Disapprove Do not agree with the road diet to include turn lanes. Have you ever driven down
Stanley and actually seen anyone use the turn lanes?! I drive Stanley multiple times a day and
have seen numerous people never use the turn lane, or have half their vehicle in the turn lane
and half in the lane of traffic. It’s a waste of road.

8/5/2021 1:15 PM

66

Disapprove DO NOT MAKE THIS ROAD 2 LANES IN ANY SPOT! Do you people not drive
on these roads? Do you not understand how bad traffic is? This is absolutely RIDICULOUS!
There are already bike lanes on Michigan ave that runs parallel to division of people want to
bike on the road they can do that already! DONT DO THIS!!

8/5/2021 1:14 PM

67

Disapprove I think the 2 lane alternative is a bad idea. I already live on a street that was

8/5/2021 1:13 PM
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narrowed and navigation is unsafe.
68

Approve This looks great. Thank you for including bike lanes, sidewalks, and greenery!

8/5/2021 1:07 PM

69

Approve I like this one the best! I wish traffic would move more slowly here and increase the
odds of shopping on the South side.

8/5/2021 1:03 PM

70

Disapprove Traffic is too busy on this stretch of roadway to accommodate at two lane street.
In addition, there are not enough bikers.

8/5/2021 1:03 PM

71

Disapprove It is going to bottle neck from Heffron all the way to Northpoint.

8/5/2021 1:01 PM

72

Disapprove There is way too much traffic for this. Widen the road if you're making any
changes.

8/5/2021 12:56 PM

73

Disapprove Do not reduce the number of lanes. This will only cause more confusion and
headache and it will alleviate.

8/5/2021 12:54 PM

74

Disapprove Looks dangerously confusing. Will slow traffic down.

8/5/2021 12:52 PM

75

Disapprove Leave as is

8/5/2021 12:50 PM

76

Approve All good! Need more round about's in point. Much safer!

8/5/2021 12:47 PM

77

Disapprove Leave 4 lanes. Don’t need bike lanes on the core route Plover to Point

8/5/2021 12:21 PM

78

Disapprove Really nice y'all are taking into consideration truck and semi traffic. And when
you get behind a really slow person, just like on Stanley St. Plover is widening their main
roads, and Stevens Point is shrinking them. No wonder businesses are leaving this backwards
city.

8/5/2021 12:17 PM

79

Approve 2817 Center St. This could work, but where will you put the snow

8/5/2021 11:51 AM

80

N/A I don’t drive this way much, and don’t feel like I can comment.

8/5/2021 11:50 AM

81

Disapprove Taking a 4 lane road down to 2 lane is a horrible Idea and it should not be done
period!

8/5/2021 11:41 AM

82

Disapprove No……because…that is a major road in town. We want our city to grow and
expand yet we are shrinking it. What are ambulances, fire trucks etc suppose to do?

8/5/2021 11:26 AM

83

Approve That would work ok. It works well on Stanley St. Near where I live and has made
that street easier to navigate for all.

8/5/2021 10:52 AM

84

Approve Great. This should be a safer alternative than the status quo.

8/5/2021 10:47 AM

85

Approve I like it

8/5/2021 10:37 AM

86

Disapprove Horrible

8/5/2021 10:16 AM

87

Approve Yes

8/5/2021 10:15 AM

88

Disapprove 2 way road is not the best solution. Division is too busy to be caught up in a 2
way street. 4 way is the most logical option given traffic volume.

8/5/2021 9:57 AM

89

Disapprove Get rid of grass strip. And another lane. I feel the shared turn lane will lead to
more rearend accidents. Too hard to maintain grass and trees with road salt.

8/5/2021 9:09 AM

90

Disapprove not needed keep four lanes

8/5/2021 8:29 AM

91

Disapprove Very negative

8/5/2021 8:08 AM

92

Approve As the cheapest option, adding white line bike lanes is the least we could provide
for bicyclists in Stevens Point. I'd like to emphasize the importance of then street cleaning the
bike lanes because I have rode down the Patch street bike lanes with tons of debris. Road
bicycle tires are a lot less resistant to rocks. I rarely bike on this section of Church because I
know there is heavy traffic and no protection, as of now, for bicyclists. More pedestrian
walkways are also necessary for encouraging pedestrian use of this corridor in a safe manner.
I like the idea of a large green buffer between traffic and pedestrians.

8/4/2021 6:18 PM

93

Approve I like it. I feel like it will slow down traffic and allow safer pedestrian accessibility

8/4/2021 5:39 PM

94

Disapprove I'd much rather see a raised median here and get rid of the dedicated bike lane.

8/4/2021 4:31 PM
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This will only lead to people using the center lane (and bike lane) as a passing lane, like they
currently do on Michigan Ave every single day in front of my house.
95

Approve I like it. It will help make the area look less industrial and revitalize it a bit

8/4/2021 11:04 AM

96

Approve Nice. So much better than the 4-lane freeway running through Plvoer.

8/4/2021 9:12 AM

97

Approve Love it, 10/10

8/4/2021 8:43 AM

98

Approve Yes please

8/4/2021 8:38 AM

99

Approve I would feel much safer driving and riding my bike if this change was implemented.

8/3/2021 9:13 PM

100

Disapprove Should be four lane. One has to realize that all the grass and trees are perpetual
rising maintenance costs. Are the taxpayers comfortable with these expenditures?

8/3/2021 1:00 AM

101

Approve That looks great.

8/2/2021 10:05 AM

102

Approve I'm pleased to see the addition of bike lanes. I also think the addition of green
space between roadway and traffic will result in a safer pedestrian experience.

8/1/2021 11:28 AM

103

Approve Great. Like the wide terrace with tree.

8/1/2021 8:53 AM

104

Approve Excellent decision!

7/31/2021 5:35 PM

105

Approve I like the design as it offers a more spacious feel than the current design. I hope
access points will be flatter/smoother with the road than they currently are. Fewer lanes will
improve visibility for and of those entering 51 from non-controlled intersections.

7/30/2021 11:29 AM

106

Approve The traffic volumes are approximately 13,000 which is approaching the threshold in
which FHWA recommends doing a feasibility study to determine if future needs will be met for
capacity. Fully support installing a TWLTL, however you will have to deal with blowback from
the neighboring project in Plover which maintained the 4-lane alternative (with less ADT).
Stevens Point's real estate is more of impact which makes this alternative make sense.

7/29/2021 10:54 PM

107

Disapprove I'm not for going down to two lane roads. Against it.

7/29/2021 10:06 PM

108

Approve I like this proposal. Room for bikers, buffer for pedestrians, slower traffic, and an
efficient turn lane

7/29/2021 3:40 PM

109

Approve The recommended 2-lane TWLTL south of Michigan is certainly an excellent option
and will definitely improve this stretch. The main drawback of this option is the 4' urban
shoulder rather than a 5' bike lane, coupled with the reduced ability for standard lane traffic to
create more space between themselves and the bike lane as they pass.

7/28/2021 4:02 PM

110

Approve This is ideal

7/28/2021 12:33 AM

111

Approve Sounds safer and more comfortable. That's what we need for this segment!

7/27/2021 9:57 PM

112

Approve Looks good! Only possible problem I see would be trying to turn left out of the
driveways, but this is already tricky with double lanes in both directions.

7/27/2021 9:02 PM

113

Approve I like the bike lane. I'm sure people will figure out the Medusa as a 2 way left turn
lane.

7/27/2021 9:01 PM

114

Disapprove Leave it 2 lanes in each direction and forget the grass. We just need the roads
redone. Keep things the same.

7/27/2021 8:57 PM

115

Approve This will be much safer and will benefit Southside businesses by slowing traffic and
making it more accessible by bike.

7/27/2021 8:17 PM

116

Approve Yes, this makes sense, lots of businesses and areas to turn L into

7/27/2021 7:45 PM

117

Approve I really appreciate the sidewalk and bike lanes, looking forward to it!

7/27/2021 7:15 PM

118

Approve Fine.

7/26/2021 11:19 PM

119

Approve I support this proposed solution for south segment.

7/26/2021 1:32 PM

120

Approve The wide grass terrace makes sense for this section. The sidewalk is very close to
the road in some sections and it's concerning when I go for walks. 2WLTL makes sense for
emergency vehicle access.

7/26/2021 8:51 AM
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121

Disapprove No two way left turn lane. Was almost hit 5 times on Stanley when using it.
Raised median of going down to two lanes.

7/25/2021 10:21 AM

122

Disapprove I favor keeping 4 lanes and no bike lanes whatsoever. However if the final
decision is to have bike lanes, they should continue between Patch and Monroe (underpass).

7/24/2021 11:13 AM

123

Disapprove Leave it as is 4 lanes.You screwed up the streets with the bicycle lanes don't
screw up this major artery.

7/23/2021 3:21 PM

124

Approve Looks good and and get it started

7/23/2021 9:34 AM
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Q3 What is your opinion in regard to the Rice Street intersection
realignment option that creates a singular Rice/Whiting Street intersection?
Answered: 121

Skipped: 7

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Disapprove I don’t see a need for this. I understand that children cross there after school but
that is what a crossing guard is for. This relocation would be more damaging than the patch
street one and I feel that it should be reviewed as to why this change is needed. Exactly how
many people are complaint about it? Is it only the people whos children have to walk across
the street?

8/7/2021 10:30 PM

2

Approve I like this. Moving the intersection to a 4-way intersection with traffic lights will
increase safety.

8/7/2021 9:57 PM

3

Disapprove Not a good idea...keep 4 lanes

8/7/2021 7:58 PM

4

N/A I am not real familiar with this specific area.

8/7/2021 4:21 PM

5

Disapprove What happens to the businesses then. Not a very busy intersection to begin with

8/7/2021 2:17 PM

6

Approve About time. No issue.

8/7/2021 1:36 PM

7

N/A Don't know that area well enough to comment

8/7/2021 7:19 AM

8

N/A It needs to have 4 lanes, not 2.

8/6/2021 10:33 PM

9

Disapprove Leave it!!!!

8/6/2021 10:10 PM

10

Disapprove Too much traffic in this area and this will create more accidents.

8/6/2021 3:59 PM

11

Disapprove Waste of tax payer money.

8/6/2021 3:46 PM

12

Disapprove STOP! WILL DESTROY BUSINESSES AND MAKE IT LESS FRIENDLY TO
ALL CITIZENS

8/6/2021 3:00 PM

13

Approve Good idea

8/6/2021 1:54 PM

14

Approve The current setup is goofy. I'm in favor of improvements.

8/6/2021 1:20 PM

15

Approve Smart if we go to a TWTL on S. B51. Not a priority if it’s 4 lanes.

8/6/2021 11:44 AM

16

Disapprove Leave it alone. It does not need to be changed.

8/6/2021 9:49 AM

17

Approve I think this will improve safety for everyone. The relocation of a real estate office is
a small price to pay.

8/6/2021 9:48 AM

18

Approve If this is what is needed for safety, I'm all for it.

8/6/2021 8:53 AM

19

Disapprove Unnecessary! Leave it!

8/6/2021 8:15 AM

20

N/A Unsure of this specific location

8/6/2021 8:03 AM

21

Disapprove No.

8/6/2021 7:39 AM

22

Approve Yes, please align it right and put a light there. Keep the roads double lanes and set
up like Plover/Whiting. The bus makes multiple stops on his road. Single lanes would back
traffic up more with bike lanes and snow.

8/6/2021 4:51 AM

23

Disapprove Not sure why? Money grab for real estate business?

8/6/2021 4:26 AM

24

Disapprove Just no.

8/6/2021 1:52 AM

25

Disapprove I suppose this could work. I don't want to see any businesses torn down,
however.

8/6/2021 12:22 AM

26

Approve Yes.

8/5/2021 11:49 PM
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27

Disapprove Visibility and therefore would be improved, but not convinced there really enough
traffic to justify an additional stoplight

8/5/2021 10:38 PM

28

Approve Sounds fine

8/5/2021 10:12 PM

29

Disapprove Against. I can see the opinion of controlling traffic some at that section, but
would highly recommend a light at Patch intersection as suggested in next opinion inquiry
below!

8/5/2021 10:09 PM

30

Disapprove If it’s not broken don’t fix it. Fix the pot holes instead!!!!!

8/5/2021 10:08 PM

31

Disapprove Pointless waste of money

8/5/2021 9:55 PM

32

Disapprove Keep 4 lanes

8/5/2021 9:40 PM

33

Disapprove No!!!! Bad idea to have a singular road here!!

8/5/2021 9:33 PM

34

Approve This makes sense to me and I agree

8/5/2021 9:29 PM

35

Disapprove No leave it alone the way it is.

8/5/2021 9:18 PM

36

Approve I like this idea.

8/5/2021 8:00 PM

37

Approve Makes sense

8/5/2021 7:03 PM

38

Disapprove Not needed.

8/5/2021 6:36 PM

39

Approve Not a terrible idea

8/5/2021 6:21 PM

40

N/A Undecided.

8/5/2021 6:12 PM

41

Disapprove No

8/5/2021 6:03 PM

42

Disapprove I don't think there is a need for a stop light there. That is 4 stop lights in a very
small area

8/5/2021 6:02 PM

43

Disapprove Leave the way it is!! Your making more problems for drivers

8/5/2021 5:44 PM

44

N/A Leave it as 4 lanes. Bikes have been traveling this road as is just fine without needing to
congest automobile traffic by reducing to two lanes.

8/5/2021 5:08 PM

45

Approve Overall it's a good idea, I grew up near Rice Street and have used it most of my life,
and the alignment never quite made sense. My issue though is if this is a priority that should
be addressed before many other street issues that exist in the city, I do not believe this is a
high priority issue, and so at this time, I would be against the relocation.

8/5/2021 4:50 PM

46

Approve I support this realignment.

8/5/2021 4:15 PM

47

Approve I approve of this 100%

8/5/2021 3:51 PM

48

Approve Awesome!

8/5/2021 3:46 PM

49

Approve This appears much safer

8/5/2021 3:43 PM

50

Approve Like the idea but would leave church street at 4 lanes

8/5/2021 3:33 PM

51

Disapprove It is like you are just trying to spend money to fix a non issue. Why?

8/5/2021 3:13 PM

52

Approve Yes I would be in favor of this.

8/5/2021 3:04 PM

53

Disapprove Awful idea

8/5/2021 3:01 PM

54

Disapprove Waste of money!

8/5/2021 2:28 PM

55

Disapprove Whats wrong with it now? Leave it alone!!! Not enough traffic to warrant the cost.

8/5/2021 2:00 PM

56

Approve Seems like a safer intersection to re-align

8/5/2021 1:50 PM

57

Approve This will be an improvement. Off center streets cause congestion when trying to go
through neighborhoods and not use a busy street for a block.

8/5/2021 1:38 PM

58

Disapprove That is a great idea but without signal light do a round about

8/5/2021 1:33 PM

59

Approve This could work

8/5/2021 1:27 PM
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60

Approve I like

8/5/2021 1:23 PM

61

Disapprove This is not needed spend the money elsewhere

8/5/2021 1:15 PM

62

N/A DO NOT MAKE MAKE THIS 2 LANES!!!!!!!!

8/5/2021 1:14 PM

63

Approve Seems safer for the school traffic.

8/5/2021 1:13 PM

64

Approve Great idea. It's a dangerous intersection as it is now.

8/5/2021 1:07 PM

65

Approve This seems more safe and easier to navigate.

8/5/2021 1:03 PM

66

Approve I think this is a wise decision and I support this intersection relocation.

8/5/2021 1:03 PM

67

N/A The city needs car lanes. When car lanes are eliminated, it is only going to cause way
more, unneeded hold ups.

8/5/2021 1:01 PM

68

Disapprove There is not enough cross street traffic here to warrant a stop light.

8/5/2021 12:56 PM

69

Approve Not a horrible idea by itself, but if you reduce the number of lanes it’s not going to
go well.

8/5/2021 12:54 PM

70

Approve Agree especially with a traffic light. Helpful when Water St is blocked by a train,
have a safer, easier reroute.

8/5/2021 12:52 PM

71

Disapprove Leave as is

8/5/2021 12:50 PM

72

Approve Good

8/5/2021 12:47 PM

73

Approve Great idea

8/5/2021 12:47 PM

74

Disapprove Leave road as is. No change required

8/5/2021 12:21 PM

75

Disapprove See comment above

8/5/2021 12:17 PM

76

Approve Good idea

8/5/2021 11:51 AM

77

Approve I definitely prefer this. I like the addition of a stop light here

8/5/2021 11:50 AM

78

Disapprove This is Unnecessary

8/5/2021 11:41 AM

79

Approve Yes!!!! Great idea!!! Proooceed

8/5/2021 11:26 AM

80

Disapprove I don't want to see another street light on that segment unless absolutely
necessary.

8/5/2021 10:52 AM

81

Disapprove Seems expensive. I still argue that if the city "gains" a new stoplight it should
lose another one elsewhere in the city. There are a number of stoplights that no longer are
justified since HWY 10 was re-routed.

8/5/2021 10:47 AM

82

Approve Makes good sense. Long overdue

8/5/2021 10:37 AM

83

Approve Good idea.

8/5/2021 10:16 AM

84

Approve Yes

8/5/2021 10:15 AM

85

N/A 2 way road is not the best solution. Division is too busy to be caught up in a 2 way
street. 4 way is the most logical option given traffic volume.

8/5/2021 9:57 AM

86

Approve Like it. 90 degree corners = better vision. The property should be fairly cheap to
purchase.

8/5/2021 9:09 AM

87

Disapprove Too much money

8/5/2021 9:04 AM

88

Approve good idea

8/5/2021 8:29 AM

89

Disapprove Very negative

8/5/2021 8:08 AM

90

Approve It would certainly make use of Community Thrift Store's unnecessarily big parking
lot however it does pave over green space which I am not totally a fan of because I believe it
could be used as a small community park (something that is lacking in this area of town).

8/4/2021 6:18 PM

91

Approve I’m a fan as it’s a more efficient rout

8/4/2021 5:39 PM
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92

Approve As long as the businesses are willing, I like this option. And finally having the traffic
lights there.

8/4/2021 4:31 PM

93

Approve About time. That has been needed and is a good design.

8/4/2021 11:04 AM

94

Disapprove Seems unnecessary.

8/4/2021 9:12 AM

95

Approve Great idea! Definitely would prevent accidents.

8/4/2021 8:43 AM

96

Approve Makes sense

8/4/2021 8:38 AM

97

Approve I don't drive down this street often, but it seems to make more sense than the
current construction.

8/3/2021 9:13 PM

98

Approve Nice plan that would work. Basically looks like a good plan. The signals are a
welcome addition to this segment as they potentially will keep the speeds in check. Also
unrelated to this intersection there should either be a roundabout or signals installed at the
Minnesota Avenue intersection at the south City of Stevens Point and Village of Whiting border
as this intersection has alot of truck traffic mainly from the United Parcel Service distribution
center about three blocks north of Business U.S. 51.

8/3/2021 1:00 AM

99

Approve That will be a huge improvement!

8/2/2021 10:05 AM

100

Approve Great. Better traffic flow.

8/1/2021 8:53 AM

101

Approve I wasn't aware of a problem here, but the re-alignment makes sense.

7/31/2021 5:35 PM

102

Approve It looks safer than the current setup, especially with the addition of traffic lights.

7/30/2021 11:29 AM

103

Disapprove I understand realigning the intersection to square it up to help with traffic flow and
reducing vision issues associated with the skew of Rice Street. Installing a signal will likely
increase the overall crashes. It aligns with the city plans for bike/peds, but doesn't have a
substantial safety issue. I don't support spending money to realign this intersection.

7/29/2021 10:54 PM

104

Disapprove I'm against this, because I live in the Building that needs to be relocated. This
building is a Business plus apartments. If the building that I live doesn't need to be relocated,
then I might be in favor of this.

7/29/2021 10:06 PM

105

Approve It makes SO much sense to directly connect Rice and Whiting. It makes a smooth
conduit to Water Street.

7/29/2021 3:40 PM

106

Approve I am thrilled to see you recommend the realignment of Rice to make a direct
signalized crossing of Church to Whiting.

7/28/2021 4:02 PM

107

Approve Brilliant!

7/28/2021 12:33 AM

108

Disapprove It's not worth the extra money and relocation needed. Slowing down the traffic
(through the 2-lane road design) will be more effective for safety improvements than
realignment with a singular signalized intersection.

7/27/2021 9:57 PM

109

Approve Looks good to me! This intersection has always been difficult to navigate by car,
bike and on foot.

7/27/2021 9:02 PM

110

Approve I guess that makes more sense and doesn't affect any businesses.

7/27/2021 9:01 PM

111

Approve That would be nice. But will there be stop lights? Stoplights would be needed too.

7/27/2021 8:57 PM

112

Disapprove I think this is the only part of the project I wouldn’t mind if it was taken off the
table. I agree it would be an improvement, but if the cost outweighs the benefit, I’d support
leaving as-is.

7/27/2021 8:17 PM

113

Approve So much easier than making 2 separate turns, i lived on that side of town for a long
time, i still avoid it

7/27/2021 7:45 PM

114

Approve yea that would be nice

7/27/2021 7:15 PM

115

Approve Fine.

7/26/2021 11:19 PM

116

Approve I support the Rice Street realignment.

7/26/2021 1:32 PM

117

Approve I prefer this alignment. It's a pain today because vehicles take a right to quickly get
into the left lane to turn. It will be safer. Please sync traffic lights to ensure vehicle flow.

7/26/2021 8:51 AM
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118

Disapprove No mention in information on car counts that actually turn on those two streets.
Do we have actually car counts from turning off Bus 51 to those and vice versa? With no
numbers it doesn't justify the cost of moving the roads.

7/25/2021 10:21 AM

119

Approve I strongly favor Whiting-Rice realignment if the budget can handle it. This should
have been done many years ago. Important, Church should always have a green light when
there is zero traffic on the cross-street.

7/24/2021 11:13 AM

120

N/A Same as above keep it 4 lanes.When Steven's Point had a population of 10,000 we went
from 2 lanes to 4.Now with a population of 27,000 you want to go back too 2.Makes.no sense.

7/23/2021 3:21 PM

121

Approve Also looks good

7/23/2021 9:34 AM
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Q4 What is your opinion in regard to the Patch Street intersection
realignment option that creates a singular Patch/Francis Street
intersection?
Answered: 115

Skipped: 13

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Disapprove I think that this will cause more problems in the end. However adding a light
would make 100% difference

8/7/2021 10:30 PM

2

Approve I like this. The Patch street intersection is awkward as it is and difficult to navigate
at times.

8/7/2021 9:57 PM

3

Disapprove Why can't it stay with traffic lights and make designated turning lanes

8/7/2021 7:58 PM

4

Approve I am not real familiar with the specifics of this traffic issue, though I can say that
the current Patch Street / Michigan intersection needs help!

8/7/2021 4:21 PM

5

Approve This is a good option

8/7/2021 2:17 PM

6

Approve No issues with this. About time.

8/7/2021 1:36 PM

7

Approve This seems to make good sense

8/7/2021 7:19 AM

8

N/A It needs to have 4 lanes, not 2.

8/6/2021 10:33 PM

9

Disapprove Leave it

8/6/2021 10:10 PM

10

N/A Is there enough traffic on Rice street to require such an expenditure? What businesses
will be disrupted?

8/6/2021 3:59 PM

11

Disapprove STOP!. HATE ALL IDEAS

8/6/2021 3:00 PM

12

Approve Beneficial for traffic - I have no opinion on whether it justifies removing the building.

8/6/2021 1:20 PM

13

Approve Smart if we go to a TWTL on S B51. Not a priority if 4 lanes

8/6/2021 11:44 AM

14

Approve No need for it.

8/6/2021 9:49 AM

15

Approve The current alignment is unsafe, especially with the speed of southbound cars
coming up from the underpass. It’s one of my least favorite parts of the corridor (and that’s
saying a lot). I suspect the current street alignment deters some people from patronizing the
nearby businesses. So I’m strongly in favor of this realignment.

8/6/2021 9:48 AM

16

Approve If this is what is needed for safety, I'm all for it.

8/6/2021 8:53 AM

17

Disapprove No! Seriously! Why?

8/6/2021 8:15 AM

18

Disapprove This could be helpful, but unsure of what business may be in the way. Don't
believe anyone should relocate unless voluntarily done.

8/6/2021 8:03 AM

19

Disapprove No

8/6/2021 7:39 AM

20

Approve See top comments in regards to this intersection.

8/6/2021 4:51 AM

21

Disapprove Seems unnecessary.

8/6/2021 4:26 AM

22

Disapprove I can’t believe there is that much traffic on Francis St to warrant this change,

8/6/2021 2:14 AM

23

Disapprove Why? Literally what is the purpose of this and what at what cost (likely
astronomical). I’d rather have the road re-poured/paved than completely relocating it for an
unknown reason

8/6/2021 1:52 AM

24

Approve This is desperately needed. The lanes are very narrow here.

8/6/2021 12:22 AM

25

Approve Yes.

8/5/2021 11:49 PM
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26

Approve The realignment provides a much needed improvement in visability. This
intersection does seem to have enough traffic to necessitate the traffice light

8/5/2021 10:38 PM

27

Approve Sounds good

8/5/2021 10:12 PM

28

Approve The visibility is awful. I don't use that path anymore and have to reroute throughout
neighborhoods daily for safety and backed up traffic. I hate to see the decrease in Koerten's
parking lot, but understand the need.

8/5/2021 10:09 PM

29

Disapprove If it’s not broken Don’t fix it!

8/5/2021 10:08 PM

30

Disapprove Waste of money. The number of people trying to cross division from rice to
whiting or vice versa is low.

8/5/2021 9:55 PM

31

Approve Needs lights

8/5/2021 9:40 PM

32

Disapprove Dumb idea!

8/5/2021 9:33 PM

33

Approve This makes sense to me and I agree. This area is quite busy!

8/5/2021 9:29 PM

34

Disapprove No leave it alone the way it is.

8/5/2021 9:18 PM

35

Approve Yes please! I regularly use Patch and feel this would make that intersection safer
for motorists and pedestrians.

8/5/2021 8:00 PM

36

Approve Makes sense

8/5/2021 7:03 PM

37

Disapprove Not needed.

8/5/2021 6:36 PM

38

Approve Not terrible

8/5/2021 6:21 PM

39

Approve Do it.

8/5/2021 6:12 PM

40

Disapprove No

8/5/2021 6:03 PM

41

Disapprove I don't think it is necessary, Francis St is not that heavily trafficked.

8/5/2021 6:02 PM

42

Disapprove No!!! There's no reason for any of this and your making people move their
business, ridiculous

8/5/2021 5:44 PM

43

Disapprove Leave it as is. Not every intersection needs to be controlled by a single traffic
light.

8/5/2021 5:08 PM

44

Disapprove I do not believe this realignment is necessary at this time, there are many other
pressing road matters within the city that should be addressed well before this project needs
attention.

8/5/2021 4:50 PM

45

Approve I support this realignment.

8/5/2021 4:15 PM

46

Approve Support 100%

8/5/2021 3:51 PM

47

Approve Good!

8/5/2021 3:46 PM

48

Approve I like this as well

8/5/2021 3:43 PM

49

Approve Yes Patch intersection needs the lights for sure

8/5/2021 3:33 PM

50

Disapprove Why waste money to fix something that really isn't a problem.

8/5/2021 3:13 PM

51

Approve Yes I would be in favor of this.

8/5/2021 3:04 PM

52

Disapprove Awful idea

8/5/2021 3:01 PM

53

Disapprove Waste of money!

8/5/2021 2:28 PM

54

Disapprove Leave it as is. Not enough traffic to warrant the cost.

8/5/2021 2:00 PM

55

Approve We would be the relocated business. We are in favor of making it safer and
understand the need to relocate. Please make sure to engineer the intersection with large
enough radius' to allow for the heavy semi traffic! Also PLEASE PLEASE keep us updated of
any information regarding timelines, when the environmental documents are available and
proposed time lines. The timing of the project will impact our relocation options and we would
like as much time as possible.

8/5/2021 1:50 PM
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56

Disapprove I don’t use Francis street so this will make it more of an inconvenience for my
travel on patch street. I travel the whole way down patch so having the extra block of
connecting back might slow down traffic and cause more congestion than before. This is a
heavily used road so it won’t be an improvement to change.

8/5/2021 1:38 PM

57

Disapprove Who uses Francis st majority uses just patch st. Not needed

8/5/2021 1:33 PM

58

Approve I like

8/5/2021 1:23 PM

59

Disapprove This is not needed spend the money elsewhere

8/5/2021 1:15 PM

60

Approve If a stop light will be put up I think this is a great idea! Trying to get onto
division/post from patch is a nightmare and a stoplight would greatly help. But I do not agree
with the 2-lane proposal

8/5/2021 1:15 PM

61

Disapprove Dumb

8/5/2021 1:14 PM

62

Approve Seems like a safer option.

8/5/2021 1:13 PM

63

Approve Again, good idea to make it a safer spot.

8/5/2021 1:07 PM

64

Approve This would be great! That intersection is so difficult to navigate- I drive and bike it
often.

8/5/2021 1:03 PM

65

Approve Again, wise decision. Hopefully this realignment will make it easier to on coming
traffic when approaching from Patch st.

8/5/2021 1:03 PM

66

Disapprove Once again, when you take traffic from 2 different intersections and make 1, it’s
going to make it worse with less flow.

8/5/2021 1:01 PM

67

Approve I guess it would have the same benefits as Rice/Whiting refrigeration. But is it really
necessary?

8/5/2021 12:52 PM

68

Disapprove Leave as is

8/5/2021 12:50 PM

69

Approve Good

8/5/2021 12:47 PM

70

Disapprove See comment above

8/5/2021 12:17 PM

71

Approve I drive this way often and sometimes it is so difficult to turn on to Patch. I prefer the
aligned intersection with the stop lights.

8/5/2021 11:50 AM

72

Disapprove This is Unnecessary

8/5/2021 11:41 AM

73

Approve Seems like a good idea!!! I agreeee

8/5/2021 11:26 AM

74

Disapprove I don't want to see another stop light on this segment unless absolutely
necessary. A roundabout would work better with the realignment.

8/5/2021 10:52 AM

75

Disapprove Seems expensive. I still argue that if the city "gains" a new stoplight it should
lose another one elsewhere in the city. There are a number of stoplights that no longer are
justified since HWY 10 was re-routed. I wonder if BOTH light projects are necessary- it seems
if one goes in it will affect traffic at the other intersection.

8/5/2021 10:47 AM

76

Approve makes good sense. Long overdue

8/5/2021 10:37 AM

77

Approve Yes, but if possible that would be another good spot for a roundabout.

8/5/2021 10:15 AM

78

Disapprove Wasted money

8/5/2021 9:57 AM

79

Approve Like it. 90 degree corners = better vision. But I think it would be less expensive to
cut off koerten gallery and leave Francis st where it is. Koerten could move to a better location
with more visibility.

8/5/2021 9:09 AM

80

Disapprove Too much money

8/5/2021 9:04 AM

81

Approve good idea

8/5/2021 8:29 AM

82

Disapprove Very negative

8/5/2021 8:08 AM

83

Approve I like this idea, it does seem to tighten up the flow of traffic in this area and provide
safer means of travel for transit, bicyclists, pedestrians and cars.

8/4/2021 6:18 PM
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84

Approve Seems like a more efficient way of running the street I like it. Having the streets run
into each other seems like a better way of directing traffic

8/4/2021 5:39 PM

85

Approve Love it. Will be good to have a traffic light there as well as not having to look at
such an angle while turning onto Bus 51 from Patch.

8/4/2021 4:31 PM

86

Approve Looks to be the best design.

8/4/2021 11:04 AM

87

Disapprove Seems completely unnecessary.

8/4/2021 9:12 AM

88

Approve I like the light because taking a left off of Patch isn't the easiest. But I'm not sure
I've ever seen anyone actually turn on Francis lol.

8/4/2021 8:43 AM

89

Disapprove Not sure, Why would you realign the intersection to francis on the west side
instead of keeping it aligned to path on the west side I'm not suite sure I understand the
reasoning here

8/4/2021 8:38 AM

90

Approve The addition of a light at this intersection would definitely make it easier for those
along Patch/Francis street.

8/3/2021 9:13 PM

91

Approve Nice plan to correct this intersection and make it somewhat level. The signals are a
welcome addition to this intersection.

8/3/2021 1:00 AM

92

Approve A light there will help a lot. And the single intersection.

8/2/2021 10:05 AM

93

Approve This should make the intersection much safer.

8/1/2021 11:28 AM

94

Approve Super. Traffic light necessary.

8/1/2021 8:53 AM

95

Approve This is a good compromise. It will definitely make it safer for cars to turn from
Francis when cars come over to Business 51 from Water Street when there's a train there.

7/31/2021 5:35 PM

96

Approve This design also looks safer than the current design and the traffic lights will make
the intersection safer to navigate.

7/30/2021 11:29 AM

97

Approve I support the realignment option to help with traffic flow due to the train issue.
Doesn't seem to be a substantial safety issue.

7/29/2021 10:54 PM

98

Approve I'm okay with this.

7/29/2021 10:06 PM

99

Approve It makes SO much sense to connect Patch and Francis. It makes a smooth conduit
to Water Street also.

7/29/2021 3:40 PM

100

Approve I am also thrilled to see you recommend a realignment to make a direct signalized
crossing of Church between Patch and Francis.

7/28/2021 4:02 PM

101

Approve I don’t think a traffic signal is needed here, but a single intersection is good. A lot of
traffic turns right from patch onto division, (or vice versa) and a small amount from division
onto francis, but very little goes across division here. This would actually be a good spot for a
roundabout too.

7/28/2021 12:33 AM

102

Disapprove It's not worth the extra money and relocation needed. Slowing down the traffic
(through the 2-lane road design) will be more effective for safety improvements than
realignment with a singular signalized intersection.

7/27/2021 9:57 PM

103

Approve Another intersection that has always been difficult to navigate. I find the current
roadway very dangerous by bike or on foot. Drivers can't see. This will improve safety a LOT.

7/27/2021 9:02 PM

104

Disapprove I don't understand why this is needed? Patch street is active, but i don't think I've
ever used Francis street. Why do we need this?

7/27/2021 9:01 PM

105

Disapprove No. I don’t think we need it. Francis is not busy.

7/27/2021 8:57 PM

106

Disapprove Same as above. While it would be an improvement, I think cost should be
considered.

7/27/2021 8:17 PM

107

Approve Indifferent, i dont travel it that much, but can see how it would be useful

7/27/2021 7:45 PM

108

Approve seems a lot safer to me

7/27/2021 7:15 PM

109

Approve Helpful but not necessary.

7/26/2021 11:19 PM
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110

Approve I support the Patch Street realignment.

7/26/2021 1:32 PM

111

Approve Turning left from Patch is a pain and I avoid it today. With this configuration I'll
probably go this way more often.

7/26/2021 8:51 AM

112

Disapprove Again same as Rice Street. What is the data of use on those two off roads. If car
counts turning on an off them does not justify the cost then NO.

7/25/2021 10:21 AM

113

Approve The Patch-Francis realignment would certainly be nice to have (and the perfect
timing), but if money is tight, this would be a low priority in my opinion. Two other possibilities:
(1) Traffic light on Patch without realignment. (2) No traffic light at all but widen Patch Street so
that there is ample room for a left-turn lane from Patch to southbound Church. Important note
about signals, Church should always have a green light when there is zero traffic on the crossstreet.

7/24/2021 11:13 AM

114

N/A Same as above keep it 4 lanes

7/23/2021 3:21 PM

115

Approve A great idea and safety improvement

7/23/2021 9:34 AM
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Q5 A 2-lane roadway with a two-way-left-turn-lane, wide grass terrace, and
sidewalk is proposed for the Central Segment. What is your opinion in
regard to this alternative?
Answered: 119

Skipped: 9

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Approve The central portion is not in my concern. There are a lot of bikers from Main to
Jefferson so there is a benefit of having bike lanes. Medians and turn lanes here no problem

8/7/2021 10:30 PM

2

Approve I like this a lot. This street is dangerous to cross with my kiddos in bicycle, even
with the flashing lights - many cars still just don’t stop. Having a safe place to pause between
crossing lanes will help with safety and reducing the number of lanes will slow traffic, also
making it safer.

8/7/2021 9:57 PM

3

Approve The wide grass terrace is important, as is the island for pedestrians. And the 4-lane
to 3-lane conversion is important for safety as well.

8/7/2021 4:21 PM

4

Disapprove This should stay as a four lane so if theres an accident. You can still route traffic
around it.

8/7/2021 2:17 PM

5

Disapprove I think it is a huge mistake, and dumb to narrow this to 2 lanes.

8/7/2021 1:36 PM

6

Disapprove This is entirely too small volume for the number of buses, trucks, emergency
vehicles, etc that are on here at peak times. Very busy section that cannot afford to be so
constricted. Again, please refer to global-effect studies that take into account safety impacts
of diverted traffic as well as the main focus road, especially in similar climates.

8/7/2021 7:19 AM

7

Disapprove This area needs to have 4 lanes, not two.

8/6/2021 10:33 PM

8

Disapprove Leave it!!!!

8/6/2021 10:10 PM

9

Disapprove There is WAY too much traffic on this vital stretch of road. This is a HUGE
waste of money that will result in congestion and more accidents. It's also not far from
Michigan Street which has been made "bike friendly" and is under utilized. I see very few bikes
using Michigan Street and many are riding illegally against traffic which causes problems at
stop lights.

8/6/2021 3:59 PM

10

Disapprove Unnecessary, seems like local government isn't interested in local residents who
drive the road daily.

8/6/2021 3:46 PM

11

Disapprove STOP! HATE ANY SUGGESTION TJAT MAKES IT LESS USER FRIENDLY.

8/6/2021 3:00 PM

12

Disapprove Horrible idea

8/6/2021 1:54 PM

13

Approve Generally an improvement, but the segments to the N and S have buffered bike
lanes, right? What are cyclists supposed to do as they reach this segment from either
direction?

8/6/2021 1:20 PM

14

Approve This is the only acceptable choice for the central city to make it friendly for nonauto drivers. I live near here. Crossing Division on foot is dangerous. Too many speeders. 4
lanes divides neighborhoods. Let’s not copy the joke that is HH, or B51 thru Whiting and
Plover.

8/6/2021 11:44 AM

15

Disapprove Waste of money. Will cause traffic issues.

8/6/2021 9:49 AM

16

Approve The wide terrace is especially important here. Currently, walking on that sidewalk is
scary, especially with a pet or small children. This is a residential neighborhood and people
often have to use the sidewalk or cross Division on foot. The redesign will make the
neighborhood on both sides more livable. It may also increase foot traffic for neighboring
businesses. In my opinion the traffic volume does not justify four lanes. The TWLTL option
seems ideal.

8/6/2021 9:48 AM
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17

Approve If this is what is needed for safety, I'm all for it.

8/6/2021 8:53 AM

18

Disapprove No! People no which lane to be in if turning! Waste of money

8/6/2021 8:15 AM

19

Disapprove No, this road is too busy to reduce to 2 lanes. Whatever happens, it must stay at
4 lanes!

8/6/2021 8:03 AM

20

Disapprove No

8/6/2021 7:39 AM

21

Disapprove You need make the road like Plover/Whiting and as I described with the above
comments about bike lanes, snow etc. We need to keep the light here and have turning lanes.
This area gets so congested. Pedestrians are a problem here darting out into traffic besides,
then add bikes lanes, snow etc. Many accidents happen on this intersection. Could their be
away to just close the east side on fourth heading to the University? UWSP kids are all over
the place and then make ways to access buildings a different way? Also, pedestrian cross way
not through this intersection. Have folks cross by YMcA instead so they can be seen better.
Rotary at that intersection would be dangerous.

8/6/2021 4:51 AM

22

Approve Sounds good.

8/6/2021 4:26 AM

23

Disapprove Asinine It should be 4 lanes.

8/6/2021 2:14 AM

24

Disapprove The worst idea in this entire presentation. Anyone who works at sentry, attends
SPASH, lives on the north side, or is on the UWSP campus on a regular basis will experience
at least double the travel time that they do now; plus, with the amount of students walking
to/from campus every day and the documented evidence of how dangerous round abouts are
for pedestrians, this is a horrible idea.

8/6/2021 1:52 AM

25

Disapprove Why are we taking away two lanes!? This is ridiculous.

8/6/2021 12:22 AM

26

Disapprove Too much traffic to reduce to two lanes. Bike lanes unnecessary.

8/5/2021 11:49 PM

27

Disapprove Again, 2 way left turn lane is not safe. Too much traffic and I would absolutely
hate traveling this section with only 2 lanes. Will make for difficulty turning onto Business 51
from cross streets without traffic lights

8/5/2021 10:38 PM

28

Approve Slowing down traffic and improving sidewalks in this area would be a great benefit. I
hold my breath everytime I see little ones on the narrow walk on the west side of that road.
The YMCA and TLC childcare sites often walk to Belts for field trips and I support making ice
cream runs as safe for kids as possible!

8/5/2021 10:12 PM

29

Disapprove Like I said before. Horrible idea. Fix our pot hole roads, and get stores into our
downtown that’s what we should be concerned about!

8/5/2021 10:08 PM

30

Disapprove Pointless waste of money. Why inhibit the main flow of traffic with stop lights to
lesser used streets?

8/5/2021 9:55 PM

31

Disapprove Keep roads the same not enough room the way it is for traffic

8/5/2021 9:40 PM

32

Disapprove Don't do it!

8/5/2021 9:33 PM

33

Disapprove As mentioned earlier, I love the bike lane, grassy area, and sidewalk; however I
do not feel that 2 lanes will be able to handle the traffic flow during core traffic times. This will
cause a lot of delays.

8/5/2021 9:29 PM

34

Disapprove Its going be nuts trying to turn left or right especially during busy times.

8/5/2021 9:18 PM

35

Approve While I want to like this idea, I think we just have too much traffic at certain times
of day. I live in this part of town. If you do this, please consider that it may drive more tragic to
side streets.

8/5/2021 8:00 PM

36

Approve Makes sense

8/5/2021 7:03 PM

37

Disapprove Horrible idea.

8/5/2021 6:36 PM

38

Disapprove Terrible idea. Business 51 is too busy to narrow it down to a 1 lane north and 1
lane south.

8/5/2021 6:21 PM

39

Approve Also fine but stop with the two lanes.

8/5/2021 6:12 PM

40

Disapprove No. Too busy for 2-lane roadway. Bad idea

8/5/2021 6:03 PM
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41

Disapprove Turning a main business road into a 2 lane road is the worst ideas. Getting
through town during school heavy times is already a nightmare, this will only make it worse.

8/5/2021 6:02 PM

42

Disapprove Again cutting down the roads to one lane is going to cause more accidents and
traffic jams for no reason

8/5/2021 5:44 PM

43

Disapprove Leave it as 4 lanes. Bikes have been traveling this road as is just fine without
needing to congest automobile traffic by reducing to two lanes. I'd be open to pedestrian cross
walks with flashing lights like the YMCA instead of reworking the whole road and lanes. Too
much traffic here to reduce lanes.

8/5/2021 5:08 PM

44

Disapprove With the amount of traffic in this section, especially during peak times, this is
overall not a good idea. I was/am in favor of the Stanley Street road diet, but not every 4 lane
road needs a road diet, and that is the case here. Please leave this section of road as a 4
lane, especially for the fire station.

8/5/2021 4:50 PM

45

Approve This is great, safer and looks great.

8/5/2021 4:15 PM

46

Approve MAKE SURE THERE ARE SMALL-SIZED PLANTS IN THE MEDIAN GREEN
AREA. Ask for citizen volunteers. Plover could use some of this type of remodel as well....

8/5/2021 3:51 PM

47

Approve Good! Nice job making crossing as a pedestrian easier.

8/5/2021 3:46 PM

48

Disapprove If it's anything like Michigan is right now, NO! At busy times the traffic is so
backed up. I sometimes wait through 2 sets of green lights before I can turn left onto Dixon or
Jefferson!

8/5/2021 3:43 PM

49

Disapprove No bad idea needs be be 4 lanes to much traffic to get backed up with only two
lanes

8/5/2021 3:33 PM

50

Disapprove This is a terrible idea. Way too much traffic to go from 4 lanes down to two. How
are side streets supposed to turn left onto business 51? It already can be very difficult. Do not
waste money to make it worse.

8/5/2021 3:13 PM

51

Disapprove STUPID, Move the bike lanes one block over and keep main thoroughfare 2
lanes, way more safer for all

8/5/2021 3:04 PM

52

Disapprove Awful idea

8/5/2021 3:01 PM

53

Disapprove WORST idea ever, there is too much traffic flow on that road for only 1 lane each
way!

8/5/2021 2:28 PM

54

Disapprove Very ignorant move. Listen to.people who travel these roads. 2 lane is a disaster
for this town.

8/5/2021 2:00 PM

55

Disapprove Will be the side walk be wider than normal--so the bikes and pedestrians can
more easily share the space--as we lose the bike lane here.

8/5/2021 1:50 PM

56

Disapprove I prefer if it was able to be 4 lanes. This is a highly traveled area so decreasing
the amount of cars to go through the area will likely have people avoid this stretch and go
towards plover instead. It will make getting to the theater more time consuming.

8/5/2021 1:38 PM

57

Disapprove Un needed keep 4 lanes no bike lanes on these streets

8/5/2021 1:33 PM

58

Disapprove Again please don’t narrow the roads that already narrow. The snow plows make it
worse when it gets piled along the side of the road. This is most months out of the year

8/5/2021 1:27 PM

59

Disapprove No

8/5/2021 1:23 PM

60

Disapprove This is not needed spend the money elsewhere

8/5/2021 1:15 PM

61

Disapprove 2-lane roadway with turn lanes is horrible! No one ever uses the turn lane on
Stanley and that road diet was done a few years ago and people still don’t know how to move
into the turn lane and out of the lane of traffic

8/5/2021 1:15 PM

62

N/A Have you driven a car?

8/5/2021 1:14 PM

63

Disapprove I think the 2 lane alternative is a bad idea.

8/5/2021 1:13 PM

64

Approve I'm not a huge fan of two-way center turn lanes, but it gets the job done. Is there
any way to include a bike lane here so that someone could bike all the way down Division?

8/5/2021 1:07 PM
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65

Approve I love this. It feels more safe for both drivers and pedestrians and bicyclists. I’m
always nervous driving through here with all the foot and bike traffic.

8/5/2021 1:03 PM

66

Approve I think this is more accommodating for pedestrians than it is for traffic. Again, this
is a busy segment and I don’t think you are providing enough roadway for driveways.

8/5/2021 1:03 PM

67

Disapprove Why are you so adamant about reducing the number of traffic lanes? Do you like
sitting in traffic for absolutely no reason?

8/5/2021 12:54 PM

68

Disapprove No, leave it as it is!!

8/5/2021 12:52 PM

69

Disapprove Leave as is

8/5/2021 12:50 PM

70

Approve Must better than current

8/5/2021 12:47 PM

71

Disapprove Keep road 4 lanes

8/5/2021 12:21 PM

72

Disapprove See comment above

8/5/2021 12:17 PM

73

Approve Yes

8/5/2021 11:51 AM

74

Disapprove I drive this way every day. It looks like what was done to Stanley Street and I no
longer like traveling that way. The turn lane in the middle clogs up traffic way more that I
thought possible and I can’t even imagine how a heavier trafficked area can handle it.

8/5/2021 11:50 AM

75

Disapprove Taking a 4 lane road down to 2 lane is a horrible Idea and it should not be done
period!

8/5/2021 11:41 AM

76

Approve Patch street is a pretty Main Street as well in town…the width is fabulous!!

8/5/2021 11:26 AM

77

Approve Love it! I and my children use this intersection a lot and we would feel so much
safer with this option! Double thumbs up!

8/5/2021 10:52 AM

78

Approve This makes sense to me- I look forward to a safer, slightly slower street in this
section.

8/5/2021 10:47 AM

79

Approve I like it. safer for cars, bikes, and pedestrians.

8/5/2021 10:37 AM

80

Disapprove Horrible. Needs to be 4 lane

8/5/2021 10:16 AM

81

Approve Yes

8/5/2021 10:15 AM

82

Disapprove 2 way road is not the best solution. Division is too busy to be caught up in a 2
way street. 4 way is the most logical option given traffic volume.

8/5/2021 9:57 AM

83

Disapprove Prefer 4 lanes.

8/5/2021 9:09 AM

84

Disapprove Bullshit

8/5/2021 9:04 AM

85

Disapprove not needed keep the four lanes

8/5/2021 8:29 AM

86

Disapprove Very negative

8/5/2021 8:08 AM

87

Approve I think this is a good improvement.

8/4/2021 6:18 PM

88

Approve I like it greater pedestrian safety and slower traffic

8/4/2021 5:39 PM

89

Disapprove Again, would prefer a raised median, but at least there's no bike lane on this one.

8/4/2021 4:31 PM

90

Approve I wish bicycles were included but like the features for pedestrians.

8/4/2021 11:04 AM

91

Approve I love this. I hate the road as-is. It's way too narrow for 2 lanes in each direction.
Current lack of grassy section between sidewalk and road is unacceptable.

8/4/2021 9:12 AM

92

Approve Would probably make it easier for pedestrians to cross. As long as the sidewalks
are wide enough for 2 bikes to pass (which they really can't currently) then I would be ok with
this option.

8/4/2021 8:43 AM

93

Approve Prefer it over the current option but seems like the bike lanes from the south end
disappear would love to be able to ride I bike all the way through

8/4/2021 8:38 AM

94

Approve This would be great. I wish there was an option here for a dedicated bike lane - I do
not in anyway feel safe riding my bike on the street on Division street.

8/3/2021 9:13 PM
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95

Disapprove Should be four lane or one way with one way on adjacent Street the other one
way street

8/3/2021 1:00 AM

96

Approve Very functional and looks great, too.

8/2/2021 10:05 AM

97

Disapprove I wish there was a way to continue the bike lanes through this segment.

8/1/2021 11:28 AM

98

Approve Great. Really like the wide terraces with trees. Will greatly improve appearance

8/1/2021 8:53 AM

99

Approve Excellent. This is such a dangerous section for motorists and pedestrians. This will
help greatly!

7/31/2021 5:35 PM

100

Approve For continuity, I would prefer a bike lane. Vehicles would be better aware of bicycles
if their presence/dedicated route were consistent throughout the North, Central, and South
segments. It's frustrating that the RR company is unwilling to work with the 51 planning to
adjust the bridge, as I'm sure it will need repairs before the next major road work (as the video
indicated, this type of road work comes about every 50 years...I can't imagine that the RR
bridge will outlast the road improvements.)

7/30/2021 11:29 AM

101

Approve Support the TWLTL alternative as it will help with pedestrian issues observed.
Again, traffic volumes are approaching the upper threshold that FHWA recommends for a road
diet.

7/29/2021 10:54 PM

102

Disapprove I'm not for going down to two lane roads. Against it.

7/29/2021 10:06 PM

103

Approve I like it. Bicyclists can use the painted facilities on parallel streets.

7/29/2021 3:40 PM

104

Approve The proposed design for this section from Patch to Fourth is a great improvement
over current conditions.

7/28/2021 4:02 PM

105

Approve Disappointed in lack of bike lanes, but understandable that this segment is
especially narrow. Hope the trees that appear in the presentation are actually forthcoming.

7/28/2021 12:33 AM

106

Approve This looks to be a good idea for increasing safety for all users. I just wish a bike
lane would fit here too.

7/27/2021 9:57 PM

107

Approve I live in this segment. I wasn't crazy about it at first, because I thought it would be
difficult to get out of the driveway, especially when needing to cross a lane of traffic and the
turn lane. But as the road is currently, we usually end up having to turn into the close lane and
go around the block anyway. At least this way we won't have to cross so much traffic trying to
make a left into our driveway and with proper traffic light timing, people shouldn't be so backed
up that it's impossible to get in and out. I also like that it saves homes and businesses. Belts'
is a city treasure!

7/27/2021 9:02 PM

108

Disapprove I think it will be confusing for people. Can people not cross this road?

7/27/2021 9:01 PM

109

Disapprove We need to keep 2 lanes in each direction. I say change nothing but just repair
roads.

7/27/2021 8:57 PM

110

Approve This would be MUCH safer. While I would prefer added bike lanes, I understand road
width is prohibitive.

7/27/2021 8:17 PM

111

Approve Agree, much easier to cross and turn into businesses

7/27/2021 7:45 PM

112

Approve I wish there could be bike lanes but understand it is too narrow. I talked with the
engineers about making the crossing at Jefferson/Wisconsin more friendly for bikers.

7/27/2021 7:15 PM

113

Approve would greatly improve the pedestrian safety and neighborhood housing appearance
and appeal.

7/26/2021 11:19 PM

114

Approve I support this proposed solution.

7/26/2021 1:32 PM

115

Approve Sidewalk is very close to the roadway today. This will provide more safety when
walking. Concerned with bikes using the sidewalks.

7/26/2021 8:51 AM

116

Disapprove Again, raised medians and no two way turn lane. If the city is going to do this
reconstruction project then reconstruct. The use of the turn lanes tell me the city isn't 100
percent t sure and we are back to the it is just paint wrap can change. Either be 100% and put
a median in the middle leave it alone.

7/25/2021 10:21 AM

117

Disapprove I favor keeping 4 lanes. That said, I am very happy to see no bike lanes in the

7/24/2021 11:13 AM
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entire Central Alternative Design.
118

Disapprove NO NO NO

7/23/2021 3:21 PM

119

Approve Looks good and improves turning on to 51

7/23/2021 9:34 AM
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Q6 What is your opinion in regard to the 3-foot raised median and wide
grass terrace proposed for the area between Ellis Street and College
Avenue in the Central Segment?
Answered: 118

Skipped: 10

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Disapprove 3-foot is a little extreme I believe that this will cause many accidents would not
advise

8/7/2021 10:30 PM

2

Approve This would be fine

8/7/2021 7:58 PM

3

Approve The raised median, wide grass terrace, and 4-to-3 conversion make sense to me.

8/7/2021 4:21 PM

4

Disapprove I know it was said that emergency vehicles would use the center with cars pulled
over and stopped to the right. There is going to come a time when one will get to jump that
raised section because of the way cars got stopped or lined up. Would love to be there to see
it, and then listen to the city try and justify it.

8/7/2021 1:36 PM

5

Approve Excellent. Having walked these sections in winter, I and many others have nearly
slipped on ice build-ups and landed in the road. My wife did in fact slide into the road, luckily
not at peak time.

8/7/2021 7:19 AM

6

Disapprove Leave it!!! Stop wasting tax payer money!!!

8/6/2021 10:10 PM

7

Disapprove It's a monumental waste of money. Fix the roads that really need repairs. This
does nothing to improve our traffic situation.

8/6/2021 3:59 PM

8

Disapprove Unnecessary, will impede emergency traffic trying to cross this intersection.

8/6/2021 3:46 PM

9

Disapprove STOP! STOP! STOP!

8/6/2021 3:00 PM

10

Approve It's good.

8/6/2021 1:20 PM

11

Approve Yes. Again, slow autos down for benefit of those using other kinds of transport.

8/6/2021 11:44 AM

12

Disapprove Waste of money to pay someone to mow that small piece. Don't change the
road.

8/6/2021 9:49 AM

13

Approve This may be my favorite part of the plan. The wide terrace and pedestrian islands
are a big win for quality of life and safety. The raised median should improve traffic safety in an
especially dangerous stretch of road. I also like that this model preserves the existing left turn
lanes. I have one concern about how this proposal has been presented. Some of the materials
fail to mention that this central stretch would retain left turn lanes onto Clark and Main. That
has led some commentators to assume that this section would be converted to a TWLTL
format throughout. The illustration makes clear that that’s incorrect. In future communication, it
will be important to stress that the proposal will keep the Ellis-to-College section at four lanes.

8/6/2021 9:48 AM

14

Approve As long as there is a plan to get around this segment since both to the north and
south there are bike lanes.

8/6/2021 8:53 AM

15

Disapprove Nope! Not a good idea. Leave it!

8/6/2021 8:15 AM

16

Disapprove No, this road is too busy to reduce to 2 lanes. Whatever happens, it must stay at
4 lanes!

8/6/2021 8:03 AM

17

Disapprove No

8/6/2021 7:39 AM

18

Disapprove Why? Make the road like Plover/Whiting to help keep traffic moving.

8/6/2021 4:51 AM

19

Approve ok

8/6/2021 4:26 AM

20

Disapprove Asinine It should be 4 lanes.

8/6/2021 2:14 AM
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21

N/A No opinion

8/6/2021 1:52 AM

22

Disapprove Why are we taking away two lanes!? This is ridiculous.

8/6/2021 12:22 AM

23

Disapprove Unnecessary

8/5/2021 11:49 PM

24

Approve I have some concerns about how a raised median will be plowed in the winter, but I
think this area could definitely use safety improvements. An "island" for pedestrians only
works well if it's not covered in snow and ice.

8/5/2021 10:12 PM

25

Disapprove Against. Doesn't seem necessary or money well spent

8/5/2021 10:09 PM

26

Disapprove Dumb!!!!!!

8/5/2021 10:08 PM

27

Disapprove Dumb. Why even put a strip of grass that needs to be maintained, costing us
more money?

8/5/2021 9:55 PM

28

Disapprove Don't fix something that isn't broke. We need four lanes in this town

8/5/2021 9:40 PM

29

Disapprove What for?!?!? Again another dumb idea!

8/5/2021 9:33 PM

30

Disapprove The median SOUNDS wonderful; however, if it takes away lanes of traffic it won't
be worth the loss for simple beautification. Traffic flow is more important.

8/5/2021 9:29 PM

31

Disapprove Absolutely not traffic is going to be so backed up.

8/5/2021 9:18 PM

32

Disapprove This option would restrict residents living on this stretch from being able to
enter/exit their driveways from both sides of the street, creating major inconveniences for
those individuals. In addition, on the stretch between Clark and Main, the left lane only turn
lane directs any straight traffic all towards the right side, making it even more difficult for
residents exiting their driveways there with the additional traffic in that lane. This is not a great
solution for the people living in this stretch.

8/5/2021 8:52 PM

33

Approve I think a lot of people already switch over to the right lane in this area if they’re not
turning.

8/5/2021 8:00 PM

34

Approve Fine with me

8/5/2021 7:03 PM

35

Disapprove Simply another horrible idea.

8/5/2021 6:36 PM

36

Disapprove Terrible idea. Business 51 is too busy to narrow it down to a 1 lane north and 1
lane south.

8/5/2021 6:21 PM

37

Approve Acceptable.

8/5/2021 6:12 PM

38

Disapprove No

8/5/2021 6:03 PM

39

Disapprove I think it is an unnecessary cost.

8/5/2021 6:02 PM

40

Disapprove More traffic with more accidents

8/5/2021 5:44 PM

41

Disapprove Leave the lanes as is. Add more pedestrian crossing lights like by UWCU
instead and update the crosswalk paint to be easier to see at night. There's too much
automobile traffic to reduce lanes.

8/5/2021 5:08 PM

42

Disapprove This section needs to stay 4 lanes.

8/5/2021 4:50 PM

43

Approve I support this.

8/5/2021 4:15 PM

44

Approve YES. Ask for citizen help! There are so many people working from home , or out of
work, and so many good organizations that this could happen with volunteer help. No taxpayer
$.

8/5/2021 3:51 PM

45

Disapprove Raised medians service no purpose except extra cost and maintenance. The
ones on the square are all chewed up from cars clipping them. Not to mention the damage to
cars because they stick out so far in the road.

8/5/2021 3:43 PM

46

Disapprove Bad idea

8/5/2021 3:33 PM

47

Disapprove Waste of money to put in and to maintain.

8/5/2021 3:13 PM

48

Disapprove no

8/5/2021 3:04 PM
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49

Disapprove Awful

8/5/2021 3:01 PM

50

Disapprove Waste of money!

8/5/2021 2:28 PM

51

Disapprove Very busy area. If this is 2 lane, gonna have road rage and heavy congestion.
Impossible to turn onto the road.

8/5/2021 2:00 PM

52

Disapprove This isn't a good image of what is proposed, I'm not a fan of the raised median.
How much traffic cross traffic is there here? It would be really inconvenient for the home
owners.

8/5/2021 1:50 PM

53

Disapprove These medians do not improve the traffic and will create a lot of extra work for
plows and most likely be chipped or ran into a lot.

8/5/2021 1:38 PM

54

Disapprove Un needed keep 4 lanes no bike lanes on these streets

8/5/2021 1:33 PM

55

Disapprove Why is this necessary?

8/5/2021 1:27 PM

56

Approve I like it

8/5/2021 1:23 PM

57

Disapprove Keep as a 4 lane road hence the fact that this is one of the main roads and gets
super busy. A 2 lane TWLTL would not be convenient at all as it will cause people to be
backed up in traffic, there will be several cars waiting in the middle lane, increase potential of
accidents.

8/5/2021 1:15 PM

58

Disapprove This is not needed spend money elsewhere

8/5/2021 1:15 PM

59

Disapprove A raised median sounds like a bad idea and possible damage to vehicles if they
accidentally hit the raised median

8/5/2021 1:15 PM

60

Disapprove STOP!!!!!!!!

8/5/2021 1:14 PM

61

Disapprove A raised median would be safer for pedestrian traffic, but I think the 2 lane
alternative is a bad idea.

8/5/2021 1:13 PM

62

Approve I'm into more trees and greenery! Is there space for sidewalks and bike lanes,
though? I would sacrifice the median for continuous bike lanes and sidewalks down this
corridor.

8/5/2021 1:07 PM

63

N/A I don’t have an opinion on this portion.

8/5/2021 1:03 PM

64

Disapprove We have 4 lanes. How in the world is eliminating 1 lane going to help traffic flow.
Just fix the streets we have.

8/5/2021 1:01 PM

65

Disapprove Sounds like a bad idea.

8/5/2021 12:54 PM

66

Disapprove Again is it really necessary? Grass, really?more street maintenance. Leave it 4
lanes. H

8/5/2021 12:52 PM

67

Disapprove Leave as is

8/5/2021 12:50 PM

68

Approve sounds good

8/5/2021 12:47 PM

69

Approve I think it’s an okay idea

8/5/2021 12:47 PM

70

Disapprove Keep roads 4 lanes

8/5/2021 12:21 PM

71

Disapprove See comment above

8/5/2021 12:17 PM

72

Disapprove 2817 Center St. Who is going to mow that little patch of grass, it is not
necessary

8/5/2021 11:51 AM

73

Disapprove The turn only lanes slow down the flow of traffic, in my opinion, and this is one of
the busiest roads in town. I personally don’t understand the need to get rid of the 4 lanes we
have now.

8/5/2021 11:50 AM

74

Disapprove Taking a 4 lane road down to 2 lane is a horrible Idea and it should not be done
period!

8/5/2021 11:41 AM

75

Approve This might not be so bad, that’s not really a popping part of town…I think it could
handle the change just fine

8/5/2021 11:26 AM

76

N/A No strong opinion on that.

8/5/2021 10:52 AM
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77

Approve I can live with this.

8/5/2021 10:47 AM

78

Approve sounds good

8/5/2021 10:37 AM

79

Disapprove Horrible. Needs to be 4 lane

8/5/2021 10:16 AM

80

Approve Yes

8/5/2021 10:15 AM

81

Disapprove 2 way road is not the best solution. Division is too busy to be caught up in a 2
way street. 4 way is the most logical option given traffic volume.

8/5/2021 9:57 AM

82

Approve Might be ok

8/5/2021 9:09 AM

83

Disapprove More bullshit

8/5/2021 9:04 AM

84

Disapprove not needed keep the four lanes

8/5/2021 8:29 AM

85

Disapprove Very negative

8/5/2021 8:08 AM

86

Approve I like this improvement.

8/4/2021 6:18 PM

87

Approve Again I like it slower traffic better pedestrian accessibility

8/4/2021 5:39 PM

88

Approve Love it.

8/4/2021 4:31 PM

89

Approve Yes, more green.

8/4/2021 11:04 AM

90

Disapprove No raised median. Nothing but trouble, especially in the winter. Snow will pile up
on it. Snow plows will destroy it anyway. They can't avoid curbs, they certainly won't be able to
avoid that thing.

8/4/2021 9:12 AM

91

Approve Wonderful!

8/4/2021 8:43 AM

92

Approve I like it especially for pedestrian to have a spot to cross with busier traffic. Would
like to see some pedestrian crossing light options that are currently installed at the franklin
intersection as well in these locations

8/4/2021 8:38 AM

93

Approve A wider terrace would make walking on the sidewalks a much more pleasant
experience.

8/3/2021 9:13 PM

94

Disapprove More maintenance and possible driver distraction with the landscaping as I said
before all the grass and trees are perpetual maintenance costs. Are the taxpayers comfortable
with this ongoing increasing expenditures. Again should be four lane or one way with adjacent
street the other one way

8/3/2021 1:00 AM

95

Approve That will provide safety for pedestrians.

8/2/2021 10:05 AM

96

Disapprove Once again I wish there was a way to have bike lanes.

8/1/2021 11:28 AM

97

Approve The best that can be done in a difficult area.

8/1/2021 8:53 AM

98

Approve This allows a safe way for the many pedestrians to cross the street, some thing
that is dangerously lacking right now.

7/31/2021 5:35 PM

99

Disapprove I'm a bit concerned that bicycles crossing 51 might not have enough space on
the medians, but the medians will likely slow traffic a bit, making the area safer. I'm also
concerned about the implications of a raised median in this area in regards to snow removal.

7/30/2021 11:29 AM

100

Approve Support it.

7/29/2021 10:54 PM

101

Disapprove I'm not for it. I'm against it.

7/29/2021 10:06 PM

102

Approve Definitely need the wide grass terrace in that area! I'm not sure how I feel about a
concrete raised median - it feels threatening, dangerous . . .

7/29/2021 3:40 PM

103

N/A I do not have a preference between the options considered for the stretch from Ellis to
College.

7/28/2021 4:02 PM

104

Approve Great! Needs more trees along this whole corridor.

7/28/2021 12:33 AM

105

Approve This sounds safer, but it would have been nice to have bike lanes since bicyclists
are more vulnerable than cars. If not possible here, then I support this proposed design.

7/27/2021 9:57 PM
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106

Approve It doesn't seem much different than it is now. I'm primarily a biker/walker, so I like
the wide terrace. The raised median might help people make better choices when they turn
onto/off of Division. I've seen some really close calls.

7/27/2021 9:02 PM

107

N/A If you are going to put medians down that section then it makes more sense to have one
at Portage too. Can we just have round abouts on all the main streets?

7/27/2021 9:01 PM

108

Disapprove No. We don’t need a median. Just need the roads repaired

7/27/2021 8:57 PM

109

N/A No opinion

7/27/2021 8:17 PM

110

Disapprove No, too hard for residents to access driveways, can see issues with snow
buildup in the winter, not a good idea

7/27/2021 7:45 PM

111

Approve will be nice

7/27/2021 7:15 PM

112

N/A no opinion

7/26/2021 11:19 PM

113

Approve I support this proposed solution.

7/26/2021 1:32 PM

114

Disapprove The raised median will make it difficult for emergency vehicle access.

7/26/2021 8:51 AM

115

Approve Full median all the way in all these segments. No left turn lanes. The city will need
you discuss with residents and business that you cam get to your property one way only. If not
leave it two lanes each way.

7/25/2021 10:21 AM

116

Approve This Alternative looks very good.

7/24/2021 11:13 AM

117

Disapprove NO NO NO

7/23/2021 3:21 PM

118

Approve good selection

7/23/2021 9:34 AM
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Q7 What is your opinion in regard to the recommendation for a roundabout
at the Fourth Avenue intersection?
Answered: 126

Skipped: 2

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Disapprove A DISASTER! College students walk across the street no matter what and I feel
pedestrian accidents would increase. Not to mention buses going through and they YMCA
traffic being so close

8/7/2021 10:30 PM

2

Approve Great idea! Roundabouts are great for slowing traffic.

8/7/2021 9:57 PM

3

Approve Big fan! Please, yes! This intersection is not only dangerous; it is very aesthetically
unappealing. When I used to pick up from CWA potential "hires" who were thinking of moving
to Stevens Point for employment, I would avoid taking them through the Northern and Central
segments of Business 51 when bringing them to see our town. Turn Business 51 into a safer,
bike-friendly, and beautiful corridor, one that says to young business people thinking of starting
a business here in Stevens Point, "Hey, this is a great place for the young 'creative class' to
settle! This is a sustainable, creative town." In other words, help make Stevens Point a small
city for the 21st century!

8/7/2021 4:21 PM

4

Approve It wouldnt be bad to have a roundabout here but needs 2 lanes like the one by
spash.

8/7/2021 2:17 PM

5

Disapprove Just waiting for pedestrians to be killed. At least with stop lights people have to
stop. I know it was said it would cause people driving to be more aware of the pedestrians.
Thats a great thought. Unfortunately you have to many idiots to busy with phones etc. Big
colored lightsI feel make them more attentive. Cant wait till the city gets sued for that death.

8/7/2021 1:36 PM

6

Disapprove Absolutely not. Roundabouts are UNSAFE for pedestrians. All the diagrams
showing collision points (I'm a Civil Professional Engineer and did study this in school) for
traditional signalized intersections leave off pedestrians, who are the biggest losers in this type
of intersection. Roundabouts are best used in rural areas, not urban areas with high foot traffic
and majority of vehicle traffic at certain times of day coming from one direction, backing up
other spokes. There are numerous studies proving this out, see this article for a semi-dated
listing: https://streets.mn/2017/11/17/are-roundabouts-safer-for-pedestrians/ There's also the
obvious increase in distance pedestrians will have to travel in a heavily-trafficked student
corridor.

8/7/2021 7:19 AM

7

Disapprove That is a busy walking intersection for students during the year and putting a
round about there is unnecessary and dangerous for students that will cross there. Also cutting
division down to 2 lanes instead of 4 is a terrible idea. Division is too busy of a road to be one
lane each way, not to mention extremely annoying for drivers. We saw how bad of an idea that
is on old Clark and 66 by the train crossing. That backs up horrendously now as there’s only
one lane and it’s not even that busy. Can you imagine what Division would look like during the
busy times of the day? It needs to stay 2 lanes on each side all the way through to Whiting as
it is now. Improvements are necessary, but not cutting lanes.

8/6/2021 10:33 PM

8

Disapprove Hell no!! Stop with this nonsense!! No more roundabouts no more going down to
two lanes NO MORE USELESS BIKELANES

8/6/2021 10:10 PM

9

Disapprove NO. All these lanes confuse drivers when they get to the stoplight and realize
they are in the wrong lane and go forward anyway. Creating accidents. I drive these roads 12
hours per day.

8/6/2021 3:59 PM

10

Approve I'm not opposed to the idea,would improve traffic flow they this intersection. Seems
like an expensive idea that would require purchasing land from the local property owners.

8/6/2021 3:46 PM

11

Disapprove STOP! THE MAJORITY OFTHIS COMMUNITY DOES NOT WANT THIS! STOP
STOP!

8/6/2021 3:00 PM

12

Approve Good idea

8/6/2021 1:54 PM
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13

Approve It's an improvement over the current situation but it uses a lot of land - how many
buildings have to be razed? 4? I think that left-turn lanes and signals with arrows might be
good enough here.

8/6/2021 1:20 PM

14

Approve Do it. Tear down those ugly apartments. Help traffic flow. This is the only city
intersection where I am annoyed at backups.

8/6/2021 11:44 AM

15

Approve Yes! Install roundabout!

8/6/2021 10:12 AM

16

Disapprove Want more people to get hit!? Leave fourth alone it works fine.

8/6/2021 9:49 AM

17

Approve Currently this intersection is awful, especially given the heavy foot traffic from the
university. The proposed design will be a big improvement aesthetically. I have never seen a
roundabout used at an intersection with such high foot traffic so I am not sure how it would
work. Will vehicles need to stop in the roundabout to allow pedestrians to cross? If so that
could create congestion. If other cities (especially other college towns) have implemented
similar roundabouts successfully, then it would help to share information (such as video) from
those models.

8/6/2021 9:48 AM

18

Approve YES! It will be so pretty and calming.

8/6/2021 8:53 AM

19

Disapprove Very dangerous! Especially for a busy intersection with both many young drivers
and pedestrians! Leave it alone!

8/6/2021 8:15 AM

20

Disapprove Absolutely not. This is a triad with a continuous flow of traffic, a roundabout
would become very congested and take up extra space. No!

8/6/2021 8:03 AM

21

Disapprove No

8/6/2021 7:39 AM

22

Disapprove You need make the road like Plover/Whiting and as I described with the above
comments about bike lanes, snow etc. We need to keep the light here and have turning lanes.
This area gets so congested. Pedestrians are a problem here darting out into traffic besides,
then add bikes lanes, snow etc. Many accidents happen on this intersection. Could their be
away to just close the east side on fourth heading to the University? UWSP kids are all over
the place and then make ways to access buildings a different way? Also, pedestrian cross way
not through this intersection. Have folks cross by YMcA instead so they can be seen better.
Rotary at that intersection would be dangerous.

8/6/2021 4:51 AM

23

Approve ok

8/6/2021 4:26 AM

24

Disapprove Asinine

8/6/2021 2:14 AM

25

Disapprove TERRIBLE IDEA; see comments in #5

8/6/2021 1:52 AM

26

Disapprove This intersection needs work. I don't oppose the roundabout but I worry a out
what is being torn down to make this happen.

8/6/2021 12:22 AM

27

Approve Yes

8/5/2021 11:49 PM

28

Disapprove Not convinced this is truly safe for the large volume of pedestrians using this
intersection

8/5/2021 10:38 PM

29

Disapprove I really really really hate it. I go out of my way to avoid the one on North Second
but I live right off Pulaski so this would be harder for me. I hate these. I hate them so so
much. Please no roundabouts. Please, please gods I'm begging you.

8/5/2021 10:12 PM

30

N/A Indifferent. When I moved away for about 10 years, I got used to roundabouts and
appreciate them - IF used *properly*. Growing up in Point through college years, the
intersection is safe for the students and community crossing that busy area. I'd be concerned
about lack of vision or attention by both pedestrians and drivers with a roundabout.

8/5/2021 10:09 PM

31

Disapprove No! Get stores into our downtown to bring more entertainment, and shops so we
don’t have to shop online for everything!!!!

8/5/2021 10:08 PM

32

Disapprove The current stoplight works just fine.

8/5/2021 9:55 PM

33

Disapprove No round about

8/5/2021 9:40 PM

34

Disapprove No more roundabouts!!

8/5/2021 9:33 PM

35

Disapprove There is a huge cost of space in doing a roundabout. Also, one lane of traffic will

8/5/2021 9:29 PM
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be flowing through this roundabout which will back up the flow of traffic significantly at an
intersection that primarily feeds the university. Also, there's simply more traffic than one lane
can handle.
36

Disapprove No round abouts make an over pass for people to cross like a sky way

8/5/2021 9:18 PM

37

Approve I’m a fan of roundabouts.

8/5/2021 8:00 PM

38

Approve Roundabouts are smart, makes sense

8/5/2021 7:03 PM

39

Disapprove Not needed and will make things worse.

8/5/2021 6:36 PM

40

Approve Not terrible if it is a single lane

8/5/2021 6:21 PM

41

Approve Roundabouts are the best thing invented.

8/5/2021 6:12 PM

42

Disapprove Ok as long as there is no 2-lane roadway.

8/5/2021 6:03 PM

43

Approve A round about here would make traffic flow well here.

8/5/2021 6:02 PM

44

Disapprove Pointless money spent. Let's remember how many accidents this roundabout
caused by the high school and major traffic when the school gets out with busses

8/5/2021 5:44 PM

45

Disapprove Leave it as is. I hate the roundabout near Sentry. As a pedestrian in that area I
don't feel safer than the lights that were there. I've seen more accidents in that roundabout
while in my work building than there should be. Adding new technology for crosswalk lights to
accommodate pedestrians would be a better idea instead of affecting the businesses and
homes in that area. The lights help stop traffic to leave business and home driveways and a
roundabout will affect how easy it is to pull out of a driveway at certain times, let alone be able
to see if anyone is coming through the roundabout to be able to pull out timely.

8/5/2021 5:08 PM

46

Approve This is a great idea, this intersection has needed a roundabout for quite some time,
I would love to see this happen. Also for future consideration, a roundabout at Green
Avenue/Stanley, it already has the right space for it, would decrease serious accidents, and
improve traffic flow.

8/5/2021 4:50 PM

47

Approve This is fantastic!! The more roundabouts the better. There are so many benefits to
roundabouts and I love to see this in the plan. Thank you!! Please do this!!

8/5/2021 4:15 PM

48

Approve Yes. Again ask for donations from companies or citizen time volunteer

8/5/2021 3:51 PM

49

Approve This would have made crossing much more pleasant when I lived almost exactly on
that intersection.

8/5/2021 3:46 PM

50

Approve That would be a good place for a single roundabout

8/5/2021 3:43 PM

51

Disapprove Horrible idea way to much traffic and students from the collage to have a
roundabout and traffic will get clogged as people do not use the roundabouts correctly

8/5/2021 3:33 PM

52

Disapprove Dumb idea. How many years will it take to save enough money for it to pay for
itself? Many people have no idea how to drive through them and they never seem to be built
good enough for truckers.

8/5/2021 3:13 PM

53

Disapprove no LOL no room for a 2 lane roundabout

8/5/2021 3:04 PM

54

Disapprove Awful

8/5/2021 3:01 PM

55

Disapprove Absolutely AWFUL idea!

8/5/2021 2:28 PM

56

Disapprove Totally rediculous. Even after the one put by Sentry, people cant navigate that
right. I still get very close calls to accidents.

8/5/2021 2:00 PM

57

Approve I like the idea of being able to beautify the intersection. I hope that there a 'warning
light' (like at Franklin) when pedestrians are present. It will be difficult for traffic right before and
after classes. Having more warning lights might prove helpful.

8/5/2021 1:50 PM

58

Approve This intersection is very dangerous at night as a light and super congested while
trying to turn left so this would be an improvement to the traffic flow.

8/5/2021 1:38 PM

59

Disapprove This will be a big bottleneck of traffic only having 1 lanes for turning and straight
lanes no bike lanes on these streets

8/5/2021 1:33 PM
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60

Disapprove A round about near the emergency vehicle area seems foolish. There are so
many people who don’t know how to use the one we have, let alone what they would need to
do during an emergency

8/5/2021 1:27 PM

61

Disapprove No

8/5/2021 1:23 PM

62

Disapprove Round abouts keep traffic flowing, yes; but majority of residents in this town are
filled with college students, preteens and adolescents who don't know how to even use round
abouts, don't know how to read signs for yielding or even use the two lanes correctly. Car
collisions for sure, already bad enough by Sentry.

8/5/2021 1:15 PM

63

Disapprove This is not needed spend money elsewhere

8/5/2021 1:15 PM

64

Approve I’m not sure there is a lot of room in that intersection for a roundabout. It’s not a
terrible idea

8/5/2021 1:15 PM

65

Approve I’m a fan of round abouts

8/5/2021 1:14 PM

66

Disapprove I would supper a 2 lane roundabout, I do not support a 1 lane roundabout.

8/5/2021 1:13 PM

67

Approve I love it. I think this will really help the flow of traffic to move safely and quickly
through this intersection.

8/5/2021 1:07 PM

68

Approve If the experts think this is a more safe option, then I’m in favor! This intersection
often functions like a two lane road, and it’s hard to navigate with all the college pedestrian
traffic.

8/5/2021 1:03 PM

69

Approve I like this idea.

8/5/2021 1:03 PM

70

Approve Love it!

8/5/2021 1:01 PM

71

Disapprove keep the stop light add a green arrow turning right or left onto fourth but that's it.

8/5/2021 12:56 PM

72

Disapprove No. More. Roundabouts. People have a hard enough time navigating the ones
already in place.

8/5/2021 12:54 PM

73

N/A How do pedestrians get across safely? Lots of foot traffic at that intersection.

8/5/2021 12:52 PM

74

Disapprove Leave as is

8/5/2021 12:50 PM

75

Approve good

8/5/2021 12:47 PM

76

Disapprove Awful idea— many college students walk on this intersection and rely on the
lights so they can walk across. Cars will not stop for us making it dangerous and making us
late for class

8/5/2021 12:47 PM

77

Disapprove No roundabout required in the middle of the core route between Plover to Point

8/5/2021 12:21 PM

78

Approve Roundabouts are ok

8/5/2021 12:17 PM

79

Disapprove How are students suppose to cross the street in a rouondabout?

8/5/2021 11:51 AM

80

Disapprove I hate roundabouts. While it helps with the flow of traffic, it leaves too much room
for human error. If a roundabout must go in, I hope you at least keep it a one lane. The
roundabout by the highway is so complicated for people because of the two lanes.

8/5/2021 11:50 AM

81

Disapprove People in this town do not know how to properly drive thru roundabouts
regardless of how many how to videos you put out. Avoid the hassle and leave alone. And
keep the road 4 lanes!!

8/5/2021 11:41 AM

82

Disapprove Nope nope nope nope nooooopeeee!!!!! Nope. A roundabout near campus is
going to cause so many accidents…I avoid the north side of town like the plague because I
don’t so roundabouts, wasn’t even taught in drivers Ed about them.

8/5/2021 11:26 AM

83

Approve Yes! So much yes! We use this intersection daily and would like this option as car
drivers and bicyclists and pedestrians. Thank you for this option!

8/5/2021 10:52 AM

84

Approve I support this.

8/5/2021 10:47 AM

85

Approve would be a huge improvement

8/5/2021 10:37 AM

86

Disapprove Terrible. Needs lights

8/5/2021 10:16 AM
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87

Approve Yes

8/5/2021 10:15 AM

88

Disapprove 2 way road is not the best solution. Division is too busy to be caught up in a 2
way street. 4 way is the most logical option given traffic volume.

8/5/2021 9:57 AM

89

Approve Like it. Quicker than lighted intersection.

8/5/2021 9:09 AM

90

Disapprove Can't stop laughing, more wasted money

8/5/2021 9:04 AM

91

Disapprove not needed keep the four lanes

8/5/2021 8:29 AM

92

Approve Positive

8/5/2021 8:08 AM

93

Disapprove Some people don't like roundabouts. I like them as a car, but they are a bit hard
to navigate as a bike - scary as a bike sometimes. So I'm not sure I support this
recommendation.

8/4/2021 6:18 PM

94

Approve I like it roundabouts keep traffic moving and vehicles from going to fast

8/4/2021 5:39 PM

95

Disapprove As someone who uses this intersection multiple times a day, I am confident that
not only will it be a disaster, the cost of property acquisition and eventual modification will be
far higher than stated. And I'm someone who is VERY PRO-ROUNDABOUT! This is NOT the
spot for a new one.

8/4/2021 4:31 PM

96

Approve Single lane roundabouts reduce the finality rate to 0. All for it.

8/4/2021 11:04 AM

97

Disapprove Worst. Idea. Ever.

8/4/2021 9:12 AM

98

Disapprove This isn't the one, stop lights work just fine. Feel like there would actually be
more accidents with a roundabout and the high number of pedestrians/cyclists at this
intersection.

8/4/2021 8:43 AM

99

Approve Yes 100% absolutely

8/4/2021 8:38 AM

100

Disapprove This doesn't feel very necessary for the amount of disruption it would cause to
this intersection.

8/3/2021 9:13 PM

101

Disapprove Should be four lane

8/3/2021 1:00 AM

102

Approve Makes a lot of sense.

8/2/2021 10:05 AM

103

Approve Should improve traffic flow and result in a safer intersection for traffic and
pedestrians.

8/1/2021 11:28 AM

104

Approve I LOVE roundabouts!!!

8/1/2021 8:53 AM

105

Approve I think the roundabout is the best choice for this intersection!

7/31/2021 5:35 PM

106

Approve I am very happy about this design. The intersection currently is too narrow to turn
into the correct lane from 4th Street turning south onto 51. I am a bit concerned that there is a
lack of roundabout training for those who took Driver's Ed a number of years ago. Pedestrian
traffic has always been an issue at certain times of the day. Perhaps some flashing lights
might be helpful during those times?

7/30/2021 11:29 AM

107

Approve Support the roundabout alternative. Since this intersection has a lot of pedestrian
and bike activity, consider additional pedestrian enhancements. May be a good location for an
RRFB for night crossings.

7/29/2021 10:54 PM

108

Disapprove I'm not for it. I'm against it.

7/29/2021 10:06 PM

109

Approve Love, love it! It's great for the college students - very safe. Plus, anyone can
navigate a one-lane roundabout. My husband says it's a training ground for the Northpoint Drive
one. :-)

7/29/2021 3:40 PM

110

Approve Hooray for the roundabout at Fourth. (Repeat about 100 times.) It is simply a safer
and more efficient design for all travel modes to tame the current hideous monster of an
intersection.

7/28/2021 4:02 PM

111

Approve Love it! More roundabouts, bring 'em on!

7/28/2021 12:33 AM

112

Approve This is a great idea. The best way to meet all users needs and increase safety at
this intersection and surrounding legs is to build a roundabout, slowing the cars/trucks to 15

7/27/2021 9:57 PM
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mph. I've seen plenty of drivers race in this area. Thank you for this!
113

Approve I LOVE ROUNDABOUTS! Again, much safer for pedestrians, which is usually me.
It will be nice to have it opened up so that UWSP students aren't popping out from behind
utility poles. And it looks freaking amazing.

7/27/2021 9:02 PM

114

Approve Great! Love it!

7/27/2021 9:01 PM

115

Disapprove No. I don’t think it’s necessary right there. Plus businesses would have to be
torn down

7/27/2021 8:57 PM

116

Approve I think this would be great as long as it is pedestrian friendly.

7/27/2021 8:17 PM

117

Disapprove Maybe, but would take away frontage for businesses, i think a need for better
signals with turn arrows, for right of way, or flashing ones similar to the intersection for Trigs

7/27/2021 7:45 PM

118

Approve love round abouts

7/27/2021 7:15 PM

119

Disapprove Not pedestrian friendly. A very bad idea. This is a main cross way for students
and is a transition from residential to semi-commercial and university. Whoever recommended
this has never walked here. Would destroy all the improvements south of this intersection.

7/26/2021 11:19 PM

120

Approve I would like to see a roundabout at all possible locations.

7/26/2021 1:32 PM

121

Approve I prefer roundabouts to traffic lights. So, I like the idea.

7/26/2021 8:51 AM

122

Disapprove No roundabout in this location at all!!! If you want a round about it should be on
the Business 51 and 10 east and 10 west intersections. Not at this location it is too close to
the fire station for cars that will ne traveling to really stop the flow of traffic for emergency
vehicles.

7/25/2021 10:21 AM

123

Approve The traffic circle at Fourth Av may perhaps be a good idea if the cost of property
acquisition can be incorporated. If money is tight, this would be a lower priority in my opinion,
and if traffic signals remain, hopefully left-turn arrows would be incorporated on Division at
Fourth.

7/24/2021 11:13 AM

124

Disapprove Just put in a left turn signal.Use some common sense.

7/23/2021 3:21 PM

125

Disapprove Based on my experience round about do not increase eye contact with
pedestrians and cars don't yield to them. I use this road as a pedestrian or a cyclist multiple
times a day and am concerned for safety. The stop lights force vehicles to stop and allow
pedestrians to walk and a round about does not.

7/23/2021 12:30 PM

126

Approve not a fan of roundabouts but it looks like a good idea

7/23/2021 9:34 AM
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Q8 A 2-lane roadway with a raised median, buffered on-street bicycle lane,
wide grass terrace, and sidewalk is recommended for the North Segment.
What is your opinion in regard to this alternative?
Answered: 123

Skipped: 5

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Approve Depending on the turn lane structure it would work. I think people are against it
because they break the law passing others and won’t be able to that if this change were to
occur. My only concern is medical personnel getting by during busy times on this street

8/7/2021 10:30 PM

2

Approve I love separating the different directions of traffic and adding the buffering for the
bike lane will make bicyclists safer.

8/7/2021 9:57 PM

3

Approve As I mention in my prevous response, I am a big fan of proposal 8! Please, yes!
Love the buffered in-road bike lane. Again, as I say above, when I used to pick up from CWA
potential "hires" who were thinking of moving to Stevens Point for employment, I would avoid
taking them through the Northern and Central segments of Business 51 when bringing them to
see our town. What I see below does help to turn Business 51 into a safer, bike-friendly, and
beautiful corridor, one that says to young business people thinking of starting a business here
in Stevens Point, "Hey, this is a great place for the young 'creative class' to settle! This is a
sustainable, creative town." In other words, help make Stevens Point a small city for the 21st
century!

8/7/2021 4:21 PM

4

Disapprove You have prentice street and college for bike lanes. Keep it 4 lanes here.

8/7/2021 2:17 PM

5

Disapprove Once again get rid of the on-street bike lanes. The dumbest and unsafest idea
ever. For both bikers and drivers. Not to mention with all the wasted money, and screwing up
the streets almost all the bikers(which are very few) are still smart, and seen riding on the
sidewalk. Also it appears that getting to businesses will suck. From the renditions there will
need to be so many breaks and turn lanes it will be ridiculous. Not to mention on the noeth
side when Sentry is back, SPASH, and UWSP are in session with a straight steady line of
traffic good luck getting across even the one lane. In summary I feel its time to start electing
some new city officials who will listen to the people. Have an actual election style vote, and
see what the majority thinks about if it should be changed or not.

8/7/2021 1:36 PM

6

Disapprove Again, we can't be reducing the capacity volume here. Where do you expect the
rest of the traffic to go, and will that be safer? Streaming tons of cars past SPASH or between
the fast food strip and the dorms is definitely not the safest option, keep it contained!

8/7/2021 7:19 AM

7

Disapprove This area needs to have 4 lanes, not 2. This area is way too busy for 1 lane each
way. This would be extremely annoying to many drivers.

8/6/2021 10:33 PM

8

Disapprove Noooooooo!!!!! Stop this STUPIDITY

8/6/2021 10:10 PM

9

Disapprove Oh, isn't this "pretty"..... NOT what we need. Fix deteriorating roadways and
leave these lanes in place. Area businesses will not benefit from this.

8/6/2021 3:59 PM

10

Disapprove Terrible idea, trying to slow down traffic and create a choke point for emergency
personnel trying to leave the fire station. Recommend board members actually take time to
think about what they want to waste tax payer money on prior to doing this project against
majority of the residents wishes.

8/6/2021 3:46 PM

11

Disapprove STOP! WHAT IS WORRY WITH ARE COMMUNITY LEADERS.

8/6/2021 3:00 PM

12

Disapprove No 2 lane roads!!!! This area is busy!

8/6/2021 1:54 PM

13

Approve Nice. Let's remember how people screamed about reducing lanes on Stanley St.
Their hysteria has not been justified - Stanley is just fine with 2 traffic lanes. I anticipate the
exact same sequence with B51.

8/6/2021 1:20 PM

14

Approve Ideal. Make it pedestrian and bike friendly near campus. It is currently ugly,

8/6/2021 11:44 AM
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uninviting, and dangerous. It’s an entryway to our city. If I were a stranger, the current design
would make me think Point is ugly all over. First impressions count.
15

Disapprove Leave as is currently

8/6/2021 10:12 AM

16

Disapprove Will clov up traffic and cause accidents.

8/6/2021 9:49 AM

17

Approve My first thought was, “why not a TWLTL?” But looking at the graphic I like this
model better. It does a good job of making space for left turns where necessary, while also
improving safety and appearance. Appearance is important both here and on the southern
segment. Currently these stretches are eyesores. Stevens Point is a beautiful city and should
have beautiful streets. The wide terraces and landscaping will be a big improvement.

8/6/2021 9:48 AM

18

Approve Yay! This stretch has always been so hostile to bicyclists and pedestrians.

8/6/2021 8:53 AM

19

Disapprove Not a good idea! Busy road! Leave it how it is!

8/6/2021 8:15 AM

20

Disapprove Absolutely not! No, this road is too busy to reduce to 2 lanes. Whatever
happens, it must stay at 4 lanes!

8/6/2021 8:03 AM

21

Disapprove No

8/6/2021 7:39 AM

22

Disapprove Again, make the road like Plover/Whiting. My concerns are the same for this
whole segment. There’s many businesses. It would be too congested as single lanes. Bike
lanes just need to be split from riding with traffic. Bikes ride with traffic and if someone isn’t
paying attention driving, I can’t see them coming at me to move. I think with the amount of
taxation we can afford these roads to be done right. I don’t get why this is even up for
discussion. Make bike lanes be in a different bath but not riding with traffic. I like biking but I
don’t trust drivers. I actually last week had a guy riding his bike on the road coming at me.
There wasn’t any place for me to go. Just imagine more folks out there snd single lanes. This
sho single lanes thing is nuts!

8/6/2021 4:51 AM

23

Approve Safer

8/6/2021 4:26 AM

24

Disapprove Asinine It should be 4 lanes.

8/6/2021 2:14 AM

25

Disapprove Same as comments in #5

8/6/2021 1:52 AM

26

Disapprove Why are we taking away two lanes!? This is ridiculous.

8/6/2021 12:22 AM

27

Disapprove No. Much too busy to have only two lanes. Will cause more traffic and
accidents. Bike lanes unnecessary here when there are side streets that can accommodate
bikers.

8/5/2021 11:49 PM

28

Disapprove Please for the love of God hear the people cry and DO NOT reduce this to 2
lanes. There is WAY too much traffic for this. Traffic counting in this section during July and
August is simply not valid. School and University are not in session and Sentry employees are
still working at home. 2 lane in this stretch should absolutely not be considered

8/5/2021 10:38 PM

29

Approve Perfect! Love it! That mess of a road basically cuts off an entire half of the city to
people with physical or cognitive obstacles (ie. My Auntie who uses a walker cannot safely
cross, nor can my 8 year old navigate it safely even though she can handle other roadways).

8/5/2021 10:12 PM

30

Disapprove Against. This area is growing and needs to be kept at 4 lanes. Thought should
instead go into a better plan for turn lanes and flow with all the traffic. It's a hot mess quite a
bit of the time. A suggestion would be adding a turn arrow to Fourth and also to Maria.
Considering again, the amount of *vehicle* traffic on that stretch, turn lights would help with the
flow.

8/5/2021 10:09 PM

31

Disapprove No need!

8/5/2021 10:08 PM

32

Disapprove Stupid. Keep the 4 lane road. Anyone that wants to turn is gonna back up traffic.
If it ain't broke, don't fix it!! Taxpayer money shouldn't be wasted for this!

8/5/2021 9:55 PM

33

Disapprove No

8/5/2021 9:40 PM

34

Disapprove Please for the love of God don't!

8/5/2021 9:33 PM

35

Disapprove My same thoughts as above...2 lanes simply are not enough to manage the flow
of traffic. Perhaps on the North side of Maria we could get away with 2 lanes but between Rice
and Maria it's simply too busy to reduce to 2 lanes.

8/5/2021 9:29 PM
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36

Disapprove So you spent all this money on a 2 lane round about to go to a one lane road
makes no sense. We do not need bike lanes.

8/5/2021 9:18 PM

37

Disapprove Low priority, but could be nice.

8/5/2021 8:00 PM

38

Approve Reminds me of Thomas Street in Wausau looks nice

8/5/2021 7:03 PM

39

Disapprove Horrible idea and absolutely not needed.

8/5/2021 6:36 PM

40

Disapprove Terrible idea. Business 51 is too busy to narrow it down to a 1 lane north and 1
lane south.

8/5/2021 6:21 PM

41

Disapprove Stop with the only two lane stuff.

8/5/2021 6:12 PM

42

Disapprove No. Too busy for 2-lane roadway. Bad idea

8/5/2021 6:03 PM

43

Disapprove A 2 lane road through this part of town would be a terrible idea. The bike lane is
absolutely unnecessary, so many people still bike the sidewalks even with the bike lanes.
They are a ridiculous waste of money and road space.

8/5/2021 6:02 PM

44

Disapprove Leave it alone, stop trying to change the roads and fix them inside of patching
them!!! Just want to a waste our money that causes more issues trying to commute

8/5/2021 5:44 PM

45

Disapprove Leave it as is with 4 lanes. Nothing is worse than being on a 2 lane road when
needing to arrive somewhere and there is a car going under the speed limit and you cannot
pass. Bikes can use the right lane and "share the road". Too much traffic on this road with
people turning right to make sense of this model. Also, the median blocks turning left into
businesses, therefore making it inconvenient to access any driveways when needing to go left
unless making U-turns. Stupid idea for when Sentry and SPASH are back at full capacity with
traffic.

8/5/2021 5:08 PM

46

Approve I'm in favor of this proposed change, it will help slow traffic overall and will increase
revenue for the businesses along this North section. All green space should be heavily planted
with native tree and wildflower species, the wildflowers should be perennial to drastically cut
back on maintenance/costs/time. The sidewalks along this section are wide enough, or can be
widened, to accommodate both walkers and bikers, I do not believe bike lanes are needed on
this section. I've lived in Point for 32 years, and have biked this area on the sidewalks almost
my entire life, and have never had an issue. This is a section where bike lanes would do more
harm than good. Improve/widen the sidewalk on the East side of this section to mirror the
width of the West side, and have both walkers and bikers utilize the sidewalks instead of the
road, thanks.

8/5/2021 4:50 PM

47

Approve This is great and this plan would definitely improve the asthetics of this area. Looks
great and so much safer.

8/5/2021 4:15 PM

48

Approve Yes. (I live in town)

8/5/2021 3:51 PM

49

Approve Wonderful! Promoting biking in this area will help people see the prioritization of
bicycling in the community and connect the community better to the green circle trail. Note: I
do not currently live in point, but do consider moving back in the future, and these changes
would support that thought of moving back.

8/5/2021 3:46 PM

50

Disapprove The cost to maintain this is not something this city can afford. I say NO

8/5/2021 3:43 PM

51

Disapprove Bad idea need to have 4 lanes of traffic

8/5/2021 3:33 PM

52

Disapprove This is a terrible idea. Way too much traffic to go from 4 lanes down to two. How
are side streets supposed to turn left onto business 51? It already can be very difficult. Do not
waste money to make it worse.

8/5/2021 3:13 PM

53

Disapprove STUPID, Move the bike lanes one block over and keep main thoroughfare 2
lanes, way more safer for all

8/5/2021 3:04 PM

54

Disapprove Awful

8/5/2021 3:01 PM

55

Disapprove WORST idea ever, there is too much traffic flow on that road for only 1 lane each
way!

8/5/2021 2:28 PM

56

Disapprove Uncalled for. Bikes dont use bike lanes now. Crazy to think that will change

8/5/2021 2:00 PM

57

Disapprove I really don't like the impact that limiting access from both directions has on

8/5/2021 1:50 PM
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businesses, but if the only place it will really limit access is near 4th ave, it won't be hard to
turn around on the round about.
58

Disapprove The bicycles are not using the bike lane in general and this will decrease the
likelihood people will visit the businesses on the strip vs. driving to a plover location that will
be safer with less congestion. I avoid the roads that have added these because of the
increased time it takes to travel on them with the lack of option to go around people who are
going under the speed limit constantly or pulling out of businesses and slowing down traffic
while they get up to speed. I’d be better to keep the 4 lanes and cut back to add in the bike
lanes. It will suck for the business to give up that space in the short term but it will increase
the amount of people who can go to their business. At least in this strip.

8/5/2021 1:38 PM

59

Disapprove No bike lanes on these streets keep it 4 lanes why to much bottleneck areas

8/5/2021 1:33 PM

60

Disapprove Please don’t narrow the narrow roads. Could this money go into revitalization of
businesses that suffered during covid? Or grants for more art projects? Or give to the
university? Can we cultivate more of what we have?

8/5/2021 1:27 PM

61

Disapprove No

8/5/2021 1:23 PM

62

Disapprove This is not needed spend money elsewhere

8/5/2021 1:15 PM

63

Disapprove I again, do not like the 2 lane roadway or the idea of a raised median.

8/5/2021 1:15 PM

64

Disapprove DO NOT MAKE A 2 LANE ROAD

8/5/2021 1:14 PM

65

Disapprove I think the 2 lane alternative is a bad idea. The multi use path would be much
safer.

8/5/2021 1:13 PM

66

Approve I love it! I live very close to this segment and I am 100% supportive of shifting this
to a two lane with safe biking and walking options and more greenery! This is exactly the result
I was hoping for.

8/5/2021 1:07 PM

67

Approve This looks beautiful. It would certainly help slow down traffic (much needed!) and
make the entrance to our city more visually appealing.

8/5/2021 1:03 PM

68

Disapprove Again, if you’re eliminating a lane, how will compensate for traffic? Raise the
speed limit?

8/5/2021 1:03 PM

69

Disapprove What is wrong with how it is! Just fix what we we already have!

8/5/2021 1:01 PM

70

Disapprove There is too much traffic for this.

8/5/2021 12:56 PM

71

Disapprove No. Reducing the number of lanes is a horrible idea. It’s not progress, it’s a
regression.

8/5/2021 12:54 PM

72

N/A So does the Southbound traffic enter businesses on the East side when there is that
raised median. Also same for North bound traffic needing to get to businesses on the West
side?

8/5/2021 12:52 PM

73

Disapprove Leave as is

8/5/2021 12:50 PM

74

Approve This would be perfect here. traffic always builds up trying to turn towards UWSP.

8/5/2021 12:47 PM

75

Disapprove I think the way it is now is great if a sidewalk could be incorporated

8/5/2021 12:47 PM

76

Disapprove Leave roads as 4 lanes

8/5/2021 12:21 PM

77

Disapprove See long comment above

8/5/2021 12:17 PM

78

Disapprove 2817 Center St. Too much confusion, how do you get to businesses on the other
side of the street, I see a lot of U-turns and problems, the raised median is not necessary in a
business district

8/5/2021 11:51 AM

79

Disapprove There is too much through traffic to go to two lanes. And why in the world would
anyone want to bike on this road? Even with bike lanes??

8/5/2021 11:50 AM

80

Disapprove Taking a 4 lane road down to 2 lane is a horrible Idea and it should not be done
period!

8/5/2021 11:41 AM

81

Approve This might not be so bad but again it’s a pretty busy road…it would be nice to have
two lanes on each side so ambulances etc can get by.

8/5/2021 11:26 AM
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82

Approve Very positive change here! This street needs this kind of renovation to make it
usable. I use this stretch almost daily as a car driver and would welcome this change. Love
the trees! It would be so much more welcoming to guests coming to the University as well.

8/5/2021 10:52 AM

83

Approve I support this- a main challenge will be managing the volume of "right turns" into
businesses- should they occupy the bike lane when turning? If so, for how long? 10 yards? 50?

8/5/2021 10:47 AM

84

Approve great idea

8/5/2021 10:37 AM

85

Disapprove 4 lane

8/5/2021 10:16 AM

86

Approve Yes

8/5/2021 10:15 AM

87

Disapprove 2 way road is not the best solution. Division is too busy to be caught up in a 2
way street. 4 way is the most logical option given traffic volume.

8/5/2021 9:57 AM

88

Disapprove Get rid of grass median and bike buffer. Add another lane. No buildings need to
be removed even if a few feet need to be taken to fit 4 lanes, bike and sidewalk

8/5/2021 9:09 AM

89

Disapprove Again too much money and traffic jams every morning and evening. Are the
bicyclists going to put money in the coffers via licensing fees and road taxes?

8/5/2021 9:04 AM

90

Disapprove not needed keep the four lanes

8/5/2021 8:29 AM

91

Disapprove Very negative

8/5/2021 8:08 AM

92

Approve I love the buffered on-street bicycle lanes and more green space. Ideally, the grass
would be replaced by more native plants/grasses.

8/4/2021 6:18 PM

93

Approve I’m a huge fan of this idea to control traffic and allow pedestrian accessibility

8/4/2021 5:39 PM

94

Approve Love the raised median and the trees to make that stretch feel less like an airport
runway, but the extra wide bike lane WILL lead to a number of very dangerous/deadly
situations, just like are currently happening on Michigan Ave.

8/4/2021 4:31 PM

95

Approve Yeah bike lanes! Looks good. Bike lanes will be good for college students living on
north point dr.

8/4/2021 11:04 AM

96

Disapprove No raised median. Give us a TWLTL. We need to get in that bank driveway you
have blocked in this image, as well as dozens of other driveways not shown here.

8/4/2021 9:12 AM

97

Approve Again great idea, 10/10

8/4/2021 8:43 AM

98

Approve Yes please! I love the buffered bike lanes that are currently in town in the busier
sections like on Michigan from patch to dixon that create a lot of mental comfort for bicyclist

8/4/2021 8:38 AM

99

Approve I would like this addition as a biker and a driver, though I would want to prioritize
bike lanes along the entirety of Division rather than certain sections. Unless very clear
alternative bike routes are well labeled and aren't incredibly inconvenient.

8/3/2021 9:13 PM

100

Disapprove Should be four lane. The raised median is detremental to the businesses located
here. Again the raised median with trees and grass are perpetual rising maintenance
expenditures.

8/3/2021 1:00 AM

101

Approve This looks great.

8/2/2021 10:05 AM

102

Approve Will improve the look of the area.

8/1/2021 11:28 AM

103

Approve Will improve the appearance of this area. Great!

8/1/2021 8:53 AM

104

Approve This will provide safe access for pedestrians crossing Business 51. With District 1
gaining popularity, safe pedestrian crossings are essential. Car traffic won't be significantly
inconvenienced by this.

7/31/2021 5:35 PM

105

Approve I like the reduced number of access points and the median/pedestrian areas will
improve safety and hopefully encourage crossing the street at designated crosswalks. The
buffered bike lane will aid in safety as bikes won't feel obligated to ride on the sidewalk, thus
increasing the potential for accidents at access points.

7/30/2021 11:29 AM

106

Approve Support this fully. This section has lower volumes and less development than the
southern portion. Unfortunately it doesn't continue through the North Point Drive roundabout.

7/29/2021 10:54 PM
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107

Disapprove I'm not for going down to two lane roads. Against it.

7/29/2021 10:06 PM

108

Approve Provides a great bicycle facility that will encourage biking to Sentry and SPASH.
This median is lovely - not as scary as the one from Ellis Street to College Avenue.

7/29/2021 3:40 PM

109

Approve I am happy to see the 2-lane option as your Recommended Alternative in this
segment from Fourth to NorthPoint.

7/28/2021 4:02 PM

110

Approve Buffered bike lanes are not ideal, but much better than the current arrangement.
Otherwise this is a huge improvement over this unpleasant stretch of stroad.

7/28/2021 12:33 AM

111

Approve Sounds good, would be safer, and looks way better than the current ugly and
dangerous design!

7/27/2021 9:57 PM

112

Approve To be honest, even though I am a biker, I don't feel comfortable biking on Division.
Having the buffer might help me feel more comfortable, but I have been verbally harassed for
biking on the road and for being in the bike lanes. I feel more comfortable going a block out of
my way to stay off the main drag, especially with the recent crime of a motorist pushing a
bicyclist down and wrecking their bike for simply biking where they are supposed to. I do like
the grass terrace in the middle. It will make it a lot safer for pedestrians to cross along this
very long stretch of road.

7/27/2021 9:02 PM

113

Approve Good

7/27/2021 9:01 PM

114

Disapprove No. There should be 2 lanes in each direction or the traffic will really back up.
Leave as is and just repair road

7/27/2021 8:57 PM

115

Approve Is is the best segment design, in my opinion. I absolutely love the buffered bike
lanes.

7/27/2021 8:17 PM

116

Disapprove No, by having a raised median you are preventing traffic from going either
direction when leaving businesses, causing u turns or wrong way drivers

7/27/2021 7:45 PM

117

Approve can't wait to have a bike lane heading north

7/27/2021 7:15 PM

118

Approve Fine. Just forget the round-about at 4th Ave.

7/26/2021 11:19 PM

119

Approve I support this proposed solution.

7/26/2021 1:32 PM

120

Disapprove No on street bike lanes on this area at all. Wider sidewalks or alternate path. I
honestly drive all across this city and in a year have only seen 7 bikes use these lanes in all
the areas they are. Of the City cannot force an ordinance like other cities that say 13 and
above have to use the bike lanes then we don't need them on the road or be fined. They force
that ordinance because they know way too many would be in an uproar.

7/25/2021 10:21 AM

121

Disapprove I favor keeping 4 lanes and no bike lanes whatsoever. Whatever is decided, I
hope that traffic signal left-turn arrows will be incorporated for northbound and southbound
Division at Maria.

7/24/2021 11:13 AM

122

Disapprove Keep it 4 lanes.

7/23/2021 3:21 PM

123

Approve good solution for that area

7/23/2021 9:34 AM
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Post Date: Post ASAP today. If not able, please post at 7/19/2021 @ 8:00 a.m.

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Upcoming Public Involvement
Opportunities
The recommended alternatives for the Business 51
corridor will be shared soon! New information
detailing the evaluation process and the resulting
recommendations will be posted to the project
website on Friday, July 23. A virtual Q&A session will
be held on Monday, July 26, and an in-person open
house will be held on Tuesday, July 27.
Project Website:
stevenspoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 7/20/2021 @ 8:00 a.m.
Caption:
Business 51 Project – Detailed Alternatives
Business 51 needs to be reconstructed to address
pavement, safety, and multimodal needs. The
utilities underneath the pavement are also in need
of replacement. The alternatives shown in the
accompanying figure were presented during the last
round of public involvement in March 2021. Since
then, these alternatives have been refined and
evaluated and recommended alternatives have been
selected. Visit the project website on Friday, July 23
to learn more.
Visit the project website for more details:
stevenspoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 7/22/2021 @ 8:00 a.m.

Caption:
Business 51 Project –Alternative Evaluation Criteria
The alternatives considered for Business 51 were
evaluated based on 15 unique, equally weighted
criteria. The alternatives that received the highest
scores were selected as the recommended
alternatives. Tomorrow, information on the
evaluation process, along with details about the
recommended alternatives, will be available for
review on the project website.
Visit the project website for more details:
stevenspoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 7/23/2021 @ 8:00 a.m.

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Visit the Project Website
New information detailing the recommended
alternatives and why they were selected is on the
project website. Review the information available
and then attend either the virtual Q&A Session on
Monday, July 26 or the in-person Open House on
Tuesday, July 27 to speak with the project team.
More details about the sessions are available on the
website.
Project Website:
stevenspoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 7/26/2021 @ 8:00 a.m.

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Virtual Q&A Session Tonight
Don’t forget to attend the virtual Q&A Session
tonight if you have questions about the
recommended alternatives for Business 51. An inperson Open House will also be held on Tuesday,
July 27 at Pacelli Catholic High School from 5-7 p.m.
More details are available on the project website.
Project Website:
stevenspoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 7/27/2021 @ 8:00 a.m.

Caption:
Business 51 Project – Open House Tonight
The final public meeting for the planning phase of
the Business 51 project is tonight. It will be held at
Pacelli Catholic High School from 5-7 p.m. A short
presentation will be given at 5:15 p.m. More details
are available on the project website.
Project Website:
stevenspoint.com/Business51

Post Date: 8/5/2021 @ 8:00 a.m.
Caption:
Business 51 Project – Recommended Alternatives
Information on the recommended alternatives for the Business 51 corridor
was released on July 23 and public meetings were held last week to discuss
the recommendations. The alternatives were selected based on a series of
evaluation criteria that included right-of-way-needs, cost, safety, traffic
operations, public support, and more. More information can be found on
the project website.
Please share your comments on these recommendations by using the online
comment form which can be found in the link below. The last day to share
comments via the online comment form is Saturday, August 7.
Online Comment Form:
surveymonkey.com/r/Business51_Recommended_Alternatives
More information about the recommended alternatives:
stevenspoint.com/1371/Business-51-Public-Meeting-3

